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Force is the midwife of every old society pregnant with a new one.
Karl Marx
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Introduction

The puzzle

In October 2014, at the height of Libya’s second civil war, I travelled to Misrata to 
meet with the city’s political leaders and the commanders of local armed groups. These 
groups had formed three years earlier to break the vicious siege Muammar al-Qadhafi’s 
forces were then laying to the city. After Qadhafi’s demise, they had come to think of 
themselves as guardians of the revolution. In July 2014, they had remobilized against 
what they saw as counter-revolutionary plots, driving their Zintani adversaries out 
of Tripoli during a month-long battle in which the capital’s airport burned down. 
With Misratan armed groups now controlling Libya’s capital, the politicians who had 
masterminded the operation were getting ready to negotiate from what they considered 
a position of strength. But just as Misratan power brokers were meeting with UN 
secretary general Ban Ki Moon and his Special Representative Bernardino Leon in 
Tripoli, their political support base at home was riven by serious disagreements, raising 
doubts over the extent of their sway. Several militia leaders assured me that scheming 
politicians had drawn them into the war against their will. They had established 
a council of seventeen field commanders to represent their interests independent 
of these politicians. Others backed the self-declared government in Tripoli, which 
rejected the negotiations. There were at least several dozen, probably over 100 armed 
groups in Misrata at the time, most of the larger brigades being assemblages of smaller 
factions. On the surface, and towards political adversaries, Misrata’s political elite and 
armed groups still displayed a remarkable degree of cohesion. But the deepening rifts 
among Misratan players would haunt efforts to resolve Libya’s crisis throughout the 
following years, complicating attempts to negotiate local ceasefire agreements, and 
repeatedly threatening to provoke a showdown in Tripoli, between forces supporting 
the UN-backed Government of National Accord and those opposing it.

Misrata’s emergence as a key power centre in 2011 and its increasing internal 
fractiousness thereafter reflects wider dynamics at work in Libya. Political, military 
and territorial fragmentation defines the nature of conflict and non-state order 
in the country. Since 2011, Libya has lacked not only a central authority worthy of 
that name, but also strong national political or military forces, as well as stable local 
authorities. This splintering of the political and military landscape has prevented the 
re-establishment of state authority since Qadhafi’s fall, and frustrated attempts at 
brokering a sustainable solution to Libya’s conflicts.

Political and territorial fragmentation characterizes failing states, and is common in 
civil wars. Splits and divisions among armed groups often impede conflict resolution 
efforts. Rarely, however, does fragmentation occur as radically as in post-Qadhafi 
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Libya, where by 2015, no national institutions survived and almost no nationwide 
or even regional organizations emerged among the conflicting parties. Libya also 
stands out with regard to the marked localism of political and military forces. Armed 
groups mostly organize on the basis of individual cities, neighbourhoods or tribes, 
and often define themselves by their local affiliation. Such localism therefore has both 
a geographical and an identitarian dimension, and is anchored in concrete, tight-knit 
relations in communities.

But Libya’s fragmentation is not the work of reawakening tribes or nascent city-
states. In virtually no locality has uncontested leadership emerged; in most towns and 
cities, rival political camps exist, each of them entering into divergent alliances with 
outside forces. In the northeastern region of Cyrenaica, attempts to promote regional 
autonomy have been bogged down by intra-regional divisions. And in contrast to 
common patterns of fragmentation in other civil wars, Libya’s conflict landscape is 
not populated by distinct armed groups that suffer ever new splits. In many regions, 
political and military structures are both too fluid and too deeply embedded in 
communities to settle into clearly identifiable organizations. 

Comparable cases are hard to find among contemporary armed conflicts. The war 
in Syria, for example, has often been highlighted for the fragmentation of its parties. 
But contrary to Syria, Libya since October 2011 has lacked both a state leadership 
that can function as the principal power centre, and organizations whose scope of 
action and support base far transcend particular localities, and which have exercised 
exclusive control over sizeable chunks of territory, such as the Islamic State or the 
PYD. In civil wars such as in Lebanon and Afghanistan, armed groups associated with 
particular ethnic or sectarian groups carved out spheres of influence. But many of these 
armed groups were hierarchical, relatively centralized organizations led by warlords 
who gradually consolidated their fiefdoms. To date, Libya has not witnessed such a 
consolidation of local or regional authority by individual figures, with the exception of 
Khalifa Haftar – once an army officer close to Qadhafi, later his exiled opponent who 
after 2011 emerged as a blatantly power-hungry warlord – in the country’s northeast. 
The Somalian case, with its close ties between sub-clans, business networks and 
militias, probably comes closest to Libyan conditions, despite important differences. 
But even in Somalia, a regional polity established itself in Somaliland two years after 
the collapse of central authority.

Among contemporary civil conflicts, Libya therefore presents an extreme case of 
fragmentation. This book seeks to explain Libya’s political and military fragmentation 
since 2011 – that is, not merely why central authority collapsed and competing factions 
carved up the territory into a complex patchwork of spheres of influence. What is 
puzzling about Libya’s fragmentation is the difficulty political and military actors have 
faced in centralizing control even over entire cities or regions, and the emergence of 
ever new rifts at the local level. Against this background, the consolidation of authority 
under Haftar in the country’s northeast also begs explanation, as do Haftar’s difficulties 
in expanding his authority despite the many divides afflicting his adversaries in western 
and southern Libya. To address this puzzle, this book presents a novel approach to 
fragmentation in civil war, through a comparative analysis of social transformation in 
four Libyan localities.
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Fragmentation in civil wars and collapsed states

Libya represents an extreme case of a phenomenon that is attracting growing attention 
from scholars and policymakers. Over the past decade, fragmentation has become 
the subject of a burgeoning subfield in the study of civil wars and armed groups. The 
growing interest in multiparty civil wars and splintering rebel groups likely reflects 
a trend in the nature of contemporary armed conflict itself. Some even argue that 
complex conflicts with many disparate actors are the ‘new normal’ for civil wars.1 There 
are, as yet, no studies to examine whether we really are witnessing a new development, 
or whether analysts of civil wars are merely becoming more attentive to a long-standing 
phenomenon.2 Be that as it may, it is now common to question and transcend the 
– previously widespread – assumption that civil wars are binary conflicts between a 
government and a rebel group.3

Current approaches to fragmentation in civil wars fall into two main types. 
Arguments drawing on rational choice theory see fragmentation as driven by armed 
groups’ response to external threats or incentives – state repression or co-optation; 
battlefield losses or victories; the individual weight of rebel factions within winning 
coalitions.4 Approaches that analyse armed groups as organizations claim that the  
pre-existing social structures on which these groups were built determine how they 
react to pressure amid conflict.5

Common to both types of approaches is the general focus on situations of state-
insurgent conflict – in other words, on the state as the central actor in suppressing, 
co-opting or dividing armed groups.6 More importantly, they invariably centre on 
armed groups – ‘rebels’, ‘insurgents’, ‘warlords’, or ‘militias’ – as units of action and 
analysis. Game-theoretic models conceptualize insurgent groups or their leaders as 
rational, unitary actors. They assume that rebel leaders or warlords seek to maximize 
political power and accumulate wealth, and that the constraints on their actions 
arise from the interplay of warring actors pursuing their self-interest – rather than 
from these actors’ obligations towards their constituencies. Organization-theoretic 
approaches stress the organizational logics of armed groups – resource mobilization, 
recruitment and efforts to establish control and cohesion – as determinants of their 
actions and trajectories. Both approaches start from the assumption that armed groups 
are discrete actors, defined by particular preferences in the case of the former, and their 
internal structure in the case of the latter.

The nature of fragmentation in Libya calls these assumptions into question. First, 
since October 2011, the Libyan state has existed only as a vestige, not as an actor in 
the conflicts. Most armed groups do not understand themselves as rebels – there is 
no central authority to rebel against – but claim to represent state legitimacy. Violent 
conflict has generally been localized and temporary, with the exception of twelve 
months of civil war in 2014–15, and the third civil war that erupted in April 2019. 
The strategic conditions and the pressures amid which armed groups operate in Libya 
therefore differ substantially from those of state-insurgent conflicts.

Second, Libyan armed groups often display a very low degree of formalization 
and organizational continuity. Their members mobilize and melt back into their 
communities according to conflict dynamics. Instead of sharpening their public 
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profile and developing a clear corporate identity, armed groups commonly disguise 
themselves by constantly changing their names. Many see rapid fluctuation in their 
component elements and individual membership. The decision-making mechanisms 
into which they are integrated frequently extend outside the armed group itself to 
include informal elite networks or community structures. In such a context, conflict 
dynamics can be reduced neither to the internal logics of armed groups, nor to the 
interactions between them.

This book argues that developments in Libya, as well as in similarly complex and 
fragmented conflicts elsewhere, can only be understood through an analysis of the 
fragmentation and cohesion of social groups – of the social networks and communities 
in which political and military actors are embedded. Previous work on the role of social 
networks in armed groups and their fragmentation limits itself to the pre-existing social 
networks on which armed groups were built, or to social networks within or between 
armed groups.7 By contrast, I understand social embeddedness as the constraints 
and capabilities of actors emanating from their ongoing social relations.8 I contend 
that the relevant unit of analysis may not be armed groups as much as networks 
straddling political elites, community leaders, members of armed groups and their 
quotidian relations, such as their families, friends and neighbours – in other words, 
the social networks in which members of armed groups are embedded. To varying 
degrees, armed groups are embedded in, or isolated from, their social surroundings. 
Depending on their extent of social embeddedness, the ties linking their members to 
people outside their fighting group may be decisive in shaping their constraints and 
capabilities, as well as their interests and identities.

To understand fragmentation in Libya, we need to look beyond organizational splits. 
I define fragmentation as the processes through which a multiplicity of competing 
political and military actors emerge and continue to proliferate, preventing the 
maintenance or establishment of a credible claim to the monopoly on the concentrated 
means of violence.

Fragmentation and social structure
If we seek to account for the fragmentation of social groups, rather than merely of 
organizations, it is tempting to search for an explanation to Libya’s complex landscape 
since 2011 in structural features of Libyan politics and society. From a structuralist 
perspective, these features would have made Libya’s fragmentation inevitable once 
central authority weakened and the country descended into civil war. This argument 
appears all the more obvious in view of the apparent commonalities Libya shares with 
other cases of fragmentation amid state collapse, such as Afghanistan and Somalia. All 
three had historically been fragmented societies that were incorporated into nation-
states only recently, and unevenly.9

Structuralist approaches would emphasize the weakness of institutionalization and 
state penetration of pre-revolutionary Libyan society, as well as the fact that Qadhafi 
systematically blocked the development of independent organizations aggregating 
political interests at the national level, such as political parties. They would interpret 
the pronounced localism of Libyan political forces since 2011 as a resurgence of 
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parochial – in this case, tribal – identities.10 Depending on their particular theoretical 
viewpoint, they would see such identities as having remained hidden underneath the 
surface during the Qadhafi era, or as having been perpetuated and transformed to 
serve as the basis for the patronage networks that structured Libya’s rentier economy.11 
The revolution, from such a perspective, only served to bring these structural 
characteristics of Libyan society to the fore.

In view of the marked localism of Libyan political forces, a structuralist approach 
to Libya’s fragmentation could not content itself with highlighting the weakness of 
national institutions. Social microstructure – the cohesion of communities – would be 
key to a structuralist argument. As theorists of social networks have argued, ‘strong ties, 
breeding local cohesion, lead to overall fragmentation’.12 Pre-existing social networks 
clearly play a role in mobilization in social movements and militant organizations.13 A 
long-running tradition in the study of rebellion holds that group cohesion facilitates 
collective action.14

Structuralist approaches, however, tend to overstate the extent to which  
pre-existing structural patterns determine outcomes – in this case, the fragmented 
nature of political and military mobilization. As a detailed analysis of the rifts and 
alignments in 2011 shows, the integration or marginalization of a given community by 
the Qadhafi regime did in some cases correspond to that community’s alignment in the 
revolutionary civil war – but in other cases, it did not. Moreover, a close look at local 
communities during the Qadhafi era demonstrates that they were politically divided 
and lacked strong leadership – in other words, they did not constitute political actors, 
raising the question of why they appeared as such during the revolution. Besides, tribal 
solidarities are not fixed; in Libya as elsewhere, social change, government policy and 
tribal political entrepreneurs themselves constantly refashion the nature and role of 
tribes.15 As a result, there are no predetermined fault lines for fragmentation along 
tribal lines. Political and military mobilization since 2011 has occurred at least as much 
at the level of individual towns or cities as it has on a tribal basis, which corresponds 
neither to traditional loyalties nor to the political legacies of the Qadhafi era. Finally, 
explanations that rely on the strength of pre-existing local ties have difficulties 
accounting for the evolving divides after 2011, with rifts within – and realignments 
between – local communities.

A convincing approach to fragmentation in Libya should explain both the 
pronounced localism of political and military forces in the 2011 war – the first 
manifestation of Libya’s fragmented landscape – and the breakdown of local unity, 
the  deepening fragmentation at the local level, as Libyan society lived through its  
post-revolutionary turmoil.

This book locates the key to such an explanation in social transformation amid 
civil war. According to one of the oldest axioms of sociology, violent conflict can 
either strengthen group cohesion or cause group fragmentation.16 Community social 
structure therefore is not a constant factor in the development of armed groups. We 
need to analyse not only how social structure conditions the formation of violent 
contenders, but also how communities change under the impact of violence – including 
violence wielded by their own members. Community refers to groups characterized by 
a high level of face-to-face, multiplex and reciprocal relations, as well as a common 
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set of beliefs and values.17 The denser the network of such ties, the more cohesive a 
community.18 How community exposure to violent conflict alters cohesion, and how 
this affects armed groups that are embedded in communities, is central to the approach 
to fragmentation presented here.

Civil wars radically transform the social fabric. The dynamics of collective violence, 
through which such transformation occurs, include self-reinforcing processes and 
chain reactions – in other words, causal relationships that are endogenous to civil wars, 
rather than rooted in antecedent conditions.19 But theoretically informed analysis of 
social transformation amid violent conflict is still in its early stages.20 This book aims 
to advance such analysis.

The argument

Violent conflict produces new realities and logics that deeply transform societies. Violence 
draws rifts through the social fabric; it either strengthens cohesion or causes fragmentation 
among groups that rely on solidarity among their members to defend themselves against 
threats. It thereby redefines political communities and creates new ones.

These changes appear most dramatically during the escalation into civil war, 
when society first faces the threat of widespread violence, and when individuals and 
groups are forced to position themselves in highly uncertain situations. Amid mutual 
uncertainty – with each actor searching for cues in the behaviour of others – small 
acts of violence can trigger exponential consequences, provoking the alignment of 
actors on both sides of the act. Such mechanisms result in rifts and alignments that are 
partially shaped by contingent events, and therefore have the potential to transform 
structural divides antecedent to the conflict.

Where collective struggle produces social cohesion, armed groups are often deeply 
embedded in communities. Social embeddedness means that armed groups do 
not exclusively, or even primarily, follow their internal organizational logics, or the 
individual interests of their leaders. They also respond to obligations towards other 
members of the community they are embedded in. Their positions towards other actors 
in the conflict are therefore in part conditioned by the social boundaries that define 
local cohesion. As actors in violent conflict, armed groups are both agents and objects 
of social transformation: they reshape the social ties they are themselves enmeshed in, 
as well as the social fabric more broadly.

Fragmentation occurs because of conflicting pressures originating from local 
social ties on the one hand, and strategic considerations on the other hand. Changing 
strategic conditions – configurations of threat, opportunity and uncertainty – lead 
actors in the conflict to reposition themselves and enter into new alliances and 
enmities, thereby inflicting ever new rifts onto the social fabric. Where social cohesion 
remains strong, it constrains actors in their strategic behaviour. Political fragmentation 
is most pronounced where social cohesion limits actors in their opportunism and 
ruthlessness. Where the experience of communities in conflict has failed to strengthen 
local cohesion, or weakened it, armed groups stand a better chance of centralizing 
control.
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This approach to fragmentation makes three theoretical contributions to the study 
of violent conflict more generally. First, it theorizes processes of social transformation 
amid violent conflict, building on nascent work in this domain, and demonstrating the 
relevance of these processes for our understanding of civil wars. Second, it advances a 
processual perspective on violent conflict, underlining the importance of mechanisms 
that develop a causality of their own, and combining rational choice arguments with a 
social and historical dimension that is generally missing in such arguments. Third, it 
proposes a novel concept for the social embeddedness of armed groups that furthers 
our understanding of how social ties matter for the behaviour of actors in violent 
conflict.

Structure, process and social transformation in civil war
The formative period of Libya’s fragmented landscape was the 2011 revolution and civil 
war, when political and military forces were overwhelmingly organized on the basis of 
local communities, and rifts emerged between communities that found themselves on 
opposite sides of the divide. The pronounced localism of Libyan forces is unique among 
contemporary civil wars. To what extent can structural features of Libyan society and 
the country’s singular history of state formation explain these patterns?

A detailed analysis of events at the local level during the first days and weeks of 
the 2011 revolution shows that communal alignments did not correspond to the 
activation of predetermined fault lines, or to mobilization on the basis of pre-existing 
scripts. In western Libya, rifts emerged between individual communities, producing 
localism, whereas eastern Libya wholly escaped regime control early on, producing 
regionalism. These patterns owed as much to historical precedents as to – partially 
contingent – dynamics of violence. Communal positions in the 2011 war were not 
defined through collective decision-making. Rather, an unprecedented situation forced 
local actors to take sides amid high uncertainty, thereby allowing individual acts to 
develop a disproportionate impact by triggering the behavioural alignment of others. 
Violence, or the threat thereof, then fuelled the mechanisms that turned such nascent 
rebellions by small groups of actors into collective positions of communities. Violence, 
and the threat thereof, activated ties of solidarity within communities; gambling 
that community solidarity would falter, the regime threatened collective retribution, 
thereby accelerating the process.

The Qadhafi regime’s record of collective punishment and its divisive tribal policies 
made it likely that a revolutionary situation would trigger such mechanisms. But 
antecedent conditions did not determine the rifts of the civil war. The extent to which 
ties of solidarity could be activated was uncertain for all actors involved. Whether 
some communities were more cohesive than others prior to the conflict mattered less 
than the ways in which the eruption of the conflict transformed them. Communities 
did not enter the revolution as political actors; they became actors through the conflict. 
The war created new communities and community leaders.

Social cohesion and community are central to this book’s overall argument. Neither 
is a fixed entity, as an analysis of social transformation through escalation and conflict 
shows. The experience of the 2011 war shaped political and military organization in 
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Libyan communities for years to come. In communities that had been welded together 
by collective struggle, armed groups emerged that were deeply embedded in the local 
social fabric.

Social embeddedness
Armed groups or their leaders are a key unit of analysis in current research on violent 
conflict. But a close look at the forces in Libya, as well as in similarly fragmented 
conflicts elsewhere, suggests that this may be inappropriate in situations where the 
boundaries of groups are fluid, and community structure plays an important role. 
Understanding armed groups as driven by their leaders’ rational self-interest risks 
under-socializing these groups; focusing on their organizational logics overemphasizes 
social ties internal to the group.21

Instead of assuming that armed groups are discrete organizations that can serve 
as a unit of analysis, I analyse the members of a fighting group within the web of ties 
linking them to each other, as well as to political players, financial backers, external 
patrons, friends, families and neighbours. This web of ties, which goes far beyond 
what is commonly understood as an armed group, enables and constrains political 
and military actors, and influences how they conceive of their interests and identities. 
Such ties, built through repeated or everyday interactions, can carry relationships of 
trust, reciprocity, or loyalty, and can facilitate coordination by channelling information 
outside formal organizational structures.22

The more an armed group polices its boundaries, the better it can be analysed 
as a distinct organization. The more it is socially embedded, the more permeable 
its organizational boundaries are, and the less centralized its command structures. 
I will, at times, casually call such a network a ‘socially embedded force’ – a term 
that is intentionally vague – to avoid evoking a clearly defined group. Total social 
embeddedness would mean that the fighting group is identical with the community.

A comparative analysis of four Libyan localities shows that socially embedded forces 
emerge in communities that forge a high degree of social cohesion through collective 
struggle. Examples from conflicts elsewhere suggest that the wider contexts in which 
this tends to occur are complex political and military landscapes that fall short of, or 
transcend, binary state-insurgent conflict – contexts that some call ‘hybrid political 
orders’ or ‘social orders’, among other terms.23 But in these contexts, socially embedded 
forces always coexist with – and can be overtaken by, or turn into – more tightly run 
armed groups. The latter have a greater chance of succeeding where conflict erodes 
social cohesion, or fails to enhance it. By far the most significant example in Libya 
is the warlord structure led by Khalifa Haftar in eastern Libya.24 Warlord structures 
distinguish themselves from socially embedded forces by their centralization, military 
ethos and measure of autonomy.

The process of fragmentation
To the extent that actors in conflict are socially embedded, their social networks 
enable and constrain their actions. At the same time, these actors respond to particular 
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strategic conditions: the configuration of threats, opportunities and uncertainty in 
a given situation, which corresponds to the factors that are considered decisive in 
rational choice theory. Strategic conditions shape and transform social ties by guiding 
the use of violence, which in turn draws new rifts and redefines communities. The 
immediacy of threats and the high stakes in situations of civil war encourage ruthlessly 
strategic behaviour.

Strategic conditions and social ties can therefore present violent contenders with 
conflicting pressures. Moreover, in civil wars and collapsed states, strategic conditions 
change constantly, forcing actors to reposition themselves and enter into ever new 
alliances and enmities. As strategic conditions change, they leave lasting traces in the 
form of rifts within the social fabric. Taken together, these hypotheses form a theory 
of fragmentation.

Violent contenders who are deeply embedded in socially cohesive communities 
face greater constraints in their strategic action than armed groups that insulate their 
members from their social surroundings. In cohesive communities, actors will find it 
more difficult to opportunistically enter into ever new alliances with former enemies, 
or move ruthlessly against local rivals. In some instances, they even refrain from 
positioning themselves openly at all, due to constraints originating from social ties. 
This means that, contrary to intuition, political fragmentation is most durable and 
debilitating in socially cohesive communities.

For a situation to persist in which the logics of strategic action and social 
embeddedness compete and conflict with each other, without one prevailing over 
the other, at least one of the following conditions needs to hold: First, the absence 
of meaningful central authority makes it difficult for political alliances to coalesce. 
Second, foreign support to local actors in the conflict prevents a consolidation of 
alliances around a central authority. Third, strategic conditions change rapidly, forcing 
actors to constantly reposition themselves, with periods of political competition within 
communities alternating with situations in which communities close ranks against 
external enemies – a sequence of repeated social fusion and fission.

To varying degrees at different times, all three conditions applied to the turmoil 
Libya has undergone since 2011. With the collapse of the regime, central authority 
broke down, locking in a fragmented landscape, since such a dispersed configuration 
of forces would severely hamper any attempts to form solid coalitions to uphold 
central authority. Fragmentation thereby became both a cause and a consequence of 
the collapse of central authority. Since mid-2014, foreign support to various parties in 
the conflicts has posed a major obstacle to a settlement.

Meanwhile, strategic conditions fluctuated heavily: during the 2011 war, individuals 
were forced to unequivocally choose sides, frequently aligning themselves with the 
side their community found itself on, and cutting off ties with communities on the 
other side of the divide. With the regime’s demise, the threat posed by regime forces 
vanished, and with it the key factor subduing rivalries within and between revolutionary 
strongholds. The scramble for suddenly available state assets and budgets fuelled 
competition, including among rivals within the same communities who entered into  
diverging supralocal alliances. In 2014, the coalescence of such alliances into two 
broad opposing camps led to a second civil war that once again forced actors to take 
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sides. Actors in the conflict sought to redraw clear lines between allies and enemies, 
and strove to refashion local unity. The split through government institutions threw 
patronage networks into disarray, prompting a search for new alliances and external 
sponsors. From early 2015 onwards, actors had to choose whether to bet on the UN-led 
negotiations for the formation of a unity government, or remain locked in polarization. 
The benefits from participating in negotiations and supporting a compromise were 
highly uncertain. Actors who chose compromise had great difficulties holding on 
to their local support base. Fresh political rifts emerged at the local level. Divisions 
multiplied further as the unity government’s power base and ambitions narrowed over 
the following two years. In April 2019, Khalifa Haftar’s offensive on Tripoli yet again 
prompted his adversaries in western Libya to close ranks.

In sum, the polarization of the 2011 civil war gave way to a differentiation of 
local positions in 2012–13; renewed polarization in 2014–15 was again followed 
by the fragmentation of the two rival camps in the context of negotiations; in 2019, 
polarization returned. At the local level, strategic conditions twice impelled actors 
to close their communities’ ranks against external adversaries, only to subsequently 
switch to local competition over access to patronage. Successively, social processes 
that originated in different strategic conditions interfered with each other, gradually 
dividing the clearly defined groups of 2011 and tracing ever new fault lines. Actors 
not only responded to the exigencies of particular strategic conditions. Their room for 
manoeuvre was also constrained by social networks that had been shaped in radically 
different strategic environments.

Mechanisms and processes
The above argument represents a processual perspective on fragmentation in 
particular, and violent conflict in general. Social mechanisms, and processes of social 
transformation, serve as the missing link between structural conditions and the outcome 
of fragmentation. Mechanisms are not merely a combination of intervening variables or 
chains of events, but ‘chains of interaction that filter structural conditions and produce 
effects’.25 They are relational, and have a causality of their own. Feedback loops or 
path dependence are examples for endogenous, non-linear causality in mechanisms.26 
Mechanisms also differ from the sum of their composite events with regard to the 
importance of temporality: timing, sequence and acceleration.27 Mechanisms should 
be portable to other contexts, in that they alter relations among actors in similar ways 
across different situations.28 Processes are combinations and sequences of mechanisms.29

For example, two mechanisms in the escalation and early phases of a conflict cause a 
community to adopt a collective position, and draw rifts between communities (see Table 
1). First, the community develops a reputation for being loyal to the party that exerts 
territorial control over it, which in turn provokes fear of collective retaliation against that 
community by the other side, thereby strengthening community loyalty to the controlling 
party. Second, individuals or groups on both sides of a dispute mobilize support by 
appealing to ties of solidarity, gambling that the solidarity of the adverse group will 
unravel. This redefines group solidarity just as it – potentially – provokes group conflict.
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A mechanism that strengthens group cohesion amid conflict is the increased 
mutual dependence between members of a group that is in collective conflict with an 
outside actor. Group members strengthen their ties among each other, come to rely on 
and trust each other with their lives, and experience the loss of friends and relatives 
together.

Mechanisms that promote political differentiation within groups include the 
competition among leaders to represent that group towards the outside, and their 
competition in building up clienteles within the group. The process of fragmentation 
is driven by repeatedly alternating mechanisms promoting group cohesion and group 
differentiation.

Several of these mechanisms have been conceptualized in the literature; others 
have been described in other contexts but have not been explicitly formulated as 
portable mechanisms. This book identifies the mechanisms at work in the process of 

Table 1 Selected mechanisms in the process of Libya’s fragmentation

Mechanism Definition References
Contingent 

sequential 
alignment

In situations of collective uncertainty, 
individual acts have a disproportionate 
impact by triggering the behavioural 
alignment of others.

Ermakoff (2015).

Security dilemma 
of solidary 
groups

Individual or group escalates by activating 
ties of solidarity to mobilize for 
collective action, gambling that 
solidarity within adverse groups will 
unravel, leading to group conflict.

Gould (1999); 
Schnell (2015).

Alignment  
lock-in

Territorial control generates reputation for 
community loyalty to controlling actor, 
provoking fear of collective retaliation 
by adversary, thus strengthening 
community loyalty to controlling actor.

Kalyvas (2006).

Cohesion through 
collective 
struggle

Collective struggle against outside actor 
strengthens mutual loyalties and 
increases density of ties within group, 
enhancing group cohesion.

Wood (2008); 
Whitehouse et al. 
(2014); Parkinson 
(2013).

Broker  
competition

Brokers compete for ability to represent a 
group, promoting group differentiation.

Tilly (2003).

Patron  
competition

Brokers/patrons compete in building 
clienteles within group, promoting 
group differentiation. 

–

Fusion/fission Repeated changes of strategic conditions 
alternately impel groups to close ranks 
against external adversaries, then 
cause brokers/patrons within group to 
compete, promoting fragmentation. 

–
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fragmentation through a comparative analysis of conflict and social transformation in 
four Libyan localities during 2011–19.

Research design and methodology

The approach adopted here relies on a subnational comparison of structures, 
mechanisms and processes in four locations: the Nafusa Mountains, Misrata, Bani Walid 
and Tobruk. The focus on communities as the primary level of analysis was prompted 
by the localism that has defined much of Libya’s political landscape since 2011. But 
in-case comparison also makes it easier to control for historical, socioeconomic and 
cultural factors that may differ widely in cross-national comparative analyses.30 The 
case – political fragmentation in Libya – serves as a basis for theory building. But the 
theoretical framework presented in each chapter also draws extensively on examples 
from other country cases.

Drilling down to the local level does not mean discounting national-level dynamics 
or the role of external actors. Both figure in the analytical framework as part of the 
strategic conditions in which local actors operate, and both feature in the empirical 
analysis. The next chapter examines Libya’s overall trajectory since 2011, and thereby 
provides the context in which to situate the micro-level events that form the heart of 
the analysis.

The four localities were chosen in an effort to maximize differences among the 
cases, particularly with regard to the ways in which communities were exposed to, 
and participated in collective violence in 2011. Communities in these four regions also 
differed in their exposure to changing strategic conditions over the following years, and 
underwent diverging social transformations. In Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains, 
communities emerged from the 2011 war as cohesive local power centres. While both 
areas were revolutionary strongholds, they differ in that Nafusa towns are tight-knit 
rural communities, whereas Misrata is a diverse city. Their comparison reveals striking 
similarities in local cohesion and the social embeddedness of armed groups. Both areas 
subsequently became arenas for competing local camps that only united under acute 
external threat.

Bani Walid, a tribal stronghold that remained loyal to the regime in 2011, was 
initially riven by deep internal rifts, but constant victimization at the hands of stronger 
outside forces promoted internal cohesion. The town’s weak leadership settled on 
isolationism to ward off the threat of open internal conflict. Tobruk remained at the 
margins of the transformations wrought by the 2011 war, and the weakness of socially 
embedded forces offered fertile terrain for the consolidation of control by Haftar.

Three of the four localities are located in the west, while Tobruk is in the east; the 
two regions differ substantially with regard to historical legacies and the experience of 
the 2011 war. The cases are relevant for Libya’s overall trajectory and patterns across the 
country: with Misrata and Zintan, the analysis includes two key power centres in post-
Qadhafi Libya; with Tobruk, the heartland of Haftar’s power structure is accounted for 
– though this was not yet evident when I first visited the city in April 2014.
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Pragmatic considerations such as security and accessibility also mattered for case 
selection. I chose localities that were comparatively stable, and avoided cities where 
security was already deteriorating in early 2014, such as Benghazi, Sirte or Sabha. I was 
unable to include a case study from southern Libya for that reason. I recurrently refer 
to communities that were riven by violent internal conflict to identify key differences 
in patterns.

Data collection
To establish precise chains of events in the localities under examination, as well as 
the protagonists and drivers behind these events, I gathered information through 
interviews with actors and observers on the ground. These interviews covered both 
historical and ongoing developments. Over time, through interviews that focused 
on actors and events, I collected detailed information on community structure, inter 
communal ties and the social networks in which members of armed groups and 
political actors were embedded.

I adopted an ethnographic approach to field research, drawing on participant 
observation and informal interactions as much as on formal interviews.31 I conducted 
over 300 interviews specifically for this book, during nineteen weeks of field trips on 
eleven separate occasions between January 2014 and April 2018. These interviews were 
in Libyan Arabic without a translator. They were semi-structured or ad hoc, depending 
on the interlocutor and the situation. In most cases, I did not record the interviews, 
and often took few or no notes during the meeting, making notes afterwards instead, 
to put interlocutors at ease. Locations included Tripoli, Misrata, Bani Walid, Yefren, 
Zintan, Jadu, Nalut and Tobruk, as well as meetings during stopovers in Tunis and 
Istanbul. Interlocutors ranged from politicians and businessmen to army officers, 
leaders and members of armed groups, tribal notables, intellectuals and civil society 
activists. Many interlocutors were interviewed multiple times, which was important 
both to strengthen trust and to trace the changing representations of community, 
adversaries and social ties.

In addition, I drew on previous and subsequent research conducted during eighteen 
weeks of field visits on ten separate occasions between November 2011 and September 
2013 – to the same locations, as well as to Benghazi, Sabha, Ubari and Murzuq – as 
well as between November 2018 and February 2019. In between research trips, I stayed 
in regular contact with interlocutors across the country to follow events, via web-
based messaging and phone conversations. I engaged in such exchanges on an almost 
daily basis, and used them as an additional means of gathering and cross-checking 
information. Except for a small number of public figures, I have anonymized interviews 
to protect the interlocutors’ identities amid a rapidly changing conflict landscape.

Conditions and constraints
Gathering evidence through field-based interviews is crucial for research on 
contemporary Libya, since there is a great dearth of reliable, written primary 
and secondary sources. Of all Arab states, Libya is probably the country that has 
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attracted the least field research by social scientists. It was largely closed off to foreign 
journalists and social scientists for much of Qadhafi’s rule, though a small number 
of anthropologists, historians and political scientists managed to navigate the maze 
of bureaucratic and political obstacles.32 Authoritarianism also severely restricted the 
work of Libyan social scientists. As a means of information, rather than propaganda, 
Libyan journalism was virtually nonexistent.

After a brief opening in 2011–13, insecurity limited access yet again from early 2014 
onwards. Several efforts at building reliable news outlets and TV channels withered away 
amid increasing polarization and the growing investment of political entrepreneurs in 
partisan media organizations. Rumours and deliberate disinformation thrived in social 
media, which became a leading source of information for most Libyans. Verifying or 
invalidating the flood of fake documents, leaked phone calls and invented articles 
attributed to foreign media could have been a full-time occupation in itself. Foreign 
journalists deserted the country. Those who continued to cover events in Libya often 
found it difficult to justify the relevance of even occasional reporting, as ‘confusion 
is difficult to report’.33 As a source of authoritative data, the state bureaucracy had 
collapsed. Given these circumstances, research on political developments that did not 
rely on first-hand observation and interviews on the ground was doomed to failure. 
But during 2014–18, the number of foreign researchers regularly visiting the country 
could be counted on the fingers of one hand, myself included.

In this difficult context, I invested much effort into gaining access to relevant 
interlocutors, establishing the necessary trust, and evaluating divergent accounts. The 
primary means of gaining access was referral and facilitation by people personally 
connected to a prospective interlocutor. As security conditions deteriorated, ensuring 
personal security by gaining the backing of influential local figures and arranging 
for private transport and accommodation took up an increasing amount of time 
and energy. Like researchers operating in similarly fragmented social landscapes 
elsewhere, I gradually built my own local network so I could carry out my work, which 
undoubtedly also impaired my objectivity.34

Nevertheless, I did what I could to diversify entry points, and was able to offset much 
of the potential network bias that could have resulted from such local-level research. 
Having worked on Libya since 2007 and made several visits per year since 2011, I built 
up a network of contacts even as my contacts were also constantly adapting their social 
networks and political affiliations, thereby continually opening up new connections. 
As time went by, I met people whom I had faced difficulties accessing for years. In 
my capacity as a researcher at an institute that advises the German government and 
parliament, not only did I approach prospective interlocutors but Libyan interlocutors 
unknown to me also sought me out. In addition, fragmentation offered advantages 
in gathering evidence, since interlocutors from particular cities often omitted 
inconvenient facts that representatives of neighbouring or estranged communities 
then happily divulged. I then cross-checked with insiders what I had gathered from 
outsiders. The same logic applied to divided communities, including in cases where 
particular political actors or entire families had sought refuge outside their hometowns.

One form of bias I was unable to avoid was gender bias. In Libya, few women play 
a role in public life, and cultural conventions impose gender segregation in most 
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social contexts. I was invited to dozens of homes, but never met any female household 
members. When invited to a home, I would be ushered into the marbu’a, designed to 
accommodate male visitors and offer space for socializing. The marbu’a frequently has 
an entrance separate from the main entrance to a house, and is often located in a separate 
structure from the house. As a topic of conversation, female household members or 
relatives were largely off bounds, making it very difficult to understand their role in the 
processes under investigation. By extension, family relations via marriage or maternal 
ties also came up less frequently in conversations. Anecdotal information leads me to 
assume that such relations are crucial in Libyan social networks, including for political 
purposes; historical evidence from Libya and analyses from other contexts also suggest 
as much.35 Female researchers, able to access both worlds of segregated Libyan society, 
have a distinct advantage in this regard.

I followed the events discussed in this book as they unfolded, over a period of nine 
years. In a context of civil war and state collapse, reliable information is scarce, and 
incentives for misrepresentation are great. Closely engaging with events over a relatively 
long period allowed me to differentiate between the logics of action as declared by 
protagonists, and ex post facto rationalizations influenced by subsequent developments. 
At the same time, it often enabled me to discover the hidden background to certain 
events at a later stage, when information concerning them was no longer considered 
as sensitive, or when the actors who had conspired in these events had fallen out with 
each other. Close observation also affords a better grasp of contingent elements, as 
well as the role of trial and error in political action, and is particularly important for 
the analysis of social ties. As political divides shift, political actors often downplay or 
conceal their past relations with their adversaries of the moment. Moreover, violent 
conflict generates new political identities. For example, I witnessed the emergence of 
an ethnic discourse stigmatizing parts of local communities as foreigners on the basis 
of (real or imagined) ancestries reaching back a century or longer. Such shifts would be 
much more difficult to identify for a researcher starting work in 2018, and due to the 
dearth of written documents in Libya, will probably be largely invisible to a historian 
working in 2038.

Where available, I have backed up information gathered through interviews with 
articles from Libyan news websites, posts from Libyan social media, or coverage 
from Libyan TV channels.36 Just like individual interlocutors, such sources invariably 
spin events according to their particular political alignment, and I have treated them 
similarly: in no instance do I use these sources as the only reference for my account of 
a given incident, and in most cases their role is limited to supporting the more detailed 
information provided by multiple interviewees.

Plan of the book

The next chapter outlines the setting in which the processes under investigation 
unfold. It provides an account of Libya’s trajectory from the 2011 revolution to the 2019 
civil war. It introduces key political players and forces, identifies turning points, and 
weighs the respective importance of international actors, politicians with nationwide 
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influence, and local forces in shaping events. It familiarizes the reader with the broader 
context of events that are subsequently analysed in detail, and specifies the nature of 
the fragmentation the book seeks to explain.

Chapter 2, ‘Structure and Process in the Eruption of Civil War’, gauges the weight 
of structural factors and political legacies, as compared to mechanisms set in motion 
by the 2011 conflict itself, in shaping the patterns of localism that emerged during the 
war. More specifically, it examines the widespread assumption that tribal solidarities 
determined collective positions towards the uprising. Analysing the former regime’s 
tribal policies, I offer an answer to the question of what a Libyan tribe was in February 
2011. I then provide a micro-level account of how local political communities formed 
and positioned themselves during the first weeks of the uprising, comparing events 
in the Nafusa Mountains, Misrata, Bani Walid and Tobruk. These cases show that the 
formation of local power centres and the emergence of rifts between communities 
did not amount to an activation of predetermined fault lines. Instead, they point to 
the importance of contingent events in a situation of collective indecision, and self-
reinforcing mechanisms involving violence or the threat thereof.

Chapter 3, ‘Social Embeddedness and Transformation in Violent Conflict’, 
takes issue with dominant conceptions of actors in civil wars and collapsed states. I 
conceptualize these actors as socially embedded, and propose a typology of armed 
groups according to the extent of their embeddedness. The case studies highlight the 
constraints that social embeddedness imposes on politicians and the leaders of fighting 
groups. Communities in Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains emerged from the 2011 
war more cohesive, with collective leaderships and socially embedded forces. These 
coexisted with more hierarchical or socially insulated groups, but the latter proved less 
resilient. In Bani Walid, the war weakened local leadership, but cohesion recovered in 
the face of external threats, preventing the establishment of distinct armed groups. In 
Tobruk, leadership and cohesion were largely unaffected by the war, and no socially 
embedded forces emerged. The chapter focuses on events between 2012 and 2015.

Chapter 4, ‘The Process of Fragmentation’, examines the interplay between changing 
strategic conditions and the evolving social fabric in which local forces are embedded. 
The case studies show how the rapid change of strategic conditions during 2011–19 
repeatedly forced political actors to change course in ways that clashed with their 
social ties. This impeded the consolidation of local leadership, and inflicted ever more 
fractures on communities. In Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains, social embeddedness 
and cohesion constrained political actors in their moves against local rivals and their 
alliances with outside forces, leading competing camps to coexist alongside each other 
within communities. In Bani Walid, cohesion facilitated the isolationist stance adopted 
by the town’s leadership, and inhibited the establishment of divergent alliances with 
outside actors. Tobruk was largely shielded from the momentous changes taking 
place, and was easily taken over by a warlord structure that drew its power not from 
social embeddedness, but from external support. The focus of this chapter is on events 
between 2015 and 2019.

I conclude by drawing out the implications of my findings for wider theoretical debates  
in the literature on civil wars and collapsed states, as well as for Libya’s predicament. 
Both Libyans and foreigners often venture either strongman rule or decentralization as 
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solutions to Libya’s fragmentation. But the warlord route to centralization hits a dead 
end when it encounters cohesive communities with powerful, deeply embedded forces. 
Conversely, as long as no meaningful central authority exists, local authorities will be 
paralysed by debilitating rivalries, besides lacking the resources needed to deliver 
services. Overcoming fragmentation will take time, but the approach most likely to 
succeed consists in the gradual consolidation of patronage networks around a central 
government in which local forces compete for influence.
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Libya’s unravelling (2011–19)

Libya’s fragmentation was not a linear process. Recent comment frequently draws 
a direct line between the 2011 NATO-led intervention and the chaos engulfing 
Libya since 2014. But the collapse of the post-Qadhafi transition was by no means 
inevitable. The dynamics and turning points that prevented the re-establishment 
of state institutions and the formation of cohesive national political forces deserve 
careful analysis.

This chapter draws the big picture of Libya’s evolution during 2011–19, providing 
the context for subsequent chapters, which delve into the details of local struggles. 
It introduces the key political actors and traces changes in the political landscape. It 
identifies the events and dynamics that defined Libya’s path towards fragmentation, 
and failed efforts that could have altered that path – such as attempts to form broader, 
more cohesive or more centralized institutions and political forces. It examines the 
nature of fragmentation, and underlines its central importance for Libya’s overall 
trajectory during the period under investigation.

Revolution (February–October 2011)

The Libyan revolution erupted as a dramatic chain reaction that was sparked by 
spontaneous protests and regime violence. Within ten days of the first protest on 15 
February, events had reached a revolutionary situation: a state of split sovereignty, with 
rebels taking over major cities and regions, contesting the Qadhafi regime’s claim to 
legitimacy, and establishing their own leadership.1 Local revolts had snowballed into a 
revolution and become militarized long before the NATO-led intervention began on 
19 March.

The first protests were spontaneous and unorganized, erupting under the impact 
of the toppling of Ben Ali and Mubarak in neighbouring Tunisia and Egypt, which 
suddenly made the overthrow of Qadhafi seem equally possible. They preceded the 
‘day of rage’ scheduled for 17 February, which exiled opposition groups had called 
for. The first instance of unrest erupted in Benghazi on the evening of 15 February, 
in reaction to the pre-emptive arrest of a lawyer representing families of victims of a 
1996 massacre in a Tripoli prison. The families had staged periodic sit-ins in Benghazi 
over the preceding years. Though the lawyer was released after several hours, a small 
protest that included family members of the victims ballooned into a crowd of several 
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hundred people at the courthouse in downtown Benghazi that was dispersed by tear 
gas and hot water cannons, with some protesters clashing with regime supporters in 
stone-throwing battles.2

The very next day, protests erupted in several cities, and were met with violence by 
security forces. In the eastern city of al-Bayda, security forces killed two protesters on 
16 February. The following day, the funerals led to large protests in which fifteen people 
were killed.3 Their funerals on 18 February, in turn, exploded into rioting. Protesters 
looted and torched the facilities of the internal security service and the Revolutionary 
Committees, seized weapons and lynched a member of the security forces.4 The 
following day, people from al-Bayda and neighbouring Shahat attacked and seized 
the base of an army brigade that informally carried the name of al-Jareh Farkash, a 
relative of Qadhafi’s wife who had long led the unit. They subsequently fought to gain 
control of nearby al-Abraq airport, through which reinforcements had been arriving, 
eventually seizing the airport on 21 February.5

In town after town, the pattern of regime violence provoking the rapid escalation 
of initially small protests repeated itself. In the eastern city of Darna, three protesters 
were killed on 17 February, triggering large protests and clashes after the funerals the 
following day, during which buildings of the security services were attacked and set 
on fire. During the night, Darna rebels had already taken over the nearby army base 
at Bombah, seizing weapons. On 23 February, fighters from Darna captured and later 
executed twenty-two soldiers.6

In Benghazi itself, security forces adopted a shoot-to-kill policy in their attempt 
to quell protests on 17 February, killing twenty-eight people and injuring scores.7 The 
following day, regime forces opened fire on a funeral procession, causing protests to 
escalate further; thirty-five people were killed.8 On 19 February, protesters attacked 
facilities of the security services and prisons, seizing weapons, and began attacking 
the base of the city’s key praetorian unit, the Fadhil Bu Omar Brigade, initially armed 
mostly with stones. The decisive moment for the uprising in Benghazi – and in 
Cyrenaica as a whole – came on 20 February, when rebels seized the base. Interior 
minister Abdelfattah Younes, who also commanded the Benghazi-based Saeqa Special 
Forces, negotiated the evacuation of Qadhafi’s son Saadi, his intelligence chief Abdallah 
Senoussi, and the bulk of the forces in the base, before it fell to the rebels. Younes 
officially defected to the rebels two days later; the same day, lawyers and academics at 
the courthouse formed a local council for Benghazi.

By 22 February, the eastern region from Benghazi to the Egyptian border therefore 
largely escaped government control. In the west, too, the uprising was in full swing. In 
the Nafusa Mountains, protesters on 16 February torched the seats of the Revolutionary 
Committees and Internal Security services in Zintan and neighbouring Rujban. In 
Rujban, a brigade sent to re-establish control that evening killed a young protester. 
Both towns were in open rebellion as early as 17 February. Zintani rebels formed 
a committee to organize the town’s defences on 19 February, and seized a weapons 
depot several hundred kilometres away on 20 February. In Amazigh towns across the 
mountains, small protests erupted on 18 February; in Jadu, rebels seized their first 
weapons the next day. By 24 February, most towns in the mountains from the Tunisian 
border to Kikla had joined the rebellion.9
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In the coastal city of Misrata, the first instance of unrest on 19 February led to the 
death of a young man at the hands of the security forces; his funeral the following day 
triggered larger protests and attacks on the security forces, which then temporarily 
withdrew from the city. Misratans formed their first local committee on 22 February. 
In Tripoli, the first major protests erupted on 20 February; as in Benghazi, regime 
forces followed a shoot-to-kill policy that claimed around 200 victims in the capital 
that night.10 Large protests once again erupted on 25 February, whose repression 
caused dozens of casualties.11 The western coastal cities of Zawiya and Zuwara escaped 
state control from 24 February onwards.

A spate of high-level defections accompanied the breathtaking dynamic of cities 
erupting in rebellion. Suleiman Mahmoud, commander of Tobruk military region and 
a longtime Qadhafi companion, publicly declared on 20 February that he had ‘joined 
the people’.12 Qadhafi’s justice minister Mustafa Abdeljalil, from al-Bayda, resigned on 
21 February in protest against the violent clampdown, and presided over the newly 
formed local council in his home city. The same day Libya’s deputy ambassador to 
the UN and the ambassador to India both resigned. On 22 February, after Qadhafi’s 
infamous speech, in which he called protesters ‘rats’ and ‘cockroaches’ that would be 
hunted down ‘house by house’, interior minister Abdelfattah Younes defected, as did 
Libya’s ambassador to the United States. Many other senior diplomats and officials 
joined them over the next days, not least UN ambassador and long-standing senior 
regime figure Abdelrahman Shalgham, on 25 February. Rumours disseminated through 
the international media – most prominently by al-Jazeera – significantly contributed 
to this momentum. Allegations relayed on 21 February that the regime’s air force was 
strafing protesters in Tripoli later turned out to have been false; so was the UK foreign 
minister’s statement the same day that Qadhafi had fled the country.13

The defection of senior officials provided the spontaneous rebellion with a political 
leadership and channels to foreign governments. The lawyers and academics of 
Benghazi’s local council reached out to these officials, as well as to the councils that 
were forming in other eastern cities. On 26 February, they established a national 
council headed by Abdeljalil. The National Transitional Council (NTC) was officially 
announced on 5 March, with the aim of representing all Libyan regions – though the 
only names they made public were those of eleven members from eastern cities. Rebels 
in several western and southern cities had designated representatives whose names 
were withheld to protect their security, and the council stated that some of its thirty-
one seats were yet to be filled by representatives for Tripoli and other cities.14 Even so, 
the council was clearly dominated by eastern figures.

The nascent revolutionary leadership was a diverse group. It included officials 
who had defected, like Mahmoud Jibril, who had been a prominent figure among the 
reformists promoted by Qadhafi’s son Saif al-Islam, and who oversaw the NTC’s foreign 
relations before becoming head of the council’s Executive Office. They also included 
long-standing regime figures like Shalgham and Younes, the latter named chief of staff 
of the council’s (largely imaginary) army. Members of the Benghazi intelligentsia and 
respected figures from other eastern cities formed a third constituency; a fourth were 
exiled opposition activists, many of them representatives of historically prominent 
families that had been sidelined under Qadhafi.15 Who was really in charge remained 
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unclear, and initial shortcomings in clarifying competencies led to recurrent quarrels 
between factions within the NTC.

The elite figures in and around the NTC quickly lost control over the revolutionary 
forces as they emerged on the ground. The groups of young revolutionary fighters that 
formed in Benghazi, al-Bayda and Darna to fight Qadhafi’s forces on the eastern front 
had seized weapons in the initial chaos; they escaped central oversight, and many were 
deeply suspicious of Younes and other senior army defectors. Eastern dominance in 
the council and the isolation of the embattled western revolutionary strongholds from 
the NTC in Benghazi further compounded the problem. In Misrata and the Nafusa 
Mountains, highly localized armed groups developed as rebels defended individual 
towns or neighbourhoods. Gradually, civilian fighters and defected officers who had 
shown particular charisma or skills emerged as leaders of local factions and established 
local military councils. The NTC and its military leadership had few connections with 
these groups, and little to offer them.

The problems caused by the absence of strong central leadership would gradually 
come to the fore as the rapid momentum of the uprising’s first two weeks gave way 
to a stalemated civil war. After regime forces re-established control in Tripoli in late 
February, the spate of defections shrank to a trickle. During the first two weeks of 
March, Qadhafi’s forces violently suppressed rebels in Gharyan, Zawiya and Zuwara, 
established a foothold in Misrata, and laid siege to rebellious Nafusa Mountains towns. 
On the eastern front, regime forces drove the disorganized rebels from their positions 
at Ras Lanuf, and by 19 March appeared on the outskirts of Benghazi, when the onset 
of the French-led (later NATO-led) intervention annihilated the advancing column. 
Thereafter, the front lines would remain largely static until early June, when rebels in 
Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains began making steady progress.

In the six months between the eruption of the uprising and the fall of Tripoli in 
August 2011, the diverse factions that joined the revolution for the most part deferred 
internal conflicts that could be exploited by the regime – though there were many 
sources of tension, and several moments in which the coalition could have fallen 
apart. Within the NTC, Jibril was criticized for spending most of his time abroad 
and inaccurately presenting himself as the revolutionaries’ prime minister.16 Leading 
figures in the Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamist movements attacked the NTC 
for what they saw as its excessive reliance on secularist intellectuals; the absorption of 
several Muslim Brothers into the NTC from May onwards introduced a new political 
divide within the council.17

Frictions between the NTC leadership and the Islamist-leaning commanders of 
revolutionary armed groups in Benghazi also appeared early. In late March, Ismail 
Sallabi, one of the leading commanders in Benghazi, prepared a petition to alter the 
composition of the NTC. Sheikhs and armed men seeking to stop him confronted 
Sallabi at his house, and shots were fired before the situation de-escalated. Younes 
failed to assert his authority over the civilian fighters who were risking their lives on 
the front line, and harboured doubts over his competence, as well as suspicions that he 
retained ties with Qadhafi. He also faced a rival contender for the army leadership in 
Khalifa Haftar, a former army officer and Qadhafi protégé who had joined the exiled 
opposition after being captured by enemy forces during the 1980s Libya-Chad war, and 
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arrived in Benghazi in early March. Crisis struck when Younes was assassinated in late 
July, in circumstances that remain murky. Under intense pressure from Younes’ tribe, 
the Obeidat, the NTC dismissed its Executive Office, several members of which were 
alleged to have played a role in the events leading up to Younes’ killing.18

Rivalries over weapons supplies to the revolutionary forces exacerbated such 
tensions. At first, Qatar channelled its weapons shipments to Younes, under NTC 
oversight. But from April onwards, competing networks emerged through which rival 
factions in the NTC and its Executive Office connected local revolutionary forces to 
regional governments. The prominent Doha-based religious scholar Ali Sallabi used 
his connections to route subsequent shipments to a coalition of Islamist-leaning 
revolutionary battalions in Benghazi in which his brother Ismail was a leading figure. 
Ali Sallabi was also instrumental in brokering Qatari and Sudanese weapons shipments 
to two groups that had established themselves in the Nafusa towns of Nalut and Rujban, 
and were led by former members of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG). In 
turn, Jibril and the Sufi scholar-cum-businessman Aref al-Nayed successfully lobbied 
the UAE for weapons shipments to their contacts in Zintan, and brokered their own 
Sudanese supplies to groups in Misrata and Benghazi. Misratan businessmen and 
military leaders gradually established their own links to Qatar and Sudan.19

The emergence of competing factions, each with its own local and international 
connections, thwarted all efforts by the NTC and its Executive Office to direct the 
capture of Tripoli, and ensure its stabilization under a central authority. The fall of 
Tripoli in August was chaotic, as forces from Nafusa Mountains towns, Misrata, and 
clandestine networks in Tripoli itself failed to coordinate, and almost instantly began 
to vie for control of the capital. Dozens of armed groups began competing for military 
and security facilities, government buildings and files of Qadhafi’s intelligence services. 
They also began looting the assets of state-owned companies and the private property 
of senior regime figures. Zintani units seized the international airport. Predation and 
the seizure of strategic sites vastly increased the power of revolutionary commanders.

The security landscape in Tripoli evolved into an anarchic patchwork. Former LIFG 
commander Abdelhakim Belhaj, relying on the Qatar-backed units that had fought in 
Nalut and Rujban, declared himself the head of a ‘Tripoli Military Council’, though he 
had consulted only a fraction of the forces now scrambling for control in Tripoli, and 
had not received formal NTC approval. Zintani commanders, nascent armed groups 
from Tripoli, and many others immediately contested Belhaj’s move.

In an attempt to establish a single command structure under the NTC and contain 
Belhaj, Jibril and another senior figure in the NTC’s Executive Office, former exiled 
dissident Ali Tarhuni, created a Supreme Security Committee (SSC) to register and 
oversee all civilian fighters in the capital.20 In reality, the SSC became a structure parallel 
to Belhaj’s, who pressured Abdeljalil into handing control over the SSC to a politically 
diverse group of NTC members: the prominent businessman and Muslim Brother 
Abderrezak al-Aradi from Tripoli; the Misratan revolutionary leader Fawzi Abdelali, 
and the longtime exile Abdelmajid Saif al-Nasr, scion of a historically influential family 
from Fezzan. The SSC provided payments to the fighters who registered with it, initiating 
a cycle of competition that led to the formation of rival factions in new security sector 
institutions, and caused the membership of armed groups to skyrocket.21 But neither 
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Belhaj’s council nor the SSC succeeded in concentrating authority over the plethora of 
armed groups that formed in Tripoli. Many retained close ties to their towns of origin – 
Misrata, or towns in the Nafusa Mountains – while others adhered to particular strands 
of Islamism. Yet others were akin to criminal gangs. Outside of Tripoli, too, local armed 
groups and military councils mushroomed as the regime’s arsenals were looted.

Even as revolutionary forces converged on the regime’s last two strongholds in Sirte 
and Bani Walid, tensions in the revolutionary coalition increasingly spilled into the 
open. In Tripoli, competition over control led to frequent skirmishes. Both Ali Sallabi 
and the prominent Misratan politician Abderrahman al-Sweihli vociferously attacked 
Mahmoud Jibril in international media outlets, with Sallabi accusing him of being a 
‘secular extremist’ and Sweihli accusing him of retaining ties to the former regime.22 
Sallabi and Sweihli were but the most high-profile of the many figures jockeying for 
influence in the formation of an interim government.23

The final months of the revolutionary civil war also revealed a much darker reality 
than the NTC’s insistence that it represented all Libyans suggested. As the revolutionary 
forces advanced, they exacted revenge on neighbouring communities they collectively 
stigmatized as regime loyalists and accused them of having abetted crimes committed 
by Qadhafi’s forces. In August, Misratan forces emptied the neighbouring town of 
Tawargha of its population, looting and destroying homes and infrastructure, and 
warning residents never to return. Zintani forces had done the same to neighbouring 
al-Aweiniya and western Riyayna; members of the Mashashiya tribe and residents 
of al-Qawalish fled from their towns as forces from Zintan and other revolutionary 
strongholds in the mountains advanced. Forces from Nalut targeted the population of 
nearby Tiji and Badr.24

The retreat of Qadhafi’s inner circle and remaining loyalists to Sirte and Bani Walid 
reflected the widespread support the regime enjoyed among some constituencies. 
Many in these two cities experienced their capture in October 2011 not as a liberation 
but as a defeat. This sentiment was also widespread among some groups in southern 
Libya: many Qadhadhfa in Sabha, for example, suffered looting by forces affiliated with 
the Awlad Suleiman tribe as the city fell. Libya’s social geography was transformed as 
entire towns were displaced and their residents dispersed across the country, members 
of particular tribal constituencies were forced from their homes, and many regime 
officials fled abroad with their families.

On 20 October, revolutionary fighters executed Qadhafi in Sirte. Three days later, 
Abdeljalil declared that Libya had been liberated, thereby activating the transitional 
roadmap laid out by the NTC. Though the euphoria of liberation and ebullient 
expectations of a bright future prevailed, the war had inflicted deep fractures on 
society, and created sizeable groups of losers. It remained far from clear who, exactly, 
would ultimately emerge as the winners.

Sharing the spoils (November 2011–July 2012)

The task set before the NTC with the collapse of the Qadhafi regime was daunting. A 
heterogeneous collective leadership without meaningful authority over the plethora 
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of armed groups was to lead a transition towards no less than the establishment of a 
new state. Qadhafi’s Libya had no constitution, and had functioned with unstable and 
highly idiosyncratic institutions that were inextricably tied to the leader himself. The 
army and security apparatus had largely collapsed with the regime. The NTC rejected 
any presence of foreign troops to help stabilize the country, and its foreign backers 
acquiesced, judging that foreign forces would be widely rejected in Libya and would 
severely undermine the NTC’s legitimacy, thereby jeopardizing the transition.25

In its August ‘Constitutional Declaration’, the NTC had set out a highly ambitious 
roadmap. The document foresaw elections to a legislative body, the General National 
Congress (GNC), within eight months of liberation. The GNC would replace the NTC, 
appoint a new government and a constituent committee that would have two months 
to present a draft constitution. Within seven months of the constitution’s adoption 
by popular referendum, new elections would complete the transition, less than two 
years after the regime’s demise. The roadmap had been a victory for representatives 
of Islamist movements and western Libyan cities who had insisted on the need for an 
elected legislature and government to manage the process, calculating that elections 
would endow them with greater influence than they enjoyed in the NTC. Jibril and 
Tarhuni, who wanted the NTC itself to steer the transition and appoint a constituent 
committee, had lost out.26

Some observers have since argued that holding elections before the security 
situation stabilized was bound to provoke violence.27 But in the months after the 
regime’s demise, it became clear that the NTC lacked the legitimacy needed to manage 
the transition. The council was under attack for being unelected, self-appointed and 
opaque; even after it belatedly published a list of its (then 61) members in December 
2011, it remained unclear how these members had been chosen. Representatives 
of the revolutionary fighters – the thuwwar – and their political allies criticized the 
prominent role of former regime officials in the council.28

With the appointment of an interim government under Abdelrahim al-Kib in 
November 2011, the NTC sought to signal a departure from the Executive Office of 
the Benghazi days. Contrary to Jibril’s team, Kib’s cabinet did not include any former 
regime officials. The repartition of the defence and interior portfolios unmistakably 
reflected the new balance of power in Tripoli: Defence Minister Usama al-Juwaili was 
the head of Zintan military council; interior minister Fawzi Abdelali, a former public 
prosecutor, had been among the revolutionaries of the first hour in Misrata. Former 
LIFG member al-Siddiq al-Mabruk al-Ghithi was named deputy defence minister with 
authority over the border guards; an influential Muslim Brother, Omar al-Khadrawi, 
became deputy interior minister. On the whole, however, government formation 
had withstood pressure to appease the new strongmen and factions to a surprising 
degree. Most ministers were technocrats, many of them – like Kib himself – former 
exiles without a local power base. Inevitably, several local constituencies reacted to 
the cabinet’s announcement by protesting their exclusion – not least groups from 
Benghazi, where sentiments that the city was once again being marginalized were on 
the rise since the NTC’s move to Tripoli.29

The Kib government soon faced the full brunt of pressure from the thuwwar and 
nascent political factions. The registration and payment of fighters through the SSC 
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had set competitive cycles in motion. These were most intense in Tripoli. Military 
councils burgeoned across the capital as the SSC used them to distribute payments, 
based on lists the councils had themselves submitted, offering opportunities for 
massive corruption, and infuriating those who were excluded.30 Before he had even 
presented his cabinet, Kib had to contend with angry armed men who burst into the 
finance ministry demanding payments and jobs.31 Kib’s calls for patience were swept 
aside when the UN Security Council lifted sanctions on the Central Bank in December 
2011, suddenly making dozens of billions of dollars available to the NTC. With the 
arrival of Abdelali at the Interior Ministry, the SSC was re-established as a nationwide 
institution, and its opportunities for patronage and enrichment were rolled out to 
other cities. By August 2012, the SSC had reached a headcount of 149,000, but SSC 
officials estimated that less than half that number actually showed up for work.32

Other emerging factions in government institutions quickly emulated the SSC 
model. Both, Defence Minister Juwaili and the chief of staff appointed in January 2012, 
Youssef al-Mangush, signed off on dozens of new army units, which officers across the 
country were forming to build their own power base, often mixing regular soldiers 
with civilian fighters, and generously inflating personnel lists. Juwaili established 
several new army units to absorb Zintani fighters, and appointed dozens of military 
attachés to embassies abroad, the vast majority of whom were from Zintan. He also 
turned the Qa’qa’ Brigade founded by Zintani businessman Abdelmajid al-Mlegta into 
a unit of the border and petroleum facilities guards. Mlegta’s men protected Jibril on 
his visits to Tripoli, and Mlegta would soon emerge as a leading figure and financier of 
Jibril’s new party. Deputy Defence Minister al-Ghithi absorbed selected armed groups 
across the county into the border guard, several of them headed and dominated by 
former LIFG members.33 Groups that had seized oilfields, refineries or export terminals 
were converted into units of the petroleum facilities guards, which went from 2,000 
members before the revolution to a nominal headcount of over 25,000 in 2014.34

The politically most significant of these schemes was the Libya Shield Force (LSF). 
In early 2012, a series of local conflicts in western and southern Libya and the perceived 
threat emanating from regime loyalists led the leaders of revolutionary armed groups 
to deploy forces in several conflict areas, including in Kufra and Mizda. They obtained 
official mandates to act as peacekeeping forces. The regular army was in disarray, and 
many revolutionary leaders insisted that its ranks should be purged of regime loyalists 
before the institution was re-established; in the meantime, the thuwwar were to fill the 
vacuum.

In this context, the idea of a temporary paramilitary force called the Libya Shield 
Force surfaced. A prominent army officer and revolutionary leader from Misrata, 
Salem Jha, proposed that fighters from different groups within a particular region be 
dispersed across newly established units, thereby breaking up the structures of existing 
armed groups, and centralizing control over their heavy weapons under the command 
of army officers. Due to resistance from revolutionary commanders, however, the 
model eventually adopted was one in which existing armed groups simply joined an 
LSF unit and received salaries for their fighters, but otherwise retained their structures, 
loyalties and weapons.35 After the chief of staff formally established the LSF in June 
2012, its divisions multiplied as local commanders exerted pressure to obtain their 
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separate units. The most active and militarily powerful were the Western Region Libya 
Shield, two Misrata-based units and a Benghazi-based unit that included many of the 
city’s Islamist-leaning factions.36

In the struggles over new security sector institutions, factions that had a presence in 
Tripoli were at an advantage, and the embattled NTC was increasingly eager to appease 
them. In February 2012, the NTC decided that all revolutionary fighters should receive 
a one-off payment of LD2,200 ($1,700 at the time) as compensation for their role in 
the revolution, with married fighters being paid LD 4,000 ($3,000). Payments were to 
be made via the military councils, based on lists prepared by the councils themselves. 
Large-scale misappropriation followed, provoking protests by fighters who claimed to 
be eligible but excluded; in one such protest, thuwwar besieged the finance ministry, 
trapping the minister inside the building until he issued orders to pay out funds. By 
April, when the government suspended the payments due to massive abuse, it had 
disbursed LD1,8bn.37 The suspension caused further violent protests; in May, fighters 
from the Nafusa Mountains towns of Yefren and Kikla tried to force their way into the 
prime minister’s office, killing a security guard.38 During this period, revolutionary 
leaders made numerous attempts to form councils or unions to represent the thuwwar 
politically, but most were narrowly based, and all failed.39

Beleaguered by armed groups and lacking electoral legitimacy, the Kib 
government and NTC deferred most urgent issues. The massive public works 
projects begun in the years preceding the revolution remained on hold, as the 
government shied away from settling disputes over foreign companies’ losses since 
2011. Capital expenditure plummeted, while spending on state salaries exploded, 
driven by the security sector payroll. The government took no strategic decisions 
to restore the army, police and judiciary, resorting, instead, to temporary stopgap 
measures such as the LSF and SSC.

The government also failed to invest in a demobilization programme: the Warriors’ 
Affairs Commission established for this purpose by Mustafa al-Saqizli, who together 
with Fawzi Bukatef and Ismail Sallabi had been a leading figure in Benghazi’s largest 
coalition of revolutionary groups, was largely reduced to operating expenditures. 
Its proposals for offering training, education or public sector jobs to the thuwwar 
went unheeded, not least because ignoring them raised no direct threat from armed 
groups.40 If the policy of deferring decisions was meant to ensure that a future elected 
government would have the full range of options, it had the opposite effect: once 
initiated, the distributive policies and haphazard institutions of this period developed 
their own dynamics, and rapidly ruled out other choices. Establishing centralized 
control in the security sector soon became impossible.

As the struggles unfolded in Tripoli, frustration was mounting elsewhere. In the 
east, the sentiment spread that the region was once again ignored. Conflicts in southern 
Libya received scant attention from the government. In spring 2012, as negotiations 
over the geographical distribution of seats in the upcoming elections intensified, 
proponents of Cyrenaican regional autonomy staged two conferences at which they 
unilaterally announced the creation of a federal region in Barqa (Cyrenaica). The move 
had no concrete implications, as most former revolutionary armed groups in the region 
strongly opposed the autonomy movement. Nevertheless, it did pose a direct challenge 
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to the NTC, and Abdeljalil reacted by denouncing the meetings as a conspiracy and a 
threat to national unity.41

Soon, however, the NTC changed track to placate the autonomy movement with 
two fateful amendments to the Constitutional Declaration. In March, the NTC decided 
that representatives of Libya’s three historic regions should have equal weight in the 
Constituent Committee, just like the committee that had drafted the first constitution 
of independent Libya in 1951. As the 7 July elections drew closer, the Barqa Council 
called for a boycott, and armed proponents of regional autonomy turned to violence 
to sabotage the poll, setting up a roadblock to stop ballot boxes from reaching the east, 
shutting down oil terminals and ransacking electoral commission offices.42 Two days 
before the vote, Abdeljalil unexpectedly announced another amendment: instead of 
being appointed by the GNC, the Constituent Committee would be elected through 
direct vote, giving voters in the less populated eastern and southern regions equal 
weight with those in the west. The decision meant a more drawn-out transitional 
process and an additional element of uncertainty, since the GNC was bound to 
challenge the decision. Equally important, it was the first concession to violence aimed 
at altering the transitional process, and thereby set an inauspicious precedent.

An experiment with democracy (July 2012–May 2013)

To the surprise of outside observers and many Libyans themselves, the elections 
were highly successful, given the difficult circumstances in which they were held.43 
Participation stood at over 60 per cent, and voters in the east squarely ignored boycott 
calls. The minor acts of violence and irregularities that occurred were limited to a 
few districts. Revolutionary armed groups played a decisive role in securing the vote. 
Electoral campaigning did not have a polarizing effect; the many newly founded parties 
were largely indistinguishable in their bland commitments to vague ideals such as the 
rule of law and transparent institutions. By and large, the Islamist-secularist divide 
was not salient in the run-up to the elections, although the mufti and revolutionary 
firebrand al-Sadeq al-Gharyani virulently attacked Jibril’s National Forces Alliance 
(NFA) for its alleged secularism on the eve of the vote. Former LIFG commander 
Abdelhakim Belhaj even founded a party whose candidates ranged from former jihadis 
to unveiled women – though the party, Al-Watan, flopped in the elections.

The fact that not all were able to exercise their new rights was largely ignored in the 
euphoria surrounding the elections. In yet another attempt to appease the thuwwar, 
the NTC had passed a lustration law in April 2012 that barred certain categories of 
former regime officials from running for office or holding top positions, unless they 
had joined the revolution early on. The Integrity Commission44 established to oversee 
the law’s enforcement disqualified 300 candidates prior to the elections; in the following 
months, it suspended fifteen from among the GNC’s 200 members. In addition, the 
NTC deliberately excluded groups associated with the former regime from voting. 
It opened voting centres in several Western states, the UAE and Jordan, but not in 
Egypt and Tunisia, where several hundred thousand Libyans had fled as the regime 
collapsed.45 Nevertheless, on the whole, the elections united Libyans more than they 
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divided them, and strengthened the sway of the February revolution as the founding 
myth of a new Libyan state.

The electoral system adopted by the NTC produced a legislature that mirrored the 
fragmentation of the political scene. Of the 200 seats, only eighty were allocated to 
party lists, the reasoning being that there were no established parties. The remaining 
120 seats were reserved for individual candidates, with seats going to the candidate 
with the largest number of votes in a constituency. Confounding expectations of an 
Islamist landslide, Jibril’s NFA won nearly half of the party list seats, while the Muslim 
Brotherhood’s Justice and Construction Party (JCP) secured less than a quarter. The 
remainder went to lists that gained three seats or less, most of them local organizations. 
Both the NFA and the JCP also fielded independent candidates, who taken together 
won around a quarter of the seats reserved for independents. Salafis performed strongly 
in Tripoli and Zawiya. The first-past-the-post system meant that many independents 
were elected with only a few hundred votes.46

The GNC’s fragmentation made for an equally fragmented government, and 
protracted decision-making. After the GNC had charged Mustafa Abushagur, a former 
exile and minister in the Kib government, with forming a government, Abushagur 
failed twice in obtaining approval for his proposed cabinets. Ali Zeidan, another 
long-standing member of the exiled opposition, eventually succeeded in late October. 
His government reflected a complex formula of NFA and JCP nominees, Salafis and 
representatives of particular local constituencies, all checked for regional balance – with 
the east strongly represented. Technocrats held the key portfolios of Foreign Affairs, 
Defence, Interior, Justice and Finance, though even in their case, geographical balance 
had a bearing. The deputy ministers for these ministries were political nominees. In 
other cases, ministries headed by an NFA representative had deputy ministers from the 
JCP, and vice versa. Revolutionary and Islamist factions were represented with such 
figures as former LIFG commander Khaled al-Sharif and the Misratan commander 
al-Tuhami Buzian as deputy defence ministers, as well as Ahmad Dromba from Zintan 
and former LIFG member Abdelbaset Buhliqa as deputy interior ministers. Zeidan 
qualified for the post of prime minister primarily because he lacked a power base of 
his own, and therefore did not pose a threat to any of the groups in his government.47

If Kib had sought to resist factional demands for representation in government, 
and had deferred decisions as a matter of policy, the Zeidan government was entirely 
carved up among factions large and small, in a way that ensured its internal paralysis. 
The practice of security sector officials sponsoring particular units and institutions, 
as initiated under Kib, expanded further, and rivalries over security institutions 
intensified. Factionalism in the security sector, in turn, spelled the government’s 
impotence. Around 7,000 prisoners arbitrarily detained by revolutionary armed groups 
during and after the 2011 war, many of them from stigmatized communities such as 
the Qadhadhfa, Tawargha or Bani Walid, continued to languish in prisons outside 
state control. The government had no loyal force to deploy in the conflicts erupting 
in the southern periphery. It had no recipe for the stabilization of Benghazi, where a 
string of assassinations was targeting Qadhafi-era security officials. In September 2012, 
a terrorist attack on the US consulate in Benghazi had prompted civilians, backed 
by elements of the old army, to attack the bases of three powerful armed groups, 
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among them Ansar al-Sharia.48 The government also stood by as smuggling networks 
benefiting from Libya’s multibillion dollar subsidy budget consolidated into vested 
interests, and criminal gangs thrived in large cities.

Zeidan’s task of building consensus was all the more difficult as parts of the political 
spectrum were growing more radical in what they saw as the defence of the revolution. 
In October 2012, representatives of former revolutionary strongholds in the GNC 
pushed through a decision to launch a military operation against the former regime 
bastion of Bani Walid, ostensibly to arrest fugitives there. Bani Walid had openly 
defied the new order since early 2012, and armed men from Bani Walid had seized 
several hostages from Misrata, of whom one – a former revolutionary fighter who had 
been among Qadhafi’s captors in Sirte – succumbed to his injuries shortly after being 
released. Several Misratan politicians, with Abderrahman al-Sweihli at their head, led 
in obtaining GNC approval for the operation, which was mainly carried out by Libya 
Shield units from Misrata and Zawiya. The campaign displaced thousands of families 
from Bani Walid, and starkly illustrated the impunity with which the armed groups 
could act under the banner of defending the revolution.

The proponents of a hard-line revolutionary stance gradually emerged as a camp 
within the GNC, which flexed its muscles by referring several of Zeidan’s cabinet 
nominees to the Integrity Commission, preventing them from taking office for over 
a month.49 In late 2012, demonstrations in former revolutionary strongholds began 
demanding the ‘political isolation’50 of former regime officials, meaning their exclusion 
in a more comprehensive manner than that assured by the Integrity Commission. In 
the GNC, the ‘Honouring the Blood of the Martyrs’51 bloc formed in January 2013 with 
precisely that goal. The Martyrs Bloc was a wildly heterogeneous group. It included a 
former senior LIFG member, Abdelwahab Gaid; several parliamentarians from Salafi 
currents; representatives of revolutionary strongholds, such as the Amazigh towns; 
members associated with the National Front party, the successor of the main exiled 
opposition movement; as well as various disgruntled members from southern Libyan 
districts. Political isolation was the only thing the group agreed on, though views 
differed over who exactly should be excluded.52

The struggle over the Political Isolation Law (PIL) entirely preoccupied the 
GNC between January and May 2013, distracting it from the most urgent task it 
had been set by the Constitutional Declaration: deciding whether the Constituent 
Committee should be appointed or elected, and providing the legislative framework 
for its election. But the tug-of-war over the PIL also had a wider significance. It would 
define the formation of camps within the GNC and the wider political scene beyond 
2013. The push for political isolation not only sent a strong signal for the continued 
marginalization of former regime elements and the rejection of reconciliation; it also 
spelled a definitive rupture within the coalition that had led the 2011 revolution. Newly 
empowered forces now intended to rid the political scene of the regime defectors who 
had played such a critical role in the revolution’s early stages. The most prominent 
target, and one that most proponents of political isolation agreed on, was Mahmoud 
Jibril.53 Beyond Jibril, there was much disagreement over the scope of exclusion: Should 
the law punish involvement with the regime going back to 1969? This would mean that 
GNC president Mohamed al-Magariaf, who served as ambassador in the 1970s but 
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defected in 1980 and then led the main exiled opposition movement, would fall under 
the law’s criteria. Should the law target members of the Muslim Brotherhood and the 
LIFG who reconciled with the regime in the years preceding the revolution?

Equally important was the use of violence in the struggle over the PIL. Dozens of 
GNC members from all parts of the spectrum had close links with armed factions; 
several ran their own armed groups. In March 2013, the Misratan GNC members 
Abderrahman al-Sweihli and Salah Badi called in armed groups from Misrata to 
intimidate GNC members meeting to debate the PIL in a location that been held 
secret, to preclude the frequent disruption of sessions by armed men. The armed 
groups surrounded the meeting venue for twelve hours, demanding that GNC 
members pass the law then and there, and leaving only after other armed groups 
arrived to bail out the parliamentarians.54 Over the following weeks, some GNC 
members received threatening text messages pressing them to pass the law, and 
the mufti called for demonstrations to exert pressure on the GNC. In late April, 
armed groups from Misrata, Tripoli and other cities began besieging the foreign 
and justice ministries to demand that the law be passed. The groups were led by the 
Coordination for Political Isolation headed by former LIFG ideologue Sami al-Saadi, 
and two hard-line thuwwar organizations with overlapping membership, the Libyan 
Revolutionaries Operations Room (LROR) and the Supreme Council of Libyan 
Revolutionaries.55

The sieges on ministries and the GNC were by far the most brazen acts yet by armed 
groups to influence the political process, and starkly illustrated the government’s 
impotence. The widespread impression that the law was adopted at gunpoint – though 
inaccurate – severely damaged public confidence in the GNC and the political process 
as a whole. But rather than the threat of violence, miscalculation eventually broke the 
deadlock over the law. Apparently expecting that the prospect of an overly sweeping 
exclusion of former officials would lure their adversaries into concessions, senior NFA 
figure Abdelmajid al-Mlegta and several NFA parliamentarians proposed a draft that 
concerned officials who had been working with the regime from its start, and made 
no exceptions for the early defectors of 2011. The JCP and the Martyrs Bloc called the 
NFA’s bluff, and the law passed on 5 May.56 The GNC emerged from the struggle as a 
broken institution.

Escalating tensions (May 2013–June 2014)

The Political Isolation Law triggered far-reaching changes within the GNC and the 
political landscape at large. The balance of power within the GNC had already been 
shifting due to the suspension of fifteen members by the Integrity Commission, 
disproportionately affecting NFA members or representatives of constituencies 
that were stigmatized as former regime strongholds. Following the law’s passage, 
GNC president Mohamed al-Magariaf and his deputy Jum’a Atiqa – both moderate, 
consensual figures – resigned to avoid being suspended. In Magariaf ’s place, the 
ascendant revolutionary camp installed Nuri Abusahmain, an Amazigh member of 
the Martyrs Bloc, who arrogated the title of ‘supreme commander of the armed forces’ 
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on a contested basis, using it to accord official status and budgets to thuwwar armed 
factions. Among Abusahmain’s first actions were the officialization of the LROR and 
the unlawful transfer of major funds to the Shield forces.57 Abusahmain also instated 
an Integrity and Reform Commission for the armed forces that applied the principle 
of political isolation to the military, and would suspend or forcibly retire hundreds 
of officers before the end of the year – among them Khalifa Haftar.58 Revolutionary 
hard-liners in the GNC began plotting Zeidan’s dismissal, but continuously failed in 
assembling the necessary majority.

The NFA initially attempted to renegotiate and amend the PIL. Faced with 
intransigence from the revolutionary camp, the NFA announced in July 2013 that it 
was boycotting the GNC except for sessions concerning the law on the Constituent 
Committee elections.59 After the law passed later that month, the NFA expanded its 
boycott by suspending its participation in both the GNC and the Zeidan government 
‘until the constitution is adopted’.60 The strategy backfired, as it further weakened the 
NFA in a legislature that continued to meet as if nothing had happened, aided by the 
fact that many NFA members and associated independents continued attending GNC 
sessions. After all, the NFA was not a cohesive political party, but an assemblage of 
interest groups hastily cobbled together before the 2012 elections.

During autumn 2013, the NFA leadership switched tactics and started working 
towards the GNC’s downfall and new elections. TV channels and social media outlets 
associated with the NFA began insisting that the GNC’s mandate expired in February 
2014, although this was a creative reading of the Constitutional Declaration.61 In 
December 2013, a movement opposing the ‘extension’ of the GNC’s mandate began 
mobilizing demonstrations in Tripoli and other cities. Sympathetic TV channels 
considerably exaggerated the magnitude of the demonstrations and suggested that 
they represented the popular will. Although the movement claimed to be politically 
independent, a senior NFA figure professed that the party leadership was driving the 
protests behind the scenes.62

In addition to the PIL, the sea change in regional politics following the July 2013 
military coup in Egypt contributed to this shift towards increasingly confrontational 
tactics in Tripoli. The NFA’s mobilization of demonstrations to bring down the 
GNC appeared to be taken straight from the Egyptian playbook. This, in any 
case, was the prevailing view within the revolutionary camp, where paranoia of  
counter-revolutionary plots spread following the coup in Egypt. On the other side of the 
divide, politicians increasingly labelled their adversaries as ‘the Islamists’ or advanced 
the idea that the Muslim Brotherhood had hijacked government institutions – thereby 
seizing on the discourse promoted by media outlets in Egypt, Saudi Arabia and the 
UAE, and positioning themselves as potential allies of these states.

While this struggle paralysed the institutions and the political climate grew 
increasingly poisoned, distributive conflicts escalated. The resort to violence in 
exerting pressure on state institutions had been a recurrent feature since the beginning 
of the transitional period. But as the countless local armed groups competed with each 
other for state resources, their readiness to use violence increased steadily. The brazen 
manner in which revolutionary hardliners had sought to push through the PIL incited 
others to let their inhibitions fall further.
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In the months following the law’s passing, Zintani armed groups increasingly 
recklessly attacked institutions in Tripoli. When in May 2013 oil minister Abdelbari 
al-Arusi attempted to curb the rapid growth of payrolls in the Petroleum Facilities 
Guards (PFG), Zintanis closed the pipeline of the giant Sharara oilfield. The following 
month, Zintani units attacked the PFG headquarters in Tripoli to demand jobs and 
salaries, clashing heavily with Tripoli-based forces.63 In July, the Zintani-led Sawaeq 
Brigade seized the Interior Ministry building and held it for more than a week, 
ransacking it before withdrawing.64 Such confrontations increasingly pitted Zintani-
led units in Tripoli against groups associated with Misrata. These conflicts were closely 
intertwined with the political tug-of-war: the largest Zintani-led unit, the Qa’qa’ 
Brigade, was led by a brother of senior NFA figure Abdelmajid al-Mlegta.

In the peripheries, some groups had begun to erode the competitive advantage of 
armed factions in Tripoli from late 2012 onwards, when the first closures of oilfields 
and export terminals occurred near Ajdabiya and Ubari. The demands in these 
early protests were modest, but the government’s accommodating approach quickly 
emboldened other groups. In August 2013, such incidents acquired a wholly new 
significance when a commander in the PFG, Ibrahim al-Jadhran, harnessed initially 
separate protests at the al-Zuwaitina, Ras Lanuf and Sidra oil terminals to announce 
the creation of a ‘Cyrenaica Political Bureau’ with himself at its head. The government 
dismissed Jadhran and threatened military force, but Jadhran persevered, gathering 
support in the east by denouncing alleged corruption in the oil industry, and openly 
attempting to sell oil outside official channels. The blockade of the eastern oil ports 
would last until April 2014, when the government eventually agreed to negotiate 
directly with Jadhran, after losses that went into dozens of billions of dollars. Two of 
the ports Jadhran controlled only reopened when a deal was reached, in June 2014.65 
In the west, disgruntled PFG units from Zintan and Amazigh groups protesting 
against the election law for the Constituent Committee also repeatedly shut down 
major pipelines. During September 2013, oil production temporarily slumped 
from a post-revolution high of 1.6m barrels per day to below 200,000 b/d, choking 
government revenues.66

Meanwhile, escalating violence signalled the failure of the new security institutions. 
In Benghazi, a series of killings targeting officers of the old army and security services 
accelerated throughout 2013, expanding to journalists, judges and activists, and 
reaching the rate of several per day in early 2014. The Zeidan government failed to 
conclude any investigations of these cases, let alone prosecute suspects. Extremist 
Islamist groups were widely suspected; the jihadist group Ansar al-Sharia was by then 
openly recruiting and operating in Benghazi, and its militants had close relations with 
some members of Libya Shield units. The leaders of these units, while acknowledging 
that extremists were likely responsible for some assassinations, accused Qadhafi 
loyalists or criminal elements in the Benghazi-based Saeqa Special Forces.67 Ansar 
al-Sharia affiliates and other extremist groups were also increasingly active in Darna 
and Sirte, both of which saw a string of assassinations.

The glorification of the thuwwar that had been so widespread in the months 
following the regime’s collapse turned into a general disdain towards the armed groups. 
In June 2013, a protest in front of a Libya Shield base in Benghazi turned into clashes 
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in which forty people were killed, the vast majority of them protesters.68 Chief of staff 
Mangush resigned, and the GNC vainly decreed that the government should dissolve 
all armed groups operating under official authorizations into the army or the police by 
year’s end. In November, a Misratan armed group opened fire on a peaceful protest in 
front of their base in Tripoli, triggering clashes in which forty-three died, most of them 
protesters.69 Misratan units withdrew from the capital in response to what the city’s 
leadership saw as a demonization campaign, and several large Tripoli-based militias – 
among them the three largest Zintani-led units – organized ceremonies during which 
they ostensibly handed over their bases to the authorities. In reality, however, they 
stayed put.70

A stunning illustration of the government’s impotence came in October 2013 with 
the kidnapping of Prime Minister Zeidan from his hotel suite by an armed group 
affiliated with the Libyan Revolutionaries Operations Room (LROR). Following his 
release after several hours of detention, Zeidan accused a hardline faction in the GNC 
headed by the Zawiyan Salafi battalion commander Mohamed al-Kilani of being 
behind the incident.71

After the kidnapping, Zeidan moved his office to a compound held by the Zintani-
led Sawaeq Brigade, thereby taking sides in the escalating struggles over control in 
Tripoli. Zintani units expanded aggressively in Tripoli after the Misratan withdrawal, 
drawing the ire of the revolutionary camp. Both the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq had some 
former members of Qadhafi’s notorious security brigades within their ranks. Misratan 
leaders and LROR representatives saw this as evidence of Zintani collusion with 
counter-revolutionary elements. They repeatedly – but unsuccessfully – engaged with 
the Zintanis on the issue.72

At the same time, punitive expeditions by forces associated with the revolutionary 
camp provoked growing resentment. In January 2014, forces from Tripoli and the 
Nafusa Mountains fought with armed groups in the Warshafana area south of Tripoli, 
where they accused former regime figures of stoking lawlessness. The same month, 
major fighting erupted between armed groups drawn from different tribes in Sabha. 
Awlad Suleiman leaders in the city alleged that they were under attack from former 
regime loyalists. The Zeidan government tasked the Third Force, a Libya Shield unit 
from Misrata, with intervening.73

In public opinion, the view that the GNC was the root of Libya’s problems became 
increasingly widespread. Politicians and media outlets associated with the NFA, 
Zintan, marginalized communities such as Warshafana, and the eastern autonomy 
movement all heaped blame on what they described as an Islamist-controlled GNC 
that was refusing to hand over power. Those insisting that the GNC’s mandate ended 
on 7 February expected that Islamists and revolutionary hardliners would be defeated 
in new elections. The latter, in turn, feared losses, and sought, instead, to convert their 
position of strength in the GNC into a new government, to replace the fractious power-
sharing cabinet of Ali Zeidan.

While the GNC remained deadlocked over these issues, events accelerated after 7 
February, pushing the political process to the verge of collapse. On 14 February, retired 
General Khalifa Haftar announced on satellite television that he was suspending the 
GNC and the Constitutional Declaration, and handing power to a Presidential Council. 
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But nothing happened. Haftar was speaking in the name of a ‘General Leadership of the 
Libyan Army’, but he obviously did not have an army to move with. His announcement 
was met with widespread ridicule.74 Over the next three months, however, he 
mobilized significant support from army officers in the east, where resentment over 
the continuing assassinations and the region’s perceived political marginalization was 
reaching boiling point.

On 18 February, the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq Brigades issued a televised statement in 
which they gave the GNC five hours to hand over power – to whom, they did not say 
– or face its forced dissolution and the arrest of GNC members.75 As Tripoli braced 
for major clashes, the head of the UN Mission in Libya, Tarek Mitri, intervened with 
the two brigades’ leaders, who eventually relented. In March, Zintani-led forces looted 
an army base in southern Tripoli and attacked the chief of staff ’s office, forcing its 
relocation. The revolutionary camp in the GNC and associated armed groups in 
Tripoli now began pressing insistently for the dissolution of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq, and 
the surrender of Tripoli’s international airport by Zintani units.76

While tensions mounted in Tripoli, the oil ports crisis was coming to a head. In early 
March, a North Korean-flagged tanker entered the port of Sidra and started loading 
the crude oil Jadhran had been seeking to sell for months. In response, Abusahmain 
issued a decree authorizing the formation of a military force to take back the oil ports. 
When the tanker left Sidra, Zeidan ordered the Libyan army and air force to intervene, 
but neither acted. Instead, the US Navy seized the ship and brought it back to Libya. 
The incident finally brought about the necessary majority in the GNC for a deal to 
remove Zeidan, replace him temporarily with his defence minister Abdallah al-Thinni, 
and amend the Constitutional Declaration to pave the way for new elections. As with 
many GNC decisions by that time, however, it was taken on a questionable basis, and 
later found to have lacked the necessary quorum.77

The first crack through the formal institutions opened up on 4 May, when the 
Misratan businessman Ahmed Maitig was elected to replace Thinni in a controversial 
GNC session. Abusahmain maintained that Maitig’s election had followed GNC 
regulations, but his deputy Ezzeddine al-Awami from the eastern town of al-Marj 
insisted, along with a large group of GNC members, that Awami had lifted the session 
before Maitig’s election. Although the Thinni government remained in office, Maitig 
began acting as though he was the legitimate prime minister, and received a group of 
Western ambassadors.78

While the deadlock over Maitig’s election persisted, Haftar’s launch of a military 
campaign against revolutionary and Islamist factions in Benghazi dealt a blow to the 
transitional institutions that would prove fatal. On 16 May, Haftar attacked the bases 
of several armed groups using ground forces and warplanes, announcing ‘Operation 
Dignity to cleanse Benghazi of extremists and outlaws’. TV channels owned by 
Haftar’s political allies described the operation as led by the Libyan army. Haftar’s 
targets included the jihadist group Ansar al-Sharia, but also a former revolutionary 
armed group turned army unit (Brigade 319), as well as the 17 February and Rafallah 
Sahati battalions – two Islamist-leaning revolutionary armed groups that had 
lost the cover of the Libya Shield after the latter was dissolved in Benghazi in June 
2013. These forces had already clashed on several occasions with the Saeqa Special 
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Forces in Benghazi, in November 2013 and February 2014. But Haftar’s operation 
was an entirely different matter, since it was openly defiant of the Tripoli-based army 
leadership. GNC president Abusahmain and prime minister Thinni immediately 
denounced the operation as a coup attempt – rightly so, since five days later, speaking 
in the name of a ‘supreme council of the armed forces’, Haftar declared his intention to 
hand over power to an emergency government.79 Across the country, military officers, 
army units and tribes began expressing their support for Haftar, as did Jibril’s NFA.80 
Meanwhile, the self-described revolutionaries saw themselves confirmed in their fear 
of counter-revolutionary plots.

Two days after Haftar launched his operation in Benghazi, the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq 
attacked the GNC in Tripoli while it was in session to vote on Maitig’s proposed 
government, killing two staffers, abducting several members, looting the legislature’s 
archives, and declaring it dissolved. By this time, Zintani-led armed groups in Tripoli 
had entered into a tactical alliance with Haftar, and their spokesmen equally announced 
the suspension of institutions in the name of the ‘army’.81 The attack triggered major 
clashes in Tripoli, and prompted the return of Misratan forces to the capital after their 
departure the previous November. Under heavy protection, the GNC met again on 25 
May and approved the government proposed by Maitig. But on 9 June, the Supreme 
Court declared Maitig’s election void, ending the dispute and leaving the Thinni 
government in office.

As the elections to the House of Representatives approached, UNSMIL head Tarek 
Mitri and Western diplomats attempted to gain the commitment of leading political 
and military players to a dialogue process. Jibril and his ally Mahmoud Shammam, 
who ran an influential Cairo-based news website, openly rejected such proposals as 
foreign attempts to secure a place in government for Islamists who were certain to lose 
the elections.82

Far from presenting a way out of the crisis, the 25 June elections revealed that 
the political process was moribund. Voter participation was only a third of that 
seen during the 2012 elections; less than a fifth of the overall electorate participated, 
reflecting widespread disillusionment with the formal institutions. Violence and 
boycotts prevented voting in several areas, leaving fifteen among the 200 seats vacant. 
In Benghazi, unknown perpetrators assassinated prominent rights activist and former 
revolutionary figure Salwa Bugaighis after she casted her vote.83 The elections to the 
Constituent Committee in February had hardly gone better: participation had been 
even lower; the Amazigh, Tuareg and Tubu had largely boycotted the vote; and jihadi 
groups had prevented voting in the eastern city of Darna.84

By the time of the elections, formerly separate conflicts and forces had coalesced 
into a nationwide confrontation, and violence had superseded the formal political 
process. The tug-of-war in the GNC, rivalries between armed groups over territorial 
control in Tripoli and their competition over access to state budgets, the extortion 
of the government by armed groups blockading energy facilities, and the revolt by 
eastern army officers against those whom they held responsible for assassinations 
had all become intertwined as their protagonists searched for allies in intensifying 
struggles. For one side, their adversaries were all ‘Islamists’; for the other, they were 
the forces of the counter-revolution. The Political Isolation Law and other attempts to 
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purge or punish former regime elements had done much to produce this convergence: 
Jibril fell under the law, as did Haftar; several of Haftar’s closest associates had been 
ousted from the army by the Integrity Commission or its equivalent in the army. For 
different reasons, the militant autonomy movement in the east shared these groups’ 
interest in toppling the Tripoli institutions. As civil war beckoned, it dawned on former 
proponents of Political Isolation that they had gone too far.85 But by then, it was too 
late.

The second civil war (2014–15)

Following the attack on the GNC in May and the return of Misratan forces to the capital, 
both Misratan leaders and hard-liners associated with the Libyan Revolutionaries 
Operations Room (LROR) increased their pressure on Zintan, holding a flurry of 
meetings with Zintani leaders to demand the dissolution of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq 
and the surrender of Tripoli International Airport.86 No agreement was reached, and 
tensions continued to mount. As election results were announced on 7 July, heavy 
clashes raged in western Tripoli between the Sawaeq and Fursan Janzur, a local militia. 
For many observers, the question was not if, but when, a major confrontation between 
Zintani and Misratan units would erupt.

On 13 July, forces from Misrata, Tripoli and Zawiya attacked the bases of the Qa’qa’ 
and Sawaeq, as well as the airport. The operation, initially called Qaswara (Lion), 
was led by a small group of hardliners associated with the LROR, including Salah 
Badi and Salem al-Zufri from Misrata, Abdelghani al-Kikli and Salah al-Burki from 
southern Tripoli, Naji Gneidi of Fursan Janzur, Said Gujil from the Tripoli-based, 
Amazigh-dominated National Mobile Force, and the Zawiyan Salafi preacher Abu 
Obeida al-Zawi.87 Influential figures from Misrata, Zintan and other cities mediated 
between the conflicting parties over the following days, and on 19 July reached an 
agreement under which a neutral force from Jadu would take over the airport. But 
Misratan negotiators failed to convince Badi, who continued to attack regardless of the 
agreement.88

Over the following week, most large Misratan units joined the operation, now 
billed Libya Dawn. The airport war raged for 43 days, ending in late August with 
Zintan’s withdrawal after heavy losses, and the airport’s destruction. By that time, state 
institutions had split in two, and the country had descended into full-blown civil war.

The newly elected House of Representatives (HoR) adopted a partisan stance to the 
crisis, in line with the forces prevailing in the new parliament. There had been no party 
lists, but independent candidates backed by the NFA had a strong showing. In the 
east, many proponents of regional autonomy had been elected. By contrast, candidates 
associated with the Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamists had performed poorly. 
The Amazigh had boycotted the elections, further weakening the revolutionary camp 
in the HoR.

The dominant forces in the HoR set its direction even before the parliament’s first 
session. The HoR was to convene in Benghazi, but the city witnessed ongoing fighting, 
and in late July, the coalition of Ansar al-Sharia and former revolutionary forces 
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calling itself the Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura Council (BRSC) dislodged many 
units aligned with Haftar from their bases.89 Eastern HoR members had been strong 
advocates of Benghazi as the seat of the new parliament – among them Abubaker 
Baera, a proponent of regional autonomy from Benghazi, who as the oldest elected 
HoR member enjoyed the privilege of presiding over the opening session. But as the 
date of the inaugural session, 4 August, approached, Baera organized a meeting in 
Tobruk on 2 August. To other HoR members, he described it as informal, adding 
that a formal meeting could be held if enough members attended. Parliamentarians 
from across the country were ferried to Tobruk on planes chartered by the Benghazi 
businessman Hassan Tatanaki, whose TV station strongly backed both Haftar’s 
operation and the autonomy movement.90 Meanwhile, GNC president Abusahmain 
invited HoR members to a handover ceremony in Tripoli on 4 August. For some 
parliamentarians, it was unclear whether Baera’s initiative was legitimate. Moreover, 
travelling to Tobruk meant entering territory controlled by Haftar, which for some 
raised risks to their personal security.91

When the HoR convened its inaugural session on 4 August, 158 out of 188 members 
attended; among those who boycotted the meeting were all of Misrata’s representatives, 
as well as influential figures from Tripoli and other cities. Despite the boycott, the 
HoR moved ahead with electing its president, Agila Saleh, a tribal politician from the 
eastern town of al-Qubba who had publicly reassured Qadhafi of his tribe’s loyalty just 
days before the 2011 uprising broke out, and had been elected with a mere 913 votes in 
his constituency. Saleh’s election showed how radically the mood in the HoR differed 
from that of the GNC. The HoR’s decisions throughout August had a distinct partisan 
slant, such as its decree to dissolve all ‘irregular armed entities’ – without clarifying 
how irregular and legitimate units would be distinguished from each other – and its 
call for international intervention to protect civilians.92

The divide hardened after Libya Dawn pushed Zintani forces out of the airport and 
the capital as a whole, on 23 August. The HoR reacted by calling both Libya Dawn and 
Ansar al-Sharia terrorist entities.93 Several members from western Libyan cities now 
left Tobruk to join the boycotters, and HoR attendance plummeted.94 On 25 August, 
the HoR appointed a close associate of Haftar, Abderrazeq al-Nadhuri, as chief of 
staff. The same day, representatives of the revolutionary camp reconvened the GNC 
in Tripoli, arguing that the HoR was illegitimate, due to the absence of a handover 
ceremony and the ‘illegality’ of the inaugural meeting in Tobruk. The rump GNC 
tasked Omar al-Hassi, a Benghazi university professor who was close to the armed 
groups fighting Haftar, with forming a government. The HoR, in turn, charged prime 
minister Thinni, who had fled east alongside several of his ministers, with presenting 
a new government.95 The UN and Western states rapidly clarified that the HoR and 
the Thinni government were the only internationally recognized authorities. But the 
emergence of two parallel governments and parliaments in August 2014 ushered in a 
struggle over legitimacy and an institutional divide that had yet to be overcome at the 
time of writing.

Its detractors alleged that Libya Dawn was a deliberate attempt to overturn the 
results of the elections and force a negotiated settlement with the groups that had 
established control over Tripoli. But the tensions between Tripoli-based militias had 
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been on the rise throughout the preceding months, and after the attack by Zintani-led 
forces on the GNC in May, a major confrontation loomed irrespective of the electoral 
outcome. Most figures directly involved in launching Libya Dawn were local militia 
leaders rather than national-level political strategists – with the notable exception of 
Fathi Bashagha. A former air force pilot turned businessman who had been Misrata’s 
liaison with NATO in 2011 and controlled one of the city’s largest battalions, Bashagha 
had been elected as HoR member with the second-highest number of votes in Misrata. 
During July 2014, Bashagha helped prepare the offensive behind the scenes, and a 
group from Bashagha’s Hatin Battalion – including one of his sons – participated in the 
operation from its very start.96 Once Libya Dawn had defeated the Zintanis, Bashagha 
shifted towards a more conciliatory stance, and subsequently became Misrata’s leading 
representative in the UN-led negotiations. Bashagha certainly had the political acumen 
needed to engineer an operation designed to trade territorial control over Tripoli for 
political influence. Whether this had been his intention from the beginning remains 
unclear.

Rather than a tightly run operation with a clear objective, Libya Dawn was a 
tactical alliance between diverse actors. International media outlets simply described 
the operation as led by ‘Islamist militias’. This was misleading. Undeniably, a network 
of mostly Islamist militia leaders that largely overlapped with the LROR was at the 
core of Libya Dawn, but the leadership of the Misratan forces that formed the military 
heavyweight of the operation was separate from this network. The mufti lent his 
support to the operation, as did the JCP leadership and former leaders of the Libyan 
Islamic Fighting Group such as Khaled al-Sharif.97 But the majority of the forces from 
Misrata, Zawiya, Sabratha, Zuwara and Gharyan that joined the operation had no 
Islamist orientation; rather, they defined themselves by their local origin in cities that 
were considered revolutionary strongholds. In fact, their leaders were often deeply 
suspicious of – or even hostile to – the Islamist networks. They followed the rallying 
cry of defending the revolution and the transitional institutions. Libya Dawn leaders 
portrayed the Zintani-led forces in Tripoli as the vanguard of the counter-revolution, 
pointing to the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq Brigades’ alliance with Haftar, their attacks on 
the GNC, and allegations that both units included members of Qadhafi’s security 
brigades.

The Tripoli operation stood in a de facto alliance with the coalition of jihadist 
and revolutionary armed groups that fought Haftar’s forces in Benghazi. The BRSC 
relied on support networks in Misrata, Tripoli and other cities in the west to channel 
funds, weapons and recruits to Benghazi, and treat or evacuate its wounded fighters. 
Such support aimed not only at blocking Haftar’s advance in the east and thereby 
preventing him from expanding to the west. Ideological affinities played a role for 
Islamist networks surrounding the mufti and the former LIFG leadership. Social ties 
were also important: many BRSC leaders came from families whose origins went back 
to Misrata. (Militia leaders from the Benghazi-based Awaqir tribe, who formed the 
bulk of Haftar’s forces, openly threatened to expulse all ‘Misratans’ from the city.)98 
The self-declared Tripoli government and Misratan leaders insisted that the Benghazi 
coalition were thuwwar. They downplayed the role of Ansar al-Sharia, and denied that 
IS cells were emerging among the forces fighting Haftar.99
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The first rifts began appearing in Libya Dawn the moment the alliance achieved 
its original objective of driving the Zintanis out of Tripoli, in late August. Hard-line 
revolutionary leaders and the Muslim Brothers supported the resurrection of the GNC 
and the formation of the Hassi government. Representatives of the armed groups 
obtained posts as ministers or deputy ministers.100 In contrast, political heavyweights 
in Misrata’s business elite, such as Bashagha, kept their distance from the Hassi 
government, and began positioning themselves for the negotiations over the formation 
of a unity government. The components of Libya Dawn also began diverging over 
military strategy, with Tripoli-based hardliners pushing to take the war to Zintan, and 
the majority of Misratan commanders rejecting this.101

The enemies of Libya Dawn were similarly diverse, and their alliance was equally 
loose. In the east, the early core of Haftar’s operation was formed by army officers 
disgruntled by the government’s immobility towards the assassinations in Benghazi, or 
by their forced retirement by the Integrity Commission. Some proponents of regional 
autonomy, such as Colonel Hamed al-Hassi’s Cyrenaica Defence Force, also joined 
Haftar early on. They were awkward allies for Haftar, who emphasized the need for a 
strong central state backed by the army, and as a member of the Firjan tribe of central 
Libya was considered a ‘westerner’ by many advocates of eastern autonomy. The bulk 
of Haftar’s forces was made up of civilians, many of them organized in militias from 
Benghazi and its outskirts.102 Most were led by members of the Awaqir tribe, who 
demanded revenge for the victims of assassinations – and in some cases the expulsion 
of ‘western’ families and the restitution of Benghazi to Cyrenaican tribes. In contrast, 
several of Benghazi’s army units were slow in joining Haftar. Al-Mahdi al-Barghathi’s 
Brigade 204, for instance, rallied to Operation Dignity only in October 2014.103 
Throughout its first year, Haftar’s operation was marked by serious tensions between 
his inner circle and the commanders of army units and militias in Benghazi, who at 
times openly contested his authority and accused him of withholding ammunition 
from them.

In the west, Zintani armed groups formed the bulk of Libya Dawn’s adversaries, but 
they were divided over their attitude towards Haftar. The commanders of the Qa’qa’ 
and Sawaeq Brigades associated themselves closely with Haftar, who also appointed 
an officer from Zintan as his commander for Western Libya. But the bulk of Zintani 
forces were led by the military council under Usama al-Juwaili, who remained 
hostile to Haftar.104 At risk of being overpowered by Dawn militias, Zintani leaders 
recruited Tubu fighters from Niger and Chad.105 More significantly, they struck up 
alliances with armed groups from communities that were considered former regime 
strongholds. In May, Zintanis had still reacted with dismay when representatives of 
such constituencies had held a conference in the Warshafana area. But soon after the 
airport war began, Zintanis freed hundreds of members of Qadhafi’s forces from their 
prisons, to fill the ranks of a self-styled ‘Army of Tribes’ that was heavily dominated by 
forces from Warshafana.106 Dawn militias drove the ‘Army of Tribes’ back to the Nafusa 
Mountains during September 2014, but these groups would return in early 2015 and 
act increasingly independently of their former Zintani sponsors.

External support was critical for the loose alliance led by Haftar and Zintani figures. 
In August, foreign fighter jets struck Libya Dawn positions in the Tripoli area several 
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times. They were almost certainly UAE warplanes flying from bases in Egypt, though 
neither state ever admitted its involvement.107 Both HoR president Saleh and chief of 
staff Nadhuri undertook frequent visits to Egypt, whose support to Haftar became ever 
more obvious. Power brokers with good contacts in Egypt and the UAE now acted as 
gatekeepers and helped shape these states’ policies: the Libyan ambassador to the UAE 
Aref al-Nayed; Mahmoud Jibril; and the Benghazi businessman Hassan Tatanaki.108 
Like Haftar himself, these figures played to the virulently anti-Islamist discourse 
prevailing in al-Sissi’s Egypt and the UAE. Overt Egyptian and Emirati interference 
provoked fury in Misrata and among other constituencies supporting Libya Dawn, 
not least because Emirati airstrikes killed over a dozen Misratan fighters, and ten 
businessmen from Misrata and Tripoli were arbitrarily detained in the Emirates.109 
For Egypt and the UAE, Libya was an arena for their rivalries with Qatar and Turkey, 
which were supporting Islamist movements, including the Muslim Brotherhood. 
Allegations of Qatari and Turkish support to Libya Dawn were widespread. But 
such support was much more discreet, and most likely much more limited than that 
provided by Egypt and the UAE. Qatari backing mainly came in the form of funds, 
which were used to buy weapons from Sudan or other foreign suppliers, as well as the 
local black market.110

Despite such foreign backing, the conflict rapidly settled into a stalemate. In mid-
September, a local conflict in the southern town of Ubari escalated when Tuareg armed 
groups associated themselves with Libya Dawn and their Tubu adversaries adopted 
the Dignity discourse of ‘the army’ fighting against ‘terrorists’. But the war in Ubari 
would rage on over the coming year without either side being able to dislodge the 
other. In the north, Zintani forces warded off the threat to their town by shelling the 
Nafusa Mountains town of Kikla in early October, to pre-empt a move by Dawn forces 
from Tripoli and Zawiya to take the war to the mountains. Dawn forces failed to make 
significant progress in their attempts to capture the Zintani-held Wutiya air base south 
of Zuwara. The last major attempt to fundamentally shift the balance of forces came in 
December, when Misratan forces launched a large-scale offensive to seize the export 
terminals in the ‘oil crescent’ between Sirte and Ajdabiya. The offensive became stuck 
in the Sidra area, where the Misratans faced off with Ibrahim al-Jadhran’s forces, and 
were targeted by Haftar’s air force.111

As a military stalemate took root, both sides also lost hope of winning international 
political backing. Western governments made it clear that they would not deal with the 
reconstituted GNC and its Hassi government, thereby thwarting the latter’s move to 
convert facts on the ground into international recognition. At the same time, Western 
states refused to recognize the new executives appointed by the HoR and Thinni for 
the Central Bank (CBL) and the National Oil Corporation (NOC), instead sticking 
with CBL governor al-Saddiq al-Kabir and NOC chairman Mustafa Sanallah, who had 
both been appointed prior to the institutional split and continued to work in Tripoli. 
Both jealously guarded their independence from the two rival governments, and 
al-Kabir’s Central Bank continued disbursing salaries on the basis of 2014 payrolls, 
which included parliamentarians in both bodies and armed factions on all sides of 
the conflict. Both governments therefore faced difficulties accessing funding, and had 
to resort to practices such as using budgets left over from the previous fiscal year, or 
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taking up loans from state-owned banks.112 This limited their capacity to fund armed 
groups.

In November 2014, Libya’s Supreme Court overturned the GNC’s March 2014 
amendment to the Constitutional Declaration, which had paved the way for the HoR 
elections. Western governments and the UN adopted an ambiguous position.113 They 
refused to accept the GNC’s position that the ruling invalidated the HoR, but insisted 
less on the HoR as the only legitimate legislative body, and more on the HoR’s need 
to unite with its boycotting members to become fully representative. Western refusal 
to extend full political backing to either side reflected the assessment that a military 
victory of either side was impossible.

As the conflict dragged on without any prospects for a decisive advantage for 
either camp, the two alliances fragmented. In western Libya, leading figures in the war 
effort positioned themselves as proponents of détente and negotiation, while others 
adopted a hard-line position. In Misrata, Bashagha declared Libya Dawn ‘over’ as 
early as December 2014.114 Together with several other Misratan figures, he emerged 
as a key proponent of the UN-led negotiations over a unity government. His leading 
local rival, Abderrahman al-Sweihli, rejected the talks. Following two unsuccessful 
attempts in autumn 2014, UN Special Representative Bernardino Leon succeeded in 
late January 2015 in bringing together active and boycotting HoR members as well as 
representatives of several municipalities and independent figures in Geneva.115 Though 
the GNC initially boycotted the talks and provocations from both camps repeatedly 
caused hiccups, the process developed momentum during spring 2015.

Simultaneously to, but largely independently of, the UN-led process, local notables 
and commanders in western Libya began reaching out to adversaries. Misratan and 
Zintani delegations began meeting in mid-February; representatives from Nafusa 
Mountains towns started holding talks in early March. This occurred amid ongoing 
fighting and tense relations between communities, as armed groups from Zintan as 
well as those from Gharyan and Zawiya were cutting off supplies to their respective 
enemies, making life difficult in and around the Nafusa Mountains. Airstrikes by both 
sides repeatedly caused talks to break down; fighter jets flying from Misrata’s air base 
bombed Zintan’s airstrip, while Haftar’s air force conducted strikes on Misrata’s port 
and airport, as well as Mitiga airport in Tripoli.116

Ceasefire efforts succeeded where a balance of power had emerged and the 
warring parties grew tired: at the end of March, Misratan forces withdrew from Sidra 
after reassurances from their adversaries that they would not capture the vacated 
terrain. In April, Misrata’s Halbus Brigade negotiated a ceasefire with armed groups 
from Warshafana that had just seized back their home turf after descending from 
Zintan.117 Though former Libya Dawn allies from Zawiya repeatedly violated the 
ceasefire, Halbus elements interposed themselves between groups from Warshafana 
and their enemies, and remained steadfast in their support for the truce. The Halbus 
and Mahjub Brigades, two of Misrata’s largest forces, publicly advocated a general 
ceasefire, earning much disdain from more hardline elements in the former Libya 
Dawn alliance. The breakthrough came in May, after Zintani forces had heavily 
shelled positions of armed groups from Gharyan, displaying unexpected strength. 
During late May and June, Zintani leaders negotiated a series of accords with their 
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neighbours in the Nafusa Mountains, as well as Gharyan, Zuwara and Zawiya. Each 
agreement included a ceasefire, an exchange of prisoners and the restoration of free 
movement.118

The détente between former warring factions meant that the polarized landscape 
gave way to a more fragmented and chaotic scene. Hardliners on both sides opposed 
the ceasefires – among them the mufti; the Tripoli-based prime minister Khalifa 
al-Ghwell from Misrata, who had taken over from Hassi in March 2015; the former 
core of Libya Dawn around Salah Badi and Abu Obeida al-Zawi; and factions in Zintan 
and Warshafana that were associated with Haftar’s LNA. Those who negotiated the 
ceasefires did so in the name of their local communities. The civil war abated, although 
confrontations continued in several hotspots. But in the meantime, the political and 
military landscape had changed. Former regime elements who had previously been 
imprisoned or exiled emerged as prominent actors in Haftar’s coalition – among them 
Haftar’s man in Warshafana, Colonel Omar al-Tantush, who had been imprisoned in 
Zintan and was released to lead the offensive to recapture the Warshafana region; and 
Mohamed ben Naiel, a former intelligence operative who now led a small armed group 
in his native Wadi al-Shati’ area in southern Libya.

Another important change was the emergence of local affiliates of the Islamic State 
(IS), which benefited from the chaos. In Benghazi, where the loose alliances of forces 
led by Haftar began to slowly take back territory from October 2014 onwards, members 
of Ansar al-Sharia joined a local IS affiliate that became an increasingly potent force 
among Haftar’s adversaries. In Darna, which was controlled by armed groups that 
opposed Haftar, a local IS group established the headquarters of a Barqa (Cyrenaica) 
emirate and began clashing with local rivals.119 In Sirte, Ansar al-Sharia expanded after 
Misratan forces had dislodged its rivals in their March 2014 offensive against Jadhran. 
In early 2015, as Misratans yet again confronted Jadhran’s forces in Sidra and sought to 
avoid opening another front in their rear, the bulk of Ansar al-Sharia in Sirte morphed 
into IS and seized control of the city.120 The local IS affiliate turned Sirte into its Libyan 
headquarters and accommodated leading figures from Iraq and Arab Gulf states, as 
well as hundreds of foreign fighters.

In Misrata, proponents of an offensive against IS in Sirte had difficulties convincing 
local politicians and militia leaders, who were reluctant to withdraw forces from 
Tripoli and the front lines in the west and south. In the former Dawn camp, the attitude 
towards the rise of IS oscillated between outright denial and allegations that former 
regime elements were masquerading as IS in Sirte to justify Haftar’s counter-terrorist 
campaign.121

In July 2015, the parties to the UN-led negotiations reached an initial agreement, 
without settling on names to lead a unity government. By that time, the key actors who 
had driven the descent into civil war – Haftar; the leaders of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq 
Brigades; Jibril; Bashagha; a handful of militia leaders from Tripoli – had lost all 
control over the dynamics their actions had spawned. The allies they had mobilized 
had become increasingly independent or even turned against them; the governments 
in Tripoli and al-Bayda and their respective parliaments lacked influence over the 
forces nominally aligned with them; and the fragmentation of the two camps meant 
that any settlement would be prone to fail.
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The elusive agreement (July 2015–September 2016)

The progress of talks to establish a unity government ushered in a period of deep 
uncertainty for political players across Libya’s chaotic landscape. Would a deal be 
reached? Could a foreign-backed unity government succeed against the range of forces 
opposing it? Was there more to be gained by supporting the talks, by holding out 
and wearing down the parties until they made larger concessions, or by leading the 
opposition?

Calculations were made even more difficult by the complex nature of the 
negotiations. The UN faced great difficulties in identifying the key political and 
military forces. The first talks in September 2014 had brought together Tobruk-based 
and boycotting members of the HoR. After the Supreme Court ruling deepened the 
controversy over the legitimacy of the HoR in Tobruk, Leon broadened the political 
negotiations to include active and boycotting members of the GNC, as well as several 
moderates without direct affiliation with any of the conflicting parties. But both the 
HoR and GNC were hamstrung by their internal divisions, and had no control over 
the parties to the conflict. These parties were loose, constantly changing alliances; there 
were few clearly identifiable organizations and cohesive forces.

The UN dealt with this diffuse landscape by launching several parallel dialogue 
tracks from February 2015 onwards. In addition to the core political negotiations, 
it brought together mayors from important cities in a municipalities track. Algeria 
hosted several meetings between representatives of political parties and civil society 
activists. UNSMIL also organized several meetings of women’s representatives. The 
key talks between representatives of armed factions never got off the ground; UNSMIL 
never succeeded in bringing the different parties together in a security track. Leon’s 
plans for a track gathering tribal leaders in Egypt equally failed. At first, the Egyptian 
government convened its own meeting of Libyan tribal leaders to promote its partisan 
stance. When UNSMIL cooperated with the Egyptians to organize another meeting, 
most invitees failed to show up.122

The divisions within each of the two negotiating parties – the GNC and HoR – and 
the difficulties in bringing together the actual parties to the conflict would continue 
to dog the UN’s efforts to reach a deal and implement it. Both parliaments resorted 
to delaying tactics and avoided clear negotiating positions. In July 2015, the parties 
initialled a draft agreement on the formation of a Government of National Accord 
(GNA) in the Moroccan resort town of Skhirat. But the GNC delegation did not attend 
due to pressure from hardliners, although a bloc within the GNC was represented 
by the head of the JCP, Mohamed Sawan. Both bodies then delayed their response 
to the initialled draft, and were slow in proposing names for the GNA’s five-member 
Presidency Council. The GNC, where a substantial bloc was forming in favour of a deal, 
was unable to agree on its candidates. Eventually, during talks in Skhirat in October, 
two members of the GNC’s negotiation team went along with Leon’s proposals despite 
formal instructions from GNC president Abusahmain to desist.123 They did so not least 
because their own names had been shortlisted by Leon: Abderrahman al-Sweihli, who 
had suddenly gone from hawk to dove, and Mohamed al-Ammari from Benghazi.
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On 8 October, Leon announced the names for a six-member Presidency Council, 
along with another twenty names as suggestions for ministerial and other posts.124 
The two bodies were then expected to endorse the agreement, but opponents blocked 
votes in both legislatures. They accused Leon of having overstepped his remit by 
proposing names for positions that were to be appointed or elected by the Presidency 
Council or the High Council of State, the GNC’s reincarnation under the agreement. 
Leon’s proposal of Sweihli as head of the latter body also provoked angry reactions 
because Sweihli had become one of the most widely hated politicians in the country. 
In addition, some questioned Leon’s nomination for prime minister, Faiez al-Serraj, 
whose name had not come from the negotiating parties, but was presented by Leon 
minutes before the announcement.125 Most notably, hardliners in both bodies argued 
that the members of their negotiation teams were not authorized to agree on the names. 
The HoR dissolved its negotiation committee, while the GNC’s team had broken apart. 
To win some opponents over, Leon later expanded the Presidency Council from six 
to nine members, to establish parity between representatives of Libya’s three historic 
regions.126

Meanwhile, tensions between proponents and opponents of the agreement within 
each body were mounting. In the HoR, support mostly came from western Libyan 
representatives eager to return to their homes, as well as some southern members; the 
bulk of eastern parliamentarians – including HoR president Saleh – were staunchly 
opposed to the agreement. The sticking point for many eastern representatives was 
the negotiators’ convergence on a formula to dismiss Haftar by declaring top military 
positions vacant unless the Presidency Council agreed on their incumbents. This left 
Haftar and his supporters fiercely opposed to the agreement, but it was essential to 
mobilize support for the deal in the GNC. There, most members associated with the 
JCP backed the agreement, as did most Misratan representatives; figures associated 
with the former LIFG and other Islamists were against the deal, and could count on 
GNC president Abusahmain to block any votes on the issue. Many Misratan armed 
groups also came out in favour of a deal – a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for 
a prospective government to establish itself in Tripoli. The Misratan forces backing the 
agreement had a substantial presence in the capital, but so did forces associated with 
the Ghwell government and the GNC hardliners. Misratan units were on both sides of 
this divide, and as some positioned themselves in favour of an agreement, they suffered 
internal splits.

The negotiations were almost thrown off their track when it emerged that Leon 
had accepted an offer to become director of the UAE’s diplomatic academy, and had 
negotiated the terms with Emirati officials even while he was mediating in Libya, where 
the UAE was strongly backing one side.127 Shortly after the scandal erupted in November, 
Leon gave up his position to Martin Kobler, who pushed for a rapid conclusion of 
the negotiations despite shaky support in both parliaments. Western governments, 
worried about the expansion of IS in the Sirte area, saw the establishment of a unity 
government with whom they could cooperate in fighting IS as increasingly urgent, and 
were losing patience with the talks. Proponents of a deal among the negotiating parties 
equally urged swiftness, fearing that the Leon scandal would erode existing support 
within the HoR and GNC or among their constituencies.128 The sense that the UN-led 
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talks were faltering increased in late November, when opponents of the agreement 
from the  GNC  and HoR launched parallel talks.129 The so-called Libyan-Libyan 
initiative sought to peel away support from the Skhirat process. On 15 December, two 
days before the agreement was to be signed in Skhirat, Abusahmain and Saleh even 
met personally in Malta to mobilize support for an all-Libyan initiative.130

Unable to obtain formal backing from either body, and under increasing pressure 
from Western governments and Libyan stakeholders, Kobler opted to have the 
agreement signed by individual HoR and GNC members without an official mandate 
from their respective bodies. To demonstrate broad-based Libyan support, the UN 
ferried dozens of parliamentarians and mayors, as well as figures who had participated 
in the civil society and political parties track to the signing ceremony on 17 December. 
But it was obvious that the deal stood on a weak foundation. Of twenty-one Libyan 
signatories, eleven were elected members of the GNC or HoR, while ten were 
independent participants in the negotiations who had been hand-picked by the UN in 
an arbitrary fashion, and in most cases lacked any significant power base.

Among the Presidency Council’s five deputy prime ministers, Ahmed Maitig 
represented Misrata; Fathi al-Majbari was a representative for eastern Libya who 
enjoyed the backing of militia leader Ibrahim al-Jadhran, while the other eastern 
representative, Ali al-Qatrani, had been designated by Haftar loyalists in the HoR; and 
Musa al-Koni was a representative of southern Libya and the Tuareg. Omar al-Aswad 
from Zintan and the GNC member from Benghazi, Mohamed al-Ammari, were 
named as ministers, who contrary to the deputy prime ministers had no veto over 
decisions. The remaining two seats on the Presidency Council were filled in a last-ditch 
negotiating drama. The JCP leadership designated the fifth deputy, Abdelsalam Kajman, 
for southern Libya. A third minister, Ahmed Hamza, also came from southern Libya, 
and was close to Qadhafi’s former chief of staff, Bashir Saleh. Kajman and Hamza were 
both relative unknowns.131

The combination of a nine-member executive body with the requirement that 
decisions be taken unanimously reflected the fragmentation of the negotiating parties 
– but it virtually guaranteed paralysis. None of the members had a strong power base, 
with the partial exception of Maitig and Aswad. Moreover, both Qatrani and Aswad 
began boycotting the Presidency Council in mid-January during negotiations over the 
government. In Qatrani’s case, this was predictable, given that he represented a major 
opponent of the agreement; the very day before the ceremony, Kobler had tried to 
win Haftar’s support for the deal – in vain. In the case of Aswad, it reflected Zintani 
anger at their junior role in the Council, compared to Misrata. The seven acting council 
members failed to obtain HoR approval for the two cabinets they presented in January 
and February 2016.

In the HoR, an initially small group of rejectionists led by Agila Saleh blocked 
the formal endorsement of the deal. In late January 2016, a narrow majority in the 
HoR backed the agreement in principle, but voiced its objection to Article 8 of the 
agreement’s ‘Additional Provisions’ – the article effectively spelling Haftar’s dismissal 
by requiring the Presidency Council to agree on all senior military positions.132 By 
failing to formally vote on the deal in its entirety, the HoR left both the agreement and 
the government in a state of limbo. The main source of opposition clearly came from 
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Haftar’s allies in the HoR, who were determined to block Haftar’s dismissal according 
to the mechanism foreseen in the agreement.

The array of opponents widened after the Presidency Council took office in Tripoli, 
in late March, and called on its designated ministers to start working despite lack of 
formal support from the HoR. Contrary to the terms of the agreement, the Presidency 
Council did not attempt to mobilize neutral security forces to enable its members to 
work in Tripoli. Instead, it obtained the support of a handful of militias from Tripoli 
that, when the Presidency Council arrived in the capital, narrowly avoided an open 
confrontation with forces backing the Ghwell government. To the surprise of many 
observers, the Ghwell government then retreated without putting up a fight. But the 
success of taking up office in Tripoli without provoking conflict came at a high cost. 
The Presidency Council’s accommodation with local militias alienated many who had 
supported the agreement on condition that it would lead to a re-establishment of state 
authority in Tripoli. It particularly angered the Zintanis, who refused to accept that the 
capital would remain controlled by forces that had expelled them in 2014.133 Zintan 
had been a key stakeholder of the agreement, but now sided with its adversaries.

Libyan politicians and Western governments backing the Government of National 
Accord (GNA) had gambled that it would gradually win over fence-sitters and holdouts 
as it took the purse strings in Tripoli and created facts on the ground, despite its weak 
legitimacy basis. Central to that premise was that Majbari, several eastern ministers 
designated by him, and his backer Jadhran would wear away at Haftar’s support base in 
the east. Defence Minister al-Mahdi al-Barghathi had a particularly important role to 
play in this scheme. He hailed from the Awaqir tribe that dominated the forces aligned 
with Haftar in Benghazi, and led a unit against the anti-Haftar coalition there. Now, 
he was to encourage defections from Haftar’s forces towards the GNA. Government 
spending would do the rest: Central Bank governor al-Kabir and NOC chief Sanallah 
had signalled to Western diplomats even before the agreement was signed that they 
would work with the GNA.

The gamble backfired badly. Sanallah and Kabir did, indeed, recognize the Presidency 
Council’s authority, but Kabir was reticent to provide access to funding as long as the 
designated finance minister – one of Majbari’s eastern nominees – had not taken up 
office and the HoR failed to approve the government, let alone its budget. Meanwhile, 
Sanallah was disgruntled with the Presidency Council’s concessions towards Jadhran, 
who kept the export terminals shut to demand ever-greater payoffs. Sanallah protested 
fiercely when Kobler met Jadhran in July 2016 to broker a deal – followed, a few days 
later, by Presidency Council members Koni and Hamza.134 Far from re-uniting the 
Central Bank and NOC under its authority, the Presidency Council alienated both 
institutions’ top executives, and proved incapable of restoring oil production. The 
economic crisis, manifest in liquidity shortages, a plummeting exchange rate and 
rising inflation, continued to deepen under the GNA’s watch.

Expectations that eastern ministers would rally support for the GNA in their region 
were similarly frustrated. Defence Minister Barghathi was the only one of Majbari’s 
nominees to make it to Tripoli, belatedly, in May. Barghathi gained the backing of 
several Awaqir militia leaders from Benghazi who had been on bad terms with Haftar, 
sparking an open power struggle over loyalties within the tribe. Haftar and Barghathi 
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each mobilized Awaqir elders to voice their support. A similar tug-of-war was ongoing 
among the Magharba between Jadhran and the tribe’s leading notable, Saleh Latiwish, 
who had opposed Jadhran’s rise for some time and now allied with Haftar against the 
upstart. In July, the Presidency Council was forced to dismiss four designated ministers 
from the east, after they had refused to take up their posts as long as the HoR did not 
endorse the government.135

Steady external support from Egypt, the UAE and France – in contradiction with 
the official French policy of supporting the GNA – allowed Haftar to gradually tilt the 
balance in the east.136 Since December 2015, local forces loyal to Haftar had clashed 
with Islamist-leaning militias in Ajdabiya, forcing them out in February 2016. Around 
the same time, Haftar’s alliance made substantial progress in Benghazi.137 To prevent 
defections to the GNA, Haftar loyalists intimidated HoR members, tribal notables, and 
designated GNA officials. In Ajdabiya and the oil crescent, Haftar allegedly bought 
loyalties with payoffs and presents. In June, the struggle in Ajdabiya escalated after the 
Benghazi Defence Brigades, a new group of Benghazi militants who had assembled 
in the Jufra area, bypassed Ajdabiya and were stopped only a few dozen kilometres 
outside Benghazi by (probably Emirati) airstrikes. Credible allegations that Jadhran 
had provided safe passage to the group provided the pretext for Haftar’s air force to 
bomb Jadhran’s positions in Ajdabiya.138 Eventually, in September, Haftar’s forces took 
over Jadhran’s oil export terminals without major military confrontation; most of 
Jadhran’s forces melted away, while he and his core followers escaped to the Jufra area 
to link up with the Benghazi Defence Brigades.

Impasse (September 2016–January 2019)

Haftar’s takeover of the oil ports ushered in a new balance of power, in the east as 
well as nationally. With Jadhran, a significant military counterweight to Haftar in 
the east had fallen away. Barghathi’s efforts to turn political and military figures in 
Benghazi against Haftar faltered. Barghathi himself, who was in Benghazi at the time 
of the ports takeover, escaped with some difficulty to Tripoli, where he began plotting 
a counteroffensive with Jadhran and the Benghazi Defence Brigades, his erstwhile 
enemies. Haftar’s forces took over Barghathi’s former unit in Benghazi, killing and 
arresting several of its members.139 The path was clear for Haftar to consolidate power 
in the east. Only Darna, under the control of a local coalition that included Islamist 
and jihadist elements, for now held out against the siege Haftar’s forces were imposing 
on it. Across the country, the fact that Haftar opened up the ports despite revenues 
accruing to the Central Bank in Tripoli gained him widespread popularity.

The consolidation of authority in the east by the GNA’s leading opponent failed 
to provoke alarm among the Western governments that had so resolutely pushed for 
the establishment of the GNA a year earlier. The reason was that in the meantime, 
IS had been annihilated as a territorial force. This was the result of disparate local 
developments, among them Haftar’s progress in Benghazi. In Darna and Sabratha, IS 
affiliates had become embroiled in conflicts with local armed groups that ejected IS 
from both cities during the spring of 2016. In Sirte, IS attacks on Misratan checkpoints 
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and a looming offensive by Haftar’s forces triggered a mobilization of Misratan armed 
groups in May 2016. Misratan action then ballooned into a major operation that ended 
in December 2016 with the defeat of the last remaining IS fighters in Sirte. Although 
the international media described the Misratan forces as loyal to the GNA, their 
support for the GNA – which had neither launched the operation nor overseen it – was 
lukewarm at best. The mere existence of the GNA did, however, facilitate the provision 
of foreign support for the operation in the form of US airstrikes, UK special forces and 
an Italian field hospital.140

Its status as the internationally recognized authority was what kept the GNA alive 
even though the Skhirat agreement had, for all intents and purposes, failed. The 
GNA never broadened its support base; indeed, the opposite happened. Two of the 
Presidency Council’s nine members had suspended their participation since January 
2016; with Musa al-Koni, a third resigned in January 2017; the remaining members 
did not work together, and Serraj made most decisions without consulting the others. 
Constituencies that had been crucial in supporting the Skhirat agreement, such as 
Misrata, grew disillusioned with the GNA’s ineffectiveness. The Tripoli militias that 
protected the GNA acquired unprecedented influence over state institutions in the 
capital, intimidating officials, filling posts with their protégés and infiltrating the 
administration. This made a mockery out of the GNA’s ambition to function as a 
national unity government. The largest four of these militias – Haytham al-Tajuri’s 
Tripoli Revolutionaries Brigade; the Suq al-Jum’a-based Nawasi Brigade; Abdelghani 
al-Kikli’s forces in the Abu Slim area; and Abderrauf Kara’s Special Deterrence Force 
in Mitiga airport – gradually consolidated control over central Tripoli, in several brief 
rounds of major clashes with forces opposed to the GNA, between December 2016 and 
May 2017.141

The self-described revolutionaries who opposed the GNA suffered setbacks not 
only in Tripoli, but also elsewhere. Lacking an alternative political project with which 
to rally broader support, they resorted to ill-fated military operations. Jadhran and the 
Benghazi Defence Brigades (BDB) failed to wrest control over the oil crescent back 
from Haftar. During autumn 2016, BDB leaders assembled a diverse coalition of forces 
with the backing of GNA defence minister Barghathi, mobilizing funds from Qatar, 
and bribing Sudanese and Chadian mercenaries deployed by Haftar in the oilfields 
to switch sides.142 Despite these preparations, the BDB’s first offensive against the oil 
export terminals in December 2016 collapsed after a mere twenty-four hours. In early 
March 2017, the BDB temporarily took control of the oil crescent, but ten days later, 
Haftar’s forces drove them out again.143

In May, Misrata’s Third Force, backed by Chadian mercenaries, attacked the Brak 
al-Shate’ air base in southern Libya held by forces loyal to Haftar, killing dozens in 
apparent executions.144 Following an outcry across the south, the Third Force first 
withdrew to the Jufra area; then, after Egyptian airstrikes, to Misrata. Haftar’s forces 
took over the Tamanhant and Jufra air bases from the Misratans, further bolstering 
their strategic position, and preventing the BDB from using Jufra as a launching pad 
for attacks against the oil crescent.145

Haftar’s consolidation in the oil crescent, as well as his expansion in central and 
southern Libya, stoked expectations that he would continue to extend his sphere of 
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authority – and possibly even seize control of Libya as a whole, ending the country’s 
fragmentation. Such calculations caused both foreign and domestic actors to 
reevaluate their positions. In Misrata and other cities in which anti-Haftar sentiment 
had been almost unanimous, some politicians and army officers reached out to Haftar, 
seeking a new settlement in which he would play a leading role, or even declaring their 
outright support for him. Recognizing his growing importance, Western governments 
intensely courted Haftar during the first half of 2017, trying to broker a deal that would 
include him. Previously, Haftar had rejected all overtures at negotiations. But in the 
summer, Haftar made his first visits to Paris and Rome, which gave him a wholly new 
international stature. He also regularly met with the new UN Special Representative, 
Ghassan Salamé, after having consistently rebuffed his predecessor Kobler.

Western diplomats now believed they could win Haftar’s support for a transitional 
arrangement leading up to new elections, in which he would be able to present himself. 
Salamé, however, made no progress in negotiating such an arrangement. The two 
legislatures that had functioned as the negotiating parties in Skhirat, the HoR and the 
former GNC, were hopelessly divided, but those interested in maintaining the status 
quo – and thus holding on to their privileges – prevailed within them. Whether Haftar 
genuinely supported free elections could be considered doubtful at best. International 
meddling also posed obstacles to progress. Russia, France, Egypt, and other states all 
undertook their own mediation efforts, undermining the UN role.146 Through military 
support, France associated itself increasingly closely with Haftar. While Italy tried to 
improve its relations with Haftar, it nevertheless remained focused on western Libya. 
Italian officials apparently engineered a shift by key militias in western Libya from 
migrant smuggling to blocking departures from the Libyan coast.147 Not least due to 
such divergent alignments, the Italians remained at odds with the French over their 
approach to the Libyan crisis.

While the political process remained stuck, so did the military balance of power. 
Haftar’s anticipated further advance failed to materialize. In central Libya, Haftar’s 
forces refrained even from attempting to wrest Sirte from the Misratans. Visibly short 
of forces, Haftar deployed Sudanese mercenaries in the Jufra area. In the south, Haftar 
exerted no territorial authority beyond the air bases his forces controlled. The region 
was a patchwork of armed groups that were each drawn from particular tribes. Haftar 
did not command sufficient forces to act as a neutral arbiter between these groups. 
When he allied with a given tribe’s militias, he attracted the enmity of their adversaries. 
In Sabha, for example, some Awlad Suleiman militia leaders sought Haftar’s support 
after the departure of their former allies, Misrata’s Third Force. This caused the Awlad 
Suleiman’s opponents – the Tubu, whose armed groups had previously acted as Haftar’s 
allies in the Ubari conflict – to turn against Haftar.148 After months of fighting, Tubu 
militias captured the principal base held by Awlad Suleiman forces in May 2018, 
dealing a blow to Haftar’s designs.

In the west, Haftar not only failed to expand, but saw his influence recede. In June 
2017, Serraj appointed Usama al-Juwaili of Zintan as commander of the western 
military region, thereby weakening the position of Haftar loyalists in the town.149 
Juwaili made no secret of his fierce opposition to Haftar. His actions followed the 
interests of Zintan military council, rather than orders from Serraj – but their impact 
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was to block Haftar from making any further inroads into greater Tripoli. Most notably, 
in November 2017, Juwaili deployed Zintani forces to the Warshafana area, dislodging 
several units loyal to Haftar from their bases.

That period also saw the last challenges to Haftar’s authority in the east. In August 
2017, Serraj appointed the Benghazi militia leader Faraj Qa’im – an ally of Defence 
Minister Barghathi – as deputy interior minister. Qa’im took up his functions in 
Benghazi, openly defying Haftar’s authority.150 In November, after Qa’im escaped an 
assassination attempt, he called for Haftar’s removal from the military command. 
In response, Haftar loyalists captured Qa’im and took over his bases.151 A handful of 
other eastern politicians defied Haftar in more subtle ways. The mayor of Tobruk, 
for example, met with GNA officials in Tripoli to mobilize budgets and investments, 
ignoring Haftar’s ban on all interaction with the GNA.

Speculation over Haftar’s health came to compound the doubts over his capacity for 
expansion. In April 2018, Haftar was hospitalized in Paris, and for several weeks, wild 
rumours of his incapacitation, or even death, spread. He returned later that month 
in apparently robust health, and immediately sought to underscore his vigour by 
launching a long-delayed offensive to capture Darna, the only eastern city to remain 
outside Haftar’s control.152 Haftar’s forces initially made swift progress in Darna, but 
were able to dislodge the last forces holding out in Darna’s old city only in February 
2019.

The deployment of forces towards the Darna front, in turn, made the oil crescent 
vulnerable to attack. In June 2018, Ibrahim al-Jadhran yet again captured the export 
terminals that he had once controlled.153 Even though Jadhran’s operation triggered an 
outcry across the political spectrum and the lack of GNA support meant that he could 
not hold on to the ports, the incident once more tainted the image of invincibility 
Haftar sought to cultivate. After he had re-established control in July, Haftar blocked 
oil exports by the National Oil Corporation (NOC) in Tripoli and attempted to export 
oil on the account of the parallel NOC in the east, effectively causing exports from 
terminals in the oil crescent to shut down. Haftar sought to use the closed ports as a 
bargaining chip to gain greater access to funds from the Central Bank, going as far as 
demanding the replacement of its governor. But his brinkmanship pushed oil prices 
on global markets higher just as the Trump administration was preparing to reimpose 
sanctions on Iranian oil exports. Haftar’s move therefore sparked rare high-level 
interest in the United States. Intense international pressure forced him to back down 
without concrete gains, allowing the NOC to resume its operations.154

In western Libya, too, efforts to alter the distribution of benefits from state wealth 
sparked military action, but produced only limited change. From late 2017 onward, 
resentment grew among many political and military factions over the stranglehold 
of a handful of Tripoli militias over state institutions. Some Misratan politicians 
and militia leaders repeatedly sought to mobilize for an offensive against the Tripoli 
groups. They reached out to similarly disgruntled elements in Tarhuna and Zintan 
– groups that had, in the case of Zintan, been their sworn enemies only three years 
ago. In Tarhuna, a powerful armed group had emerged under the name of the 7th 
Brigade – also known as the ‘Kaniyat’, for the three brothers of the Kani family who 
ran it – and monopolized control over the city, while remaining ambivalent over its 
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political loyalties.155 Eventually, in August 2018, the Kaniyat launched an offensive on 
Tripoli with the support of some Misratan factions, triggering a month of fighting on 
the capital’s southern outskirts. The bulk of Misratan forces stopped short of entering 
the war, while Zintan’s Juwaili used the opportunity to return Zintani forces to western 
Tripoli without confronting the Tripoli militias. UN Special Representative Ghassan 
Salamé then helped broker an end to the war. In exchange for their nonintervention, 
Misratan power brokers negotiated the key post of interior minister for Fathi Bashagha, 
and the imposition of a fee on foreign exchange that destroyed the business model 
used by Tripoli militias, who had exploited their privileged access to hard currency at 
the official exchange rate. The Kaniyat had to retreat empty-handed. But the Tripoli 
militias retained much of their control over the capital and its institutions.156

In sum, a set of circumstances combined to preserve the political impasse after the 
failure of the Skhirat agreement. Renegotiating executive authority was not possible, 
as Western governments clung to the GNA and insisted that only the institutions 
recognized by the Skhirat agreement – now along with Haftar – were legitimate 
negotiating parties. But these parties benefited from the status quo, and had little 
interest in changing it. While the formal divide between the GNA and the eastern 
government persisted, the polarization had long receded, and many ties crossed the 
divide. Some ministers and other senior officials in Tripoli had close relations with 
the circles around Haftar and found ways of sharing budgets with them. Moreover, 
the Tripoli government continued to pay the salaries of most civil servants in the east, 
and many soldiers in Haftar’s forces – who received a hefty bonus on top from Haftar’s 
command structure.157 In Misrata and other former revolutionary strongholds in the 
west, Haftar gradually lost his bogeyman image, and there was increasing openness 
to negotiate with him.158 Most fundamentally, the political and military landscape in 
western and southern Libya had become even more fragmented. Shifting alliances in 
the struggles over Tripoli reflected increasing opportunism, and proliferating political 
divides in cities such as Misrata made it difficult for any side to mobilize support for 
significant military action. The enmities of the past had lost much of their sway.

Haftar’s expansion and the third civil war (January 2019–)

In mid-January 2019, Haftar deployed a modest contingent of forces from eastern and 
central Libya to the southwestern region of Fezzan. Haftar’s swift – albeit superficial – 
takeover of that region finally destabilized the fragile equilibrium that had been kept in 
place for the preceding two years. The operation’s stunning success raised expectations 
that a push towards Tripoli would be the logical next step. Instead of condemning 
Haftar’s military expansion, western governments rushed to court Haftar even more, 
leading him to conclude – correctly – that a move on Tripoli would not provoke 
significant international opposition. That move, which occurred in April and provoked 
Libya’s third civil war, therefore stood in close relation with Haftar’s Fezzan operation.

Before Haftar’s forces deployed to Fezzan, anger over rampant insecurity and the 
breakdown of public services had reached breaking point in the region. The GNA, 
under the clutches of Tripolitanian interest groups and their associated militias, had 
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almost entirely ignored the south, and had notably refrained from even attempting to 
expand its military command structures to the region. The increasingly widespread 
presence of Chadian and Sudanese fighters – some of them on the payroll of Haftar’s 
forces, others associated with local Tubu armed groups – was a source of growing 
resentment, particularly where such elements engaged in criminal activities including 
kidnappings.

As Haftar’s forces deployed to the south, under the banner of ‘cleansing the south of 
Chadian gangs and terrorists’, they therefore encountered much approval. Haftar allied 
closely with armed groups recruited from the Awlad Suleiman, one of which – Brigade 
128 – played a central role in the southern operation. Many Awlad Suleiman groups 
in Sabha and Tuareg units in Ubari that had formerly been officially aligned with the 
GNA switched sides. Through such realignments, triggered by promises of material 
benefits, Haftar’s forces also succeeded in taking over one of Libya’s largest oilfields, 
al-Sharara. They only ran into resistance when they attempted to advance towards 
Murzuq, a town with a sizeable Tubu population. Tubu armed groups had handed over 
their positions in Sabha and withdrawn to demonstrate their cooperation with Haftar’s 
forces’ declared objective of restoring security. But the advance of an Awlad Suleiman-
dominated force towards Murzuq triggered violent resistance by Tubu factions. The 
eventual takeover of the town by Haftar’s forces saw killings as well as the burning 
and looting of the properties of prominent Tubu figures. In other Tubu towns, such as 
al-Qatroun and Umm al-Araneb, local factions nominally switched sides and declared 
their loyalty to Haftar’s forces, to avoid a similar fate.159

By late February, Haftar could claim that he had taken over southern Libya – and 
that he had done so largely peacefully. To be sure, his claim to control over Fezzan 
was mostly nominal: the configuration of forces on the ground had changed little, 
and Haftar soon withdrew the contingents he had sent from eastern and central 
Libya. But the impact of the successful southern operation on Haftar’s fortunes was 
dramatic. Public figures overwhelmingly portrayed it as a patriotic effort to rid Libya 
of fighters and criminals from Chad and Sudan. Even political adversaries of Haftar, 
such as the interior minister and Misratan power broker Fathi Bashagha, expressed 
their appreciation. Few in western and southern Libya dared speak out against Haftar’s 
exploitation of inter-communal conflicts and his brutal repression of Tubu resistance.

At the international level, Haftar’s southern operation produced even more 
significant changes. Western diplomats were impressed by the fact that Haftar now 
controlled the quasi-totality of Libya’s oil production and the fact that the population 
of the south had overwhelmingly welcomed his forces. Although the operation 
dramatically changed the balance of power in ways that presaged further conflict, 
western reactions were exceptionally subdued. UN Special Representative Salamé 
and western diplomats interpreted the new situation as an opportunity to finally 
negotiate a political deal that would accord Haftar the political influence to match his 
territorial sway.

In late February, Salamé as well as US, French and Emirati officials brokered a meeting 
between Haftar and Serraj in Abu Dhabi. At that meeting, Haftar and Serraj verbally 
agreed to the broad outlines of a deal that would establish a single, unified interim 
government and military command, combined with a roadmap towards elections.160 
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Although the deal foresaw a collective body to act as the supreme commander of the 
army, it clearly would have made Haftar the dominant actor not only on the ground, 
but also in state institutions. In western Libya, leading figures began negotiating with 
Haftar’s representatives over the composition of the government. This exacerbated 
divisions among western Libyan forces in a way that would have further strengthened 
Haftar’s position, had the deal gone through. Salamé now scheduled a long-delayed 
National Conference that would have given broader legitimacy to the roadmap. 
Western diplomats argued that Haftar felt a genuine urge to make concessions and 
reach a deal.161 Privately, however, some western officials said that Haftar would capture 
Tripoli – and power – one way or another; the agreement was preferable to a war in 
western Libya.162 But soon after the Abu Dhabi meeting, Haftar reneged on key aspects 
of the deal, notably on the collective nature of the supreme military command.163

While Salamé prepared for the National Conference and sought to broker another 
meeting between Serraj and Haftar to revive the talks, Haftar on 4 April launched 
a surprise offensive on Tripoli, shattering all designs for a negotiated solution. The 
offensive was massive, with Haftar mobilizing the bulk of his eastern forces and allied 
militias from southern Libya. With the help of a key militia leader in Gharyan – Adel 
Daab, who in 2014 had led Dawn forces from Gharyan against Haftar’s Zintani allies 
– Haftar’s forces reached Tripoli’s southern outskirts within twenty-four hours of 
setting out from their bases in the Jufra region. The following day, the Kaniyat militia 
of Tarhuna joined Haftar’s forces, pushing into the southeastern Ain Zara suburb of 
Tripoli.

The offensive took western Libyan forces by surprise. There had been some 
concertation between leading military actors in the west in the month preceding the 
attack – notably including Zintan’s Usama Juwaili and Misratan leaders, as well as some 
Tripoli militia commanders – to prepare for anticipated attempts by Haftar to make 
inroads into western Libya. But suspicion between western Libyan forces that had not 
so long ago fought against each other, or were at loggerheads over the distribution of 
resources in Tripoli, impeded the formation of a cohesive alliance.164 In any case, few 
had expected such a brazen, all-out offensive. Only with Haftar’s forces appearing at 
Tripoli’s southern outskirts, the threat became acute enough for western Libyan forces 
to overcome their divisions, and for massive mobilization to begin in Misrata, Zawiya 
and the Amazigh towns, as well as Tripoli itself.165 That mobilization and the closing 
of ranks behind the GNA – even by forces from Misrata and Zawiya that had hitherto 
rejected the GNA – fundamentally transformed the balance of power in western 
Libya overnight. After the operation’s initial four days, Haftar’s forces made no more 
advances, and began slowly losing territory to their adversaries.

Even more stunning than Haftar’s offensive itself was the international reaction to it. 
Western governments, whose intelligence services had tracked the military buildup to 
the operation, feigned surprise. Several Western states then moved rapidly to condemn 
Haftar’s move, although French and Russian opposition prevented strong statements – 
let alone measures – by the European Union and the UN Security Council. Quickly, 
however, western governments settled into an ambivalent position, refusing to come 
to the rescue of the government they had helped install and kept in place for so long, 
and not taking any steps beyond tepid calls for all sides to commit to a ceasefire and 
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return to the political process. French diplomats began a concerted effort to level the 
playing field by accusing Serraj of having blocked a deal with Haftar, and discrediting 
the forces fighting Haftar as being dominated by criminal networks and allied with 
jihadists.166 The impression of Western complicity with Haftar strengthened when it 
emerged that the US National Security Advisor John Bolton had given Haftar his green 
light in a phone call a day before the offensive began.167 Reports suggested that the 
Saudi Crown Prince Mohamed bin Salman had promised Haftar financial backing at 
a meeting in Riyad, a week before the start of the operation.168 Among the abundant 
evidence for new weapons shipments as the war dragged on, particularly noteworthy 
were drone strikes that pointed towards the UAE – and that would later prompt Turkey 
to provide combat drones to Haftar’s opponents.169 Western governments remained 
silent, apparently judging that Haftar was backed by such a powerful constellation 
of foreign interests that opposing him was futile. And yet, robust western Libyan 
resistance to Haftar’s offensive confounded all expectations that Haftar would prevail.

Haftar’s attack on Tripoli and the civil war it caused – Libya’s third since 2011 – 
led Libya’s fragmented political landscape to crystallize yet again into a new state 
of polarization. Given that Haftar had long eliminated all opposition to his rule in 
the east, the fault line this time was more neatly between east and west. In the west 
itself, some cities were yet again united in their resistance to Haftar, while a few – 
most notably Tarhuna – were collectively stigmatized as supporting Haftar’s offensive, 
due to the alignment of the armed groups that controlled them. But the many divides 
afflicting these apparently united blocs were discernible underneath the surface, and 
they were certain to return to the fore soon.

Patterns, turning points and paths not taken

As this account has made clear, fragmentation has been a defining feature of Libyan 
politics since the revolution. The local cohesion of revolutionary forces prevented the 
emergence of an effective national leadership during the revolution, and in its immediate 
aftermath. Some Western observers – and possibly Western leaders who supported 
the rebels – expected the 2011 intervention to establish a friendly government in 
Tripoli.170 They were mistaken. The suave figures that acted as the political leadership 
of a spontaneous movement rapidly lost control over the forces it unleashed, and most 
were pushed aside after Qadhafi had fallen. Few continued to play influential roles 
after 2011, when the stakes in struggles over the state and its assets surpassed by far 
the resources that those with connections to foreign governments could muster. Local 
forces carved up the landscape in the absence of a national leadership. Lavish state 
funding for armed groups, which originated in an ill-advised attempt by the NTC to 
establish control, then spawned rivalries both between local factions, and within them.

Foreign support regained importance from 2014 onward. There were perhaps a 
dozen notable figures with international networks and clienteles that transcended a 
particular locality – people like Mahmoud Jibril, Aref al-Nayed, Ali Sallabi, Khalifa 
Haftar, Hassan Tatanaki and Abdelhakim Belhaj. Most were based abroad and used 
their foreign connections to mobilize support for their political, military or media 
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organizations and media outlets. But none – with the exception of Haftar, from mid-
2016 onwards – marshalled centralized forces that could shape national politics in any 
meaningful way.

Attempts to form cohesive national forces failed over and over again. The first 
examples for such failures were the numerous attempts in late 2011 and 2012 to 
form councils or unions representing thuwwar leaders from across the country. The 
experiment with party politics then revealed how poorly organized national political 
forces were. Jibril’s NFA, while electorally successful due to the popularity of its founder, 
quickly became internally riven as the political landscape in which it had been formed 
had changed beyond recognition. The Muslim Brotherhood’s JCP was more cohesive, 
but eventually also suffered splits and defections over the party leadership’s support for 
the GNA. After the collapse of the political process, the Dignity and Dawn alliances 
proved short-lived, with each camp quickly breaking up into new configurations of its 
component elements.

Moreover, localism and fragmentation did not imply the emergence of monolithic 
local or regional forces. Cohesive groups formed in revolutionary strongholds during 
the 2011 war, but did not evolve into tribal fiefdoms or city-states thereafter. Crucially, 
the nature of fragmentation changed as the conflicts raged on. Even cities that had 
become renowned for their unity of purpose, such as Misrata or Zintan, suffered 
divides during the conflicts of 2015–19. Competing factions within the eastern 
autonomy movement ruled out the possibility of its leaders making any meaningful 
progress towards their stated goal. Haftar alone was successful in building a centralized 
structure and a solid regional support base, but faced great difficulties in expanding his 
reach across the country.

A corollary of these local divides was the dearth of strong local leadership figures. 
Unchallenged, pre-eminent local leaders were extremely rare. So were warlords. With 
the exception of Haftar, no militia leaders succeeded in consolidating and holding on to 
power over more than tiny bits of territory. This was partly due to the rapid changes in 
the security landscape – such as the slow annihilation of Benghazi’s powerful Islamist-
leaning militias, the turf wars in Tripoli and, from 2014 onward, the emergence of local 
military forces in communities that had been subjugated in 2011. But these changes 
in military capabilities are insufficient to explain the absence of centralized local 
authority. Accounting for this degree of fragmentation at the national and local level is 
the object of the present analysis.

Libya’s fragmentation was not simply due to the breakdown of the state monopoly 
on violence. Localism preceded the dispersal of the state’s arsenals and the inflows 
of weapons from foreign states backing the rebels. The emergence of cohesive 
local factions in the early weeks of the revolution was the reason why local groups 
subsequently seized state arsenals, and why foreign states directly supported what they 
saw as the effective actors on the ground.

Nothing was inevitable about the patterns of fragmentation that developed 
thereafter, as several plausible counterfactual scenarios suggest. The events in Libya 
were shaped by singular international circumstances: the UN Security Council decision 
and the NATO-led intervention that followed were exceptional enough, but even more 
extraordinarily, the states that supported Qadhafi’s overthrow withdrew after the war 
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and did not establish a stabilization mission. Without UN Security Council backing 
for an intervention, a longer civil war might have ensued that could have forced rebels 
to integrate more, or led to a takeover of the rebellion by jihadists or secessionists. 
Alternatively, a prolonged stalemate enforced by an international no-fly-zone – as 
opposed to the authorization to use ‘all necessary means’ to protect civilians of UN 
Security Council resolution 1973 – could have led to a consolidation of an eastern 
structure, and de facto partition.

The element of time also mattered greatly. The formation of armed factions; the 
gradual intensification of rivalries; the recourse to ever more brazen steps to exert 
influence, such as blocking oil export terminals or attacking the GNC: all of this 
took time to unfold. Had the NTC’s Abdeljalil not caved in to pressure from armed 
proponents of regional autonomy in July 2012, much faster progress towards the 
drafting of a constitution and new elections might have been possible. State institutions 
might have had a chance at taking root before armed factions grew too powerful and 
power struggles escalated.

These observations are not intended to reduce Libya’s trajectory to mere 
randomness. Rather, they illustrate why we should not dismiss Libya’s fragmentation 
as an inevitable outcome of structural sociopolitical conditions. Instead, we need to 
analyse fragmentation as a process in which time, sequence, and the impact of sudden 
changes to strategic conditions all have their place. Most of all, we need to delve into the 
depths of local politics to understand the mechanisms that engendered fragmentation 
at the micro-level.
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Structure and process in the eruption  
of civil war (2011)

Localism and fragmentation have been the most striking features of Libya’s political 
and military landscape since 2011. It is a landscape that mostly lacks national 
political or military forces, and is, instead, populated by innumerable actors whose 
reach is in most cases confined to a particular locality or region. These actors are 
localist in that they draw their support from a particular local constituency without 
attempting to appeal to groups beyond their home turf; and in that they claim the 
right to speak for that constituency. Their claims generally concern their position 
in matters of national political importance and their demands versus the central 
government; only in few cases have local or regional forces formulated agendas of 
self-rule.

Today’s localism can be traced back to the beginning of the 2011 revolution, when 
community leaders and armed groups across Libya began speaking in the name of 
their towns or tribes, declaring their rebellion against the regime. They did so at an 
astonishing speed: whereas protests in Tunisia, Egypt and Syria took weeks or even 
months to build up and remained largely non-violent during that time, Libyan 
protesters seized weapons and entered into open revolt from the very first days of the 
uprising.1

This was a startling phenomenon. For the four decades of Qadhafi’s rule, no social 
forces had been able to publicly articulate their interests and demands. Suddenly, the 
society that had been shrouded by the regime’s security apparatus for so long appeared 
to be stepping into the light. Libyan political players and foreign media outlets quickly 
seized on this perception. As early as 20 February, people calling themselves ‘Faraj 
al-Zwayy’ or ‘Akram al-Warfalli’ – names merely composed of a common forename and 
the tribal epithet, which made it impossible to identify them – phoned into the Qatari 
satellite channel al-Jazeera claiming that their entire tribe had joined the revolution.2 
The international media and foreign experts took them at face value, referred to them 
as tribal leaders, and began describing Libya as a tribal society, asserting that tribal 
support would be crucial for the fate of the regime and the rebels.3

Was Libya really witnessing the resurgence of hidden structural features of its 
society? Were communities dividing into revolutionary strongholds and loyalist towns 
according to whether they had been marginalized or integrated into the regime over 
the past decades? Did the apparent revival of tribal loyalties show that the Libyan state 
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and national identity had been nothing more than a veneer, as foreign observers were 
quick to conclude?4

This chapter examines to what extent collective positions in 2011 formed on 
the basis of pre-existing factors – a group’s social structure and its ties with central 
authority – and to what extent they emerged through processes endogenous to the 
conflict. It offers a reappraisal of Libya’s legacies of statelessness, societal divisions and 
idiosyncratic institutions. A detailed analysis of events in four Libyan cities and regions 
during 2011 – the Nafusa Mountains, Misrata, Bani Walid and Tobruk – then shows 
how processes propelled by violence, or the threat thereof, fundamentally altered Libya’s 
political landscape. A situation of collective indecision allowed contingent events 
to trigger chain reactions that deviated from the pathways set by pre-revolutionary 
structures. Positions for or against the regime were not the outcome of collective 
decision-making within a predefined community. Rather, community leadership, the 
capacity for collective decision-making, and the strong solidarities in revolutionary 
strongholds formed during the uprising and ensuing struggle. As much as they were 
the product of a particular history, the forces in Libya’s revolutionary politics were 
shaped by the self-reinforcing dynamics violence sets free.

Structure, process and violence

The post-Cold War era has seen a boom in research on the causes of civil war. 
Much of this research relies on cross-national comparisons – generally large-sample 
statistical analyses – of variables attached to the pre-conflict properties of actors or 
states.5 Although the methodological pitfalls of such studies are well established, 
their popularity is unbroken.6 More recently, they have been joined by rational choice 
approaches that explain the outbreak of civil war as bargaining failures.7

Both types of approaches – the search for correlations between variables and the 
eruption of civil war, as well as the analysis of strategic interaction between antagonists 
– miss a crucial point. All politics is made of interaction and process, but violent 
interaction is particularly transformative. The eruption of civil war may resemble a 
sudden escalation or a gradual descent, but it invariably involves violent acts that alter 
the realities in which they occurred. The sudden irruption of violence often confronts 
actors with unprecedented choices in highly uncertain situations. In such contexts, 
otherwise fixed political parameters are suspended, and processes spawned by violence 
create new structural divides. The forces interacting in the escalation into civil war do 
not remain constant; in many cases, the antagonists emerge only during the escalation.

Libya descended into civil war within three weeks of the first protests. By early 
March, eastern Libya, the Nafusa Mountains, Misrata and several other coastal cities 
escaped regime control; rebels there had seized arms to defend themselves against 
regime forces; and in the east, a rebel leadership had emerged that claimed to be the 
legitimate representation of the Libyan people. Asking why local protests in Libya 
spiralled into revolution means asking why local communities entered into rebellion, 
closing ranks in defiance against the regime. In short, asking why the Libyan revolution 
erupted is synonymous with asking how it erupted.
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Collective indecision, contingency and violence
A revolution is a critical juncture: a situation in which well-established institutions 
break down, dramatic changes become possible and individual agency can have an 
extraordinary impact.8 But immediately before a revolution or a civil war breaks out, 
there is often a situation of pervasive uncertainty: a state of collective indecision that 
arises when exceptional developments suspend established expectations about the 
behaviour of political actors. Faced with an unprecedented choice and high risks, 
each actor searches for cues in the behaviour of others, who are similarly disoriented. 
Adopting a position or taking action can have irreversible consequences, forcing 
actors to stick with their decisions and encourage others to support them.9 In such a 
situation, individual actions can trigger rapid behavioural alignment, and small causes 
can therefore end up having big effects.10

The first days of the Libyan revolution were just such a situation of collective 
indecision. In February 2011, the regional context led Libyan actors to interpret the 
first protests not as isolated outbursts, but as the potential onset of a revolutionary 
situation. The fall of Ben Ali and Mubarak in neighbouring Tunisia and Egypt directly 
inspired Libyan protesters of the first days, as their adoption of the slogan ‘the people 
want the fall of the regime’ showed. The events of the first days therefore confronted 
people across Libya with the choice of whether or not to rise up. Even as some actors 
were unequivocally taking sides (and risks), the great majority was undecided and 
hesitant, but increasingly forced to choose amid high uncertainty.

Situations of collective indecision amplify the impact of individual agency. Unexpected 
decisions by prominent actors can suddenly open up the possibility of open rebellion, and 
trigger the behavioural alignment of others: a local notable who joins young protesters, 
for example, or the first commander of a major army base to declare his defection. Once 
such acts breach the wall of fear, protests or desertions can cascade rapidly as others 
join.11 Such contingent events, deriving their power from the unprecedented situation in 
which they occur, therefore provoke ruptures in patterns of social causality.12

Contingency and non-linear causality are even more important where violence is 
involved. More than most kinds of social interaction, collective violence generates a 
momentum of its own.13 The dynamics triggered by violence are often self-reinforcing 
or entail chain reactions.14 Random micro-level incidents – say, police killing an 
infractor in the context of an unintended altercation – can set off riots. In a situation 
where two groups face each other – for example, friends or relatives of the infractor, 
and police reinforcements – escalation can take the form of reflexive anger spirals.15 
Even where violence is used strategically, it frequently spirals out of control; at other 
times, violence is unintended and arises spontaneously from a tense confrontation or 
a loss of command and control.16 The violent repression of protests can trigger moral 
outrage, leading to yet greater unrest.17

Violence, group structure and social transformation 
The role of contingent events in situations of collective indecision, and the self-
reinforcing dynamics unleashed by violence, are important because they transform 
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social boundaries and solidarities in ways that cannot be predicted on the basis of 
extant structures.

Pre-existing social structures and relations between central authority and local 
society, as well as between local communities, clearly matter for collective action 
during the eruption of rebellions and revolutions. Analyses of peasant rebellions 
have long emphasized the importance of strong communal traditions and 
horizontal ties of solidarity and reciprocity.18 Likewise, social movement theorists 
have highlighted the role of pre-existing social networks as bases for mobilization.19 
Tight-knit social networks offer access to information on others’ preferences and 
allow for the coordination of decision-making through relationships of trust. 
Cohesive, close-knit communities will also more readily confer status rewards upon 
individuals taking risks for causes that the community deems laudable, and will 
furnish greater assurances over the risk of denunciation and the ability to prevent 
collaboration.20

However, arguments that focus on the role of pre-existing social networks neglect 
the fact that the onset of violence transforms social ties in ways that are decisive for the 
eruption of all-out civil war. This applies both to group identities and to solidarities. In 
Somalia, political divides cut across clan lines in the months preceding the outbreak 
of fighting in Mogadishu, in 1990. But as violence erupted, it set in motion processes 
that led to the emergence of warring camps associated with particular clans.21 In 
1941 Bosnia, ethnic divides only became salient with the onset of mass killing, which 
was itself driven partly by the motivation of material gain, and escalated due to 
mutually reinforcing fears.22 In the Vendée, in 1793, French authorities stigmatized 
the population of an entire region as counterrevolutionaries, and through their 
repression created the regional identity they had imagined.23 In El Salvador, pre-war 
social networks in communities were too weak to solve the collective action problem 
of insurgent mobilization. The networks that fulfilled this purpose formed during 
mobilization itself.24

From the very beginning of an uprising, new social groups form and existing ones 
are transformed. Whether or not protesters or rebels are linked to each other through 
pre-existing social ties, collective risk-taking transforms their bonds, or creates new 
ones.25 Anonymous participants in protests can experience an intense joy of collectivity 
as they overcome their fear of state violence, thereby strengthening their solidarity and 
contributing to the formation of a common identity.26 New political communities form 
in the very midst of the action.

Escalatory dynamics involve mechanisms that draw or activate social boundaries, 
thereby redefining groups and group solidarities. Individual acts of violence can 
usher in a Hobbesian security dilemma for entire groups, if an adversary identifies a 
perpetrator as a member of that group, or if the perpetrator can push close contacts to 
intensify their commitment to solidarity.27 The sociologist Roger Gould theorized this 
mechanism, which we could call the security dilemma of solidary groups. In contexts 
of weak state authority, individuals or small groups engaged in contention threaten 
larger group action to deter an adversary, but the deterrent effect of this threat will 
depend on the credibility of group solidarity. Because of the fundamental tension 
between individual and group interests, group solidarity is invariably imperfect. People 
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gamble that the adversary’s solidarity will crumble if the conflict intensifies, provoking 
escalation between groups rather than individuals.

Expressions of group solidarity are therefore double-edged: They may succeed 
in forestalling escalation, but if they fail to do so they intensify the violence that 
occurs … it is the fragility of group solidarity, not its strength, that leads to the 
intensification of conflict.28

This mechanism applies to all situations in which ties of solidarity matter, or the 
actors perceive them to matter – including in confrontations between protesters 
and government forces. The case of a village community in the Russian civil war 
illustrates the mechanism well. An unplanned act of violence by villagers against state 
representatives raised the threat of retaliation. Perpetrators and their close associates 
invoked community solidarity to prepare for collective defence, which increased the 
stakes of the conflict and the level of violence. Escalating in ways that made collective 
retaliation more likely further facilitated the mobilization of allies. A single act of 
violence thereby triggered a chain of events that led to the formation of a local militia 
and a new power structure in the village.29

The transformative impact of this mechanism will be particularly pronounced 
where confrontations are not routine, and where, therefore, uncertainty prevails 
on both sides to what extent the adversaries benefit from group solidarity, or are 
able to activate solidary ties. This applies to a situation of sudden, open revolt in 
communities, as in Libya in February 2011. In such a context, escalation that seeks 
to break perceived or actual community solidarity is a high-risk gamble that can 
either re-establish government control, or cause communities to close ranks against 
the government. Inter-group conflict, then, does not inevitably lead to greater 
group cohesion or cause a group’s fragmentation. But by forcing group members to 
take sides, it redefines group solidarity as well as group boundaries. Escalation and 
group transformation are closely linked. Groups change even as they enter violent 
conflict.

Crucially, new political communities can also emerge where there had been none, 
because an adversary perceives them to exist. During the escalation into civil war, 
patterns of territorial control can spawn path dependencies that turn accidents of 
location into enduring political identities, in a mechanism we could call alignment 
lock-in: areas that are controlled by a belligerent may develop a reputation of loyalty 
towards this belligerent. Whether or not that reputation reflects actual loyalties in the 
area at the outset, it may lead to indiscriminate reprisals – or the fear thereof – thereby 
strengthening loyalties to the controlling belligerent.30

Once violent conflict activates social boundaries, and once adversaries start using 
social categories to designate their enemies – cities or tribes, in Libya’s case – self-
reinforcing dynamics of polarization unfold.31 Such categories can suddenly determine 
whether one lives or dies.32 Channels of communication between groups become 
fewer, heightening uncertainty over the intentions of the adverse group, which in 
turn encourages an aggressive stance.33 Groups segregate through displacement and 
resettlement along political lines; people who happen to find themselves on opposite 
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sides sever ties. Pre-war social networks, including marriages and friendships across 
political or ethnic divides, break apart.34

Within the groups whose boundaries are redefined through violence, collective 
struggle creates new and lasting loyalties between individuals who depend on 
each other for their common survival. Where such individuals are linked through  
pre-existing ties – such as kinship or friendship – these ties may acquire wholly new 
qualities, but equally strong loyalties can form between brothers-in-arms who did not 
know each other before the conflict.35

Taken together, these mechanisms imply that violence draws new divides and 
thereby produces new collective actors. The categories violent contenders use to define 
their adversaries – such as clans, tribes or cities – may, indeed, refer to groups with 
dense social networks and a degree of solidarity, but the threat of violence facing 
these groups nevertheless transforms them. Where violence escalates in a situation of 
collective indecision, contingent acts acquire a disproportionate impact; in such cases, 
how violence transforms social networks is not predictable on the basis of pre-war 
structures. To understand to what extent localism is a product of structural societal 
characteristics, we need to examine not only historical legacies, but also how violence 
transformed social ties during the 2011 revolution.

Structural aspects of Libyan localism

Writing in 1990, Lisa Anderson pinpointed the unique nature of the relationship 
between tribes and the state in Libya. Tribal challenges to state-building enterprises 
are a common phenomenon. But in Libya, from the monarchy (1951–69) to Qadhafi, 
state elites themselves displayed an ‘aversion to the reliance on state institutions and 
ideologies for political legitimacy and loyalty’.36 Qadhafi’s overt hostility to the state, 
Anderson concluded, while rooted in Libyans’ negative experiences with attempts 
at state-building, was a luxury afforded by oil. She closed with an extraordinarily 
perceptive warning: ‘No doubt Libya will eventually be forced to come to terms with 
its statehood, and only at that point will the true costs of today’s refusal be apparent’.37 
Had the writing been on the wall for decades?

A century of turmoil (1911–2011)
Few territories worldwide underwent state penetration as recently, discontinuously 
and violently as the region known today as Libya. During the late nineteenth 
century, the beginnings of economic commercialization along the Tripolitanian 
coast, combined with Ottoman attempts to modernize the administration of its 
Libyan provinces and expand into the interior, produced a nascent class of notables.38 
But Ottoman state-building came to an abrupt end with the start of the Italian 
colonial conquest in 1911. The Italians subdued the Ottoman-backed resistance 
in Tripolitania in 1913 and conquered Fezzan in early 1914. With the outbreak 
of the First World War, the rebellion renewed in Fezzan in late 1914, and by mid-
1915, rebelling Tripolitanian forces pushed the Italian presence back to a few cities 
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on the coast. In Cyrenaica, the Italians failed to vanquish the Bedouin resistance 
coordinated by the Sanusi religious order, and supported by the Ottomans. During 
the First World War, Italian forces in Cyrenaica were largely confined to the cities of 
Benghazi and Darna.39 In 1922, the fascist authorities launched fresh offensives and 
eventually subjugated Tripolitania by 1924, Fezzan by 1930, and Cyrenaica by 1931, 
through, among other actions, the brutal confinement of the Cyrenaican population 
in concentration camps. But already in 1943, Italian and German forces in Libya were 
defeated by Allied advances. Libya’s colonial experience was therefore exceptionally 
brief, violent and disruptive. The Italian colonial administration and economy had 
provided no avenues for the formation of a local bourgeoisie. Many Ottoman-era 
notables had been exiled, imprisoned or marginalized; egalitarianism was revived in 
tribal communities.40

Libya emerged in 1951 as an ‘accidental state’, the outcome of US and Soviet 
opposition to French, British and Italian designs for trusteeships over each of the 
territory’s three regions.41 In Cyrenaica, ambitions for an independent state had been 
prevalent, and were eventually assuaged with the establishment of a federal system 
headed by the head of the Sanusi order, now turned king, Idris. The nascent Libyan 
state’s central authority was weak; its territory was then one of the poorest countries 
in the world, offering few opportunities to extract resources; and the three provincial 
administrations enjoyed extensive competences.

This changed after the discovery of oil in 1959, which allowed the king to abolish 
the federal system and centralize authority in 1963. The ensuing influx of revenues 
not only massively accelerated urbanization in what had largely been a subsistence 
economy dominated by pastoralism and agriculture. It also led to rampant corruption, 
and provoked intensifying rivalries among the urban notables, tribal leaders and 
businessmen whose interests the king sought to juggle. The life span of successive 
governments shortened, inequalities surged dramatically, and a budding bourgeoisie 
once again built clientelist networks that wore away at the ideology of tribal 
egalitarianism.42

After a group of young military officers led by Qadhafi toppled the monarchy and 
suspended the constitution in 1969, these processes were yet again interrupted. From 
the very beginning, Qadhafi deliberately targeted the elites of the monarchy. In the two 
years following the 1969 coup, administrative borders were redrawn to cut across tribal 
territories; tribal notables lost their function as state officials; large businesses were 
nationalized; and many tribal leaders, members of prominent bourgeois families, and 
top-ranking military officers were imprisoned or executed.43 Initially, these measures 
met with much resistance, particularly in rural areas, where tribal notables retained 
much of their sway.44

To overcome such opposition, Qadhafi, from 1973 onwards progressively introduced 
his vision of direct democracy, a stateless society in which popular committees would 
disrupt the rule of elites. While in practice this meant that power was increasingly 
concentrated in Qadhafi’s hands, Libya’s cultural revolution also mobilized young men 
and women from modest social backgrounds against established families. In 1978, 
Qadhafi felt secure enough to attack such elites head-on: a new property law paved 
the way for a wide-ranging expropriation of wealthy families. Homes could be claimed 
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by those inhabiting them, land by those cultivating it, companies by their employees. 
Property rights dissolved into chaos.45

The beneficiaries of these capricious measures were many. More broadly, Qadhafi 
gained substantial support from distributive policies that ensured free healthcare 
and education, as well as public sector employment. Social hierarchies were flattened 
further, and class formation forestalled, by a massive increase in labour migration to 
Libya from neighbouring countries, which meant that few Libyan citizens did manual 
labour.

The following decades were defined by frequent upheaval in state institutions, at 
constant threat of being reshuffled or overruled by the ‘revolutionary sector’ – the 
Revolutionary Committees and other entities that were considered outside formal 
state authority, at their top Qadhafi himself.46 Qadhafi recurrently threatened to 
dissolve most or all government ministries, temporarily following through with this 
threat in 2000. Oil revenues, he repeatedly proposed, should be distributed directly to 
the people.47

Qadhafi’s notion of statelessness undeniably drew on deeply rooted local, particularly 
tribal, traditions: an aversion to central authority, and esteem for direct participation in 
decision-making by consensus or mediation.48 In this sense, Qadhafi’s revolution was 
a ‘reassertion of hinterland culture in national life’.49 But localism was also a default 
consequence of the inability of political and social forces to organize themselves 
across the country. Qadhafi’s Libya knew neither political parties nor independent 
associations. Formal politics was a struggle over the allocation of budgets between 
ever-changing local administrative units. The informal politics of spreading patronage 
through state funds, jobs or influence over decision-making produced clientelist 
networks that were heavily tilted towards their patrons’ regions and communities of 
origin.

Statelessness, of course, was a fiction. In reality, the state came to spawn 
vested economic interests in the form of informal or illegal arrangements. With 
the reintroduction of private sector activity in 1987 after a decade of socialism, 
entrepreneurs with close links to regime officials emerged. The UN economic embargo 
in place for much of the 1990s produced a group of black market profiteers among 
regime cronies.50 In the late 1990s, the regime began reaching out to exiled opponents 
and offered commercial opportunities to those returning. Linked to this was the 
growing role of Qadhafi’s sons, most prominently Saif al-Islam, who built up a clientele 
of businessmen. When rising oil prices and the end of Libya’s international isolation led 
to increasing state expenditures during the 2000s, the opportunities for embezzlement 
of public funds and manipulation of payrolls expanded massively. The Libyan state was 
once again spawning powerful patron–client networks that stood in stark contrast to 
Qadhafi’s ideology of egalitarianism.

The contradiction between the rhetoric of statelessness and political realities was 
most obvious at the regime’s core: its security apparatus. From the mid-1970s onward, 
Qadhafi began attacking the army as an instrument of repression, calling for it to be 
disbanded and replaced by a ‘people in arms’.51 A growing array of paramilitary and 
civilian militias were established to check the army and persecute regime opponents, 
including the Revolutionary Committees, the Revolutionary Guards and the People’s 
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Guards.52 Until the mid-1980s, the army was a national institution: a melting pot for 
recruits from across the country. After Libya’s defeat in Chad in 1987, and under the 
impact of economic sanctions, the army fell into neglect. The regime allowed officers 
to join units in their towns of origin to compensate for stagnating salaries, closing an 
eye on their pursuit of side jobs. During the 1990s, the regular army therefore devolved 
into local units closely linked to their garrison towns.53

In the army’s place, Qadhafi established praetorian units – the security brigades – 
defined by their recruitment from among tribal constituencies that were considered 
particularly loyal. They were part of a complex system of security institutions designed 
to protect Qadhafi’s rule. In these institutions, close relatives of the leader and other 
members of the Qadhadhfa tribe held key positions, and members of the Warfalla and 
Magarha also came to be over-represented.54 This was not simply a matter of trust: 
since the mid-1970s, Qadhafi had gradually shifted away from his rejection of tribes, 
and begun drawing on them as a political resource.

What is a Libyan tribe?
At this stage, it is necessary to clarify the notion of tribe, and the changing empirical 
realities it denotes, over the century preceding the 2011 revolution. Social scientists 
encountering tribes in their field research have increasingly felt obliged to defend 
their use of the term against the dominant academic fashion of dismissing tribes 
wholesale as colonial inventions reified by political entrepreneurs, administrators 
and anthropologists.55 Those defending a considered use of the term recognize its 
ambiguities and connotations, as well as the fact that it covers societies diverging in 
their hierarchization and the centralization of power. Their definitions of the term 
vary, but most agree that tribes are characterized by their reliance on an ideology of 
common belonging – and very often of common descent – as the basis for shared 
solidarity. They concur that tribes never evolved in isolation from states; instead, 
tribes were influenced by their relationship with the state, just as states were shaped 
through their interaction with tribes. They further stress that tribes thus understood 
have proven adaptable and innovative, confounding the predictions of modernization 
theorists that they would disappear with the inexorable rise of the state.56 Some have 
seen in this adaptability the transformation of tribes into something wholly new or 
even artificial: ‘neo-tribal associations’ or ‘tribalism without tribes’.57 Others have 
attributed the resurgence of tribal politicians and militia leaders in Iraq or Afghanistan 
exclusively to the support they receive from the US military.58 But the resourcefulness 
of tribal political entrepreneurs in manipulating kinship and genealogies is as old as 
their interaction with foreign military forces. The continuity of the tribal phenomenon 
in Libya, as in many other societies, justifies the use of the term, but the changes it 
underwent require analysis.

During the Ottoman and Italian colonial eras, tribes in Cyrenaica, Fezzan, and the 
Tripolitanian hinterland were tribes in the sense of a ‘society that lives by appropriating 
and transforming the resources of a territory’, a society that ‘exerts its sovereignty 
over a determined territory’.59 Land rights were at the core of this society, and defined 
relations between groups, including between ‘free’ and ‘tied’ tribes. They were also the 
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driver behind the formation of alliances and the persistence of conflicts between groups 
competing for territory. It was not, however, a society that existed in an equilibrium, 
immune to historical change. Nor were tribes necessarily units of action. Edward 
Evans-Pritchard’s efforts to apply his model of a segmentary, acephalous society to 
Cyrenaican tribes were meticulously rebutted by his student Emrys Peters.60 According 
to Peters, who conducted his field research in the late 1940s, entire tribes were never 
at war; indeed, as tribes, they lacked the leadership to wage war.61 The actual lines 
of conflict between groups did not correspond to the divisions of tribes according 
to lineage – that is, to the ideology of common descent. Instead, leaders emerged 
by constituting a following through marriage strategies and the adoption of clients, 
forming patchworks of power groups that competed and feuded with each other.

In the Tripolitanian hinterland, Ottoman and, later, Italian efforts to rule by 
co-opting tribal notables produced tribal leadership structures that were more 
centralized, hierarchical and dependent on state support. They also exacerbated 
factionalism within tribes and lent greater weight to political rivalries between 
tribal leaders in conflicts.62 In relation to the Nafusa Mountains during the colonial 
era, Mouldi Lahmar has emphasized the opportunism and weak social base of tribal 
leaders, claiming that they lacked authority over their tribes and commanded a ragtag 
following that combined close relatives and mercenaries from other tribes. According 
to Lahmar, the tribe was politically meaningless, the relevant socioeconomic and 
political unit being the extended family. But Lahmar does not back up this argument, 
which, while plausible for the sedentary Amazigh communities, lacks credence with 
regard to semi-nomadic groups in and around the mountains.63

Lahmar’s thesis is also contradicted by the well documented role of tribal alliances 
(suff, pl. sufuf) in Tripolitania and Fezzan during the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Tribes allied with more distant groups against their immediate neighbours, 
in coalitions that remained remarkably stable over the course of a century because they 
were rooted in common interests in land use regimes.64 Nevertheless, as in Cyrenaica, 
Tripolitanian tribes were not fixed units of action. Lahmar may exaggerate the extent 
to which they suffered internal splits in the period of pervasive conflict between 1911 
and 1924, but such splits were certainly common.65

During the Ottoman – Italian war of 1911–13 and the First World War, the units 
fighting the Italians with Ottoman support were formed of volunteers who came 
together on a tribal basis, and were headed by tribal leaders. In Tripolitania, Italian 
divide-and-rule tactics caused much internecine warfare between such tribal forces. 
Virtually all leading Tripolitanian figures repeatedly switched back and forth between 
fighting the Italians and collaborating with them. These struggles escalated into a local 
civil war in and around the Nafusa Mountains during 1920–21. In Cyrenaica, the 
unifying structure of the Sanusi religious order prevented such infighting, but there 
too, forces from distinct tribes remained separate.66

In both regions, the leaders of the anti-colonial struggle emerged as prominent 
notables during the monarchy, and as the founders of notable families.67 The tribal 
fighters who withdrew to Egypt after the 1931 defeat of the Cyrenaican resistance 
returned as an auxiliary force of the British army in 1943, and subsequently became 
the Cyrenaica Defence Force, a paramilitary unit designed to be loyal to King Idris 
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by virtue of its tribal makeup. British military administrators tried unsuccessfully to 
govern through the appointment of tribal notables according to the segmentary tribal 
structure, failing to grasp that power groups did not correspond to lineages.68 But 
during the monarchy, tribal leaders – along with representatives of prominent urban 
families – gained influence as ministers, parliamentarians, members of the king’s 
entourage, or provincial governors.69 Administrative divisions were drawn on the basis 
of tribal territory; tribal notables were tasked with tax collection in their groups, and 
competed with other notables of their tribes for access to state patronage.

The rapid process of sedentarization and urbanization with the shift towards 
a rentier economy from the mid-1960s onwards could have been expected to 
gradually dissolve tribal ties. Instead, tribes changed shape. Outside coastal 
Tripolitania, private land ownership was often weakly developed, and urbanization 
occurred at such a breathtaking pace that relatives settled in close vicinity to each 
other. In towns where several tribes settled, such as Ajdabiya or Sabha, they did 
so in tribally homogeneous neighbourhoods. Where towns were inhabited by a 
single tribal confederation, such as in Bani Walid, each area came to be inhabited 
by a particular component tribe or subtribe. Even in large cities such as Tripoli or 
Misrata, recent settlers from rural areas clustered with fellow tribesmen in particular 
districts. When John Davis conducted research in Ajdabiya in the late 1970s, tribal 
relations remained central, despite the fact that people from different tribes were 
now working alongside each other:

The relaxed, friendly informal sociable occasions at which people gossiped and 
discussed affairs and policy were generally restricted to members of the same tribe, 
section or lineage. By 1979, cadres from different sections had not married into 
each other’s families.70

Settlement patterns helped preserve tribal ties and allowed political entrepreneurs to 
play the tribal card in elections. Tribal politicians typically whipped up support in their 
own group by pointing to the threat that other tribes or sections could seize control of 
the Popular Committees or Basic People’s Congresses of Qadhafi’s ‘direct democracy’.

By the late 1970s, tribes had lost their economic autonomy, as rent distribution 
had replaced pastoralism as the foundation of the economy. Claiming sovereignty 
over territory was no longer possible, nor was it economically vital. The transition 
from collective to individual ownership of land was already well under way before 
Qadhafi turned much tribal territory into state property. Gaining influence over 
the distribution of budgets and public sector jobs had become crucial, and tribal 
relations were converted into networks that connected local communities with state 
institutions and public sector companies. Though such clientelist networks benefited 
communities unevenly, they generally did not exacerbate inequality during the first 
two decades of the Qadhafi era. The tribal notables of the monarchy were frequently 
marginalized during this period, and the turnover of officials in local institutions was 
high, preventing the consolidation of tribal elites. Moreover, tribes retained some of 
their institutions, such as welfare systems whereby sheikhs collected funds to cover 
the costs of members in need. In Cyrenaica, Fezzan and pockets of Tripolitania, the 
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tribal framework continued to supply recognized mechanisms for the settlement of 
disputes.71

Regime policies also breathed new life into tribes, even as they were transforming 
them. Though Qadhafi initially displayed hostility towards tribes and abolished the 
office of sheikh, he rapidly began invoking tribal values and myths of common 
origin, and exploiting legacies of inter-communal rifts. The first illustration came 
in 1975, after an alleged coup attempt led by Omar al-Muhaishi, an army officer 
from Misrata, long-standing confidant of Qadhafi and member of the Revolutionary 
Command Council. Two months after the purported coup plot was discovered and 
Muhaishi fled the country, Qadhafi met with tribal leaders in Bani Walid for a public 
show of allegiance, playing on the history of conflict between Misratan leaders and 
Bani Walid’s Warfalla tribe during the early twentieth century.72 The outreach to 
Bani Walid was helped by Qadhafi’s invocation of the historically close ties between 
the two tribes. The Qadhadhfa had been a client tribe of the Warfalla; the two 
tribes had been allied in the struggles over pasture of the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, had fought together against the Italians, and had intermarried 
extensively.73 But Qadhafi’s efforts to mobilize tribal loyalty also extended to the 
manipulation of genealogies: in 1980, for example, a delegation of Qadhadhfa elders 
met with notables of the Nuwail tribe in al-Jumail, near the Tunisian border, to 
sign a document stating that the two tribes had a common ancestry – contrary 
to the hitherto accepted genealogies of both groups.74 At the time, Qadhafi often 
phrased his idea of a ‘people in arms’ in terms of tribes taking up arms to defend 
their homeland.75

Through the expansion of clientelist networks and the diffusion of notions of tribal 
loyalty, tribalism progressively pervaded the entire security apparatus. After the alleged 
coup plot of 1975, Qadhafi increasingly relied on relatives to staff the top echelons 
of the security apparatus, who, in turn, recruited a growing number of Qadhadhfa. 
His associates from other tribes, in turn, boosted recruitment from among their own 
groups. Such was the role of Ali al-Fituri, a Warfalli army officer close to Qadhafi, 
who from 1975 onward oversaw heavy recruitment from Bani Walid into the army, the 
Revolutionary Committees and other security institutions, which would continue for 
almost two decades. Two prominent figures played the same role among the Magarha: 
Qadhafi’s right-hand man during the 1970s and 1980s, Abdesselam Jallud, and the 
leader’s brother-in-law and top intelligence official, Abdallah Senoussi. Over time, such 
tribes came to be perceived as pillars of the regime, whether by local communities, the 
exiled opposition or regime officials themselves.

Eventually, Qadhafi turned tribal membership and loyalty into formal principles 
of his rule. In 1994, he established the Popular Social Leadership (PSL), an institution 
designed to represent and control communities on a tribal basis.76 Three years later, 
he passed a ‘pact of honour’ under which families, tribes and cities were to be held 
collectively responsible for their members’ subversive activities, and could face 
indiscriminate punishment, such as deprivation of water, electricity or access to public 
jobs. The PSL were placed in charge of enforcing this law.77

The immediate trigger for these measures had been the discovery, in October 1993, 
of a coup plot in which a number of Warfalla military officers from Bani Walid were 
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implicated. Even though Warfalla did not represent the majority among the officers 
involved, the regime quickly began portraying the plot as a tribal conspiracy – perhaps 
because all three leaders who succeeded in escaping abroad were from Bani Walid.78 A 
wave of arrests among Warfalla ensued, provoking repeated protests in Bani Walid in 
1994 during which facilities of the security services were attacked and torched.79 Tribal 
elders from Bani Walid, among them notables who had wielded influence during 
the monarchy and preserved their social standing, reached out to close associates of 
Qadhafi in an attempt to ease regime repression. But they opposed Qadhafi’s plan to 
have the suspected coup plotters executed in Bani Walid itself, displaying a degree of 
unity that Qadhafi likely perceived as a threat.

With the PSL, Qadhafi groomed figures from a modest social background, or upstarts 
who owed their recent rise to the regime. Some prominent monarchy-era notables also 
joined the PSL, such as al-Tayyeb al-Sharif, an Obeidat sheikh who had been governor 
of Darna under the monarchy, was repeatedly imprisoned under Qadhafi, and then 
became head of the Tobruk PSL in 1995.80 But within the PSL, notables drawing on 
historical legitimacy had to compete with figures whose sole source of influence was 
the regime. Representation was modelled on the tribal structure of each community, 
though the PSL were also established in cities such as Misrata, where only part of the 
population saw themselves as belonging to tribes. The PSL therefore reproduced tribal 
divisions and fuelled rivalries over the claim to community leadership. At the same 
time, those joining the PSL often saw their credibility as community representatives 
decline, due to their association with the regime.

Qadhafi’s will to reduce the tribes to mere instruments of his rule, and break their 
capacity to represent community interests independently of the regime, emerged most 
starkly in subsequent events in Bani Walid. Eight alleged coup plotters were executed 
in 1997, but in a concession to the demands of tribal elders, the execution took place 
neither publicly nor in Bani Walid. In 1999, however, an alleged co-conspirator was 
taken from the prison in Tripoli to Bani Walid and hanged in public, and local regime 
henchmen razed the houses of the coup plotters’ families – the ruins of some are still 
visible in Bani Walid today. Those overseeing the demolition were the heads of the PSL 
for each tribal section of the Warfalla, joined by cheering cohorts from the same tribe. 
The coup plotters’ families were barred from jobs, their children banned from schools, 
and several were banished to other towns.

Another upshot of the failed coup plot was the expansion of the security brigades, 
whose composition was clearly based on tribal affiliation. Even before the coup plot, 
Qadhafi had established the Imhemmed al-Magariaf Brigade, which was led by 
Qadhadhfa, with a large proportion of Warfalla and Tarhuna soldiers, and charged 
with protecting his Bab al-Aziziya headquarters in Tripoli.81 During the late 1990s 
and early 2000s, similar units were established in Misrata, Sirte, Benghazi, Bayda, 
Tobruk, Gharyan, Sabha and Ubari – each of them, at its core, recruited from a well-
thought-out combination of tribes, generally from the area where the units were based. 
For example, the Gharyan-based brigade, informally named after its commander, a 
Magrahi officer called al-Mabruk Sahban, was staffed primarily by Zintani soldiers and 
recruits from historically underprivileged tribes from the Nafusa Mountains such as 
the Mashashiya and Asabea.
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Recent returnees or immigrants from Sahelian states formed another important 
recruitment pool for the security brigades. Since the 1970s, Qadhafi had accelerated 
the repatriation of descendants of tribesmen who had fled to Chad and Niger following 
their defeat against the Italians in the 1920s, or the Ottomans in the nineteenth century 
– among them Awlad Suleiman, Warfalla, Qadhadhfa and Magharba. They gained 
Libyan citizenship, but were stigmatized by the administration and local communities 
as a’idoun – returnees.82 In the early 1980s, Qadhafi also reached out to other Arab 
tribes in the Sahel, offering them second-class citizenship as ‘Arab nationals’ on 
condition of their recruitment into the army. The Torshan from Niger even gained full 
citizenship and were incorporated into the Qadhadhfa, where a section of the same 
name existed.83 Tuareg from Mali and Niger had fought for Qadhafi in several conflicts 
since the early 1980s, and were later gathered in a force of their own, the Ubari-based 
Maghawir Brigade; many never obtained the citizenship they had been promised in 
exchange.84 The invocation of tribal values and identities to ensure the loyalty of such 
fighters often served to conceal their dependency and exploitation.

These observations suggest that by the early 2000s, instrumentalization and 
manipulation by the regime had turned tribes into shadows of their former selves, and 
had irreversibly compromised those claiming tribal leadership. And yet, the evidence 
is somewhat more ambiguous. It is well documented, and was confirmed to me by 
interlocutors from Tobruk to Bani Walid and Zintan, that many legal disputes and even 
murder cases continued to be solved by tribal elders dispensing customary law (‘urf), 
rather than by recourse to the state. According to a leading tribal figure in Zintan, the 
havoc Qadhafi’s policies wreaked on property rights prompted local elders to resurrect 
practices of mediation that had been almost forgotten.85

Just as the role of tribes in the Qadhafi era remains somewhat ambiguous, so does 
the nature of the state. Thomas Hüsken has argued that tribal networks in eastern Libya 
infiltrated the security services and organized the bypassing of state law within the state 
apparatus itself. According to Hüsken, tribal politicians in the borderland of Egypt and 
Libya lamented that competition between these networks had ‘turned state institutions 
into a rag rug of factions’, and that the state was no longer primus inter pares vis-à-vis 
competing tribal groups.86 This is a matter of perspective: certainly, tribal factions and 
other clientelist networks did operate within state institutions. Allowing these networks 
to embezzle and smuggle was at the core of the regime’s political economy. It did not, 
however, signify a loss of control; Qadhafi and his close associates chose to ignore 
or penalise transgressions as a means of managing competing factions, the better to 
rule them. No operator in such networks could be in any doubt over his vulnerability 
to Qadhafi’s whims. Qadhafi’s power to savagely punish any given figure, regardless 
of how well-respected he was, was absolute. Finally, Qadhafi never allowed collective 
decision-making within tribes, independently of the regime’s divisive structures. Tribal 
politicians could not mobilize their communities to press collective demands. To speak 
of ‘intermediary rule’87 therefore overstates the role of tribal politicians under Qadhafi.

Tribes can be an identity, an institution, an arena and an actor.88 In Qadhafi’s 
Libya, their role in furnishing an identity remained unbroken, due to the regime’s 
efforts at mobilizing tribal support and exploiting communal divisions. They also 
functioned as an arena for political players competing for community leadership 
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and representation, the arbiter in this competition being the regime, rather than 
local communities. As an institution, some retained a modest capacity for local 
dispute resolution, but most had otherwise lost their autonomy in decision-making. 
Historical accounts show that we should not assume Libyan tribes to have been 
unified, collective actors in the past, but they were clearly even much less so following 
four decades of Qadhafi’s divide-and-rule policy. Against this background, the 
sudden appearance of cohesive local communities as leading forces in the revolution 
is all the more puzzling.

The myth of the marginalized cities and regions
A common explanation for the localism of Libya’s revolutionary forces rests on the 
claim that certain cities, tribes, ethnic groups, or regions were deliberately marginalized 
by Qadhafi, and rose up because of their grievances. But this argument does not hold 
up to a close look at the patterns of rebellion and loyalism in 2011.

From the first days of the uprising, foreign media and experts described Benghazi 
and eastern Libya in general as ‘a traditional hotbed of anti-Gaddafi sentiment among 
tribes hostile to his rule’.89 Cyrenaica, it was widely claimed, had been deliberately 
marginalized by Qadhafi because it had been the power base of the monarchy, as 
well as the main locus of a low-level Islamist insurgency during the 1990s. Likewise, 
with regard to the rebellion in the Nafusa Mountains, the media pointed to the 
marginalization of Libya’s Amazigh minority.90 Similar claims would later be made 
about the Tubu minority in southern Libya, despite the relatively late formation of 
revolutionary armed groups among the Tubu.91

Yet, most such claims fail to convince. Certainly, Cyrenaican influence in 
government declined after Qadhafi took over, moved the capital from the eastern city 
of al-Bayda to Tripoli, and arrested or sidelined most leading figures of the monarchy 
– a disproportionate number of whom were from the east. On the eve of the 2011 
uprising, the region’s infrastructure was indeed run-down, though not more so than 
that of many other provincial areas, including purported regime strongholds such 
as Bani Walid. It is also true that clandestine Islamist opposition movements such as 
the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG) were most active in the eastern cities of 
Benghazi and Darna, and that the clampdown on these groups was particularly heavy-
handed in these two cities. But it is incorrect to claim that most victims of the 1996 
massacre in Tripoli’s Abu Slim prison were from the east.92

The east was not less integrated into the regime than other regions. Indeed, 
proportionally to its population, its share of holders of ministerial portfolios was 
higher than that of the west and south during 1969–99.93 Many close and long-standing 
associates of Qadhafi, as well as senior figures of the security establishment, were from 
Cyrenaica.94 The region’s most influential businessman, Hassan Tatanaki, had close 
ties with Saif al-Islam. The three security brigades based in the east were recruited 
primarily from among eastern tribes: the Fadhil Bu Omar Brigade in Benghazi; the 
Tobruk-based Omar al-Mukhtar Brigade, and the Bayda-based Hussain al-Juwaifi 
Brigade, informally named after its commander al-Jareh Farkash, an uncle of Qadhafi’s 
wife Safiya, who was herself from Bayda’s Barassa tribe.
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Misrata, which emerged as a key revolutionary stronghold in 2011 and was the 
city that suffered most from Qadhafi’s counterinsurgency campaign, had been well 
represented in the regime. More of Qadhafi’s ministers had come from Misrata than 
from any other Libyan city.95 Many of the city’s leading merchants were in partnership 
with regime cronies. By contrast, few sons of Bani Walid held ministerial office or 
other top governmental positions. The town benefited little from public investment 
despite widespread recruitment into the poorly paid public sector or security services. 
The vicious repression of the 1990s had left hundreds of people among Bani Walid 
residents deeply resentful of the regime. In the words of one politician from Bani 
Walid: ‘strange things happened in February 2011. You should have expected Misrata 
to back the regime, given how much they had benefited from it. Bani Walid should 
have risen up, given how much it had suffered.’96 And yet, the opposite occurred.

In the Nafusa Mountains, the Amazigh did, indeed, harbour profound grievances 
over Qadhafi’s denial of their culture and language, right down to his banning of 
Amazigh forenames. They also chafed at what they perceived as Qadhafi’s promotion 
of neighbouring Arab communities through their recruitment into the army and the 
security brigades. But the first town in which major unrest erupted in February 2011 
was Zintan, which was perceived as a pillar of the regime by its Amazigh neighbours. 
One revolutionary from Yefren recalled how stupefied he and others were over events 
in Zintan: ‘We didn’t understand why they were rising up, and at first, we didn’t believe 
it was real.’97 Without Zintan joining the uprising, it is doubtful whether protests in 
Amazigh towns would ever have developed momentum.

The Tubu had a turbulent relationship with Qadhafi, who recruited heavily from 
among that group during his war with Chad, in the 1980s, and granted Libyan 
citizenship to thousands of Tubu in Chad to bolster his claim to the disputed Aouzou 
strip. After the International Court of Justice ruled against Libya’s claim to Aouzou, 
Qadhafi stripped these people of their citizenship, and stopped recruitment from 
among the Tubu. Several small Tubu armed groups joined the rebels in 2011, but it 
was only in the final months of the war that these groups seized control over vast 
areas in the name of the revolution. Conversely, the several thousand Tuareg soldiers 
in Qadhafi’s forces remained overwhelmingly loyal during the war despite having a 
similarly checkered experience with broken promises of citizenship.98 They would 
struggle to shake off the stigma of regime loyalism for a long time to come.

Who joined the revolution and who remained loyal in 2011, then, was hardly 
predictable on the basis of perceived or actual marginalization and promotion by the 
regime. The reason lies in the endogenous conflict dynamics that unfolded in the first 
weeks of the uprising, and the role of contingency in shaping them.

The irruption of localism in 2011

A local civil war in the Western/Nafusa Mountains99

In early February 2011, under the impact of the momentous events in neighbouring 
Tunisia and Egypt, the Libyan regime began staging displays of popular support to 
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Qadhafi, who toured the country to receive declarations of loyalty from tribal politicians. 
On 15 February, the head of the People’s Guard in Zintan – a reserve force recruited from 
among civilians – held a meeting with the town’s Popular Social Leadership to discuss 
the regime’s plan to mobilize Zintani volunteers and deploy them in eastern Libya in 
anticipation of unrest. The matter was deferred to a committee of twenty tribal figures that 
was to meet the next day. That very night, the first protests erupted in Benghazi. When 
the meeting was taking place on 16 February, in the late morning, a handful of enraged 
Zintanis forced their way in, breaking up the meeting. A few men – among them one of 
the elders, Milad al-Amin – went from the meeting to the town’s main square and started 
shouting slogans against the regime. One participant recalled the scene around noon:

There were around twenty people there, shouting ‘the people want the fall of the 
regime’. I joined them. I was surprised by their courage, and by my own. The police 
did nothing. All the while, more people were joining.100

The astonishment of participants and bystanders grew further when a well-known 
Zintani religious sheikh, a man in his sixties called al-Taher al-Jdi’, joined the small 
group of protesters, and began calling on Zintanis to come out of their houses and 
support their brethren. Slowly, the crowd grew. In the early afternoon, the protesters 
looted and burned the police station, the seat of the Revolutionary Committees, and 
the office of Internal Security, seizing a few weapons. Milad al-Amin spoke to the 
crowd shortly afterwards, declaring that the ‘wall of fear has been broken’.101 Later, a 
contingent of Central Security Forces entered the town and arrested several people in 
the square, but then withdrew again.102

The same evening, as the news of events in Zintan spread, a group of young men 
torched the facilities of the Revolutionary Committees and Internal Security in 
neighboring Rujban, a town with close social and historical ties to Zintan. They were 
dispersed with live ammunition by Central Security Forces, who killed one of them, 
provoking larger protests in Rujban the following day, and spurring the protesters’ 
efforts to arm themselves. Across the mountains, in Nalut, Hawamid, Jadu, Yefren, Kikla 
and Gharyan, small, spontaneous protests erupted in the following days, escalating in 
response to arrests made by security forces. As in Zintan, protesters looted and burned 
the facilities of the Revolutionary Committees and Internal Security – in Jadu on 18 
February, in Nalut the following day, in Yefren on 20 February – and began seizing 
small stocks of weapons.103

At first, communities in the mountains were divided over the unrest. The two Zintani 
notables who had shown such courage on the day of the first protests were hardly 
representative; across the mountains, most protesters in the first days were young men 
who acted spontaneously. Parents sought to dissuade their sons from protesting; elders 
tried to convince protesters to calm down to avoid provoking regime repression. But 
for those involved in attacking the symbols of the security apparatus, there could be 
no turning back. Fearing arrests, their families began throwing their support behind 
them. In each town, these small groups began organizing and arming themselves. They 
were tight-knit communities, and protesters drew on their close social ties with former 
and active officers in the army and the security services.
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In Zintan, a core circle of rebels formed around Mohamed al-Madani, a retired army 
officer and preacher. Madani began reaching out to army officers and civilians who had 
joined the rebellion in Nalut, Jadu, Rujban and Yefren. On 20 February, Zintani rebels 
seized major stocks of ammunition at the Qariyat base, 300 km southeast of Zintan.104 
At that point, protest leaders in Yefren were still undecided over whether they should 
arm themselves and risk being attacked as armed rebels. The decision was forced upon 
them the next day, when a group from Zintan arrived to negotiate with Zintani officers 
at an army base in Yefren to hand over several hundred assault rifles that had just 
been delivered in preparation for a clampdown.105 These initial seizures of weapons 
raised expectations of a violent response, and efforts to seize weapons by negotiating or 
forcing the handover of army bases now accelerated across the mountains. In Zintan, 
rebels formed a local council on 21 February, led by Madani, which included civil 
and military committees. In Nalut, Jadu and Yefren, defence and crisis committees 
were formed over the following three days. Several of Nalut’s and Jadu’s army officers 
joined the uprising in its first days – as one rebel from Nalut explained, ‘they were more 
Nalutis than army officers’.106

Throughout this first week, most people in towns across the mountains were 
undecided over whether to join the rebellion. The situation was one of deep uncertainty. 
Developments in eastern Libya loomed large in the calculations of actors: by 24 
February, the entire east had been liberated, and the regime appeared to be on the verge 
of collapse. But obtaining reliable information was extremely difficult, and foreign 
media reports had a major impact. From the very first days of the uprising, allegations 
that Qadhafi had sent African ‘mercenaries’ to suppress protests in Benghazi, al-Bayda 
and Darna circulated, stoking xenophobia and fear of transgressions against the 
civilian population. These claims were partly true, but also contained much confusion 
and deliberate disinformation.107 On 21 February, foreign media relayed reports that 
Qadhafi’s air force was bombing protesters in Tripoli – a claim that later turned out to 
be false, but was impossible to verify or dismiss at the time.108

In the mountains, many towns were rife with rumours that a regime offensive was 
imminent. The regime’s shoot-to-kill response to protests in Tripoli and Benghazi 
meant that its approach in the mountains would likely be similarly violent. Qadhafi’s 
infamous 22 February speech, in which he called protesters ‘rats’ and ‘cockroaches’ that 
would be hunted down ‘house by house’, suggested that his response would be brutal. 
Army officers in active service had to decide whether to side with their community 
in the event of regime repression, and be court-martialled if the rebellion failed. The 
security apparatus turned to tribal profiling, fearing that anyone who hailed from a 
rebellious town was compromised. Already during the first week, Zintani soldiers in 
the Gharyan-based Sahban Brigade were withdrawn from ammunition depots in the 
region and disarmed, thereby pushing them towards defection.109 Initially, the core 
group in rebels in Zintan was made up of retired officers and civilians; active officers 
began defecting after a delay of several days. In Jadu and Nalut, a handful of active 
army officers joined the rebels in the first three days, but others were more hesitant.110

Meanwhile, regime emissaries were reaching out to notables and protest leaders 
with offers of concessions. A Zintani figure sent by Qadhafi’s son Saif al-Islam arrived 
on 19 February offering large sums of money to each Zintani family if the rebels stood 
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down. The offer remained open until military operations started in mid-March.111 The 
regime’s efforts to co-opt leading figures in rebellious towns raised doubts over who 
could be trusted, but they were undermined by the evident distrust within the security 
apparatus towards members of these communities, and its drive to mobilize against the 
rebellion in neighbouring towns.

In each town, those gauging how to position themselves were warily watching moves 
in neighbouring communities. Before the first protests erupted, Amazigh community 
leaders had sought to dissuade restless youth from making any move, out of fear that 
the regime would mobilize Zintan and other Arab communities against their Amazigh 
neighbours.112 Some watched the unfolding upheaval in Zintan in disbelief, but rebel 
leaders in Amazigh towns linked up with Madani’s group in Zintan from the first days 
of the uprising. Delegations of elders began visiting neighbouring towns to probe their 
position. A group from al-Qal’a went to see Mashashiya elders in al-Aweiniya as early 
as 18 February, advocating a common stand against the regime. They encountered 
scepticism over the rebellion in Zintan – a community which the Mashashiya, just as 
their Amazigh neighbours, perceived as a regime bulwark – and more deep-seated 
distrust related to the Mashashiya’s land disputes with Amazigh communities. Two 
further meetings over the following week failed to bring results.113

Similar meetings took place in late February and early March between Zintani rebel 
leaders and the Mashashiya, as well as elders from Nalut and the Si’aan towns of Tiji 
and Badr. Mashashiya and Si’aan representatives, facing internal disagreements, tried 
to adopt a balanced position, making clear that they would not join the rebellion, while 
assuring their neighbours that they meant no harm. But for Nalut and Zintan, this 
was insufficient. Zintani rebels needed guarantees of safe passage for their wounded 
through the Mashashiya town of al-Aweiniya to the hospital in Yefren. And Nalut 
community leaders already knew that the People’s Guard had begun registering 
volunteers and distributing weapons in Tiji and Badr.114

By the second week of the rebellion, then, the initial acts of individuals and small 
groups had triggered a concatenation of moves by the regime and within communities. 
The determination of the rebels spread fears that the entire community would be 
attacked, which in turn led to the emergence of dominant positions and new local 
leadership structures in each town. From 24 February onwards, leading figures in 
the rebellion began appearing openly on videos to issue statements in the name of 
their towns. The regime’s security apparatus, meanwhile, was hard at work mobilizing 
support, focusing on mountain communities where the rebellion had failed to take 
root: the Si’aan, the small town of Haraba, the Arab population of Ruheibat, the 
Mashashiya towns of Zawiyat al-Bagul and al-Aweiniya, the village of al-Qawalish near 
Kikla, and the town of al-Asabea. Most of these communities had historically been 
socioeconomically disadvantaged vis-à-vis their neighbours.

Rumours that the regime was trying to exploit long-standing disputes over land 
to mobilize such groups against their neighbours promoted the closing of ranks in 
the emerging revolutionary centres. The fact that the Si’aan and Mashashiya were now 
collectively perceived as hostile by their rebellious neighbours, in turn, strengthened 
the case for taking up weapons in support of the regime. In mid-March, the regime 
began forming auxiliary units for each of the tribal communities in the coastal plain 
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north of Nalut – the Si’aan, Nuwail and Orban – to support the Sahban Brigade 
within a command structure carrying the ominous name of ‘Operations Group for 
the Cleansing of Nalut’.115 By this point, communication between communities on 
opposite sides of the divide had broken down.

*

It is tempting to draw parallels between the conflicts that divided communities in and 
around the mountains in 2011, and those that erupted a century earlier. To advance its 
conquest, the Italian colonial power exploited rifts that partly derived from rivalries 
between local leaders, and partly from long-standing alliances and conflicts between 
tribes over land rights.116 In 1916, Zintan and Rujban fighters forcibly displaced the 
Amazigh population of neighbouring towns, whose leaders had collaborated with 
the Italians. In 1921, the Zintan, Rujban and Asabea forced the quasi-totality of the 
mountains’ Amazigh population to seek refuge in the Italian-held coastal strip. The 
Italians mobilized bandas (irregular auxiliary forces) from Amazigh communities and 
the Arab Mashashiya tribe to lead a counteroffensive that drove Zintan and Rujban 
fighters to the desert valleys south of the mountains, thence to Fezzan, and for some, 
eventually into exile.117

These conflicts remained acutely present in the minds of communities in the 
mountains well into the twenty-first century. The Qadhafi regime worked to accentuate 
inter-communal rifts, rather than smooth them over. Qadhafi’s policies of nationalizing 
and redistributing the property of wealthy elites hurt notable Amazigh families rather 
than neighbouring, more egalitarian Arab communities. Amazigh landowners saw 
parts of their property awarded to former client tribes such as the Mashashiya, Asabea 
and Si’aan. Many members of established Amazigh families joined clandestine or exiled 
opposition groups, and some were executed or saw their houses destroyed in several 
waves of repression. The regime’s denial of Amazigh culture and language exacerbated 
discontent in Amazigh towns.

Qadhafi’s divide-and-rule strategy did not mean that entire communities either 
supported or opposed the regime. Amazigh towns all had their regime henchmen, 
and Zintan, while strongly represented in Qadhafi’s army and considered by many a 
pillar of the regime, lost several sons in the 1996 prison massacre in Abu Slim. But the 
apprehension with which Amazigh activists eyed Zintan and smaller neighbours in 
February 2011 suggests that particular communities were perceived to have proclivities 
towards rebellion or loyalism.

The events of February 2011 confounded such expectations. The front lines opening 
up in the mountains were not simply historical fault lines rising to the surface. The 
most obvious digression from historical precedents was the fact that Zintan and 
Amazigh towns found themselves on the same side of the conflict. The uprising in 
Zintan remains as puzzling today as it was to the town’s neighbours at the time. No 
other tribal constituency in western Libya comparable to Zintan in its integration 
into the regime’s army and praetorian units joined the uprising. And without Zintan 
entering into the rebellion, Amazigh towns likely would not have risen up in the first 
place, or the protests would rapidly have petered out.
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What had happened? In a situation of collective indecision, small acts prompted 
the alignment of others – in this case, the key act being the spontaneous decision of a 
handful of individuals in Zintan to disrupt the 16 February meeting and start a protest. 
The small minority of rebels in Zintan then rapidly took steps that made it difficult to 
turn back, and sparked fears that the regime response would target the community 
as a whole. The regime accelerated the closing of ranks in Zintan by disarming 
Zintani soldiers in the Gharyan-based brigade. Similar processes then played out in 
Amazigh towns, where the accelerator was the regime’s arming of volunteers among 
neighbouring communities.

Whether or not the first acts of revolt led to all-out rebellion therefore depended 
on processes of coordination in which the history of relations among communities 
did figure, as did actors’ expectations of how the regime would react. But at least as 
important were factors that arose from the moment itself: the mutual uncertainty of 
actors in the mountains over each other’s position, and the viability of open rebellion.

A crucial element in making that assessment was geography – a factor that was 
unrelated to the degree of social cohesion within a community and to its relations 
with the regime, but that figured in calculations concerning the threat of violence. 
Mountain towns west of al-Asabea were natural fortresses, each of them accessible 
only through its dedicated, meandering access road from the foot of the mountains, 
as well as the main road connecting the towns on the mountain ridge. During the first 
week of the uprising, small, spontaneous protests erupted in many towns and cities 
across western Libya, including communities that later gained the reputation of being 
regime strongholds. In many cases, the location of these towns meant that rebellion 
simply was not a viable option, and the regime quickly re-established control. For 
example, Gharyan, the biggest city in the mountains, boasted large troop contingents 
and was strategically important due to the fact that the main road connecting Tripoli 
to southern Libya ran through it. After a week of protests, regime forces conducted 
a violent clampdown, and then remained solidly in control of the city until August. 
Only one community among the numerous towns at the foot of the mountains 
joined the revolution: Hawamid, a small town with close ties to Nalut. When regime 
forces occupied the town in April, its civilian population fled to the mountains, and 
subsequently to Tunisia.118

Geography also had a bearing on relations between communities and their rebel 
leaderships. Mutinous towns were dependent on each other to prevent regime forces 
from ascending the mountains, or advancing westwards from Gharyan. This was not 
only the logic behind attempts to sway the Mashashiya in their position. It was also the 
imperative that encouraged close relations between army officers who had defected and 
civilian rebels from Jadu, Zintan and Rujban from the very beginning. It led to early 
contacts between rebel leaders from Zintan and Nalut to ensure that Naluti control 
over the border crossing with Tunisia kept supply and evacuation lines open. Tellingly, 
the very first operation against advancing regime forces was conducted jointly by 
rebels from Zintan, Yefren and al-Qal’a to prevent a convoy of the Sahban Brigade 
from climbing the road to al-Qal’a on 7 March. Rebels from across the mountains came 
to the help of Zintanis in the first major battle in the mountains on 17 March, repelling 
the regime’s attempt to capture Zintan. After regime forces occupied Kikla and fought 
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their way into Yefren in early April, rebels from Kikla moved to the besieged heights 
of al-Qal’a and Yefren, forging close ties with fighters from both towns. Once an army 
convoy in mid-April ascended the mountains to deploy at the small town of al-Haraba, 
which remained under regime control, fighters from several towns forced the convoy 
to retreat, and then closed the road leading to Haraba from the foot of the hills, as well 
as that of the neighbouring Amazigh community of Tamzin, which had also remained 
immobile throughout the uprising. Finally, when regime forces captured the border 
crossing in mid-April, a joint effort by rebels from across the mountains wrested back 
control.119

In sum, the threat of violence brought upon entire towns by the initial acts of a 
small minority, and shaped by the regime’s knee-jerk reactions as well as the accidents 
of geography, prompted communities to close ranks and reach out to some of their 
neighbours, while growing hostile towards others. What happened during the first 
month of the uprising was less the surfacing of old structures than a rupture provoked 
by violence through which new social boundaries were drawn and new political 
communities were created.

*

Events during the uprising’s first month were foundational for political dynamics 
during and after the revolution, and decisive for the irruption of localism. But they 
did not yet determine the future shape of relations between revolutionary strongholds 
in the mountains, nor relations between communities and armed groups. In the five 
months between the onset of fighting in mid-March and the fall of Tripoli in mid-
August, leadership structures, coordinating mechanisms and the makeup of armed 
groups in the mountains continued to evolve under the impact of conflict dynamics 
and the growing influence of external actors.

In Yefren and al-Qal’a, whose heights were besieged by regime forces from all 
sides, small, tight-knit armed groups formed among relatives and friends. They had 
no centralized leadership, and were cut off from the coordinating structures in the 
western part of the mountains.120 In Zintan, which was closest to the front line across 
the mountains, armed groups emerged on a similar basis. They initially remained 
informal and deferred to the unrivalled leadership of Mohamed al-Madani, who 
managed supplies and directed the retired officers and civilians leading these groups.121 
A charismatic leader, al-Madani also commanded wide respect among revolutionaries 
from Amazigh towns, and had established close ties with some of them. Led by Mukhtar 
Fernana, another group of Zintani officers, most of whom had been in active service 
when the uprising erupted and had not been among the revolutionaries of the first 
hour around al-Madani, formed a ‘Western Mountains Military Council’ to coordinate 
between the leadership of each town. But in practice, the body was Zintani-dominated 
with some participation from Rujban and Jadu, and its role was largely confined 
to liaising with NATO, which began conducting airstrikes in the mountains in late 
April. In Jadu, which was removed from the front line and only occasionally exposed 
to shelling from the foot of the mountains, military officers formed a council that 
trained the town’s civilian fighters, centralized control over weapons and ammunition, 
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and directed operations in close coordination with Zintan.122 Nalut, which was more 
exposed, also had a military council that managed supplies and ammunition, but only 
loosely coordinated the close-knit civilian armed groups that were forming in the 
town.123

From these starting points, in April 2011, various trajectories were conceivable with 
regard to the formation of armed groups and their integration across the mountains. 
The evolution of armed groups could have ranged from a consolidation of town-based 
units under the tight control of local military councils to the formation of rebel groups 
escaping local control and integrated into national or transnational networks, such 
as jihadist movements. Relations between forces across the mountains could have 
evolved towards closer coordination or towards increasing rivalry between local power 
centres. The fragmented landscape that eventually emerged after the 2011 war was 
defined by Zintan’s increasing alienation from Amazigh towns, and a pre-eminence of 
local decision-making structures over regional coordination. Relations between armed 
groups and communities differed from one town to another. The two most important 
factors shaping this landscape were the short duration of the conflict and the networks 
of external support to rebel forces.

The patterns of military organization outlined above evolved after revolutionary 
forces secured control over the border crossing with Tunisia in late April. Weapons 
shipments via Tunisia increased, provided by Qatar and other regional states, and 
initially distributed across the mountains by Nalut  military council. Greater numbers 
of fighters from Tripoli, Zawiya and other coastal cities began establishing themselves 
in Nalut, Jadu, Rujban and Zintan, forming their own armed groups, some of them 
led by members of the former Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG), and bringing 
their own support networks with them. Mohamed al-Madani’s death in battle on 1 
May removed a crucial link between Zintan and Amazigh towns, and triggered a 
scramble for leadership in Zintan. Al-Madani’s commanders blocked a takeover bid 
by the Fernana’s Western Mountains Military Council. From centralized leadership 
under al-Madani, Zintan went to collective leadership within a military council 
headed by another retired officer, Usama Juwaili, formerly a close ally of al-Madani. 
Distinct armed groups – saraya, or battalions – now emerged, whose leaders sat on 
the council.124

In retrospect, revolutionary leaders across Amazigh towns dated the beginning 
of the decline in their relations with Zintan to al-Madani’s disappearance.125 But 
important though the role of al-Madani had been, larger dynamics were at work 
behind the growing rivalries within and between revolutionary strongholds. Instead of 
centralizing the provision of external assistance, foreign powers supporting the rebels 
established direct relations with individual actors on the ground. Qatari advisers 
were present in several towns, including Zintan, but Qatari weapons shipments 
were channelled primarily to two battalions of Tripolitanian fighters in Nalut, one 
of which was linked to the networks of the former LIFG. Emirati officers established 
an operations room in Zintan that worked with Juwaili’s and Fernana’s councils, and 
Emirati arms supplies went first and foremost to Zintan. Moreover, as the crucial role 
of forces in the mountains in any attempt to capture Tripoli became clearer, political 
players external to the mountains built privileged relations with forces in particular 
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communities and facilitated foreign support for them, drawing them into their 
struggles with rivals. Qatari supplies to forces in Nalut and Rujban associated with the 
former LIFG were channelled through a network led by Ali Sallabi and Abdelhakim 
Belhaj. Weapons flows from the UAE to Zintan were facilitated by Mahmoud Jibril 
and Aref al-Nayed – a close ally of Jibril’s at the time, before the two fell out – via the 
Zintani businessman Abdelmajid al-Mlegta. Jibril and al-Nayed were hostile towards 
Sallabi and Belhaj, who, in turn, were critical of what they saw as Jibril’s and al-Nayed’s 
secularist tendencies and their ties to the former regime. Mlegta arrived in Zintan 
in July and established a well-armed battalion from scratch, just weeks before the 
offensive on Tripoli began.126

As revolutionary forces in the mountains went on the offensive, they exacted 
vengeance on neighbouring communities they held collectively responsible for having 
supported regime forces. In most cases, the civilian population of these towns had fled 
before rebel forces captured them and looted or burned many homes. The frenzied 
descent towards Tripoli then showed that the unity that had characterized relations 
between revolutionary strongholds in February and March was fading, as the imperative 
of communal defence began to give way to the lure of spoils and power. Rivalries 
between the political players from outside the mountains who were sponsoring armed 
groups there frustrated all attempts to coordinate a joint offensive on Tripoli. On the 
day the capital fell, Zintani fighters were furious about Belhaj’s appearance on al-Jazeera 
from inside Qadhafi’s headquarters, which portrayed him as the leading commander 
among the forces entering the capital.127 Forces from across the mountains scrambled 
for control over strategic locations and key government buildings with groups from 
Misrata, which were entering the capital from the east. Armed groups mushroomed 
as commanders from Zintan and other towns formed new militias by recruiting from 
among the young men in the capital, removing themselves from the decision-making 
structures of their communities of origin. The chaotic capture of Tripoli prefigured the 
struggles over influence in the capital over the following years.

Since February, a common threat had forged close relations between communities 
in the mountains and had led to varying degrees of oversight over armed groups by 
military councils. With the fall of Tripoli, this threat vanished. A longer conflict in the 
mountains and closer coordination of external support by the NTC might have led 
to closer integration between town-based forces; without such coordination, it could 
have brought their gradual takeover by external actors that controlled access to foreign 
assistance, such as Islamist networks. But the swiftness of rebel victory in Tripoli – 
followed two months later by the defeat of remaining regime forces in Sirte and Bani 
Walid – had the effect of locking in the localism that marked armed groups from the 
mountains at the time.

The war transformed the communities in the mountains. In revolutionary 
strongholds, new leaders had emerged through their courage in the first days of the 
uprising and their military skills in the battles that followed. These leaders, as well as 
families and friends of those killed in battle, formed a powerful group that defined 
these towns’ new identities as guardians of the revolution. Deep divides ran between 
them and the neighbouring communities that had failed to rise up.128 Many of the 
latter had fled and were prevented from returning, developing a sense of collective 
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victimhood. In the mountains, violence not so much brought the return of old patterns 
as the formation of a new social order.

Misrata: Rise of a revolutionary bulwark
In contrast to the small towns of the Nafusa Mountains, with their communal history 
of historical struggles, Misrata was a large and diverse city that had been a melting 
pot of sedentarizing groups throughout the twentieth century. And yet, the collective 
struggle in the revolution would transform Misrata into a highly cohesive power centre.

The events in eastern Libya made a deep impact in this port city and trading 
hub, which had dozens of wealthy merchant families whose commercial interests 
spanned the country. Many Misratan families had close relatives in Benghazi, to where 
large numbers of Misratans had moved from the 1920s onwards. On 19 February, 
Abderrahman al-Sweihli, member of a historically prominent Misratan family, called 
into al-Jazeera to denounce the violence against protesters in eastern Libya, and 
declared that the blood of Libyans was a ‘red line’ that could not be crossed.129 That 
evening, the first protests erupted in Misrata, which were relatively small, including 
perhaps a few hundred demonstrators. Security forces shot and killed one protester, 
causing over a thousand people to turn out to his funeral the following day, braving the 
threat of further killings, and eventually torching facilities of the security services.130

Arrests prompted the protests to swell further, and on 21 February, a crowd 
of several hundred people seized a small number of light weapons at an army base 
without resistance from the two dozen under-armed officers at the base.131 The next 
day, hundreds of protesters assembled at the courthouse in central Misrata, where a 
group of judges, prosecutors and lawyers formed a judicial committee to oversee the 
city’s administration.132 Regime forces led by the Misrata-based Hamza Brigade killed 
dozens of protesters over the following three days, and arrested scores. Representatives 
of the rebels negotiated the withdrawal of the Hamza Brigade from the city centre and 
its base to the air force base south of the city.

From 25 February to 6 March, central Misrata was left to rebel control. Retired 
army officers and others who had defected, led by Salem Jha and Salah Badi, formed 
a military committee and began preparing the defence against the expected return 
of regime forces. Across the city, unarmed young men in each neighbourhood began 
forming small groups and controlling movements through their areas. Small bands 
of poorly armed rebels waged attacks on the air force base to seize weapons and 
ammunition. Meanwhile, senior regime figures reached out to prominent Misratans, 
among them Sweihli, trying to woo them into persuading the rebels to stand down.

On 6 March, a large contingent of the Hamza Brigade moved into the city centre 
and was beaten back by rebels guided by the military committee, who were vastly 
outgunned, but able to exploit the element of surprise.133 This improbable military 
success boosted morale among the rebels, and shored up support for their emerging 
leadership. It also meant that military defence was the only way forward. Locals 
expected Qadhafi’s response to be violent and indiscriminate, even more so given that 
regime forces were using Grad rockets, tanks and vehicle-mounted anti-aircraft guns 
in their recapture of Zawiya, between 1 and 9 March.134 In early March, Misratans 
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began hearing of the recruitment of volunteers for Qadhafi’s forces in Tawargha, 
a neighbouring community of dark-skinned descendants of slaves who were socio-
economically disadvantaged vis-à-vis Misratans.135 Rumours were spreading that 
mercenaries recruited by Qadhafi were raping women in rebellious towns.136 Fear of 
collective retaliation galvanized Misratan rebels.

As in the case of the mountains, geography played an important role in making 
rebellion a viable option in Misrata. The port, in the city’s east, offered a lifeline for the 
rebels. As they were preparing for another regime onslaught, according to Salem Jha, 
an army officer who had defected and had emerged as a leading figure in the military 
committee and later Misrata’s Military Council, ‘we knew well that the port was our 
only hope. If the port fell, then Misrata would fall with it.’137 Defending the port was a 
strategic priority for the military council.

The battle for Misrata began in earnest on 16 March, with regime forces pushing 
into the city from three directions, and occupying Tripoli Street in the city centre. The 
forces were led by the 32nd Reinforced Brigade, the largest and best-equipped security 
brigade, headed by Qadhafi’s son Khamis. Snipers took positions along Tripoli Street, 
several of them mercenaries from South American and Eastern European countries. 
The offensive was accompanied by a wave of arrests in areas of the city that were under 
regime control. Navy ships began blockading the port, though their blockade was 
broken on 23 March with the onset of NATO airstrikes in Misrata. Over the following 
weeks, NATO struck at the supply lines of regime forces, but was otherwise reluctant 
to target positions in the densely populated city centre. Until early May, Misrata would 
remain besieged, partially occupied, and the site of the heaviest street fighting of the 
war.

This was the formative period for Misrata’s armed groups, which emerged 
spontaneously, without coordination from the military council. In most cases, these 
groups were forming on the basis of individual neighbourhoods amid networks of 
friends and relatives. Businessmen from their families or neighbourhoods supplied 
funds, vehicles and other assets, and began organizing shipments of weapons, food 
and medicine by boat from Benghazi, since Misrata was wholly surrounded and cut off 
from supplies. As a result, close relations formed from the outset between members of 
Misrata’s merchant elite and the developing armed groups.138 On the battlefield, leaders 
emerged through displays of bravery and fighting skills. According to Brian McQuinn, 
who conducted detailed research among Misratan combatants during and after the 
war, a typical fighting unit during this phase of the war would comprise around 
thirty to fifty combatants, developing out of an initial nucleus of three to five people. 
Decision-making was generally by consensus, and group membership stabilized as the 
conflict raged on, with group members forging close bonds.139

Misratan revolutionaries dislodged Qadhafi’s forces from Tripoli Street by late 
April, and seized the air force base on 11 May. The priority now lay in pushing regime 
troops away from the city, out of artillery range. Static front lines were established, and 
the small fighting groups merged into larger ones: the revolutionary battalions. Along 
each front line – east, west and south – the leaders of these groups coordinated closely 
with each other. The size of the battalions also grew due to an exponential increase in 
recruits, now that revolutionary forces were moving on the offensive. By the end of the 
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war, Misrata’s armed groups comprised around 40,000 members, the most formidable 
military force in post-Qadhafi Libya.140

Misratan groups established a major presence in Tripoli as the capital fell, and 
began arresting former regime officials and suspected members of Qadhafi’s forces. 
They devastated Tawargha and warned its residents never to return, alleging that 
Tawarghans had enrolled in Qadhafi’s forces in large numbers, and had raped Misratan 
women. Eventually, they vanquished the remnants of Qadhafi’s forces in his hometown 
of Sirte. Qadhafi himself was captured and killed by Misratan fighters, and his body 
put on public display for three days in a Misratan meat locker. In a city of 500,000, the 
war had claimed more than 1,300 victims.141 Misrata’s armed groups would become 
notorious for their brutal persecution of those they alleged had participated in the 
regime’s onslaught on their city.

*

Whether during or after the war, Misrata’s revolutionary leaders invariably described 
their city as united in the fight against Qadhafi. With the appearance of Misrata’s armed 
groups and political figures as key players in post-revolutionary politics, Libyan and 
foreign observers frequently saw Misrata as a unitary actor. But the emergence of 
Misrata as a revolutionary bulwark occurred through the violent exclusion of groups 
that were perceived as contradicting the city’s new identity.

Relations between Misrata’s elite and the regime had been complex and often 
difficult – it could hardly have been otherwise with as fickle and ruthless a dictator 
as Qadhafi – but they had been extensive. Prominent members of the city’s notable 
families had been persecuted after 1969, and the regime’s nationalization and 
expropriation measures severely hurt Misrata’s capitalists. But in several cases, 
representatives of these families reconciled with the regime: Abderrahman al-Sweihli, 
for example, had been active in the exiled opposition until his return in 1988; but his 
brother Hamdi subsequently rose to become chief of staff of the Navy, a position he 
would retain throughout the 2011 war. Several members of the Muntasser family –  
historical rivals of the Sweihlis for political pre-eminence in Misrata – were 
imprisoned or exiled under Qadhafi, and one member was even assassinated by 
Qadhafi’s agents in Beirut, in 1980; but Omar al-Muntasser held leading positions in 
the oil sector and in government throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Indeed, Qadhafi’s 
cabinets always included several Misratan figures.142 However, with the exception of a 
number of fighter pilots – Misrata’s air force base also boasted an associated academy –  
Misratans were weakly represented in the military and security services. In a city 
that prided itself on its thriving businesses, low-paid jobs in the army were generally 
considered unattractive.

With the timid economic liberalization measures that were adopted from the late 
1980s onwards, Misratan businessmen associated themselves informally with regime 
figures for political protection. A Misratan school friend of Qadhafi’s, Ali Dabeiba, 
was central in connecting the city’s business elite with the regime. In the final years 
of Qadhafi’s rule, Dabeiba oversaw a multibillion dollar infrastructure investment 
programme that offered vast opportunities for corruption. As a senior regime figure 
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from Misrata and long-standing acquaintance of Dabeiba remarked, ‘He was always 
generous with his stolen money, he shared it widely in Misrata.’143

Many Misratan businessmen were quick to support the revolution, whether out of 
conviction, obligation towards their relatives and neighbours, or opportunism. While 
there were little weapons and ammunition the rebels could seize in the first weeks 
of the uprising, the collective support of the business elite allowed Misratan fighters 
to arm themselves by buying weapons in Benghazi. Dabeiba was abroad when the 
revolution erupted and – after a period of hesitation – began disbursing substantial 
funds to back the struggle together with his nephew Abdelhamid, among other things 
sponsoring their own battalion. The Dabeibas thereby protected their interests, and 
would re-emerge as influential players behind the scenes in post-revolutionary Misrata. 
Only a handful of prominent Misratans who had been at the core of the regime and 
failed to jump ship fled the country.144 Hamdi al-Sweihli remained Navy chief of 
staff until the regime fell, and unlike many other officials of comparable rank was 
not imprisoned, due to his brother’s revolutionary credentials. After the revolution, 
Misratan politicians would take the lead in demanding the exclusion of former regime 
officials from political life, conveniently sweeping their own past association with the 
regime under the carpet. The post-revolutionary leadership of the city was largely 
formed of established businessmen, professionals and notables who had acquired 
revolutionary legitimacy through their actions and material support.

The city’s social fabric, however, was deeply affected by the conflict. An estimated 
200,000 of the city’s population of 500,000 fled during the war, to Tripoli, Sirte, Bani 
Walid or elsewhere, many of them from neighbourhoods that were under regime 
control.145 The accidents of territorial control – with the city centre held by the rebels, 
and several suburban areas controlled by the regime – sparked rifts along community 
lines in the city.

Misratans had long categorized themselves into different ethnic and tribal 
components, the main distinction being between families of Turkish or Circassian 
origin, and members of Arab tribes.146 Intermarriage and business relations had been 
extensive across these categories, forming a dense, integrated social fabric.147 But 
given that specific areas of the city were dominated by particular tribal constituencies, 
patterns of territorial control in 2011 impacted Misrata’s social components differently. 
Those most numerous to flee the city were from formerly semi-nomadic tribes such 
as the Maadan, who had largely settled in the suburbs, most of which were now 
controlled by the regime. Because the Maadan had also settled in Sirte, where some 
had been recruited into a Maadan unit to fight for Qadhafi, they came to be collectively 
suspected of being regime loyalists. Unlike the Maadan, Warfalla were spread across 
the city, but they faced similar suspicions due to their ties with the supposed loyalist 
stronghold of Bani Walid. While there were some prominent Warfalla in Misrata’s 
revolutionary battalions, many members of the community had fled.148

After the war, those who left were eyed with suspicion, and often hostility, by 
neighbours who had supported the revolution, and in several neighbourhoods, local 
notables formed committees to mediate between returnees and their neighbours.149 
However, many families who had fled the city did not return, fearful that they would be 
imprisoned or face retribution for their alleged support for the regime.150 Many of their 
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houses had been looted and burned when revolutionary forces seized the area, or were 
subsequently reoccupied by others.151 The Maadan were forcibly displaced from two 
entire neighbourhoods in which they had previously predominated, and revolutionary 
leaders encouraged their clients to occupy their land, claiming Qadhafi had illegally 
allocated it to them.152

Most of my Misratan interlocutors glossed over these divides, and many emphasized 
that the city was united in its support for the revolution. When the displaced came up, 
they were often described as being ‘not originally from Misrata’ or ‘not real Misratans’. 
The overall effect of these developments was to politicize communal identities, and 
render them salient. A Maadan notable later recalled:

Mohamed [he points to his son] was born in 1991. Before the war, he had barely 
heard about the Maadan, about bedouins and Karaghla and Awlad Sheikh. But 
because of all the discrimination against the Maadan, we became more aware of 
our shared interests.153

Misratan unity and cohesion, therefore, was not a condition for the city’s emergence 
as a revolutionary bulwark. Rather, unity in support for the revolution was forged 
through the conflict, in tight-knit networks straddling armed groups, families and 
influential businessmen, and in part by excluding a significant proportion of the city’s 
population. The lines along which the new Misratan revolutionary identity included or 
excluded particular families were partly drawn by the accidents of territorial control.

The rebellion itself had erupted not because of Misrata’s political marginalization, 
but in spite of the close ties between its business elite and the regime. It had been 
provoked by events in eastern Libya and the Nafusa Mountains, as relayed by 
the international media, and by the death of a protester during the first small 
demonstration. The emergence of a rebel leadership in the first few days, in a situation 
in which regime collapse appeared to be imminent, set the direction: for those involved 
in the rebellion, military defence was the only way forward – and given the city’s access 
to a port, rebellion was also a viable option in the calculations of others. The example 
of the regime’s recapture of Zawiya and rumours concerning the indiscriminate threat 
of transgressions by regime forces then had a galvanizing effect. Misrata’s rise as a 
political and military power centre defined by a revolutionary identity was a contingent 
outcome of conflict dynamics.

Bani Walid: Loyalism and victimization
From the beginning of the uprising, a struggle over the allegiance of members of the 
Warfalla began. Though no official figures exist, the Warfalla are considered Libya’s 
largest tribe, and most estimates, all of them of doubtful reliability, range around 1 
million members. In the media coverage of the revolution’s first weeks, it was assumed 
that tribes such as the Warfalla would adopt a common position as a community – 
despite the fact that most Warfalla had been living for several generations in the cities 
of Tripoli, Benghazi, Misrata and Sabha, and had no political ties to elders in Bani 
Walid, the tribe’s home and a town of 80,000. On 20 February, an anonymous person 
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calling himself Akram al-Warfalli phoned into al-Jazeera, presenting himself as a 
‘leading tribal representative’ of the Warfalla, and telling Qadhafi to leave the country, 
in a quote that was widely spread by the media and experts as suggesting that the tribe 
had defected.154 Two days later, Aref al-Nayed – a prominent businessman and scholar 
who had spent many years abroad and lacked strong ties to Bani Walid – went on Sky 
News posing as a ‘Warfalla tribal spokesman’, and claiming that ‘Warfalla completely 
renounces Qadhafi … and asks all sons and daughters to enter into full rebellion’.155

On the ground, the reality was entirely different. On 20 February, around three 
dozen people came out to demonstrate in Bani Walid, many of them former prisoners 
or family members of those arrested in the wave of repression following the 1993 
coup plot. Members of Bani Walid’s Popular Social Leadership (PSL) engaged with 
the protesters, discussing their demands for political reforms and an end to the use 
of force against demonstrators in eastern Libya.156 The following day, after security 
forces had set up several checkpoints across the town, a handful of activists torched 
the seat of the Revolutionary Committees in the dead of night. But the momentum 
stopped there. As a sympathizer of the protesters recalled, ‘if Jibran [the head of a 
local paramilitary force] had given orders to shoot or arrest, the protests would have 
escalated. That way, they simply petered out.’157 On 3 March, around fifty people came 
out into the open again, recording a video statement in which they declared their 
allegiance to the NTC in Benghazi. Under pressure from the PSL and the security 
services, they then stopped mobilizing in public, and moved underground.158 Many 
saw their attempts as dangerous and naïve: ‘Bani Walid is exposed in the desert and 
cannot be easily defended. There were no weapons here, and we have no port. We 
had no way of moving against the regime,’ one tribal politician remarked.159 Even if 
this may partly be an ex post facto rationalization of the events in February 2011, the 
geography certainly did play a role.160

In the meantime, regime officials had started working to ensure Bani Walid’s 
loyalty. The recruitment of volunteers for Qadhafi’s forces had begun in Bani Walid as 
early as 21 February. Volunteers were given cars and weapons, promised money and 
integrated into Warfalla units of the People’s Guard or attached to Jibran Hussein’s 
jahfal, a paramilitary regime protection unit based in Bani Walid that had enforced 
much of the repression of the 1990s.161 After the war, tribal elders in Bani Walid often 
claimed that they had adopted a position of neutrality, telling those who supported 
the revolution to leave for the Nafusa Mountains, and others to go and join Qadhafi’s 
forces, but refrain from sowing internal conflict among Warfalla in Bani Walid.

In fact, Bani Walid as a community was rapidly drawn into the loyalist camp. Part 
of the jahfal was deployed to Zawiya in early March, where a senior officer from Bani 
Walid was killed. Another part led the column of regime forces that moved towards 
Benghazi in mid-March, and four of its members, including Jibran Hussein himself, 
were killed in the French airstrikes that stopped the convoy on Benghazi’s outskirts, 
on 19 March. These deaths buttressed support for the regime line that Libya was 
facing a foreign conspiracy, and created a constituency of people who saw regime 
forces as fighting against foreign domination, akin to the anti-colonial resistance of 
their forefathers. A big crowd attended Jibran Hussein’s funeral in Bani Walid, and 
swore revenge. Those killed were henceforth referred to as ‘martyrs’, implying that their 
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struggle was legitimate, even sacred. Mobilizing support for the revolution became 
much more difficult, since it risked offending their families.162

The initial military losses therefore rapidly narrowed down available choices in 
Bani Walid. The regime’s continuing efforts did the rest. According to several former 
revolutionaries, Warfalla regime figures gave cash and vehicles to a number of tribal 
notables to buy their loyalty.163 As an indication of how much importance the regime 
accorded to courting the tribe’s loyalties, two dignitaries from Bani Walid, Ali al-Ahwal 
and Mohamed al-Barghuthi, acted as the chairman and his deputy at the Conference of 
Libyan Tribes in Tripoli, which the regime staged in May 2011 to rally tribal support.

By 28 May, when Bani Walid’s revolutionaries made their final attempt to mobilize, 
the regime was firmly in control of the town, and few continued to harbour sympathies 
for the rebels. Around 150 people staged a demonstration that day, and were scattered 
by gunfire from elements of the jahfal and local volunteers. One protester was killed, 
as was Khalifa Hussein Jibran, who had succeeded his brother as head of the jahfal. 
Twelve protesters, who likely carried some weapons, sought refuge in a nearby house, 
where regime forces killed them. Shocked, other revolutionaries – many of them close 
friends and relatives of the victims – hurriedly escaped from Bani Walid and fled to 
Zintan. Those who did not were arrested. The incident cut a deep rift through Bani 
Walid. As the brother of one of the victims recalled, ‘I would never have imagined that 
members of our own tribe could turn on us.’164

Among those who fled was Mbarek al-Futmani, a merchant and religious sheikh who 
had played a prominent role in Bani Walid’s PSL, but whose brother and son were killed 
on 28 May. Futmani became Bani Walid’s NTC representative, and together with other 
escapees formed the Martyrs of 28 May Battalion, as well as a local and military council, 
while preparing for the military capture of the town. Mohamed Bashir Tuti, one of three 
leaders of the 1993 coup plot to have escaped abroad, linked up with the group and 
became another leading figure. When Tripoli fell, dozens of men from Bani Walid who 
had been imprisoned in the capital were freed, and many joined the 28 May Battalion.165

In late August, remnants of Qadhafi’s forces retreated to Bani Walid, turning it into 
the regime’s last stronghold along with Sirte. The town’s revolutionaries claimed that 
regime forces had taken Bani Walid hostage. In fact, the revolutionaries lacked support 
in the town, and Warfalla were a minor component of the revolutionary forces massing 
around Bani Walid. Inside the beleaguered town, many viewed the prospect of outside 
forces entering with apprehension. Fighters from Bani Walid returning from Qadhafi’s 
defeated army with their weapons and cars, and people implicated in the regime’s 
crimes in Bani Walid, had an obvious interest in preventing the entry of revolutionary 
forces.166 But opposition went far beyond these groups; by this time, revolutionary 
discourse often collectively stigmatized the Warfalla as loyalists, provoking defiance in 
Bani Walid. In negotiations with tribal elders over the town’s surrender, Futmani and 
Tuti demanded that the Local and Military Councils take control. But the takeover of a 
body formed outside the town by a small minority that harboured a deep-seated desire 
for revenge was not a proposition that could find acceptance in Bani Walid. Dozens of 
young men who had not previously joined Qadhafi’s forces took up weapons to resist 
the revolutionary armed groups, which eventually captured the town after several 
weeks of fighting in September and October 2011.167
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In Bani Walid, the violent takeover was widely perceived as a humiliation, and 
shaped majority opinion towards the revolution as synonymous with Bani Walid’s 
defeat and marginalization. Revolutionary battalions from Tripoli, Zawiya and 
elsewhere had engaged in rampant looting during their capture of Bani Walid, and the 
28 May Battalion began arresting suspects in regime crimes. In Tripoli, revolutionary 
battalions from Misrata and the capital itself were searching for alleged accomplices in 
the regime’s counter-insurgency and repression, and were seizing dozens of Warfalla. 
Bani Walid had lost much of its political elite, as its top regime figures had been killed, 
or imprisoned, or had fled abroad.

Given their numerical weakness and lack of acceptance in Bani Walid, the 
revolutionaries soon felt compelled to call in external support. When they did, in late 
November, former fighters in Qadhafi’s forces and other armed locals attacked the 
armed group that had come in support of the 28 May Battalion from Tripoli’s Suq 
al-Jum’a area, killing thirteen of them and taking several prisoners. Armed groups 
from Suq al-Jum’a retaliated by randomly kidnapping Warfalla in Tripoli, and Futmani 
accused a rival armed group from Bani Walid led by Salem al-Waer, another one of 
the 1993 coup plotters who had recently returned from exile, of being behind the 
fighting. Waer was forming his group in Tripoli, calling it the Warfalla 1993 Battalion 
in reference to the coup plot. He accepted the revolutionary order, but also reached 
out to Bani Walid elders who were opposed to the revolutionaries then trying to 
dominate the town.168 As a result, the 28 May Battalion became even more isolated. 
In January 2012, after yet another arrest, armed locals attacked the 28 May Battalion’s 
base and forcibly ejected the battalion as well as the local and military council from the 
town.169 The Libyan media – and many international outlets – uncritically espoused the 
revolutionaries’ version that regime loyalists had ousted government forces and raised 
Qadhafi’s green flag, further adding to the stigma attached to the community.170

In place of the NTC-accredited Local Council, Bani Walid tribal figures formed 
the Social Council of Warfalla Tribes, which neither in its name nor in its insignia 
made any nod to the new order. Rather than using the monarchy-era tricolour that was 
Libya’s new official standard and was adopted by all newly formed councils and armed 
groups, the Social Council’s logo was a pale green. As the PSL, the Social Council’s 
membership structure was based on the Warfalla’s five sections.171 In fact, many 
Social Council members had previously been in the PSL. Its chairman, Mohamed 
al-Barghuthi, a prominent religious sheikh, had been key in mobilizing support for the 
regime during the war, and had acted as the deputy chairman of Qadhafi’s Conference 
of Libyan Tribes in May 2011.

But the council could not be reduced to supporters of the former regime. Barghuthi’s 
deputy Salem al-Ahmar had been imprisoned for five years in the post-1993 wave 
of repression, and had initially sympathized with the revolutionaries.172 Waer, who 
gained the Council’s backing to establish his Warfalla 1993 Battalion in Bani Walid, 
had been among the coup plotters of 1993, and had only just returned from exile. By 
contrast, the head of the Local Council and the 28 May Battalion, Mbarek al-Futmani, 
had been head of a section in the Bani Walid PSL – ‘and then he suddenly turns into 
a revolutionary and calls us azlam [regime stooges]. Well, what is he?’ as one local 
expressed a widely shared sentiment.173
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What united supporters of the Social Council was their rejection of the new order, 
in which Bani Walid was collectively stigmatized, politically marginalized and had 
been militarily humiliated by armed groups from other cities, while dozens of its 
sons languished in the prisons of these same groups. The council reached out to other 
ostracized constituencies, holding two Conferences of Libyan Tribes in May and June 
2012 to denounce their political exclusion, the arbitrary reign of armed groups, and the 
forced displacement of several communities. In these meetings, Libya’s new tricolour 
flag was nowhere to be seen.

At this point, support for the Social Council’s position was considerable in Bani Walid, 
but by no means unanimous. To foment discontent over the council’s confrontational 
approach to the new authorities, the Local Council withheld the resources it received 
from the Tripoli government, such as medical supplies, after council members were 
thrown out of Bani Walid and unable to return. And, indeed, a considerable fraction 
of Bani Walid’s professional and social elite advocated a middle course between the 
revolutionary hard-liners of the 28 May Battalion, and the isolationists of the Social 
Council. It was not least lobbying from this current that pushed the Social Council 
to allow preparations for the July 2012 GNC elections to proceed in Bani Walid. The 
electoral result then offered proof of the Social Council’s influence: the two winning 
candidates had been agreed upon within the Council, and voting recommendations 
handed down to families within each tribe.174 One of Bani Walid’s two elected GNC 
members was Salem al-Ahmar, the council’s deputy chairman.

Then, the crisis between the Social Council and the revolutionary camp came to 
a head. In Bani Walid, former fighters in Qadhafi’s forces had linked up with other 
armed locals in a number of small, informal armed groups to police and defend the 
town’s territory. Waer’s 1993 battalion was only one among several armed formations. 
In July, such groups seized five Misratans on roads near Bani Walid. While the Social 
Council sought to swap the hostages against Bani Walid prisoners held in Misrata, it 
was not in control of the armed groups that held them.175 One of the five hostages, 
Omran Shaaban, had been among Qadhafi’s captors in Sirte. He was injured during 
his capture by Bani Walid fighters and died of his wounds shortly after being released 
in late September.

In the GNC, the revolutionary camp mobilized to authorize military action against 
Bani Walid, ostensibly to arrest the suspects in his abduction and injury, as well as 
other suspects allegedly hiding in Bani Walid. Armed groups from Misrata, Zawiya, 
Gharyan and other towns massed around Bani Walid, joined by parts of the 28 May 
Battalion, and began attacking before the deadline set in the GNC decision expired. 
After major shelling, they captured Bani Walid yet again, driving out the bulk of the 
civilian population, then engaging in looting and hoisting the picture of Ramadhan 
al-Sweihli, a Misratan chieftain who had been killed in Bani Walid during a conflict with 
Warfalla leader Abdelnabi Belkheir in 1920. The historical symbolism was all the more 
offensive as a scion of the Sweihli family, Abderrahman, had led political mobilization 
for the Bani Walid operation in Misrata and the GNC. Dozens of men from Bani Walid 
were arrested, among them Barghuthi. Many Social Council members fled.

Resistance and renewed humiliation united Bani Walid. To defend their town, 
former revolutionaries joined with former fighters in Qadhafi’s forces; teenagers who 
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had not fought before took up weapons, as did old men. Having suffered such deep 
divides for the past two decades, Bani Walid became very nearly united in enmity 
towards its oppressors. But this unity required the exclusion of a minority. For several 
hundred families associated with those who supported the second military capture of 
Bani Walid, this would mean exile in Tripoli.

*

Clearly, there was no ‘Warfalla position’ during the 2011 war, despite the propaganda 
from revolutionaries and the regime alike. To the extent that Bani Walid had a position, 
it was produced by the conflict, not constitutive of it. There was no collective decision-
making at the beginning of the conflict; rather, the regime’s recruitment of volunteers 
and the death of several at the hands of Western airstrikes during the first weeks set the 
path that eventually led to Bani Walid’s emergence as a loyalist stronghold. Who knows 
what direction events in the town might have taken, had the jahfal responded to the 
first protests with deadly force?

Of course, there were also structural reasons why Bani Walid was likely to tilt 
towards the regime in the conflict. The town’s population depended on public sector 
employment to a much greater extent than a commercial centre such as Misrata. The 
clientelist networks spreading out from Tripoli had penetrated the community deeply. 
At the apex of these networks were two ministers who hailed from Bani Walid. Ma’tuq 
Mohamed Ma’tuq, who since the late 1980s had held various positions as minister for 
labour, education and infrastructure, had promoted students from Bani Walid in the 
award of scholarships to study abroad, which explained not least the preponderance 
of Warfalla in the diplomatic service by the time of the revolution. Omran Bukra’a had 
headed the electricity utility as well as its line ministry, and had placed graduates from 
Bani Walid’s Electrotechnical Academy in these bodies and their foreign contractors.176 
Then, there were the army and the security services, which had extensively recruited in 
Bani Walid until 1993. The networks that linked regime figures to Bani Walid families 
had much to lose from the political upheaval. Equally significant was the fact that Bani 
Walid had no businessmen of note who could finance the revolutionary effort with 
their private means. Bani Walid’s dependence on the state, however, did not endow 
it with a corporate interest that made the town choose sides in 2011. Following the 
repression of the 1990s, the clientelist networks covered a deeply divided community.

In the end, what really united Bani Walid, or at least a majority there, was its 
collective stigmatization and victimization by the victors. Defiance in the face of defeat 
and humiliation explains the paradoxical attachment of many in the town to a regime 
that had inflicted deep wounds on the community through its sadistic methods of 
repression. (This defiance, and the denial of local responsibility in the course of events, 
also made it extremely difficult for me to uncover the facts of 2011, particularly as they 
pertained to the engagement of the town’s notables and young men in the regime’s war 
effort.)

It was not because but in spite of the Social Council’s leadership that the community 
closed ranks. In the words of one local observer, in addition to being internally 
divided, the Council was ‘permeated by the feeling of defeat’.177 Many members of 
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the Council had emerged as tribal politicians during the sordid clampdown of the 
1990s, when the coup plotters’ families were collectively punished and humiliated by 
their own neighbours and tribesmen. As a local notable recalled, the regime had set 
to work slowly following the 1993 plot, watching parts of the community rise up, then 
empowering others to crush them:

People couldn’t believe that this was possible, especially in such strong a tribal 
society as Bani Walid. But the regime triumphed. It picked those who excelled in 
carrying out its orders against their own people, and promoted them.178

Those Social Council members who were in the PSL at the time had been petty 
accomplices or bystanders in these acts; their ringleaders fled abroad or were captured 
during the revolution, leaving behind a decapitated community riven by past injuries. 
Significantly, however, the divides of 2012 were not those of 1999. As the examples of 
Salem al-Ahmar, Salem al-Waer and Mbarek al-Futmani show, some victims found 
themselves siding with those who had been silent over their persecution, while on the 
other side of the rift, some perpetrators joined their former victims.

Like those of 1993–99, the rifts of 2011–12 could not be explained in terms of Bani 
Walid’s tribal structure. Historically, political competition in Bani Walid had frequently 
played out between the five sections of the Warfalla, with politicians mobilizing support 
by promising benefits to tribes in their respective section, or to allies who vowed to 
deliver their own section. A typical pattern had been that of three sections uniting to 
outbid two others, but at times, sections had also split during the bargaining process. 
Competition on the basis of sections had defined the parliamentary elections of the 
monarchy – in 1952, armed members of three sections had attacked local government 
buildings after their candidate lost against that of the two other sections. During the 
Qadhafi era, representatives of the sections vied for influence within the five-member 
popular committees, each of which, under an unwritten rule, included one member 
for each section.179 These rivalries underlined the role of the tribe as a political arena. 
Some even argued that the tribes did not really exist, except as a sentiment political 
entrepreneurs instrumentalized when competing for office and contracts.180

The coup plotters of 1993, however, came from all sections, and in all but one section 
were officers executed and their houses razed. The victims of 28 May were also spread 
across the five sections. The rifts of 2011 went through tribes and extended families. As one 
sympathizer of the revolutionaries said, ‘I still don’t know how my cousin and close friend, 
who I used to sit and joke with, suddenly became my enemy.’181 Several local politicians 
ended up longing for the return of tribal politics along sectional lines to overcome the 
divide that had forced the exile of the minority of revolutionary hard-liners.182

Bani Walid’s position in the conflict, just as the rifts that cut through the town, 
was less the reflection of political structures than the outcome of processes driven by 
violence, through which old divisions were overcome, and new ones produced. Some 
of the events that shaped these processes were heavily influenced by chance: who killed 
or chose not to; who was killed or escaped. Once the path had been set, Bani Walid 
eventually became the counter-revolutionary stronghold others made it to be, despite 
all the divisions that ran through it.
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Tobruk: Revolution at the margins
On 17 February, under the impact of the previous day’s events in Benghazi and 
al-Bayda, a few dozen young men came out to protest in Tobruk. Representatives of 
the city’s PSL, including its head at the time, Omar Rashwan, met with the protesters 
at the house of a local notable, and asked them to go home – in vain. Later that night, 
armed regime supporters confronted the protesters and staged a large, televised 
demonstration in the town’s main square. Clashes ensued, and internal security 
arrested several protesters. The next day, Tobruk’s PSL met to declare its loyalty to the 
regime and denounce foreign attempts to destabilize Libya.183 But the tribal figures 
were rapidly overtaken by events. A few hours later, larger numbers of demonstrators 
assembled on the main square, some of them armed with hunting rifles. Two protesters 
and a policeman were killed in altercations as the protesters torched the seat of the 
Revolutionary Committees and occupied the police station and criminal investigations 
department, seizing small amounts of weapons.184 Contrary to events in Benghazi, 
al-Bayda and Darna, regime forces in Tobruk undertook no serious efforts to suppress 
the unrest. Further attempts by PSL representatives to reason with the protesters also 
failed. Over the following days, the protesters swelled to several hundred people who 
kept Tobruk’s main square permanently occupied.

Meanwhile, military officers in Tobruk assessed the difficult choices before them. The 
commander of Tobruk military region was Gen. Suleiman Mahmoud, a long-standing 
companion of Qadhafi who had recently fallen out with him. Mahmoud, a member 
of the local Obeidat tribe, ordered the Tobruk-based Omar al-Mukhtar Brigade not 
to shoot at the protesters, arguing that the brigade was largely composed of locals and 
many of its members might sympathize with the protesters, whereas killings would 
provoke feuds that could draw in the brigade. An officer in the brigade later argued 
that a shooting order would have provoked defections: ‘Qadhafi thought that he had 
formed this brigade from local tribes that were loyal to him, but it turned out they were 
more loyal to their tribesmen.’185 Nevertheless, the brigade’s commander and several 
of its senior officers remained staunchly loyal to the regime throughout the first week.

On 18 February, Tripoli notified Tobruk commanders that troops would be 
airlifted to the city to restore order. Mahmoud agreed with the commander of the 
local air base, Saqr al-Jarushi, on feigning a fault in the runway lighting. Both officers 
thereby treaded a thin line between executing orders and defecting. According to 
Mahmoud, the same day, Qadhafi’s secretary instructed him and two other Obeidat 
officers – among them Abdelfattah Younes, the interior minister who was in Benghazi 
at the time – to lead an offensive of Obeidat forces against neighbouring Darna. By 
this time, Darna had already escaped regime control. It had not only long been a 
stronghold of jihadi underground networks, but also differed in its social makeup 
from surrounding areas, in that the majority of its population traced its origins to 
families that had come from western Libya several hundred years ago. Mahmoud 
recalls that he discussed the matter with several Obeidat elders from Tobruk and 
al-Qubba, all of whom rejected the regime’s plans, pointing to the Obeidat’s extensive 
social relations and intermarriage with Darna families. He then informed Younes of 
their collective refusal.186
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In sabotaging the regime’s efforts to put down the uprising, Mahmoud had the 
backing of several local officers. On the evening of 20 February, as the battle over the 
base of the Fadhil Bu Omar Brigade was raging in Benghazi, Mahmoud announced 
his defection to the rebels in Tobruk’s principal mosque, amid a crowd that included 
several tribal leaders and army officers.187 At this point, the commander of Tobruk’s 
security brigade as well as several of its officers remained loyal; the commander of 
the air base continued to cooperate with Tripoli’s orders; and a number of tribal 
figures were continuing to rally support for the regime. Jarushi thwarted an attempt by 
protesters to seize the air base, and only under heavy pressure from rebelling officers 
prevented reinforcements from landing in Tobruk. But given the inexorable drift 
towards revolution in Cyrenaica with the fall of the Fadhil Bu Omar base in Benghazi 
and Abdelfattah Younes’ defection on 22 February, Tobruk’s remaining loyalists soon 
lost hope. Faced with the choice of defecting or handing over the air base to an officer 
who had defected, Jarushi chose the latter. The commander of the Omar al-Mukhtar 
Brigade fled to Tripoli on 23 February along with the brigade’s Qadhadhfa officers, 
taking with them whatever weapons they could load on their vehicles, after blowing up 
the brigade’s ammunition storage.188

Thereafter, the situation in Tobruk stabilized, and the social order remained 
largely untouched. Over the next two weeks, local revolutionaries formed committees 
to run the city’s affairs and control the border crossing with Egypt – with officers 
such as Mahmoud playing a leading role. ‘The first thing we did was to secure the 
civil registry office, to make sure it wouldn’t be attacked and citizenship documents 
destroyed,’ one local professional who participated in these efforts recalled.189 This 
was seen as critical because around a third of Tobruk’s population of 180,000 were 
Egyptian citizens – most of them members of the Awlad Ali tribe – who during 
the 1970s and 1980s had obtained the second-rate ‘Arab citizenship’ granted by 
Qadhafi to supposed ‘returnees from exile’.190 Locals derogatively called them ‘Sad 
Shin’, an abbreviation for ‘eastern Sahara’, the category employed by the Qadhafi 
regime to extend ‘Arab citizenship’ to them. Having originally been summoned by 
Qadhafi in the 1970s to fill the ranks of a ‘Desert Brigade’ with poor recruits who 
could be easily exploited, these groups had a comparatively low social status. They 
also formed the bulk of the Omar al-Mukhtar Brigade’s rank and file.191 Tobruk’s 
revolutionaries, then, made sure that social hierarchies were not challenged by 
political turmoil.

More generally, Tobruk was shielded from revolutionary upheaval. From 23 
February onwards, the city’s geographical isolation at the Egyptian border, surrounded 
by the sea and vast expanses of desert, and the fact that its air base was under rebel 
control, meant that the city faced no serious threat from loyalist forces anymore, 
short of a major ground offensive by the regime from western Libya. While Qadhafi’s 
counteroffensive eastwards in mid-March sent jitters through Cyrenaica, the threat 
vanished after the onset of foreign airstrikes on 19 March. In Benghazi, al-Bayda and 
Darna, hundreds had been killed in clashes with regime forces, and the rebels had 
seized control over substantial arsenals. In Tobruk, however, the revolution had only 
claimed two victims, and senior officers had shaped events and retained control of 
military infrastructure. Moreover, contrary to Benghazi and Darna, Tobruk had no 
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dark history of regime repression that would have created a hard core of fervent and 
vengeful revolutionaries.

Tobruk rapidly fell back into its backwater status. Its involvement in – and 
transformation through – the revolution was limited. Out of 270 military officers from 
Tobruk, only four went to fight Qadhafi’s forces at the front.192 Several dozen young 
men from Tobruk entered the revolutionary struggle, but most of them joined groups 
from Darna, al-Bayda and Benghazi to do so. As a result, no powerful local armed 
groups emerged after these fighters returned. Many joined a border guard unit that 
was created as part of the Omar al-Mukhtar Brigade.193 State security institutions in the 
city lost much of their power, since they were no longer backed up by central authority. 
Drawing on their clientelist networks, tribal politicians regained control over the 
management of local affairs, reaffirming the principle of seniority, and shutting out 
women and youth from decision-making.194

*

Tobruk did not emerge from the revolution as a power centre. The revolution did not 
unite its population, nor create new divides, or overturn the established local order. 
Contrary to towns in the Nafusa Mountains, Misrata or Bani Walid, the events of 
the war shaped no new local identity in Tobruk. The characteristic localism of Libya’s 
post-revolutionary forces was conspicuously absent in Tobruk.

The reason for the divergent pathways between western Libyan towns and Tobruk is 
obvious. In western Libya, communities divided into loyalist towns and revolutionary 
centres within the first two weeks of the uprising, and the regime re-established control 
over key cities within the first week of March. Eastern Libya wholly escaped regime 
control by the end of the uprising’s first week, and regime forces failed to regain control. 
As a result, rebels in the east were under no pressure to defend their cities, and did not 
form tight-knit armed groups for this purpose. The armed groups that emerged often 
included members from various eastern cities, and tensions would soon arise between 
different armed groups within cities. Developments in Tobruk broadly followed the 
trend across Cyrenaica, with the differences that little bloodshed had happened in 
Tobruk, and that the city was geographically isolated from the rest of the region, and, 
particularly, far from the front line.

Why did the entire east fall to the rebels so quickly? Why were Qadhafi’s attempts 
to exploit inter-communal rifts unsuccessful there? The explanation most commonly 
put forward points to the region’s alleged marginalization. Yet, as discussed earlier, 
marginalization does not provide an adequate guide to the divides on 2011; the east 
was no more marginalized than most provincial towns in western Libya, and there 
were numerous senior regime officials from the east who had little interest in a popular 
revolution.

Another explanation centres on the role of the region’s tribes, and their relations 
among each other. Both Libyan and foreign analysts have portrayed the defections 
of senior officers and politicians in the east as reflecting their tribes’ decision to turn 
against Qadhafi.195 From this perspective, the division into loyalist and revolutionary 
strongholds was avoided in the east because the region boasted a strong regional 
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identity, rooted in the myth of common ancestry shared by Cyrenaica’s ‘free’ tribes, as 
well as in the unifying function of the Sanussiya Brotherhood during the late Ottoman 
era and the anti-colonial struggle.196

Yet, a closer analysis reveals problems with this interpretation. As in other eastern 
cities, the uprising in Tobruk was not led by tribal figures. Rather, these figures were 
blindsided by the spontaneous protests of young men, which forced them to position 
themselves after considerable hesitation. Suleiman Mahmoud’s account shows that his 
defection did not follow a decision by ‘the tribe’; instead, Mahmoud consulted with five 
tribal notables in three separate conversations, and avoided informing one of them – 
al-Tayyeb al-Sharif – of his discussion with three of the others, due to the bad relations 
between them.197

This was hardly collective decision-making. Indeed, personal quarrels forestalled 
any collective action by Tobruk’s Obeidat during the revolution. Faraj Yasin al-Mabri, 
the Obeidat notable who was chosen to sit on the NTC by its chairman Mustafa 
Abdeljalil, was on notoriously bad terms with two of his tribesmen whom Mahmoud 
had consulted: al-Tayyeb al-Sharif, and Faraj’s cousin Mansur al-Salihin al-Mabri. 
Asked to designate a second NTC member for Tobruk, Faraj Yasin then chose Othman 
al-Mgairhi, ostensibly because his family had roots in western Libya, and therefore his 
choice would not fuel rivalries between the city’s other two main tribes, the Mniffa and 
Qutaan.198 Tobruk’s tribes did not appear as actors during the revolution, but individual 
notables with their respective networks did.

Historically, it is certainly true that Cyrenaica had developed a regional identity 
of a kind that existed neither in Tripolitania nor in Fezzan. Though by no means 
devoid of internal conflicts, Cyrenaica experienced nothing comparable to the 
struggle of tribal alliances and the colonial strategy of divide-and-rule in the other 
two provinces during the early twentieth century. While coordinated by Ottoman 
officers and the Sanussiya, anti-colonial fighters during the Ottoman – Italian 
War and the First World War were organized along tribal lines – but contrary to 
developments in Tripolitania, the eastern tribes did not turn on each other, despite 
the Italians’ best efforts.199 However, the lasting impact of the Sanussiya and the 
sway of the myth of common origin should not be exaggerated. As Italian settlers 
withdrew from Cyrenaica’s Green Mountains, protracted conflicts raged between 
tribes over ownership of land.200

Moreover, the myth of common origin did not extend to the families of western 
Libyan provenance who formed the bulk of the population of Benghazi and Darna.201 
This genealogical distinction had long been politically relevant: in 1949–51, tribal 
leaders had supported Cyrenaican independence or a loose federal system under King 
Idris, while in Darna and Benghazi, a nascent nationalist movement had advocated 
a strong central government, or even a republic.202 During the Qadhafi era, political 
figures in the east played on the subjacent divide between ‘indigenous’ eastern tribes 
and the groups of western Libyan origin. As Qadhafi’s attempt to mobilize Obeidat 
officers for an offensive against Darna shows, the regime intended to exploit such 
rifts for its counter-insurgency. In Benghazi and Darna, many leading figures in 
the uprising’s first weeks were urban intellectuals and professionals to whom tribal 
affiliation meant little, or who hailed from families whose origins lay in western Libya.
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In sum, the hypothesis that events in Cyrenaica were driven by the collective 
defection of eastern tribes does not stand closer examination. The question, rather, 
appears to be why the regime’s attempts at mobilizing certain tribal constituencies 
against other groups failed in the east, while they succeeded in the west. The most 
plausible answer to this question is not differences in structural conditions such as 
marginalization or inter-communal rifts, but the dynamics of protests, repression and 
defection themselves.

In the east, the regime’s botched attempts to suppress the protests caused dozens of 
casualties in Benghazi, al-Bayda and Darna as early as 17 February, provoking a much 
earlier and steeper escalation than in the west. The key military assets in the east had 
fallen to the rebels before the regime could recover from its surprise: the Jareh Brigade 
in al-Bayda on 19 February, the Benghazi-based Fadhil Bu Omar Brigade the following 
day, and al-Bayda’s airport on 21 February. Insubordination by a few officers blocked 
the arrival of reinforcements via Tobruk’s air base. With the seizure of these four 
locations before the regime could react, the balance of power in the east rapidly tilted 
towards the rebels, which, in turn, provoked further defections (most importantly that 
of Abdelfattah Younes on 22 February) or the hurried departure of loyalists (such as 
that of several officers in Tobruk’s Omar al-Mukhtar Brigade on 23 February). In the 
west, the military infrastructure was much denser, and the delay of several days in 
the escalation of protests enabled a more coordinated response that was either more 
measured – such as in Misrata and Bani Walid – or more decisively crushing, such as 
in Tripoli.

Suleiman Mahmoud’s actions in the uprising’s first four days appear crucial in this 
respect. Had Mahmoud not fallen out with Qadhafi a few years earlier, it is far from 
certain that he would have sabotaged the arrival of reinforcements, and refused to 
participate in an offensive against Darna. Though this counterfactual argument cannot 
be substantiated further, it suggests that in the first days of the uprising, collective 
indecision allowed individual whims to play a significant or even decisive role in 
spreading the rebellion across Cyrenaica.

Conclusion: Violence and the formation 
of new political communities

Contrary to what rebels and the regime claimed in February 2011, Libyan communities 
were united neither in support for the revolution, nor in loyalty to Qadhafi. Local 
unity only came about through collective defence, and through its enforcement by 
the political and military leadership in each community, for whom the suppression 
of dissenting voices was essential for survival. For communities to achieve a 
semblance of unity, some groups had to be physically excluded: such as members 
of the Maadan tribe in Misrata, or Bani Walid’s revolutionaries. But perceptions of 
united communities turned out to be a self-fulfilling prophecy: regime forces regarded 
anyone hailing from rebellious towns with suspicion, meaning that their residents 
were safer in revolutionary strongholds, supporting the rebellion. Members of alleged 
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loyalist communities feared collective retaliation, which strengthened their support 
for the regime. With the advance of revolutionary forces, they were exposed to the 
threat of looting, displacement or imprisonment merely due to their tribal identity, 
which further entrenched counter-revolutionary sentiment in these communities. The 
experience and the threat of violence transformed communities. A city such as Tobruk 
was largely shielded from the conflict, and its social structure consequently remained 
largely unchanged from the Qadhafi era.

The rapidity with which the uprising spread, and the fact that it took the form of 
open revolt by rebels claiming to represent their community, owed much to antecedent 
factors. The track record of the Qadhafi regime in exploiting communal divides, 
and holding communities collectively responsible for subversive acts by individual 
members, made it highly likely that repression would take the form of collective 
punishment. A revolutionary situation was therefore likely to initiate mechanisms 
of solidarity. The regime’s establishment of security brigades on a tribal basis and its 
neglect of the army, which pushed officers to retire or demand their transfer to their 
hometowns, facilitated coordination among civilian and military members of the same 
communities during the first days of the uprising.

Underlying such coordination were the dense social ties that characterized these 
communities: relations of trust and solidarity in tight-knit, overlapping networks of 
friendship, kinship and neighbourhood. These ties certainly aided the rapid defection 
of officers in communities whose young men were rising up, and the formation of 
small groups to defend particular neighbourhoods. By the same token, they helped 
deter defections and protests in towns where the regime recruited volunteers for its 
counter-insurgency.

But such structural and antecedent factors determined neither the side a community 
ended up on in the civil war, nor whether the divides of the war would emerge between 
neighbouring communities – as in Tripolitania – or between an entire region and 
central authority, as in the east. Localism in western Libya, and its weakness in Tobruk, 
was a contingent outcome of conflict dynamics that underlines the transformative 
power of violence in the first weeks of the uprising. Nor did communities engage in 
bargaining over their position towards the conflict. The alignment of communities 
with either side was not the outcome of collective decision-making; the capacity for 
such decision-making only emerged with the new leadership and solidarities that 
formed in the very act of rebellion. Communities did not enter the revolution as actors; 
they became actors through the conflict.

Whether some communities were more cohesive than others prior to the conflict 
mattered less than the ways in which the eruption of the conflict transformed them. 
The towns of the Nafusa Mountains, for example, had a history and identity as 
communities, whereas a large, diverse city such as Misrata did not. But through its 
collective struggle against a regime that treated any Misratan as a rebel – and through 
the exclusion of groups that revolutionary leaders regarded with suspicion – Misrata 
became a cohesive community. The Libyan civil war, then, created new political 
communities, and community leaders, even where such communities had initially 
been an illusion exploited by the opposing sides.
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Contingent events in the first few days of the uprising disrupted predetermined 
patterns. In the unprecedented situation of 17 to 22 February, with high uncertainty 
over whether Qadhafi would last much longer, collective indecision accorded a 
disproportionate weight to individual whims and small, spontaneous acts. Among the 
most significant of these were the decision of a handful of individuals in Zintan to 
start a protest and the decision of a respected Zintani religious sheikh to join them, 
as well as the insubordination of Suleiman Mahmoud in Tobruk. Without the former, 
the regime might have retained control over western Libya; without the latter, eastern 
Libya could have witnessed a conflict along inter-communal lines.

The spontaneous protests and individual acts of the first days then set in 
motion mechanisms of diffusion. For rebels and defectors of the first hour, as well 
as the perpetrators of regime crimes, there could be no turning back, pushing 
them to mobilize support on the basis of solidary ties. Repression by regime forces 
triggered anger spirals, as the recurrent catalysing effect of funerals of victims shows. 
Communities quickly began to expect collective reprisals for the actions of a minority, 
accelerating the drive to seize weapons. Parallel processes in various locales mutually 
reinforced each other: the uprisings in the Nafusa Mountains and Misrata likely would 
not have gone as far, had they not been accompanied by the simultaneous rebellion in 
the east – and vice versa. The spate of defections of Libyan diplomats, the rumours and 
disinformation spread via satellite television – all of these events played a role in the 
chain reactions unfolding at the local level.

The processes that set a community on the path towards rebellion or loyalism 
played out over a very short period of time. In many cases, the point of no return was 
reached within three or four days of the first protests. But in that short time span, local 
actors who were under pressure to position themselves engaged in an intense search 
for cues. Calculations about the viability of open rebellion were visibly influenced by 
a factor that was endogenous to the developing situation: the geography of territorial 
control, as it stood around 21 to 25 February. The loss of regime control over key 
military facilities across the east; Misrata’s access to a port; and the defensibility of 
Nafusa Mountains towns all featured heavily in the considerations of local actors. The 
geographic factor was contingent both in that individual agency played an important 
role in the distribution of local revolts in the first week, and in that defensibility was 
causally unrelated to group social structure and the history of group relations. But the 
geography of territorial control at a critical point in time clearly contributed to the 
lock-in of patterns of rebellion and loyalism as they had emerged by late February.

Because the moment of collective indecision was crucial in shaping subsequent 
developments, timing also influenced whether the processes that led to communities 
rising up and closing ranks could develop a momentum of their own. Rebellion 
was generally successful where it erupted early, taking the regime by surprise and 
provoking uncoordinated or counterproductive responses – such as in the east and 
the Nafusa Mountains. In towns that rose up early, protests and defections could 
gather a critical mass before the regime’s machinery spun fully into action, and while 
it appeared as if Qadhafi could fall within days. Qadhafi’s blood-curdling speech of 22 
February strengthened convictions in rebellious towns that there could be no turning 
back, while sowing terror in towns that remained under regime control. In Bani Walid, 
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protests were too hesitant and came too late to cascade further, with the tragic attempt 
of 28 May ending in a bloodbath. Foreign military intervention became likely only in 
mid-March, and therefore had no impact on the calculations of actors in the crucial 
first three weeks of the uprising.

The collapse of central authority with the fall of the regime locked in the localism 
that had developed during the brief civil war. Re-establishing central authority would 
prove difficult in such a fragmented landscape. But localism was also the outcome 
of deep and lasting transformations of the local social fabric. Hundreds of families 
had to flee Bani Walid because one or two of their members had supported the 
revolutionaries, and the rift through the town spread distrust among many of those 
who stayed. In Misrata, the arbitrary lines of territorial control dictated whether an 
entire tribal constituency would be expelled for being considered loyalist. Pre-existing 
ties among those defending their city together were significantly reinforced. The next 
chapter shows just how lasting the impact of the social transformations wrought by the 
2011 war would be.
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Social embeddedness and 
violent conflict (2012–15)

The actors in Libya’s post-revolutionary conflicts are often collectively labelled as ‘the 
militias’. For some, this category includes the forces under the control of Khalifa Haftar, 
while those who see Haftar’s forces as Libya’s army apply the term to all other armed 
groups. In its contemporary usage in Libya, as well as in many other contexts – such 
as that of the Lebanese civil war – ‘militia’ has overwhelmingly negative connotations, 
evoking unruly, ruthless, predatory armed groups. Reflecting a widespread view 
among Libyans and foreign observers, well-respected international media outlets have 
described militias as the forces ‘who are really calling the shots’1 and are ‘holding Libya 
hostage’.2 Pessimistic or even cynical views of Libyan armed groups as opportunistic 
and greedy have also shaped foreign policies towards the Libyan crisis since 2014. In 
countless discussions I had with Western diplomats and security policymakers, my 
interlocutors left no doubt that they saw ‘the militias’ as chiefly concerned with their 
revenue sources, be they state salaries or various kinds of criminal activity, as well as 
their own protection against future prosecution.

To be sure, many actors in Libya’s military landscape do, indeed, come close to 
the stereotype of unscrupulous, self-interested armed groups conveyed by the term 
‘militias’, as it is commonly used in Libya. But a blanket usage of the term for all actors 
in Libya’s conflicts obscures important differences between them. Forces that are 
deeply socially embedded in communities, and in some cases almost indistinguishable 
from them, have been a central feature of Libya’s conflicts. While they have at times 
deployed brutal violence against other communities, such forces have been subject to 
social control, rather than purely driven by the opportunistic gambles of politicians. 
Amid state collapse, such forces have also maintained stability within communities 
without forming predatory or repressive power structures.

Analysing such socially embedded forces and the conditions under which they 
emerge is not only crucial for understanding processes of fragmentation in post-
revolutionary Libya. It also requires tackling a key weakness in much of the literature 
on civil wars, namely, an almost exclusive focus on armed groups as the central unit 
of analysis. The comparative analysis presented in this chapter shows how social 
transformation driven by conflict shaped the organization of violence at the local 
level.
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Resocializing armed groups

Over the past two decades, armed groups or their leaders have been the dominant 
units of analysis in research on civil wars. This was not always the case. Not so long 
ago, analysts focused on social forces and collective interests as the drivers behind 
rebellions, revolutions, ‘peasant wars’ and ‘ethnic conflicts’.3 The shift towards armed 
groups during the 1990s went along with a tendency to view actors in contemporary 
civil wars as motivated by individual self-interest. Rebels, or warlords, were seen as 
driven by greed and a hunger for power.4 The methodological individualism and 
normative bias implicit in such assumptions linger on in part of the literature. The 
most influential recent effort to transcend unitary actor models of rebel behaviour has 
been the literature on the organizational logics and constraints of armed groups.5 But 
as the bulk of current research on civil wars, the ‘organizational turn’6 retains the focus 
on armed groups as the units of analysis.

There is reason to question the widespread assumption that armed groups or 
their leaders are the relevant analytical categories in all situations of violent conflict. 
From Afghanistan to Central Africa, civil wars frequently exhibit two seemingly 
contradictory phenomena, both of which should raise doubts over the utility of 
taking armed groups for granted as discrete actors. First, the membership of armed 
groups is often highly fluid, with fighters moving effortlessly between seemingly 
distinct organizations, or leaving to form offshoots. Second, it is frequently difficult to 
distinguish armed groups from their social environments; in many conflicts, analysts 
see direct links between particular armed factions and specific clans, tribes or other 
communities. The opportunism of actors in the first case appears to contradict their 
rigid ties to particular tribal or ethnic groups in the second. In both cases, however, the 
appearance of an armed group as a distinct organization carrying a particular name 
disguises the actual structures, which are far more diffuse.

To give but a few examples, during the Afghan struggle against the Soviets, many 
local commanders ‘tried of their own free will to avoid any professionalization or 
militarization that might threaten traditional society’s structure’.7 In many parts of 
the country, the fighting group was ‘the civil society, with the same leadership and 
no professionalization of fighters’.8 South Sudan’s Nuer self-defence militias have 
maintained substantial autonomy from external political actors and military forces; 
they are self-mobilizing, deeply rooted in their communities, and lack a military 
hierarchy.9 In northern Niger, the short-lived insurgency of 2007 was a ‘hop on-hop 
off rebellion’ launched by opportunistic professionals of violence, but driven by 
a rank and file of self-motivated youth seeking to assert their rights.10 In northern 
Mali, ephemeral alliances and fluid boundaries between armed groups are an 
‘inherent feature of Tuareg rebellions’, but so are the tribal divisions underlying these 
groups.11 In Chad, ex-fighters made use of kin-based and war-based networks while 
moving from one insurgency to another, crossing borders while doing so.12 Somalia 
and Darfur offer further examples for armed groups of rapidly changing form, but 
with deep roots in local social networks.13 In eastern Congo, certain Mayi-Mayi 
militias are deeply embedded in local communities, and social control puts a cap on 
abusive behaviour, while others have become predatory enterprises co-opted by local 
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politicians.14 In Colombia, local self-defence groups fought as liberal guerrillas in the 
civil war of the 1950s, then demobilized, only to re-emerge as communist guerrillas 
in the late 1960s.15

On one end of the spectrum, then, are violent self-help systems in which clans 
or tribes institutionalize collective responsibility, and ‘all adult males take part in 
organized violence and share the risks involved’.16 On the other end are armed groups 
that form haphazardly from disparate elements, only to dissolve again or mutate into 
something different before they can settle into a neatly identifiable organization.

But while the examples just cited may be extreme, they underline a broader problem 
with dominant approaches to violent actors. The social surroundings into which armed 
groups are embedded, sometimes to the point of being indistinguishable from it, barely 
feature in these approaches. Just as the sociologist Mark Granovetter assessed classical 
and neoclassical economists’ conceptions of economic action as under-socialized, 
and those of new institutional economists as over-socialized, the same can be said for 
much of the recent literature on armed groups. Game-theoretic approaches abstract 
away from the social relationships and structures in which members of armed groups 
are enmeshed, while organization-theoretic approaches overemphasize relations and 
structures among the groups’ members. What are largely missing are analyses of 
‘attempts at purposive action [that] are … embedded in concrete, ongoing systems of 
social relations’.17 Granovetter’s point is all the more relevant because trust is central in 
both economic behaviour and violent conflict.

Recent, groundbreaking work has enhanced our understanding of the role of  
pre-war social networks from which armed groups emerge for the command structure 
and cohesion of these groups.18 In addition to determining a group’s initial structure, 
strong pre-existing social ties – such as marriage or kinship – may also transform it, 
as group members activate such ties to deal with growing pressure on the organization 
from an adversary.19 Such work shows that what is commonly understood as an armed 
group can be viewed as a network of ties linking the members of a fighting group to 
political players, financial backers, friends, families and neighbours.

Previous contributions to the literature recognize the importance of social ties, but 
focus on the impact of pre-existing ties on organizations. They say little about how 
social bases and armed groups interact with, and transform, each other.20 Moreover, 
they invariably assume the existence of armed groups as organizations that are distinct 
from their social environments. They conceptualize ties with communities as relations 
between them and armed groups, implicitly supposing that the two are analytically 
separate. This may be in part because much of the work on armed groups has focused on 
insurgencies, in which armed groups have greater incentives to distinguish themselves 
by their demands, ideology and leadership, for purposes of mobilization, bargaining 
and foreign relations.21 But in fragmented landscapes, in which many violent actors 
classify neither as insurgents nor as state-sponsored militias, only some groups come 
to be moved by such incentives, while others remain locally embedded to an extent 
that makes it difficult to even speak of distinct groups. Such socially embedded forces 
never come out on top in prolonged civil wars; any successful, large armed group 
needs to centralize command and establish rules and hierarchies.22 But they are key to 
understanding fragmented civil wars and collapsed states.
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Rather than assuming armed groups to be analytically separate, I suggest that such 
groups are socially embedded or insulated from their surroundings to varying degrees. 
All action is socially embedded, but the extent to which formal organization trumps 
other social ties varies. In other words, whether internal organizational logics dominate 
the workings of an armed group, and therefore merit analytical focus, depends on that 
group’s ability or willingness to police its boundaries.

Social embeddedness versus formalization
Modern armies decouple civil and military society and reshape individual identities 
through boot camp and initiation rituals to build primary group cohesion.23 Robust 
internal controls enforce the boundaries between civil and military life. Strongly 
institutionalized armed groups mimic such mechanisms by indoctrinating members, 
ensuring compliance with internal rules through disciplinary force, and discouraging 
or regulating marriage, such as by demanding that group members’ families settle 
in military camps.24 As they expand, such groups can embark on a trajectory of 
formalization and bureaucratization that brings them even closer to the traits of 
formal armies.25 Less institutionalized groups rely more heavily on rites of passage, 
such as swearing on sacred texts or oath-taking.26 Some authors have associated 
gang rape and other atrocities with groups that forcibly recruit their members or 
face challenges in ensuring their loyalty, and make them commit crimes to deal 
with such challenges.27 In clandestine organizations, militants progressively reduce 
affective ties to the intense relations they have with comrades, closing channels of 
communication with outsiders. Such closed groups eventually become the sole point 
of reference for their members; ideological discourse becomes primarily for internal 
consumption.28

The less armed groups try to isolate their members and decision-making structures 
from their social environment, the more broadly and deeply embedded they are in 
a society, and the less they can be usefully understood as discrete groups. The more 
they seek to segregate their members from their former social surroundings and 
centralize decision-making, the more formalized they are as an organization, and the 
more insulated from the influence of social networks external to that organization. 
In other words, the behaviour of deeply embedded forces is shaped less by internal 
organizational logics than by the social ties of their members.

I conceptualize the social embeddedness of armed groups as a function of two 
parameters: first, permeability; that is, the openness or closeness of the group 
within a given community with regard to recruitment patterns and information 
outflows; second, the degree to which its command structures are centralized or 
decentralized.29 

Total social embeddedness would mean that a fighting group is identical with a 
local community. This is the case for tribal societies in which all males are potentially 
part of the fighting group and the entire community is threatened by conflict, splitting 
and aligning under the impact of conflict dynamics.30 Formalization means that the 
networks linking combatants to their social surroundings are curtailed and policed; 
centralized command further limits the impact of social ties outside the organization. 
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This applies to modern armies in authoritarian states, as well as to tightly run, 
disciplinary rebel groups such as Sri Lanka’s LTTE.31

Between the two ends of the spectrum, there are various possible combinations. 
An organization such as Hizbullah in southern Lebanon during the 1990s was 
highly centralized, but mobilized local communities so effectively that it came to be 
identified with them, ensuring steady recruitment and the reproduction of control by 
members of the communities themselves. The organization’s military and intelligence 
compartments were hierarchical and closed, protected by the outer layers of more 
permeable networks that were deeply embedded in the local social fabric through its 
charitable activities.32 Under the impact of repression, a tight-knit clique of war veterans 
such as al-Qaeda may evolve into a highly decentralized network that is hermetically 
closed to the outside due to its clandestine nature.33 A local jihadist group such as the 
offshoots of Ansar al-Sharia in several Libyan cities has a decentralized structure that is 
closer to local communities, is more open towards locals about its activities, but makes 
recruits undergo intensive indoctrination.34 Finally, there are loose and open alliances 
of more cohesive subgroups. For example, close-knit groups of opportunistic fighters 
have moved from one fleeting insurgency or counter-insurgency to another in the 
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triangle of Chad, Sudan and the Central African Republic, a recent case being Seleka 
in CAR.35 Such insurgencies are relatively open with regard to the ease of joining and 
the flow of communication, but decision-making is concentrated in the hands of the 
leaders of each sub-group – unless it concerns decisions of the rank and file to desert.

Why are some armed groups deeply embedded in the social fabric of a community, 
while others form tightly run organizations that isolate themselves from their 
surroundings? Consistent with the process-oriented approach adopted in this book, 
the answer lies not only in two scope conditions, but also – crucially – in how conflict 
transforms social structures.

First, the social infrastructure on which armed groups graft themselves evidently 
matters. A group whose leadership emerged out of a tight, politicized circle of fellow 
students welded together by the threat of surveillance – such as the Libyan Islamic 
Fighting Group of the 1990s36 – will exercise great control over recruitment and 
information flows. Conversely, self-defence militias are frequently open to all members 
of a kin group, village or town; recruitment happens on the criterion of mere kinship 
or location, and information about the group’s activities will circulate freely in the 
community. More broadly, armed groups have to adapt to societal attitudes towards 
authority and leadership, as well as to whether or not societies have a tradition of 
statehood.37 In highly stratified societies, military mobilization on a communal basis 
is likely to be controlled by local strongmen. Socially embedded forces are therefore 
most likely to emerge in cohesive local societies with relatively flat hierarchies and 
a propensity for collective decision-making – in other words, in communities.38 
Mobilizing support on the basis of defensive communal solidarity and traditional 
loyalties can endow such forces with broad local legitimacy, which, in turn, reduces 
their need to indoctrinate their members and restrict information outflows. Instead, 
communal solidarity activates ‘mechanisms of control located within the social fabric 
of the population itself ’.39

Second, socially embedded forces are most likely to emerge where communities 
exert territorial control. In areas of split control, or occupation by an adversary, the 
clandestine nature of an insurgency requires the tight policing of group boundaries 
and a heavy reliance on strong ties of trust such as those among close friends and 
relatives. Amid state repression and the risk of denunciation, distrust will spread 
among community members who share weak social ties.40 More generally, a binary 
conflict between a state and an insurgent group allows comparatively little space for the 
formation of socially embedded forces. Broad popular support for an insurgency has to 
be harnessed by a centralized organization, lest it lead to organizational fragmentation 
and, eventually, multiparty conflict. A conflict in which the state is absent or only one 
actor among many – that is, a fragmented situation – provides more opportunities for 
local forces to organize on a communal basis.

However, as the preceding chapter has underlined, localism and communal cohesion 
are at least as much the product of social transformation amid conflict, as they are structural 
factors that shape military organization. At the core of the processes through which socially 
embedded forces emerge are mechanisms that redefine community boundaries and 
solidarities. To the extent that armed groups are socially embedded, they are both agents 
of, and subject to, such changes. They are, indeed, built on a pre-existing infrastructure of 
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social ties that include bonds of trust, solidarity and loyalty. But more important is how the 
formation of socially embedded forces transforms such ties, strengthens loyalties among 
parts of the community while excluding other parts, and creates strong bonds of trust and 
common identities among individuals who collectively face unprecedented and existential 
external threats. What differentiates distinct armed groups from socially embedded forces 
is the extent to which ties of trust, solidarity and loyalty are forged primarily among 
combatants, thereby detaching them from their community.

Bonds of trust, solidarity and loyalty forged through collective struggle may be 
intertwined with pre-existing or newly established relationships of political alliance, 
economic exchange or patron – client ties. But the former differ qualitatively from 
the latter in that, once broken, it is much more difficult to restore them. The cohesive, 
socially embedded forces that can emerge from a community’s defence against an 
external adversary therefore rely on a precious type of ties: ones that can be particularly 
enduring, but are hard to replace once they are lost. This means that, like other 
armed groups, socially embedded forces are subject to change. External support can 
be channelled in ways that promote divides and hierarchization, or fusion between 
separate groups. Local self-defence militias or vigilante groups that are decentralized 
and close to communities can be co-opted by political players who promote particular 
militia leaders.41 Finally, the presence or absence of a charismatic figure may explain 
why socially embedded forces centralize into a distinct armed group.

Social embeddedness and transformation in  
Libya’s conflicts

Before we delve into a comparative, micro-level analysis of social embeddedness and 
social transformation in Libya’s conflicts, a few general observations about social 
microstructures in contemporary Libya are in order. A field researcher has ample 
opportunity to experience first-hand how dense and effective the social networks 
of Libyan interlocutors are. Even after diversifying entry points to access different 
political constituencies within a single city, one gets the impression that everyone 
seems to know everyone. During meetings or home calls, I often ran into a contact I 
knew through a separate set of relations. Socializing takes up much time in Libya, and 
can run late into the night. Calling an acquaintance at midnight is perfectly normal, 
and Libyans are heavy users of mobile phones, as well as of web-based services to 
communicate with interlocutors abroad. Formal social occasions such as funerals were 
a frequent reason for why meetings had to be rescheduled, showing that people are 
expected to attend the burial of members of their extended family, or of acquainted 
families. Libyan contacts at times spontaneously invited me to accompany them to 
wedding celebrations or condolence receptions, which typically involve over a hundred 
people at any given time.

The strongest indicator of network density was the ability of my interlocutors to 
facilitate contact with others who would then meet me at least in part as an obligation 
to those who asked them to. On countless occasions, trusted contacts got relatives or 
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friends to host me, give me rides or arrange meetings with others. These experiences 
underlined the multiplicity of ties of obligation and trust that connected people I 
met to others. Sometimes, I had the impression that an interlocutor would arrange 
assistance for me from someone in part because it presented a good occasion to ask for 
a favour from someone he knew could not refuse it.

While private networks of friendship and kinship only partly overlap with business 
or political networks, there is no discernible boundary between the two. Informal 
socializing in the evenings and on Fridays can include both, often at the same time. 
Friends and relatives are routinely mobilized to intercede with a given individual or 
organization they have access to, powering circuits of favours and obligation that 
straddle the private and political worlds. There really is no strictly private social life. 
This is not merely a post-revolutionary phenomenon, nor is it a relic of ‘traditional’ 
society. Rather, the density and pervasive role of social networks in Libya is not least 
the product of an authoritarian regime that deliberately weakened state institutions 
and threatened arbitrary intervention in every sector of society, thereby according 
crucial importance to informal social ties for everything from a public sector job to the 
resolution of land disputes.

At the core of individual social networks is typically the extended family. It remains 
important, although somewhat diminished by a long-term trend towards nuclear 
families. Cousins, uncles and in-laws frequently featured among people I ran into while 
meeting with someone, as well as among allies or associates of political and military 
actors. When my contacts arranged for someone to facilitate my visits or meetings, it 
would often be a member of the extended family – unless, of course, it were a brother 
or son.

The extended family owes its resilience not only to patterns of urbanization that 
saw relatives settle next to each other, but also to the dominance of endogamy in 
marriage strategies. Leaving aside the Tuareg and Tubu communities, consanguineous 
marriage remains widespread in Libya. Marriages among first cousins were estimated 
at a staggering 43 per cent of all marriages in 1995, the last year for which figures are 
available.42 The nuclear family itself remains large: an average household included seven 
members in 2009.43 This is a remnant of the 1970s and 1980s, when Libya had some 
of the highest population growth rates worldwide; over the following two decades, the 
fertility rate dropped dramatically. The patterns I just outlined are therefore subject 
to change. But in the period under investigation, extended families continued to 
embody complex, dense webs of kinship, affinity, influence, economic dependency 
and association. These networks were of crucial importance in everyday life. 

Historically, consanguineous marriage served to maintain the socioeconomic 
and political unity of extended families, while exogamous marriage was a way of 
diversifying economic risk and building political alliances.44 Both strategies coexisted 
with each other. Today, as a result of urbanization, exogamous marriage is much 
more widespread. But the patterns of marital ties are far from random. Marriages 
concluded before the mid-1960s, when economic diversification and group alliance 
was still the defining aspect of such bonds, have created path dependencies by 
establishing ties between families or communities that are continually reinforced 
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through new marriages. Among certain groups, intermarriage remains taboo, such 
as between Amazigh in the Nafusa Mountains and their Arab neighbours in Zintan, 
Rujban and other towns. Parents exert much influence over the choice of wedding 
partners, and considerations of a family’s social status and respectability are decisive; 
tribal identity and the existence of prior ties between extended families can also be 
important. Moreover, between influential families, marital alliances remain a strategic 
instrument, and are yet another illustration of the absence of a boundary between 
private and political ties. For example, Misrata’s big merchant families are extensively 
intermarried with each other. Qadhafi and his intelligence chief, Abdallah Senoussi, 
married two sisters to seal the bond between themselves. Qadhafi’s prime minister 
al-Baghdadi al-Mahmoudi is linked to leading businessman and Muslim Brother 
Abderrezak al-Aradi through the marriage of al-Aradi’s brother to the sister of 
al-Mahmoudi’s wife. During their three decades of exile, members of the National 
Front for the Salvation of Libya intermarried extensively, forming a dense social 
network that proved cohesive after many of the group’s members returned to Libya 
in 2011.45

Of course, we cannot assume that extended, related or even nuclear families 
operate as groups with a common political interest. This may apply in some cases, 
but more often such networks comprise divergent interests. In 2011, al-Aradi was a 
leading figure in the NTC and subsequently became the eminence grise behind the 
Muslim Brotherhood and its newly founded party, while al-Mahmoudi remained 
loyal until the very end, and was imprisoned in Tripoli after his extradition from 
Tunisia. In Tobruk, the three leading notables of the local Obeidat section, the Ait 
Mariam, have a common great-grandfather, but have long been bitterly divided over 
land ownership disputes and the fact that one of them, al-Tayyeb al-Sharif, reconciled 
with the regime. In Misrata, Abderrahman al-Sweihli supported the uprising, 
while his brother Hamdi remained the regime’s Navy chief of staff until the fall of 
Tripoli. Sweihli twice opposed the ambitions of his nephew Ahmed Maitig – when 
the latter ran for prime minister in 2014, and when he sought membership of the 
Presidency Council in the UN-led negotiations in 2015 – and only supported the 
political agreement Maitig was pushing once he was sure to obtain an influential 
position of his own. In Benghazi, the family ties across the divide that has torn apart 
the city since 2014 are extensive, and even members of a single nuclear family have 
positioned themselves in opposing camps. I was often stunned by offhand remarks 
revealing social ties that linked Libyan political players across deep divides – jihadis 
and self-styled liberals, for example.

Dense, highly interdependent social settings such as cohesive neighbourhoods, 
villages and small towns or family businesses – and we could add the Libyan extended 
family to these – ‘tend to be simultaneously close-knit and intensely competitive, 
outwardly unified and internally divided, “familistic” but also conflictual’.46 In such 
environments, political conflicts can be privatized and exploited for personal enmities 
among relatives or neighbours. Amid civil war, such conflict can have a highly 
destructive impact on the pre-war social fabric. Such conflict among close relatives is 
fitna – chaos and disorder within a community.
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Misrata: Power politics and social embeddedness
In October 2011, Misrata emerged deeply transformed from eight months of civil 
war. The armed groups that had cropped up to defend the city, mostly on the basis 
of neighbourhood or pre-existing family or friendship ties, had reshaped the social 
networks and loyalties of thousands of people. In the vast majority of cases, these groups 
counted fewer than 100 members.47 Most armed groups were not only associated with 
particular neighbourhoods and families, but also with particular backers among the 
city’s businessmen and notables. But although the war had welded fierce loyalties 
within these tight-knit networks, they remained deeply embedded in the city’s wider 
social fabric.

Strong pre-existing social ties often cut across individual armed groups. For 
example, the Halbus Brigade, which was among Misrata’s largest units, had attracted 
fighters from across the city. Contrary to other large forces, it was not an alliance of 
smaller groups but had developed out of a single core. The brigade’s members were 
often closely linked to those of other groups. As one of the brigade’s commanders 
recalled:

In the early days of the war, Mohamed al-Halbus led a group that fought in 
Misrata’s eastern district, and gained a reputation for being very effective and 
courageous. Friends of those who fought there, or simply people who heard 
about the group, joined them. I had a friend in there, and even though I’m from a 
different neighbourhood, I went and joined. At the time, there were no battalions 
yet in my neighbourhood, they only formed later. My brother later formed a 
battalion in our neighbourhood, which he still leads today. But I’ve stayed with 
the Halbus Brigade.48

Such networks shared a revolutionary spirit that shaped the city’s new identity. 
Misrata’s new leaders laid claim to a degree of political influence commensurate with 
the city’s central role in the war, and tangible benefits for revolutionary fighters. They 
also intended to settle scores with the former regime: two prisons in the city confined 
almost two thousand soldiers and civilians seized in the final months of the war; 
individual armed groups held yet others.49 A man’s reputation and influence directly 
depended on the contribution he had made to the revolutionary war effort, the relations 
he had built during it, or the courage he had shown in battle. Almost two fifths of the 
city’s pre-war population of 500,000 was excluded from this new identity, and unable 
to claim revolutionary legitimacy, having fled during the war. Many of these people 
were members of tribes that were alleged to have predominantly supported the regime, 
including the Maadan, the Burkat, the Warfalla and others.

The war had produced a new Misratan leadership, because it had created a political 
and military force where there had been none. Previously, the Misratan elite had 
occupied an intermediary position between central authority and the population, 
without being able to mobilize popular support to exert influence on the government. 
Now, the city was mobilized, and there was no central authority in any meaningful 
sense any more. But while many of the new leaders had risen to the fore through their 
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courage, skills or commitment, their rise had not overturned the city’s social order. Few 
of the new leading figures were social upstarts. Many had already been well-respected 
members of the community, and were often representatives of wealthy, established 
families.50 Field commanders from more modest backgrounds, who had distinguished 
themselves by their valour, kept close ties with the establishment. Only a handful of 
the city’s prominent regime figures were imprisoned or forced into exile.51 Others kept 
a low profile, remained in Tripoli, or redeemed themselves by backing revolutionary 
armed groups and cultivating allies among the new leaders.52 The general pattern, then, 
was one of continuity in elite composition, combined with a sharp increase in elite 
influence and vastly strengthened ties between elites and their clienteles.

With regime collapse and the scramble for influence over state assets and institutions, 
relations within the Misratan elite became intensely competitive – or rather, they 
reverted to internal competition, a condition many locals described as integral to the 
mercantile culture prevailing in the city.53 Various Misratan networks successfully 
lobbied the NTC or the Kib government to place Misratans in ministerial positions or 
in control of financial institutions and state-owned companies.54 Amid such rivalries, 
successive attempts to form a united, Libya-wide body to represent the interests of the 
thuwwar (revolutionaries) foundered, among them several initiatives led by Misratan 
figures. In Misrata itself, thuwwar established the Union of Misratan Revolutionaries, 
led by Col. Salem Jha. But in the context of intra-Misratan competition, that body failed 
to unify thuwwar interests. In November 2011, three members of Misrata’s Military 
Council oversaw the disbursement of LD14 million to a list of fighters prepared by the 
council amid contestation.55 Competition also marked the elections for a local council 
held in February 2012 – a purely local initiative – and the GNC elections in July. Most 
successful candidates mobilized on the basis of revolutionary legitimacy.

As Misrata’s socially embedded forces were drawn into such rivalries, the tight-knit 
webs embedding fighting units in the social fabric began to change. Since the fall of 
Tripoli, the establishment of the Supreme Security Committee (SSC) and the pressure 
for payouts to the thuwwar had set in motion competitive cycles. Misratan fighters 
who had established themselves in Tripoli were most directly exposed to them. They 
competed with Zintanis and others over the control of state institutions, and developed 
notoriety for increasingly brazen acts of looting, as well as drug consumption and 
drunkenness. Socializing mostly with their brothers-in-arms, returning to Misrata for 
a day every now and then, members of such groups progressively escaped the social 
control of their families and neighbourhood networks.56

Another case in point was the formation of a jihadist group that was partly 
recruited from among Misratan fighters. The Faruq Battalion, led by the Imam 
al-Tuhami Buzian – who became deputy defence minister in late 2012 – was a group  
that had emerged in Misrata’s Ramla district, home to the eponymous tribe. Within 
the battalion, regular revolutionary youth and hardened jihadists from the same area 
mingled. In June 2012, the jihadists within the battalion went to Benghazi to join a 
public display by Ansar al-Sharia, which thereby made its first appearance in the city.57 
This provoked a rift within Faruq, and part of the group, including most of its jihadists, 
subsequently moved to Sirte. There, they formed the nucleus of what later became the 
local branch of Ansar al-Sharia. As the group in Sirte radicalized, several of those who 
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had moved to Sirte due to close personal ties with the jihadists left and returned to 
Misrata.58 Having initially been deeply embedded in the social fabric, a faction within 
Faruq had spun off and isolated itself both ideologically and geographically.

The bulk of the city’s forces, however, remained in Misrata. Many fighters went back 
to their former jobs, or simply stayed home. Their heavy weapons remained under the 
collective control of the leadership of individual units, or were held directly by field 
commanders in each group. During early 2012, Misratan leaders lobbied the chief 
of staff for the establishment of a temporary paramilitary force drawn from among 
revolutionary fighters. They were driven by the political rivalries in Tripoli, but also by 
the threat of escalating local conflicts in western and southern Libya. Jha proposed a 
reserve force into which existing armed groups from a region would dissolve, diluting 
their attachment to individual commanders, neighbourhoods or cities, and allowing 
army officers to centralize control over heavy weapons. Several Misratan politicians 
mobilized against that idea, likening it to a conspiracy aimed at disarming the thuwwar.59

Eventually, the Libya Shield Force (LSF) was set up as a set of regional units, but 
within these units, the leadership and structures of existing armed groups remained 
intact, as did their control over their weaponry. Misratan fighters formed the bulk of 
the Central Shield, which also included groups from nearby towns, and was headed by 
Misratan army officer Colonel Mohamed Musa. The access to budgets and influence 
over thuwwar forces the Central Shield offered immediately whetted the appetite of 
others. Several politicians and commanders successfully pressured the chief of staff to 
establish a second unit, the Third Force, which was exclusively composed of Misratan 
fighters and led by Colonel Jamal al-Triki. In addition to the two Shield units, four 
army units were established in Misrata, the biggest among them Brigade 166; they, too, 
were conglomerates of revolutionary armed groups.60

As they entered the Shield units, Misratan forces became actors in the rivalries 
over budgets and their distribution that were playing out in Tripoli, and within 
Misrata itself. The absence of oversight over the accounts of the Shield units accorded 
commanders substantial leeway in embezzling budgets and using them to strengthen 
their clientele.61 But the impact of the new bodies and their money on the structure of 
socially embedded forces was surprisingly limited. The Shield leaders were unable to 
centralize command over the battalions in their units. ‘Mohamed Musa was at the head 
of Libya’s biggest military force,’ one commander recalled later, referring to the Central 
Shield. ‘He could have ruled the country, had he made hard choices and taken control 
of that force.’62 Despite the Shield’s nominal power and its vital role as a safeguard 
for Misratan interests in Tripoli, commanders were often dismissive of the Shield’s 
capacities. According to another prominent field commander:

Central Shield, Third Force, Brigade 166 – these are all just names. When the 
salaries end, you won’t find anyone in these units. At one point, the Central Shield 
controlled Misrata’s three entrances – east, west and south. But then the salaries 
stopped, and Mohamed Musa called me, asking me to send guys to man the 
deserted checkpoints. The Third Force was first and foremost a business venture 
formed by political interests. There was big money in it: the salaries, the vehicles, 
the funding for logistics, and later the opportunities for profiting from smuggling 
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in the south. But after the budget ran out, most of them came back from the south. 
Now, there are only about sixty of them left down there.63  

In other words, the revolutionary armed groups and their networks continued to be 
the decisive units of action. In the western district of Zawiyat al-Mahjub, for example, 
around twenty local armed groups had joined together in August 2011, ahead of the 
offensive towards Tripoli, to form the Martyrs of al-Mahjub Brigade, which was among 
Misrata’s largest. The brigade was a relatively loose coalition of more cohesive sub-
groups. In 2012, several of these component elements – the small, neighbourhood-
based armed groups that were often linked to particular families – joined the Central 
Shield, while others entered the Third Force. Individual fighters signed contracts for a 
duration of one or two years, but the Shield unit they enrolled in depended on which 
battalion they belonged to.64 In January 2014, the chief of staff tasked the Third Force 
with overseeing a ceasefire in the southern city of Sabha. The task came with major 
budgets and supplies of vehicles, which in itself created fortunes among battalion 
leaders.65 The decision to join the operation was taken at a battalion or individual 
level. Those who did were deployed for twenty days at a time, then spent ten days 
at home, receiving a substantial monthly payment of LD 3,000 – about four times 
an army officer’s salary. But when money ran out in mid-2015, few maintained their 
commitment. Similarly, in August 2014, Central Shield contracts expired; the Shield 
simply vanished, and the battalions that had made up its components reappeared.66

Control over salary budgets, then, was insufficient to centralize command 
structures. None of the existing bodies – the Local and Military Councils, Union 
of Revolutionaries and the command of the Shield units – were on their own able 
to take decisions committing Misratan forces to a major operation. The multitude 
of intertwined networks commanding military forces meant that decision-making 
was complex, involving formal political representatives, informal power brokers, 
businessmen and dozens of leaders of armed groups.

To bring these different constituencies together, the Local and Military Councils 
as well as the Union of Revolutionaries, in mid-2012, called a big meeting to establish 
a 120-member Shura Council. The Shura Council became an important locus for 
consultation, though any single meeting would typically attract only around a third 
of its members.67 The key players in the council had been leading figures in the 
revolution, and were now pushing a hardline agenda hostile to anything they saw as 
counter-revolutionary.68 But they were not a united group, nor were they able to simply 
impose their will on others. Misrata no longer spoke with one voice. As the city’s GNC 
representative Hassan al-Amin put it in March 2013:

The situation in Misrata does not differ from that of any other Libyan city … there 
is a weak Local Council, a Security Committee, a Military Council, and a Union of 
Revolutionaries. Each one is working on its own, and none of them has the power 
to make decisions, or the legitimacy to speak for Misrata.69

The uncompromising stance of the city’s new leaders set it on a collision course with 
other communities. It also produced new losers within the city itself. The trigger for 
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the formation of the Shura Council was the seizure of six Misratans by armed men on 
the outskirts of Bani Walid in July 2012. Pressure mounted in Misrata to launch an 
operation against the town. Mobilization began in earnest when one of the hostages – 
Omran Shaaban, who had been among Qadhafi’s captors in Sirte – died of his wounds 
shortly after his release. Prominent revolutionary hardliners led the drive for a punitive 
expedition, sidelining Salem Jha, who had tried to reach out to Bani Walid and firmly 
opposed the war.70 Denounced as a traitor, Jha left the country, and later became the 
military attaché at the Libyan embassy in Abu Dhabi – the first of several prominent 
Misratan revolutionary figures to go into exile.

The violent recapture of Bani Walid in October 2012 upended the efforts Jha and 
others in Misrata had made at fostering reconciliation with the town. Two volunteer 
units from Bani Walid had fought in Misrata in 2011. Dozens of men from Bani Walid 
languished in Misratan prisons, and hundreds of families from Misrata had sought 
refuge in Bani Walid – many originating from Bani Walid, or members of tribes that 
were stigmatized as regime loyalists.71 The October operation against Bani Walid 
cemented the divide between the two communities.

The gulf widened further in March 2013, after it emerged that twenty-one men 
from Bani Walid who had been taken prisoner in the operation had died in Misratan 
prisons, apparently under torture.72 Though there was extensive intermarriage between 
families from both cities, mutual visits became exceedingly rare.73 The direct road 
between the two cities was hardly used anymore. Misratan trucks began circumventing 
Bani Walid on their way to southern Libya, using longer roads instead; those risking 
the passage through Bani Walid stopped after a Misratan truck driver disappeared in 
the town in early 2014. Merchandise from Misrata, such as the dairy products of the 
Naseem factory owned by the prominent businessman Mohamed al-Raedh, could 
neither enter nor transit Bani Walid due to the threat of confiscation by locals manning 
checkpoints at the town’s entrances.74

The aggressive posture of the city’s leaders also damaged Misratan commercial 
interests more broadly. Several drive-by shootings targeted Misratan-owned shops 
in Sirte and Sabha during and after the Bani Walid operation, and Misratan trucks 
took to forming convoys in their journeys to the south. Misrata’s two largest wholesale 
markets, for vegetables and meat, moved to neighbouring Zliten because buyers from 
other towns were reluctant to pass through Misrata’s checkpoints.75

The hardliners further strengthened their hold over Misrata with their push for 
the Political Isolation Law, which in principle enjoyed widespread support in the city. 
In March 2013, armed men from Misrata trapped GNC members in their meeting 
venue to force the law’s passage. Misratan GNC member Salah Badi, a former member 
of the military council and prominent revolutionary commander, had close ties with 
the group.76 After the siege was lifted without having reached its objective, another 
Misratan GNC member, the longtime exile Hassan al-Amin, accused his colleague 
Abderrahman al-Sweihli of having incited the men to pressure the GNC.77 A few days 
later, al-Amin publicly asserted that armed gangs had taken Misrata hostage.78 Having 
received death threats, he then resigned and left the country. Another moderate 
Misratan politician, GNC deputy president Jum’a Atiqa, resigned after the isolation law 
was adopted in May. Somewhat later, yet another prominent dissident emerged in Fawzi 
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Abdelali, ambassador to Bahrain and former interior minister, who publicly claimed 
that Islamists had taken control of Misrata. Revolutionary hardliners stigmatized 
Abdelali, Jha and al-Amin as ‘traitors’, and accused them of conspiring with former 
regime elements, political opponents such as Mahmoud Jibril, or foreign powers such 
as the UAE.79 Several of my Misratan interlocutors at the time said they were afraid to 
speak out against the direction the city had taken, and to discuss issues such as political 
isolation or the forcibly displaced population of neighbouring Tawargha. Some spoke 
of a climate of fear.80

*

In the period following the passage of the isolation law and before the escalation into 
civil war in mid-2014, Libyan public opinion began seeing Misrata as an Islamist 
stronghold, and the city’s Shield units as the armed wing of the Muslim Brotherhood. 
This image was promoted in the media outlets owned by the political adversaries of 
the Misratan-led camp in the GNC, and was adopted uncritically in much foreign 
media coverage and analysis.81 It was far from accurate, but contributed greatly to the 
collective demonization of the city.

To be sure, there was a tactical alliance between Misratan politicians and Islamist 
parliamentarians in the GNC, which had been forged over issues such as the Bani 
Walid operation and the Political Isolation Law. The ascendant camp in Misrata also 
converged with many Islamist figures in their hardline revolutionary discourse. But the 
Shield units had no discernible link to the Brotherhood or other Islamist organizations. 
Adverse media outlets so often targeted Misratan politicians such as Sweihli as ‘Muslim 
Brothers’ that many began to believe them, even though such claims were baseless. 
Few influential figures in Misrata were self-declared Islamists, and few leading Muslim 
Brothers were from Misrata.82

The collective vilification of the city, and the bunker mentality it produced there, 
received a significant boost in November 2013, when a Misratan armed group opened 
fire on a peaceful protest in front of their base in Tripoli, triggering clashes that killed 
forty-three people, most of them protesters.83 The incident occurred against the 
backdrop of intensifying rivalries in Tripoli between Misratan, Zintani and Tripolitan 
armed groups. Faced with a public outcry, the Local, Military and Shura Councils at 
first denounced a conspiracy against Misrata. Then, two days later, they announced 
the withdrawal of all Misratan forces from the capital.84 Misratan fighters in Tripoli 
complied, but many were furious that they had not been consulted on so far-reaching 
a decision. Battalion commanders called a big meeting in which some urged the 
formation of a Council of Revolutionaries to dissolve and replace the Local and Shura 
Councils. Leading politicians reined in the rebellion, channelling it into the formation 
of a committee of twenty-one commanders that quickly faded into irrelevance.85

The city’s hardline leaders had manoeuvred Misrata into isolation. Commercial 
exchanges with other cities were diminished. Ties with some communities were 
almost completely cut off, and communication with former allies in the revolution was 
increasingly burdened by mutual distrust. Even contacts with Misratan revolutionary 
heroes who were now defamed as traitors were considered suspicious.
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For the new leaders, this situation opened up opportunities for brokerage – that is, 
controlling connections across political boundaries. From late 2013 onwards, a group 
including the Shura Council members Fathi Bashagha and Khalifa al-Zawawi held 
several meetings with Qadhafi’s former foreign minister Abderrahman Shalgham – 
the first of which took place in Bahrain, together with Fawzi Abdelali – to discuss the 
political tug-of-war that formed the backdrop to the struggles over control in Tripoli. 
In the first half of 2014, Bashagha, the Shield commanders, and leaders of armed 
groups repeatedly negotiated with Zintani strongmen, including Usama Juwaili and 
Qa’qa’ commander Othman Mlegta, seeking to curb Zintani expansionism in Tripoli 
in the wake of Misratan fighters’ departure.86 The descent into full-scale civil war in 
mid-2014 further increased these opportunities for brokerage. A battalion commander 
later recalled:

We eventually understood that all the talk about azlam [regime stooges] and 
the counter-revolution was fake. They were telling us ‘Ali al-Triki [a Qadhafi-
era foreign minister from Misrata, exiled in Cairo] is a traitor’ to keep us from 
speaking to him, even as they were themselves doing so.87

Mobilizing support for the war in Tripoli in July proved a difficult task for the 
hardliners, despite their apparent dominance and their control over channels of 
communication across political divides. The Zintani-led attack on the GNC in May 
2014 strengthened the hand of those rallying with Misratan forces to resist what they 
portrayed as a counter-revolutionary plot to topple the legitimate order. Nevertheless, 
the Central Shield leadership was divided over the return to Tripoli following the 
attack on the GNC. Some of its battalions deployed in the capital, but several left again 
shortly after they had arrived, uncertain about what role they were being made to play 
in the political game.88 Only two prominent Misratan commanders – Salem al-Zufri 
and Salah Badi – participated with their battalions in the forces that attacked Zintani 
positions in Tripoli on 13 July, though Bashagha coordinated in the background.89 
Seeking to stop the fighting, Shield commander Mohamed Musa, along with two 
commanders from the Halbus and Mahjub Brigades, negotiated an agreement with 
the Zintanis to hand over control of Tripoli International Airport to a neutral force.90 
According to one of the commanders, ‘we told Badi we needed 72 hours to implement 
the deal. He responded, “I’m going to attack”. We weren’t able to stop him. We couldn’t 
control our people.’91

The city’s business elites and the bulk of Misratan forces initially opposed the war.92 
Several commanders who later joined the operation emphasized the social pressure 
that drew the city’s forces into the war. From the first day of clashes, Misratan fighters 
were killed in battle, and supporters of the war became active on TV and radio to 
invoke the need to avenge the blood of the ‘martyrs’. Families of those killed came out to 
public rallies to honour the dead, a well-established practice since 2011. Speaking out 
against the war meant offending these families. In public discussions and in the local 
media, those supporting the war incessantly labelled the forces that had not yet joined 
the operation as traitors. A group of Misratan religious scholars led by Ibrahim ben 
Ghashir put out a statement in support of the war.93 Finally, even those who opposed 
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the war feared the consequences of a defeat: ‘if Misrata was forced to retreat from 
Tripoli, everyone would turn against us – all the towns that supported the regime. We’d 
not even be able to go to Zliten or Khums anymore.’94 About ten days into the fighting, 
the big Misratan battalions joined the fray, mobilizing their fighters from 2011, as well 
as younger men who had not fought before. Most fighters had not carried weapons 
since 2011 or 2012. Around 180 Misratan men were killed in the airport war.

The deep embeddedness of Misratan fighters in dense local social networks is key 
to understanding their mobilization for the July 2014 Tripoli war. The war leaders drew 
their influence from their role in these same networks. As Fawzi Abdelali later said:

There is no top-down command in Misrata. Nobody was ever forcibly drafted into 
a brigade. They either join for money or for the cause. And nobody does anything 
alone in Misrata. You cannot solely blame Fathi Bashagha for Libya Dawn. Nobody 
can accuse Fathi of leading our youth into a war serving his political aims, because 
they know he also has close relatives who were killed in battle, and others who are 
fighting.95

Bashagha was far from an exception. Among many other examples, the head of 
Misrata’s Military Council Ibrahim ben Rajab lost two sons in the airport war. Ibrahim 
Bait al-Mal, a member of the military council, lost one son in the 2011 war, and another 
in the offensive against the Islamic State (IS) in Sirte, in 2016. Zeidan’s minister of 
labour Mohamed Sawalem, who ran a battalion that was part of the Third Force, led 
ceasefire negotiations in Sabha in early 2014, and hosted a Libya Dawn operations 
room at his office during the Tripoli war, was himself killed in clashes with IS south of 
Sirte, in 2016.96 Many of the wealthy families that sponsored Misratan battalions had 
members who were themselves fighting. Sacrifice, or the willingness to sacrifice, was 
central to the credibility of leaders, as were their personal relations with their fighters, 
and their fighters’ families. In October 2014, I found leading political and military 
players in the war sitting in the same hotel lobbies and cafés frequented by ordinary 
citizens. They were accessible by anyone. Neither social class – inequalities are not very 
pronounced in Misrata – nor security measures separated them from other members 
of their community.

At the same time, many field commanders and the rank and file were wary of the 
designs of political power brokers. While the airport war was raging, doubts spread 
among commanders over the claims of Bashagha and others that they had obtained 
Western backing for the operation – particularly after unidentified foreign aircraft 
struck Libya Dawn positions in Tripoli on 18 August.97 Misratan commanders fighting 
in Tripoli set up the Committee of 17 as a political representation of thuwwar interests. 
Its members emphasized their intention to distance themselves from the Islamist 
politicians whose backing for the war prompted Western media to describe Libya 
Dawn as an Islamist militia alliance.98 As one of them said, referring to the head of the 
Muslim Brotherhood’s Justice and Construction Party:

When Mohamed Sawan and other Islamists expressed their support for the 
operation, we began wondering: are they instrumentalizing us as their armed 
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wing? So we established a separate political organization, the Committee of 17. 
The thuwwar are not associated with Islamist movements, nor with any political 
party.99

The Committee of 17 exerted significant influence over the formation of the so-called 
National Salvation Government of Omar al-Hassi, in late August.100 Subsequently, it 
was decisive in supporting Bashagha’s shift from war to negotiations, and stopping 
the bulk of Misratan forces from moving to the Nafusa Mountains to lay siege to 
Zintan. Thereafter, the committee fell into irrelevance as new political rifts pulled 
its members in opposite directions – rifts between supporters and opponents of the 
UN-led negotiations, and disagreements over the new offensives of Misratan forces 
against the Zintani-held Wutiya air base at the Tunisian border, as well as the oil export 
terminals to the east of Sirte, in December 2014. The committee thereby experienced 
the same fate as all previous attempts at institutionalizing collective decision-making, 
be it by the Military or Shura Councils, the Union of Revolutionaries or the Committee 
of 21. The stakeholders in collective decisions were not strongmen controlling stable 
command structures. Rather, they were members of constantly evolving political and 
social networks, with some individual figures remaining constant, while others exerted 
influence only temporarily.

*

Following the victory over the Zintanis in Tripoli, Misratan forces fragmented. 
Money had played no role in the mobilization for the Tripoli war, but now it became 
increasingly important. To raise fighters for the Wutiya fronts and the oil ports offensive, 
political figures baited field commanders with major sums of cash – at least some of it 
coming from foreign backers – but only managed to mobilize a fraction of the forces 
that had fought in Tripoli.101 Political rivalries and the growing attraction of money 
in a rapidly deteriorating economy led different battalions within larger brigades to 
affiliate themselves with competing camps, and even individual fighters from the same 
battalion to join new units. These processes of fragmentation are analysed in detail in 
the next chapter.

Despite fast-changing political affiliations, the ties and loyalties that Misratans 
had forged during the 2011 war remained strong, as did the city’s new identity as 
a revolutionary stronghold that cemented these ties. From late 2015 onwards, 
some Misratan forces based in Tripoli supported the UN-backed Government of 
National Accord (GNA), while others fiercely opposed it. Misratan opponents of the 
GNA repeatedly clashed with Tripolitan armed groups backing that government. 
But in 2017, none of my Misratan interlocutors could contemplate that the city’s 
forces would ever confront each other in Tripoli, let alone at home. Even if fighters 
hired themselves out to one group or another, their true loyalties often remained 
unchanged. A Tripoli-based commander in the Halbus Brigade explained that the 
brigade did not receive any salaries, hence he could hardly stop his fighters from 
joining other Misratan units in Tripoli, such as the ‘Presidential Security’ guarding 
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the seat of the rump GNC, or a force controlling the headquarters of the National Oil 
Corporation (NOC). ‘They tell us, look, I need the money, so I’ll go and work there, 
but I’ll come back every night to sleep at the base, and if you ever need me, in case of 
fighting, just call me.’102

The large-scale Misratan offensive against the Islamic State in Sirte between May 
and December 2016 showed how cohesive the city’s social fabric remained, and how 
competing networks continued to cooperate in the common interest of defending 
Misrata. Although widely portrayed in the Western media as an offensive by forces loyal 
to the GNA, the operation was not launched by the GNA but by Misratan commanders, 
in reaction to the expansion of IS towards Misrata and Haftar’s announcement of 
an offensive to take Sirte. It remained without significant GNA support for several 
months. Its force derived from the participation of Misratans irrespective of political 
affiliation, which was far in excess of the membership of the battalions that had fought 
in the operations of the previous two years. Around 9,000–10,000 Misratan fighters 
participated in the Sirte war, not counting men who only joined the operation for a 
few days. Of the more than 700 fighters killed among the forces fighting IS, around 550 
were from Misrata.103

The example of two closely related extended families from the Zawiyat al-Mahjub 
neighbourhood of Misrata illustrates the social embeddedness of the fighters who 
participated in the Sirte war. Families A. and B. each comprise around seventy to ninety 
members all living closely together in adjacent plots. The two families are extensively 
intermarried and have a common ancestor in the great-grandfather of the current 
family patriarchs. Several family members own medium-sized businesses. In 2011, 
around twenty of both families’ men – most of them aged between fifteen and thirty-
five – took up weapons to fight Qadhafi’s forces. They did so in four different battalions 
that later united with around sixteen others to form the Martyrs of al-Mahjub Brigade. 
Additionally, one member supported the revolutionary war effort with media and 
communications work. The families’ women joined with those of other households in 
the neighbourhood to cook food for the fighters.

After the fall of the regime, none of the two families’ members remained active 
within their battalions or joined the Shield units. Several men had been wounded and 
were treated in hospitals abroad. None participated in the October 2012 operation in 
Bani Walid. When the July 2014 Tripoli war erupted, most of the families’ members 
initially opposed it. Three of them joined in the final weeks of the war, after the number 
of Misratans killed in the fighting surged and social pressure to bring the war to an end 
increased. Following the war, one member of family A. stayed with a unit of the Mahjub 
Brigade that secured the prime minister’s office in Tripoli. None joined the subsequent 
operations at al-Wutiya or the oil ports.104 One member of family B. emerged as a 
prominent Misratan opponent of continuing war, and mobilized local political support 
for his efforts at reaching out to the adversaries of Misratan forces.

In April and May 2016, IS carried out devastating attacks on checkpoints manned 
by Misratan fighters, creeping steadily closer to the city. On 5 May, the second attack 
on the al-Sdada checkpoint a hundred kilometres south of Misrata killed three, causing 
the military council to declare a state of emergency and call for a general mobilization. 
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Abubaker* A., a young religious sheikh and father of two, joined the ad hoc counter-
offensive that day with members of his old battalion. Less than a week later, four 
fighters were killed in renewed fighting near al-Sdada, among them a field commander 
from a family with which both A. and B. were intermarried; several members of A. and 
B. were cousins of the victim. The event caused more men from both families to join 
the war effort, among them Abubaker’s brother Omar* A., who had been too young to 
fight in 2011:

I joined the fight against IS the day after the third attack on the Sdada checkpoint. 
I joined because IS was moving closer to Misrata, even surfacing in Misrata itself, 
and because they were distorting the image of Islam. At first I worked as a nurse, but 
after a while I felt I could no longer stay behind the frontline. I had to fight. I joined 
a battalion from Zawiyat al-Mahjub. Most of its members are from al-Mahjub, 
they all know each other, but there are also others, Sharaksa and other tribes, many 
of them friends from university. If you have a friend in a battalion, you tell him you 
want to join, that’s how it works. The battalions are very cohesive.105  

Abubaker’s brother Othman*, who had already fought in 2011, equally mobilized. 
Each of the three joined a different unit, all of them under the umbrella of the Mahjub 
Brigade. Their sister’s husband Ali* B. was a field commander in one of the units, and 
Abubaker subsequently became field commander of another unit following the death 
in battle of his leader. Several other field commanders came from families that were 
intermarried with A. and B.

The Mahjub Brigade had formally declared its support for the GNA, but in reality 
its component battalions and individual members diverged politically. Attitudes 
towards the GNA also differed among individual members of both families. None of 
this mattered in Sirte, according to Abubaker:

In our unit, there are people who support the GNA, and others who oppose it. In 
the evenings, there are fierce political disagreements between them. But during the 
day, they are fighting side by side.106

After the defeat of IS in December 2016, Abubaker was the only member of both 
families to remain active within the military operation, by assisting in the return of 
displaced families over the following months. All other family members again went 
back to civilian life. Lured by cash, a brother of Ali B. briefly joined an offensive led 
by the Benghazi Defence Brigades to seize the oil export terminals in March 2017, 
and was reprimanded by his relatives upon his return. Within and between the two 
extended families, information on the deals of Misratan political players and leaders 
of armed groups flowed freely, since individual members of the two families enjoyed 
privileged access to competing political networks.

Misratan forces, then, were constantly evolving networks that straddled political 
elites and their foreign backers, local professionals in violence, and ordinary men linked 

* Names have been changed.
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to each other through multiplex ties of kinship, affinity, friendship, neighbourhood and 
patronage. The members of these networks fluctuated between mobilization and civilian 
life. Most of the time, these networks were not discernible as active armed groups, and 
the social ties that linked members across battalion boundaries meant that the internal 
logics of these groups were not decisive in shaping their action. Despite this fluidity, 
these networks were far from inconsequential: taken together, they constituted Libya’s 
most formidable military force. But centralizing command over these forces proved 
impossible, and the continuously changing alliances between Misratan politicians were 
unable to exploit these forces for their political ends except for limited periods at a time.

The cohesion and social embeddedness of the city’s forces was not due to innate 
properties of Misratan society. These armed groups were not simply organic extensions 
of local society, let alone mere family-based self-defence groups. Their emergence 
deeply transformed this society. Moreover, what allowed them to operate in the way 
they did after 2011 were the substantial funds Misratan politicians channelled to 
them from state coffers. As the political struggles intensified after 2014 and payouts 
to fighters gained in importance for their mobilization, the networks of 2011 began 
to display a growing number of fractures. But while money did play a role, its impact 
also had limits. Money could not achieve a major mobilization, such as that for the 
2016 Sirte war. Nor could it bring Misratan armed groups associated with competing 
political camps to turn on themselves. Misratan cohesion drew on the lasting impact 
of the social transformations of 2011: the strong ties and loyalties forged during the 
war and the city’s new identity that cemented them, in combination with considerable 
continuity in its social order, and the composition of its elite.

Western/Nafusa Mountains: Militia conglomerates  
and community security
The principal counterweight to Misratan influence in Tripoli, Zintan, underwent very 
different changes following the regime’s collapse. Zintani armed groups had emerged 
under slightly less external pressure than the battalions in besieged Misrata. But they, 
too, were tight-knit, and built on pre-existing family, neighbourhood and friendship ties.

Contrary to Misrata, however, Zintan had no established elite or prominent families, 
instead priding itself on its tribal egalitarianism. The rise of revolutionary leaders 
overturned the town’s social order. Moreover, in contrast to Misrata, Zintan had no 
private sector economy fighters could return to. The attraction of sudden wealth and 
power proved far stronger in Zintan. The town’s revolutionary armed groups were much 
more expansionary, aggressively taking control of key locations in Tripoli, as well as 
oilfields deep down in southern Libya. The ranks of Zintani armed groups in the capital 
swelled rapidly in the weeks following the fall of Tripoli, as Tripolitans of Zintani origin 
joined along with other neighbourhood youth.107 As one battalion commander recalled:

When we held our first meeting of Zintani forces in Tripoli, at the airport in 
September, we were stunned at the number of people who showed up. Lots of 
young guys who had never fought, but somehow got hold of weapons and now all 
had their own armed groups. Where did they all come from so suddenly?108
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This also reflected a demographic difference. Whereas the number of Tripolitans of 
Misratan origin was small compared to Misrata’s population, Tripolitans of Zintani 
origin outnumbered the residents of Zintan. Compared with Zintan’s revolutionary 
battalions, loyalties within the mushrooming Zintani-led armed groups in the capital 
were much weaker, and they were much less solidly rooted in pre-existing social 
networks. These groups rapidly escaped the social control of their community of 
origin, and became key actors in the almost daily succession of minor clashes in Tripoli 
during late 2011 and 2012.

Zintani forces underwent profound changes in the aftermath of the 2011 war. They 
were rapidly drawn deep into the political struggles over the security sector. As defence 
minister in the Kib government from November 2011 onwards, the former head of the 
military council Colonel Usama al-Juwaili used his authority to channel resources to 
newly formed units led by Zintanis. The largest among them, the Qa’qa’ Brigade led by 
Othman al-Mlegta and the Sawaeq Brigade led by Emad al-Trabelsi, mostly recruited 
from among non-Zintanis whose principal motives for enrollment were the salaries. A 
senior Zintani commander in Tripoli closely familiar with both brigades estimated that 
only around a tenth of their membership comprised Zintanis, most of them Tripoli 
residents whose families were from Zintan.109

Juwaili also dissolved Qadhafi’s security brigades and cut off the salaries of their 
members. Later, he oversaw the recruitment of members of Qadhafi’s notorious 32nd 
Reinforced Brigade as well as the Ubari-based Maghawir Brigade, a Tuareg unit, into 
the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq Brigades, which offered them access to salaries.110 As head of the 
Prisons Department in the Military Police, the former head of the Western Mountains 
Military Council Colonel Mokhtar Fernana equally built a Zintani-led militia 
conglomerate, as did Ahmed Dromba, the deputy interior minister. A Zintani unit 
controlling Tripoli International Airport recruited Tubu fighters to augment its ranks.111

The revolutionary battalions that had fought under the Military Council’s direction 
in 2011 had created lasting relationships and loyalties, but they were eclipsed as the 
new militias expanded. The military council itself became largely irrelevant, even 
more so after Juwaili stepped down as defence minister in November 2012. The close 
relations established in 2011 between revolutionary leaders from Zintan and other 
towns deteriorated. In January 2012, Zintani battalion leaders formed the Western 
Libya Shield together with their former brothers-in-arms from Amazigh towns, as 
well as Zawiya and Sabratha. They deployed to separate the belligerents in several 
local conflicts. But in October 2012, the Zawiyan Shield forces joined the operation 
against Bani Walid, while the Zintanis and most Amazigh forces refused to do so. In 
the aftermath of the operation, the Western Shield’s Zintani commander resigned, and 
the Zintani contingent left the unit.112

The aggressive expansion of Zintani-led militias, their enrollment of former regime 
elements, and the Mlegta brothers’ political alliance with Mahmoud Jibril, all isolated 
the Zintanis from their former revolutionary allies. Among all militias in the capital, 
the Zintani-led forces became most notorious for looting and other criminal activity, 
as well as reckless attacks on state institutions.113 But the town’s representatives failed 
to distance themselves from the militia leaders. During 2013, Zintani tribal elders 
and revolutionary leaders negotiated with the Islamist militia leaders of the Libyan 
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Revolutionaries’ Operations Room over control of several ministerial buildings in 
Tripoli – an issue that first and foremost concerned the Zintani-led militias in Tripoli.114 
The political discourse in Zintan became increasingly uniform in its denunciation of 
the rivals of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq in Tripoli as Muslim Brothers or extremists. Though 
Juwaili and others retained ties with former revolutionaries on the other side of the 
divide, relations became fraught with distrust.115

Their adversaries in Tripoli saw the Zintani-led militias as representing Zintani 
collective interests: a way for the town to punch far above its weight and compete with 
forces from a city more than ten times its size – Misrata. A minority in Zintan, however, 
began seeing the new militias as instruments for individual interests increasingly at 
odds with those of the collectivity. The Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq openly acted as the armed 
wing of Jibril’s NFA, most blatantly in February 2014, when their leaders issued an 
ultimatum to the GNC to relinquish power within five hours or face its forced 
dissolution and the arrest of its parliamentarians.116

In Zintan, this act provoked discord; one of the town’s leading notables even 
considered it a threat to Zintan’s unity. Juwaili and several former revolutionary leaders 
were indignant. The Committee of Twenty, a council of tribal elders, resigned in 
protest, complaining that the militia leaders were risking escalation without consulting 
the community.117 But tribal elders and revolutionary figures wielded little influence 
over the leadership of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq. When Haftar launched his operation 
in Benghazi, in May 2014, the leaders of both militias allied themselves with him, as 
did Fernana. Their attack on the GNC that month deepened the divisions in Zintan. 
Before the 2014 war, then, collective leadership in Zintan was upended by the reckless 
politicking of a small number of militia leaders whose meteoric rise upset the town’s 
revolutionary social order.

*

The mountains’ Amazigh communities had proven far more resistant than Zintan 
to the pull of the post-revolutionary power struggles. As in Zintan, armed groups 
in Amazigh towns had formed among close friends, neighbours and relatives, and 
the revolutionary struggle had promoted local cohesion. But contrary to Zintan, 
Amazigh towns had established local elites – families whose political influence had 
been curtailed under Qadhafi and who had made a comeback with the revolution. 
In Zintan, military leaders were the town’s face after 2011; in Amazigh towns, the 
standing, revolutionary credentials and social ties of established families anchored the 
leaders of armed groups more thoroughly in collective decision-making. On average, 
the population of Amazigh communities was also better educated, and many fighters 
were eager to return to their white collar jobs or business activities.

Some fighters from Amazigh towns took up positions in Tripoli, particularly in 
the city’s western districts, where most families of Amazigh origin lived. Like groups 
from other towns, they remained mobilized to defend the revolution – a claim that 
all too often served to conceal the promotion of parochial interests in the distributive 
struggles that followed the regime’s demise. Gradually, however, the Tripoli-based 
armed groups differentiated themselves from communities in the mountains. 
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Following an incident in May 2012, when armed men from Yefren and Kikla had tried 
to force their way into the prime minister’s office to demand compensation, killing a 
guard in the event, sizeable contingents of fighters from Amazigh towns left the capital 
to distance themselves from such acts.118 By this point, the bulk of these towns’ fighters 
had demobilized and returned to civilian life. The substantial arsenals accumulated by 
their forces during and after the war were stored in the towns under the authority of 
their military councils – bodies that now only met in cases of emergency.119

Amazigh fighters who stayed in Tripoli were often closely integrated into networks 
that did not centre on Amazigh towns. In Nalut, three revolutionary battalions 
had formed during the 2011 war that included some Naluti thuwwar, but mostly 
fighters from elsewhere, many of them Islamists: the 17 February Battalion, Tripoli 
Revolutionaries Battalion and Martyrs of the Capital Battalion. The networks created 
by members of these groups were key forces in Tripoli’s security landscape, and 
formed the core of the capital’s Supreme Security Committee.120 These networks linked 
revolutionaries from Nalut and other Amazigh towns much more closely to former 
brothers-in-arms than to their communities of origin.

The National Mobile Force (NMF), formed in July 2012, was initially less clearly 
distinguishable from the collective interests of Amazigh towns. The force, established 
by the NTC to provide security in Tripoli, included contingents from Amazigh towns, 
as well as Zawiya, Sabratha, Rujban and several other cities. Zintanis, who did not join 
the force, saw it as an ‘Amazigh conspiracy against Zintan’.121 The force operated in the 
greater Tripoli area, and many members of the contingents of Amazigh towns were, 
in fact, Tripoli residents. Its commander, Said Gujil from Jadu, increasingly drew the 
force into the political struggles in Tripoli. Gujil became a founding member of the 
Libyan Revolutionaries Operations Room (LROR), a temporary association of hard-
line former revolutionary commanders that formed in mid-2013 as a counterweight to 
the Zintani-led militias in Tripoli.122 In early 2014, Gujil led the NMF into an operation 
in the Warshafana area south of Tripoli targeting alleged criminals and former regime 
elements. In July, Gujil helped launch Libya Dawn, and sought to push Amazigh towns 
into the war, but achieved the opposite: the towns’ collective leaderships made their 
neutrality increasingly clear as the conflict raged on.123

Over the preceding two years, the relations between Zintan and Amazigh 
communities had steadily deteriorated. By 2014, there was nothing left of the close 
alliance and cooperation during the 2011 war. Social ties between Zintanis and 
Amazigh communities had remained limited, and there still was no intermarriage. 
Fervent Amazigh activists ruffled feathers in Zintan, while the Arabist discourse of 
many Zintanis – who, for example, insisted on ‘Western Mountains’ as the name for 
the Nafusa Mountains – irked their Amazigh neighbours. When Zintan organized a 
Conference of Libyan Cities and Tribes, in July 2013, no representatives of Amazigh 
towns attended. Meanwhile, the only attempt to bring Zintani revolutionaries together 
with their former Amazigh brothers-in-arms, the Western Libya Shield, had foundered 
within less than a year’s time.

The most important source of tensions was competition over control of the border 
with Tunisia. Forces from Nalut and Zuwara controlled both official border crossings 
and the immensely lucrative smuggling of subsidized fuel to Tunisia. In late 2011, units 
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from Zintan had sought to establish themselves at the border, only to be pressured into 
retreating.124 Later, Zeidan’s minister of transportation, a Zintani called Abdelqader 
al-Ayed, tried to open a third border crossing in Si’aan territory – a community based 
in the coastal plain north of Nalut that had sided with the regime in 2011 – but was 
blocked by opposition from Nalut.125 Such rivalries compounded the distrust between 
Zintanis and neighbouring Amazigh communities. When I visited Zintan and several 
Amazigh towns in January 2014, the mutual disdain and antagonism was palpable in 
many conversations.

*

The 2014–15 civil war profoundly transformed the political landscape in Zintan, as well 
as its relations with its Amazigh neighbours. The Zintani-led militia conglomerates 
disintegrated. The bulk of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq’s forces were unwilling to risk their 
lives for a mere salary and simply vanished, selling or abandoning their vehicles and 
weapons.126 Zintani militia leaders’ patronage networks crumbled after the Thinni 
government sought refuge in the eastern city of al-Bayda and lost access to budgets. 
Those who defended Zintani positions at the airport were the revolutionary battalions 
of 2011, who mobilized their former members as well as young Zintanis who had not 
fought before, and reorganized under Juwaili’s Military Council. As a field commander 
and close associate of Juwaili’s said: ‘if they had attacked only the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq, 
we might not have intervened. But they attacked the airport, which had nothing to do 
with the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq. The attack targeted Zintan.’127 In late August, having lost 
400 of their men and running short on ammunition, Zintani forces withdrew from 
Tripoli to the mountains.128

At the time, external observers ranging from the international media to the 
protagonists of Libya Dawn saw Zintan as an integral part of an anti-Islamist 
alliance led by Haftar, and supported by the majority in the Tobruk-based House of 
Representatives. But contrary to the image promoted in the media, Zintani forces 
were hardly secularist: indeed, in early August, Zintani leaders felt compelled to issue 
a statement ‘denying categorically that we adhere to secularist, liberal, democratic, or 
other ideas deviating from the Quran and the Sunna’.129

Moreover, Haftar’s influence on Zintani forces was limited. Haftar appointed 
Colonel Idris Madi, a Zintani officer who had been loyal to Qadhafi in 2011, as his 
commander for western Libya. As such, Madi claimed command over forces from 
Zintan and fighters who had banded together as a self-styled ‘Army of Tribes’ that 
included combatants from Warshafana and several other tribes that carried the stigma 
of regime loyalism.130 But after the Tripoli-based militias disintegrated in the airport 
war, the bulk of Zintani forces were led by Juwaili’s Military Council, which mobilized 
to defend their community, not to fight for a political camp. Juwaili refused to accept 
Madi’s authority and fiercely opposed Haftar.131 He and his commanders still saw 
themselves as thuwwar, and snorted at the Dawn camp’s portrayal of Zintan as the 
spearhead of counter-revolutionary forces. They were also irritated by Madi’s reliance 
on former regime elements in his effort to assemble forces under his command.132 
In the fight against a common adversary, the Zintanis temporarily shelved such 
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disagreements. But the town’s defence against the existential threat it faced was assured 
principally by the socially embedded forces of the military council.

After the Zintani withdrawal from Tripoli and the defeat of the ‘Army of Tribes’ 
in the Warshafana area in September, hardliners within Libya Dawn began plotting 
the siege and capture of Zintan. They had already mobilized fighters from the 
Mashashiya, who had been forcibly displaced by forces from Zintan during the 2011 
war, and joined the airport battle against the Zintanis on the promise of receiving 
Dawn support for returning to their homes.133 But the hardliners encountered 
opposition from most Misratan battalion leaders.134 What happened next is disputed. 
According to the Zintani version of events, Dawn commanders including Abdelghani 
‘Ghaniwa’ al-Kikli, a Tripoli militia leader who was originally from Kikla, prepared 
to move forces up the mountains and camp in Kikla before laying siege to Zintan.135 
Kikla representatives acknowledge that such plans existed, but maintain that the 
community opposed them.136 On 9 October, unidentified perpetrators sabotaged a 
bridge on the main road at the foot of the mountains, effectively cutting the road 
off to any Zintani forces moving eastwards.137 Zintani leaders claim that this was 
the sign for the start of an operation to encircle their town. In response, Zintani 
forces occupied al-Qawalish, the highest point in that part of the mountains, and 
began shelling Kikla, eventually killing 170 people and displacing the town’s entire 
population.138

The Zintani attack on Kikla very nearly provoked a conflict that could have engulfed 
the mountains as a whole. Up to this point, the Local and Military Councils in Amazigh 
communities had adopted a position of ambiguous neutrality – ambiguous, because 
several hundred men hailing from these towns had fought the Zintanis in Tripoli, in 
the ranks of the National Mobile Force. Amazigh leaders argued during this period 
that they could not prevent the men from fighting in Tripoli, but would shield the 
mountains from the struggles over the capital. The Zintani move on Kikla threatened 
to bring the war to the mountains. Now, more fighters from Nalut, Jadu and Yefren 
mobilized to help defend the town.139 In Jadu, community leaders and members of the 
military council closed the road to Zintan, trying to avert a direct confrontation.140 
Local Councils across the mountains denounced the Zintani offensive, but failed to 
take a clear position in favour of Libya Dawn.

In late November, the onset of fighting over the Zintani-held Wutiya air base, 
halfway between the coast and the mountains, further raised the risk of a war in the 
mountains. Fighters from Nalut and the Dawn alliance plotted the takeover of the base 
with the support of commanders from Kabaw, Jadu and Ruheibat, who were to cordon 
off Zintani supply lines. Such an operation would have unequivocally made these 
Amazigh towns parties to the conflict. Forces from Nalut prepared to attack, waiting 
for their allies from Jadu and Ruheibat to deploy. ‘But when we arrived at the front, 
they weren’t there. We waited for a day, two days. Then we understood that they had 
betrayed us, and withdrew most of our forces,’ an officer from Nalut recalled.141 Zintani 
threats and pressure from community leaders opposed to the war had dissuaded forces 
from Jadu from deploying. The battle over al-Wutiya had risked drawing in Amazigh 
towns as a whole, but in the end, the fighters from Nalut and Jadu who participated 
were those who had already fought in Tripoli, most of them as part of the National 
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Mobile Force.142 And according to the official position of their towns, they did so as 
individuals, not on behalf of their communities.

While local leaders were busy averting an inter-communal war in the mountains, 
relations between Zintan and its neighbours reached their lowest point. Zintani 
positions in the plain and the mountains cut off all supplies to Amazigh towns, while 
Dawn positions closed off all roads to the mountains from Gharyan and the coast – 
both to prevent supplies from reaching Zintan and, as Amazigh leaders suspected, to 
strongarm Amazigh towns into joining the war against Zintan.143 Some individuals 
from Nalut, Jadu and Zintan with relations dating back to 2011 maintained contacts 
that allowed the Zintanis to evacuate their wounded via Nalut to Tunisia.144 Otherwise, 
between October 2014 and February 2015, practically all communication between 
Zintan and its neighbours broke down.

An emerging ethnic discourse threatened to harden the divide. Zintani figures and 
their allies from tribes that were considered former regime loyalists began emphasizing 
their common Arab identity and called Misratans ‘Turks’, ‘Janissaries’ and ‘Jews’ who 
were allying with ‘Berbers’ against the ‘indigenous Arab tribes’. One of the two names 
Haftar used for his organization, the ‘Libyan Arab Armed Forces’, clearly played to 
this discourse.145 This ethnic reading of the conflict gained sudden popularity. I first 
encountered it in October 2014, in a discussion with a politician from Bani Walid who 
had been involved in forming the ‘Army of Tribes’, and again in meetings with tribal 
politicians in Tobruk in April 2015. I had met the same interlocutors before, but none 
had previously used such rhetoric.146

However, this emerging rift receded as the two opposing alliances in western 
Libya crumbled amid a series of local ceasefire agreements. The first – unsuccessful 
– attempt at negotiating a bilateral ceasefire was made between Misratan and Zintani 
representatives, who met in the town of al-Asabea, in the mountains, on 20 February 
2015.147 Misratan commanders and negotiators subsequently began meeting with 
representatives from Warshafana, while continuing to engage the Zintanis. In mid-
March, community representatives from the Nafusa Mountains began a series of 
meetings.148 All the while, fighting continued. In early April, groups from Warshafana 
descended from Zintan, forcing their way back to their home region. This increased 
pressure on Misratan forces in the area and led to the first ceasefire agreement, on 21 
April, between Misrata’s Halbus Brigade and representatives of Warshafana – which 
was violated the very next day by forces from Zawiya, but gradually came to hold.149

Dawn leaders from various cities initially demanded that Zintan negotiate with 
them as a bloc. But in mid-May, Juwaili’s Military Council shelled Gharyan with 
heavy artillery, forcing the city’s Dawn commanders into negotiations. This triggered 
a domino effect. In late May, representatives of all communities in the mountains, 
including Zintan, formally agreed that the conflict had to end and roads should be 
reopened immediately. On 9 June, Zintan and Gharyan reached an agreement on a 
ceasefire, the release of prisoners, and an end to the capture of persons simply on the 
basis of their adherence to either community, coupled with provisions on the location 
of the two parties’ forces. The deal with Gharyan served as a blueprint for similar 
Zintani agreements with Zuwara, Sabratha and Zawiya over the following weeks. These 
agreements effectively ended the second civil war in western Libya – despite the fact 
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that a final deal between Zintan and Kikla was only reached in January 2016, and that 
the Zintanis never reached a formal understanding with Misratan representatives.150

Two points are important to understand these local agreements. First, while the 
UN-led negotiations provided some impetus, the talks were driven by local actors, 
largely unrelated to the political negotiations hosted by the UN. In Misrata, a link did 
exist between the UN-led talks over the formation of a unity government and local 
negotiations: the Local Council played an important role in the initiative for talks 
with Zintan, and simultaneously backed Fathi Bashagha and Suleiman al-Faqih in 
their push for a political deal. But the agreement eventually reached with Warshafana 
representatives was concluded by the Halbus Brigade, whose commanders emphasized 
that they were acting on their own accord and independently of their city’s politicians.151

Second, contrary to what might be assumed from the pictures of bearded old 
men in white robes signing such agreements, commanders were key in initiating, 
conducting and concluding the talks. Local divisions greatly impeded the efforts at 
negotiating local ceasefires, and were the cause of frequent setbacks. These divisions 
are discussed in more detail in the following chapter. What matters here is that they 
did not run between the representatives of armed groups and elders. In other words, 
it was not pressure from communities on armed groups that led to the conclusion of 
ceasefires. Rather, in each town, hardline commanders were linked to local notables 
and politicians who supported their stance, and the same went for those commanders 
who were driving the negotiations. In January 2015, for example, a delegation of 
elders from Jadu went to see their town’s fighters on the Wutiya front, asking them to 
withdraw. But another delegation of notables met with these fighters shortly afterwards 
and expressed support for the war.152

A leading Zintani elder and negotiator explained to me that it was not reconciliation 
through tribal elders that caused stabilization, but the emergence of a balance of power 
that made victory unrealistic for either side. (He liked to quote Nietzsche on justice 
originating in the interaction of parties of approximately equal power). Extolling the 
accuracy of Zintan’s heavy artillery bombardment on Gharyan in glowing terms, he 
emphasized that Zintan only entered negotiations once it had re-established a position 
of strength. This elder acted as a loyal adviser and negotiator for the military leaders 
of his community, rather than as a representative of interests distinct from these 
leaders.153 Another, equally prominent Zintani notable recounted that elders routinely 
consulted with the military council to present a united position in negotiations.154 By 
early 2015, Zintan had certainly grown tired of war – around 400 Zintani men had 
been killed in the airport war, double the number of those killed in 2011 – but civil 
society representatives did not have to remind commanders of this war weariness; they 
were fully aware of it.155

The very first talks between Misrata and Zintan included representatives of the 
Local and Military Councils as well as notables. They took place in the neutral town 
of al-Asabea, whose elders and religious sheikhs acted as mediators. But subsequent 
negotiations between representatives of the two cities were direct, without mediators 
and principally between commanders, who brought with them notables they 
trusted.156 The negotiations between Zintan, Zuwara and Gharyan were essentially led 
by members of the Military Councils and battalion commanders, and they were direct. 
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A key negotiator for Zintan described the role of elders in the talks with Gharyan 
and Sabratha as honorary and symbolic: when negotiations between commanders had 
produced a mutually acceptable draft agreement, both sides would form committees of 
elders for the signing ceremony. He went on to reflect on the most difficult talks, those 
with representatives from Kikla:

The first meetings were with elders from Kikla. But they don’t have forces on 
the ground. When you meet with the commanders, you can judge whether an 
agreement will succeed or fail. There is no point in talking to the elders in a 
situation of war. You have to sit down with the guys who have the force, who can 
either reject an agreement or accept it. The elders may accept a given stipulation, as 
in the case of the first agreement with Kikla, and then the fighters reject it, and the 
agreement collapses. Anyway, we met with this commander, it went well, and five 
days later we met again and started drafting. Back then, there was also a committee 
from two other tribes that was trying to mediate between Kikla and Zintan. But 
we chose to talk directly to the guy who, because he had lost two of his brothers in 
the war and led part of Kikla’s forces, had the weight to allow the negotiations to 
succeed or to fail. After around six months, we finally arrived at an agreement.157

Commanders negotiated on behalf of their constituencies, not as all-powerful leaders 
of centralized forces. The prospects for military victory and the risk of an enduring 
stalemate clearly played a role in their willingness to negotiate, as pointed out earlier. 
But they were neither free to act as they pleased, nor did they simply follow the designs 
of political figures. A commander in Misrata’s Halbus Brigade and leading figure in its 
push for local ceasefire agreements explained the rationale behind opening talks with 
counterparts from Warshafana:

I have experience in war. I fought in 2011, and I fought in 2014. I can tell when 
someone is fighting for principles. The Warshafana were fighting for their land, for 
their homes. We realized that the talk about the Army of Tribes and the counter-
revolution was just manipulation. Along with a few others, I met with the Mufti 
to ask for his support for the ceasefire. But he clearly wanted the war to continue. 
I asked him, do you approve of the displacement of innocent families? He replied 
that it was necessary.158

Social embeddedness meant that the struggles over continuing the war or normalizing 
relations with neighbouring towns raged within the social fabric of communities 
themselves. It was neither a matter of civilian pressure on the leaders of armed groups, 
nor did it boil down to the calculations of warlords in their pursuit of wealth and 
power. There was no clear dividing line between civilians and combatants, and the bulk 
of the forces in the mountains did not correspond to clearly identifiable armed groups.

Of course, some forces – such as those led by Colonel Idris Madi – were controlled 
by a more or less hierarchical command structure, rather than diffuse social networks. 
Some held together largely due to salary payments or the inability of their members 
to return to areas controlled by their adversaries, such as the remnants of the Sawaeq. 
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When the latter’s leaders, the Trabelsi brothers, called me in for questioning on my way 
to Zintan in April 2016, they continued to be torn between claiming to defend Zintani 
interests, and maintaining that theirs was a professional force with members from all 
across Libya, and answerable only to the Interior Ministry in al-Bayda.159 Madi and 
the Trabelsi brothers advanced such arguments to escape Zintani collective decision-
making. Some commanders of armed groups were moved by money or revolutionary 
fervour, and appeared to be immune to appeals from their social surroundings. Such 
groups mattered as actors in the conflict. But their weight was far inferior to that of 
forces that were deeply embedded in their communities.

The strength of socially embedded forces in the mountains was rooted in the 
lasting relationships and loyalties forged during the 2011 war. These ties survived the 
post-revolutionary transformations, and were reactivated as the relapse into civil war 
posed acute threats to communities. Socially embedded forces defended Zintan, and 
prevented Amazigh communities from entering the war.

Like the 2011 war, that of 2014–15 left a deep imprint on society in the Nafusa 
Mountains. The sense of siege induced by the war in communities far outlasted the state 
of acute conflict. Around 20,000 Tripolitans of Zintani origin had fled to Zintan during 
the war, and a majority were reluctant to return to Tripoli even long after the ceasefire 
agreements had been concluded. The displaced had made considerable investments 
in Zintan in housing and commercial real estate, suggesting that they were planning 
to stay, or at the least providing for the eventuality of renewed displacement in the 
future. Between mid-2015 and mid-2016, concerns over security in Tripoli limited the 
movements of most Zintanis to the town of al-Asabea as a hub for trade and supplies, 
the flight connection between Zintan and the eastern city of al-Bayda, as well as the 
land route to Tunisia via Nalut.

The overall effect of these new patterns of movement, communication and 
exchange was to promote even denser social ties within the community, as well as an 
increasingly homogenous political discourse that differed sharply from that prevalent 
in neighbouring towns. Only upon my return to Zintan in March 2017 had some of 
its residents begun to undertake occasional visits to Tripoli, and many of the displaced 
were moving back to the capital.

Related to these changes was the rise of community-driven law enforcement in 
Zintan. Prior to the second civil war, Zintan had acquired notoriety in Tripoli, in the 
mountains and in southern Libya for criminal activities and abuses by some of its 
young men. To rein in such abuses and the damage they caused to the community’s 
reputation, a self-mobilized police force called the Committee of 200 sprang up. It 
owed its name to its founding act, the spontaneous mobilization of around 200 men 
who had called a Zintani armed group to order after it had forced hundreds of people 
from the town of Dirj to seek refuge in Algeria, in September 2013. The committee 
clamped down on crime by engaging with suspects’ families prior to arrests, urging 
them to surrender suspects, and if necessary shaming them into doing so. With the 
collapse of the Zintani-led militia conglomerates in 2014 and the afflux of the displaced 
from Tripoli, the work of the committee enjoyed greater leeway, while also taking on 
greater urgency for community security. Over time, and after road movements across 
the mountains were restored, the committee gained a reputation for impartial law 
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enforcement even beyond Zintan, and thereby helped to improve inter-communal 
relations somewhat.

Overall, however, relations between Zintanis and their neighbours remained marked 
by deep distrust. The rifts of 2011 separated some communities in the mountains from 
others. The 2014 war divided the allies of 2011.

Bani Walid: The difficult path to local cohesion
Bani Walid entered the post-Qadhafi era in profound disarray. The town’s inhabitants 
had been humiliated by looting revolutionary forces, who also stripped the town’s 
fighters of the weapons and vehicles they had brought with them from Qadhafi’s 
defeated forces. What remained was woefully inadequate to protect the town against 
the exactions of revolutionary armed groups. The community had been decapitated of 
its political elite, whose members had been killed, were imprisoned or had fled abroad. 
Moreover, it was deeply divided, reeling from the killings of 28 May and the forced 
entry of its revolutionary fighters into the town. Many residents were frustrated with 
Bani Walid’s new status as a renegade town, and the hardship and marginalization that 
came with it, after local armed men forced out the 28 May Brigade in January 2012. 
The Social Council that emerged in the wake of this event was mostly recruited from 
second-tier figures, some of whom remained under the influence of former regime 
officials who were now based abroad. Although the fifty-member Social Council had 
been established to represent each of the Warfalla’s five sections equally, ostensibly 
through consultations led by a constituent committee, in reality it was largely self-
appointed.160

The organization of violence in the town after the expulsion of the 28 May Brigade 
reflected that disarray. Bands of armed men emerged, many of whom had fought in 
Qadhafi’s forces but, more importantly, had fought together in the town’s defence against 
revolutionary forces in 2011. Salem al-Waer’s Warfalla 1993 Brigade was the only group 
with a formal name, an authorization from the NTC, and a core membership that had 
supported the revolution, but not participated in the town’s forceful capture. But it 
was a small, newly formed group that lacked both internal cohesion and weaponry. As 
the Social Council sought to negotiate the exchange of five Misratan hostages against 
prisoners from Bani Walid in Misrata, doubts emerged over whether the Council could 
negotiate the release of the hostages, or was powerless in the face of local armed men.161 
This reflected weak leadership in general, and weak links between the Social Council 
and those carrying weapons, in particular.

The 2012 siege and forceful takeover of the town had the unintended consequence 
of promoting unity in this deeply divided community. Even many who had supported 
the revolution saw the operation as an egregious injustice. Many ordinary citizens 
who had not fought in 2011, ranging from teenagers to retirees, helped defend the 
town in October 2012. Former exiled opponents such as al-Waer, and Bani Walid 
revolutionaries who had fought in Zintan, such as Mohamed Salama al-Wadani, 
played a leading role in the defence. Those members of the 28 May Brigade who 
participated in the capture and re-established themselves in Bani Walid in its wake lost 
all remaining sympathies.
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In the aftermath of the October 2012 operation, the community’s isolation deepened. 
Many residents were reluctant to go to Tripoli out of fear they would be pulled out at 
checkpoints and, in the worst case, captured by militias, merely because they were 
from Bani Walid – there had been recurrent cases. For former members of the army 
or security institutions, this concern loomed even greater. A young man with whom I 
fetched a ride back to Tripoli in April 2014 told me that most members of his extended 
family no longer travelled to the capital, because one of his uncles was a member of the 
Social Council, and another had been an officer in the security services.162

The community became increasingly inward-looking. This applied not only to 
personal interactions, but also to media consumption. In the homes I visited, people 
would watch either the al-Dardanil TV channel launched by the Social Council or 
al-Jamahiriya, the channel run by former regime officials based in Cairo – among them 
prominent Warfalla – who unabashedly indulged in the reverie of a return to the old 
days. Few sought to engage with the narratives and debates promoted in the leading 
Libyan media outlets. The political discourse in Bani Walid came to resemble that of 
an islet cut off from most of the rest of the country.

Social Council members had fled the town during the October 2012 capture, 
but they quickly returned and reorganized in clandestinity. In February 2013, they 
reemerged into the open and compelled the 28 May Brigade to leave the town. Armed 
local youth had already forced out a unit of the Tripoli Supreme Security Committee 
(SSC) in December 2012. Two army units dispatched by the government to Bani Walid 
later withdrew to a checkpoint about 70 kilometres north of the town, and eventually 
left after they were attacked by unknown assailants in June 2013.163 Following this 
incident, no organized armed entities existed in Bani Walid until October 2014, when 
the Social Council formed a security battalion.

Having learnt a painful lesson in October 2012, the Social Council shed its former 
confrontational stance, particularly as several of its members – including its chairman, 
Mohamed al-Barghuthi – remained imprisoned in al-Zawiya until December 2013. In 
early 2013, the Social Council negotiated with the Zeidan government that a new local 
council be established, chosen from figures who accepted the new order in Tripoli but 
excluding the revolutionaries who had supported the town’s second capture. The new 
Local Council gained some local acceptance by paying out compensation payments 
to those who had suffered property damage in 2011, apparently greasing the hands of 
Social Council members and their allies.164 It also managed to put 500 of Bani Walid’s 
men on the payroll of the police.165 But these were paltry acts of charity. They were vastly 
insufficient to undermine the Social Council’s standing, as the members of the Local 
Council planned to do, much less to reconcile the town with the revolutionary order. 
An attempt by notables not represented in the Social Council to establish an alternative 
Shura Council for Bani Walid with a more conciliatory stance towards Tripoli also fell 
flat. The Shura Council never gained any local traction.166 Although some in the town 
continued to blame the Social Council’s stubbornness for the catastrophe of October 
2012, the overall impact of the town’s renewed humiliation was to cement the Social 
Council’s position in the community.

By moderating its approach and integrating a number of younger men as members 
and advisers, the Social Council broadened its support in the town.167 Earlier in 2012, 
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the Council had sought to join forces with other marginalized groups by holding two 
conferences of tribal politicians; after the town’s second capture, it refrained from 
organizing such meetings to avoid provoking the renewed ire of revolutionary forces.168 
The influence of the Cairo-based former regime officials on the Council waned; they 
had encouraged the Council in its uncompromising stance, but had not suffered the 
consequences of this approach, nor had they been able to help defend Bani Walid.169 
Following Barghuthi’s release, the Council embarked on a reconciliation effort with 
Zawiya that eventually led to an agreement in June 2014 – the first cautious step to 
normalize relations with a former revolutionary stronghold.170 The Council succeeded 
in overcoming resistance from local opponents of reconciliation who had forcefully 
prevented a delegation from Zawiya from entering Bani Walid.171

While Bani Walid was increasingly united in its rejection of the revolutionary order, 
it remained marked by deep divisions as a result of the painful experiences of the 1990s 
and 2011. The political divides of the past reverberated within families. In April 2014, 
I spent an evening with an extended family from the Rababsa subtribe. Two members 
present that evening had demonstrated against the regime in 2011, were imprisoned 
until the fall of Tripoli, and had supported the revolutionaries in their first capture 
of Bani Walid. Among the other attendees were several staunch regime supporters. 
The two sides heatedly threw reproaches at each other for around an hour, and upon 
leaving, my host told me that this happened all the time. These men continuously dealt 
with past divides, thereby strengthening social cohesion at the level of the extended 
family. But when two of my interlocutors who did not know each other well happened 
to run into each other, the distrust between them was often palpable. Indeed, my hosts 
would commonly try to keep me from seeing people they distrusted or disliked, in 
most cases for reasons related to their role in past struggles. This occurred in other 
research locations too, but was far more common in Bani Walid.

After the army units dispatched by Tripoli withdrew in spring 2013, Bani Walid was 
wholly demilitarized. There were no forces claiming to represent the state, nor were 
there local armed groups, though most households possessed weapons. When I visited 
in April 2014 and expressed surprise at the remarkable stability in the town despite 
the absence of security forces, I was consistently told that family and tribal solidarities 
ensured a modicum of security. In this telling, conflict resolution by tribal elders 
prevented disputes from escalating, the threat of retaliation by the prospective victim’s 
family dissuaded potential criminals from acting, and a settlement pattern whereby 
most neighbourhoods were inhabited by relatives of the same clan provided additional 
security. There was undoubtedly a lot of truth in this analysis, although it frequently 
came with allegations that residual security problems were due to internally displaced 
people who had found refuge in Bani Walid since 2011. This was less convincing, 
because the principle of mutual deterrence on a tribal basis actually placed refugees 
from other towns at a disadvantage, and turned them into easy prey.

Over time, Bani Walid’s fragile security came under pressure. In 2013 and early 
2014, the town saw several politically motivated assassinations or attempts.172 Road 
banditry became more common in the town’s environs, and disproportionately 
targeted motorists who were not from Bani Walid. Young men in the town began 
ferrying irregular migrants, initially working for networks run by Zintanis and others, 
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then gradually forming their own gangs. The growth of drug abuse and prostitution 
suggested that social control was eroding.173 Security deteriorated further with the 
massive influx of refugees into the town from July 2014 onwards; in September 2014, 
over a thousand families fled to Bani Walid from Warshafana alone, most of whom 
would stay there until early 2015.174 Among the refugees were young men who had 
fought in Warshafana, including members of criminal gangs, some of whom teamed 
up with local youth to engage in banditry in Bani Walid’s environs.

More broadly, insecurity was the outcome of a prolonged absence of security forces, 
combined with the lack of alternative opportunities, particularly for young men in 
the town. Developments in nearby Sirte also increased the sense of vulnerability, in 
particular the rise of Ansar al-Sharia and, from early 2015 onwards, the city’s gradual 
takeover by a local affiliate of the Islamic State.175 Sirte had a large Warfalla population 
with close ties to Bani Walid, implying that the Islamic State could establish itself in 
Bani Walid, too. In 2016, thousands of families fled to Bani Walid from Sirte, where 
Misratan forces were fighting IS.

In response to the eroding security, the Social Council in October 2014 established 
a security battalion drawn from volunteers, taking care to include members from all 
subtribes of the Warfalla. Though the battalion benefited from small funds mobilized 
by the Bayda-based justice minister Mabruk Greira, formerly the head of Bani 
Walid’s Local Council, it was a purely local initiative and not affiliated with either 
of the country’s two governments.176 The unit’s day-to-day work involved manning 
checkpoints and reacting to reports of crimes.

The security battalion’s beginnings were difficult, since suspects at times mobilized 
family members against what they saw as undue interference by an armed group of 
questionable legitimacy. To minimize the risk of backlash, the battalion worked with Social 
Council members who engaged with families to persuade them to hand over suspects 
before the battalion entered into action.177 This was also a way of shielding members of the 
battalion from possible prosecution in the future, should they injure or kill someone while 
on duty. Murder was typically dealt with through customary law (‘urf), the perpetrator 
handed over to a third party from another town for safeguarding, and dispute resolution 
generally involving his family’s exile from Bani Walid.178 To deal with other crimes, the 
battalion later began cooperating with the prosecutor in neighbouring Tarhuna.

The battalion was deeply socially embedded. It had several prominent figures, but 
no leader. I did not have to seek its members out; people I met by chance at the homes 
of my hosts turned out to be volunteers in the unit. One of them, a man in his forties, 
told me:

I am an engineer. On duty nights, I go out in my military fatigue with my Kalashnikov. 
There are young guys and old men with us. It’s not that we are particularly happy 
about this, but there are no other solutions to insecurity right now. We’d love to have 
the army and the police secure the town, but there is no state.179

The battalion progressively gained recognition in Bani Walid, even among sceptics 
of the Social Council.180 But its authority remained contested due to acts by armed 
locals and transgressions of its own members. After a suspected IS operative died 
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under torture in the battalion’s prison, in March 2016, his relatives assassinated a 
prominent figure in the battalion whom they held responsible.181 On another occasion, 
the battalion suspended its work in response to allegations by a damaged party, only 
to be reactivated following pressure from the community.182 Armed locals repeatedly 
freed their relatives from the prison.

The battalion remained a temporary stopgap measure devised by the collectivity, with 
a minimal remit. For example, it did not clamp down on migrant smuggling networks 
in the town, which by 2016 had become powerful and hugely profitable. The number of 
dead migrant bodies found in the town’s environs at times numbered in the dozens per 
week, but the Social Council and its battalion stopped short of confronting the smugglers, 
except to demand that they circumvent the town to reduce the pressure on its morgue.183

Nevertheless, the battalion and the Social Council ensured a modicum of stability 
in an environment marked by pervasive conflict, rampant criminality and growing 
extremist activity. The battalion embodied a notable change from the unruly gangs that 
had emerged in early 2012, within what was then a shattered community. It remained 
the only organized armed group in Bani Walid until mid-2017. Throughout this time, 
the Social Council preserved a neutral position in Libya’s conflicts, and prevented the 
warring parties from using the town as a base. This struggle for neutrality is discussed 
in the next chapter.

Bani Walid regained a degree of cohesion after suffering deep divides through the 
conflicts of 2011 and 2012. Its social fabric remained dense despite all the rifts. By 
focusing more clearly on communal interests after the catastrophe of October 2012, 
the Social Council gradually managed to establish a largely unchallenged position 
of collective leadership. For all its deficiencies, the collective solution to insecurity 
provided some stability, and closed the road to the establishment of armed groups 
affiliated to the conflicting parties.

Tobruk: The backwater
The civil war of 2011 left Tobruk’s social order largely untouched. It had neither 
provoked significant rifts in the city, nor promoted stronger local cohesion. It had 
not produced a new elite, nor brought the downfall of the local establishment. There 
was no revolutionary leadership in Tobruk. The city’s political players adopted the 
revolutionary discourse dominant nationwide after the war, but few could claim to 
have played a meaningful role in the revolution. Only a few dozen men from Tobruk 
had fought at the front, and they were too small a minority to establish themselves as a 
dominant force in the city once the war was over. The head of the Local Council, Faraj 
Yasin al-Mabri, drew his influence as much from well-established patronage networks 
and traditional legitimacy as from his temporary imprisonment under Qadhafi and his 
early support for the revolution. The former commander of Tobruk military region, 
Gen. Suleiman Mahmoud, was reluctant to play politics after the war, and his influence 
declined. Tribal notables who had been key figures in local politics under Qadhafi, 
such as al-Tayyeb al-Sharif, tried to make people forget their previous role by changing 
their tune, seizing on issues such as the unavenged murder of Gen. Abdelfattah Younes 
or the region’s nascent autonomy movement.
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Unlike many other Libyan cities, Tobruk did not witness a mushrooming of militias 
after the war. This was likely the result of a combination of factors. First, because 
the revolution provoked no salient divides in the city, residents felt no acute threat 
that would have caused them to form or join armed groups. Because no such divides 
emerged, tribal identities in Tobruk were not politicized, at least not in a way that set 
the city’s three main tribes – the Obeidat, Mniffa and Qutaan – against each other. 
Tobruk’s isolated geographical setting meant that there were no significant external 
threats, even if locals eyed the jihadist groups in neighbouring Darna with increasing 
suspicion. Already under Qadhafi, arbitration in property disputes and the dispensation 
of justice for capital offences had commonly occurred outside the framework of the 
state in Tobruk and its surrounding region, through the use of customary law and 
mediation – although this system had come under increasing pressure in the years 
preceding the revolution.184 Much as in Bani Walid, this system of mutual deterrence 
and conflict resolution was the principal safeguard against the erosion of security after 
state authority collapsed. It also reproduced a patriarchal order that likely deterred 
prospective militia leaders from setting themselves up.

Second, the city was ill-positioned to partake in the post-revolutionary struggles 
over the militia economy. Tobruk’s arsenals had mostly been destroyed by loyalist 
officers before they fled; Tobruk’s revolutionaries were few, and most of them fought 
with groups from other cities, hence they did not possess great amounts of weaponry; 
finally, their peripheral location left them with little leverage over the struggles 
unfolding in Tripoli. As local politicians watched these struggles from afar, the urge to 
take action against their marginalization grew.

Before Haftar harnessed such local resentment for his operation, it manifested itself 
in a form that reflected these specific local circumstances. When forces loyal to Ibrahim 
al-Jadhran closed down the oil export terminals in the ‘oil crescent’ in mid-2013, they 
found an ally in a group from Tobruk that – like Jadhran himself – demanded autonomy 
for eastern Libya, and shut down Tobruk’s al-Hariqa terminal to increase the pressure 
on the Zeidan government. In contrast to the closures in the oil crescent, however, the 
action in Tobruk was not led by a young militia leader, but by a senior tribal politician 
of the Obeidat, Mansur al-Salihin al-Mabri. Moreover, the actors in Tobruk were not a 
clearly identifiable armed group; it sufficed that Salihin threatened to send armed men 
to attack any tanker entering the port.185 Salihin had public opinion in Tobruk against 
him, and a prominent opponent at the head of the Local Council, his cousin Faraj 
Yasin al-Mabri. The two had long been bitter rivals, and Salihin publicly embarrassed 
his cousin when the latter held a press conference with Zeidan in October 2013 to 
announce that the port would be reopened, only to return to Tobruk and find Salihin 
immune to his pleas and offers.186 Salihin took advantage of the fact that his cousin and 
others in Tobruk were reluctant to confront him for fear of provoking internal discord – 
particularly as little could be gained by backing the government.187 He eventually lifted 
the blockade after Zeidan’s successor Thinni struck a deal with Jadhran, in April 2014.

Meanwhile, Tobruk remained on the margins of post-revolutionary distributive 
struggles. In autumn 2013, the chief of staff chose the city as the location of one 
out of three newly created brigades that were to be recruited from all across Libya, 
receive training abroad and form the core of a new national army. The recruitment 
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committee established for that purpose in Tobruk predictably subverted the plan; the 
1,000 recruits were overwhelmingly from Tobruk and its environs.188 This was a lone 
opportunity for local military players to appropriate a small share of the resources that 
were fought over by militia leaders in Tripoli.

The resources Tobruk’s political players were able to mobilize from Tripoli paled 
in comparison to the interests at stake in the city’s transborder economy. Contrary to 
developments along the western and southern borders, in Tobruk the revolution did 
not overturn the balance of power between rival networks operating in this economy. 
These networks had not been involved on opposing sides of the civil war, nor had 
they accumulated large stocks of arms. The war produced no losers in the smuggling 
business – only winners, since the collapse of central authority further reduced the 
constraints placed on smuggling.

Since the 1970s, Tobruk had become a hub for consumer goods imported tax-
free into Libya, then smuggled into Egypt; more recently, Moroccan hashish had also 
become an important merchandise.189 The 2011 revolution at first saw weapons being 
smuggled into Libya, and then much greater outflows of weapons as the regime fell. After 
the war, a thriving trade in used cars imported tax-free via Tobruk’s port developed, 
and growing quantities of expired, often hazardous, Egyptian foodstuffs were illicitly 
imported into Libya, exploiting weak or complicit customs controls.190 Finally, flows 
of irregular migrants expanded rapidly after the war, including both Egyptian labour 
migrants circumventing the constantly changing visa regimes, and migrants from 
Egypt and beyond seeking to travel on to Europe. Most of these smuggling activities 
were controlled by, and socially embedded in, clan-based networks associated with the 
Awlad Ali tribe, which spanned the border.191

For a while, two units recruited from former revolutionary fighters tried to impose 
their control over the border, thereby threatening the vested interests associated with 
this economy. In the war’s final days, Mustafa Abdeljalil charged a revolutionary 
commander and former political prisoner from Tobruk with assembling a unit 
named ‘Shield of Tobruk’ to secure the border crossing with Egypt. In early 2012, 
the new deputy defence minister in charge of the border guard, a former LIFG 
member and longtime prisoner called al-Siddiq al-Mabruk, who was an Obeidi from 
the Darna area, put another revolutionary commander from Tobruk in charge of 
forming a border guard unit, Battalion 71. The Shield of Tobruk was made up mostly 
of civilians, many of whom had been at the front with the unit’s commander, whereas 
Battalion 71 included young men who had fought with the unit’s head, an officer 
named Muftah Omar Hamza, as well as regular soldiers from the Omar al-Mukhtar 
Brigade.192

Both units repeatedly clashed with smugglers, seizing illicit goods and arresting 
irregular migrants.193 Having suffered numerous injuries in its ranks, the Shield 
withdrew from the crossing for the first time in mid-2012. In early 2013, it returned to 
the crossing in a concerted effort with Battalion 71, which patrolled the border. Both 
units were again drawn into repeated clashes with smugglers, and both commanders 
were themselves injured in such altercations. Tired of its Sysiphean struggle with 
vested interests, the Shield dissolved itself in August 2013.194 Battalion 71 continued 
its patrols, but when the Egyptian air force bombed one of them, in December 2014, it 
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emerged that some members of the unit were using their vehicles to transport drugs.195 
Hamza and the commander of the Omar al-Mukhtar Brigade suspended the patrols 
and pledged to tighten oversight, but were removed from their posts by Haftar’s chief 
of staff, Abderrazeq al-Nadhuri. Both officers opposed Haftar’s operation, contrary to 
some rank and file in their units, who had proclaimed their support.196

The smuggling networks that had caused the downfall of the two units were deeply 
socially embedded, and generally structured on kinship ties.197 These networks had 
long infiltrated security institutions on both sides of the border, and continued to do so 
after 2011. The revolutionary fighters were too small a minority to prevail against the 
interests associated with these networks. Some of these fighters had been part of such 
networks even before the war, or were drawn into them afterwards.

Haftar’s operation, which from its beginnings used Tobruk as one of its main 
bases, did not confront such networks. It was concerned with the conflict in Benghazi, 
400 kilometres to the west of Tobruk. Haftar was able to mobilize substantial local 
support in Tobruk. Given the weakness of revolutionary leadership in Tobruk, few 
local leaders had an interest in opposing Haftar, and those who did lacked the capacity. 
The operation’s promise to restore the position of the old army, whose members had 
become the target of an accelerating assassination campaign in Benghazi, resonated 
with many officers in Cyrenaica, including in Tobruk.

Haftar also began courting local tribal elders early on. His campaign appeared 
designed to reinstate an order in which senior notables and officers retained their social 
and political pre-eminence over the younger men whose armed groups had taken control 
of Benghazi and Darna. Proponents of eastern autonomy saw in Haftar – a declared 
nationalist, and member of the Firjan tribe of central Libya – a useful instrument to 
attack the government in Tripoli and its eastern allies, and gambled that they could 
sideline him once he had served his purpose.

But for all the sources of support for Haftar’s operation, it did not emerge from 
socially embedded forces. Although it initially resembled a loosely linked coalition 
of armed groups, Haftar progressively centralized the operation’s command structure, 
and sidelined challengers within the coalition. His ability to do so stemmed in large 
degree from the support he received from Egypt and the UAE. Foreign support and 
centralized command provided Haftar with wide-ranging autonomy from local actors. 
The next chapter analyses Haftar’s rise in detail.

Elsewhere: The reign of militias
The preceding four case studies cannot claim to be representative of Libya’s  
post-revolutionary conflict landscape. The socially embedded forces of Misrata and 
the Nafusa Mountains were key players in Libya’s political scene from 2011 onwards. 
Bani Walid and Tobruk were not the only towns where social mechanisms for conflict 
resolution offered temporary stopgap measures after the collapse of central authority. 
Indeed, many areas of Libya witnessed an astounding degree of stability in the years 
after 2011, and the conflicts that raged from 2014 onwards largely bypassed them. But 
in key arenas for conflicts, including Tripoli and Benghazi, armed groups dominated 
whose political or economic interests set them much more clearly apart from their 
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social surroundings. Most of them emerged under conditions that differed markedly 
from those described in these four cases.

Some of these armed groups emerged out of tight-knit networks of revolutionary 
fighters, while others only formed after the war. Some had been embedded in the social 
fabric but progressively isolated themselves, such as by defining themselves more 
explicitly through Islamist ideology, or by acquiring notoriety for criminal activity. 
Others set themselves up as extremist or criminal groups from the start, or were 
formed by political players. Like more deeply rooted networks, the vast majority of 
these armed groups financed themselves at least in part with state salaries and inflated 
operating budgets, since most were nominally part of state security institutions such as 
the army, the Supreme Security Committee, the Libya Shield Force, the border guards 
or the PFGs.198 State salaries for such groups became only gradually scarcer after the 
split through government institutions in mid-2014.

What the social and political conditions in which such groups formed had in common 
was that they were not marked by the strong degree of communal cohesion induced by 
collective struggle, such as in Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains during the revolution, 
and in Bani Walid in the post-revolutionary period. Beyond this commonality, the 
contexts that gave rise to such groups can be analytically separated into three types.

The first type of setting were large cities, which not only had a social fabric that was 
not as dense as that of smaller communities, but also an experience of the civil war that 
differed from that of revolutionary strongholds and loyalist towns. Misrata was the 
only large city where the revolutionary struggle had forged local cohesion and a strong 
communal identity. In Benghazi, the threat of regime forces returning to take the city 
vanished one month into the uprising, and suspicion among the armed groups in the 
city grew as the war continued. With the exception of Ajdabiya, other eastern cities 
were far removed from the front line.

In the west and south, all cities except Misrata were firmly under regime control 
from early March onwards. This meant that these cities’ revolutionaries organized 
underground, or went to liberated areas to join the armed struggle. In neither case 
could they form the socially embedded fighting groups that emerged in revolutionary 
strongholds. When they eventually established themselves in their hometowns, they 
immediately moved to seize control of strategic locations or lucrative assets, at times 
clashing with other local armed groups that had emerged after the regime’s collapse. 
In Tripoli, this pattern was aggravated by the rivalry over the control of government 
institutions, which led political players to invest in firepower in the city, such as in the 
form of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq Brigades, or that of the armed groups affiliated with the 
Libyan Revolutionaries Operations Room (LROR).199 The volatile situation in such 
cities offered a fertile environment for the development of armed groups marked by 
various strands of Salafi or jihadi ideology. These groups often put themselves forward 
as purveyors of order, and claimed to clamp down on the criminal activity of their rivals.

The second setting was that of communities that had been acquiescent or supportive 
of the regime during the war, and were vanquished and decapitated of their elites at its 
end. Such communities typically saw a small, revolutionary minority establish itself by 
force, backed by outside actors with whom they had fought during the war. The leading 
local figures associated with the regime often fled abroad, and the impotence of the 
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remaining community leaders in the face of defeat, victimization and marginalization 
undermined their standing. In such settings, armed groups led by young or middle-
aged men faced no significant counterweights.

Bani Walid might well have provided a textbook example for such a setting, 
had locals not compelled revolutionary forces to leave on two occasions. The town 
otherwise appeared predestined to follow a trajectory akin to that of Sirte, where 
local revolutionaries with a strong jihadist component imposed themselves with 
support from Misratan allies, later forming a local offshoot of Ansar al-Sharia, which 
eventually evolved into an affiliate of the Islamic State that took complete control of 
the city.200 Other examples included the Warshafana area southwest of Tripoli, where 
elements of the myriad armed groups from Zintan and Tripoli established themselves 
in properties belonging to former senior regime figures, and gradually linked up with 
local criminals to engage in banditry, looting and extortion, impervious to the efforts 
of local elders at re-establishing order.201 As Libya’s conflicts raged on, former regime 
officials added to the volatile mix in such communities by setting up their own armed 
groups, some of which were themselves little more than criminal gangs.

The third were peripheral regions that had been under regime control for most of 
the war, and where regime collapse triggered a sudden mushrooming of new armed 
groups that scrambled for control of arsenals and economic assets, including oilfields, 
refineries and transborder traffic. In some areas, the regime had favoured networks 
associated with particular tribes in the management of the illicit transborder economy. 
The regime’s demise prompted at times sudden and violent reversals of such orders.

These struggles, which erupted in late 2011 and early 2012, frequently escalated 
into inter-communal conflicts as conflicting parties retaliated indiscriminately against 
members of the community to which their adversaries belonged. But although the 
inter-communal tensions provoked by such conflicts were real and affected entire 
tribes or ethnic groups, there could be no mistaking that the armed groups at the core 
of these struggles were not champions of their communities’ interests. Most frequently, 
they were narrow-based enterprises concerned primarily with predation. Examples of 
such struggles included the conflicts in Kufra and Sabha, as well as those between 
armed groups from Zuwara and Rigdalain, all of which were primarily over control of 
the illicit economy.202 Many of the armed groups that established themselves in oilfields 
across the country’s south and the export terminals in the oil crescent rapidly devolved 
into protection rackets. They obtained official sanction by being nominally integrated 
into the Petroleum Facilities Guard. The leaders of such groups gradually strengthened 
their influence and centralized control, thanks to the profits from these rackets. Some of 
them – most prominently Ibrahim al-Jadhran in the oil crescent – imposed themselves 
as indispensable interlocutors for the Tripoli government and external actors.203

Few of the groups that emerged in these three types of settings could pass as rebels, 
with the exception of Ansar al-Sharia, the Islamic State and armed proponents of 
regional autonomy. Nor did they fit into the militia category in its narrow definition as 
irregular counterinsurgent forces.204 In a less restrictive sense, ‘militia’ does, however, 
appear to be the most appropriate collective term for them, much as it has been applied 
to a variety of armed groups in other cases where the collapse of central authority 
erased distinctions between government proxies and insurgents, and where non-state 
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armed groups often claimed to represent the state, such as in Lebanon and Somalia.205 
In any case, these armed groups could serve as units of analysis. Compared to socially 
embedded forces, they could be more clearly distinguished from their communities, 
from which they were separated by virtue of defining themselves ideologically, 
operating as profit-making schemes for certain individuals, or following the directions 
of political actors based outside their communities.

Conclusion

An analysis of Libya’s conflicts as an interaction between armed groups would miss 
central aspects of the processes unfolding since 2011. Key forces in Libya’s conflict 
landscape could not be adequately understood as discrete organizations. Instead, they 
resembled networks that were deeply rooted in local communities, in some cases to 
the point of being indistinguishable from them. Whether and how they became active 
in Libya’s conflicts depended not exclusively, or even primarily, on self-maximizing 
calculations by warlords, militia leaders or politicians. Rather, their actions responded 
to complex local processes of consultation, coordination and collective decision-
making that often stubbornly resisted the schemes of individual political players. 
Social embeddedness imposed significant constraints on actors in Libya’s conflicts, just 
as it ensured much of their resilience and fighting power.

The social embeddedness of forces in Libya’s conflicts was not an expression of their 
communities’ innate characteristics. The pre-war social fabric of Misrata had much 
in common with that of a city such as Zawiya, which became a base for predatory 
militias that escaped social control. A much smaller town inhabited by a single tribe, 
Zintan differed considerably from Misrata, and more closely resembled Bani Walid, 
which only narrowly escaped a downward trajectory of internal conflict and rule by 
an armed minority. And yet, the forces that emerged in Misrata and Zintan were 
both deeply embedded in their communities. The tight-knit networks and communal 
identity that underpinned these forces had been shaped by several months of common 
struggle against regime forces. The dominance of socially disembedded armed groups 
in localities that had not experienced such common struggle supports the present 
argument about the origins of social embeddedness.

Forces that were deeply embedded in communities changed with their communities. 
In Misrata, these forces lost their erstwhile unity as political divisions deepened in the 
city, and regained it only in the face of an external threat to the entire community. In 
Zintan, socially embedded forces were eclipsed by the rise of militia conglomerates 
that disintegrated only when the community faced an existential threat. Bani Walid 
only gradually restored the cohesion and the collective leadership necessary for the 
emergence of socially embedded security structures. It did so largely in response to 
the community’s victimization and forced isolation. In Tobruk, no strong leadership 
emerged in 2011 or thereafter, and the city was little transformed by the conflict, in 
part due to its peripheral location. The weakness of local leadership and of socially 
embedded forces in Tobruk would provide a favourable setting for the establishment 
of Haftar’s power structure.
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The process of fragmentation (2015–19)

When defending their lack of success in brokering a meaningful solution to Libya’s 
conflicts, Western officials often pointed to the extraordinary fragmentation of Libya’s 
political landscape. Libya, they said, just was like that, and always had been. UN Special 
Representative Martin Kobler attributed this fragmentation to ‘42 years of autocracy 
and nepotism’ under Qadhafi.1 UK foreign secretary Philip Hammond told the House 
of Commons:

We should be clear about Libya’s historical context: it is a country that has 
traditionally had a high degree of devolution in its governance structure, which is 
often held together by a strong man at the centre. …

If only it were so simple as there being two sides; there are about 120 sides as 
far as I can make out.2

For close observers of developments in Libya, of course, the countless divisions 
emerging in the wake of the 2014–15 civil war were not a reflection of unchanging 
societal characteristics. In fact, they represented a rather novel form of fragmentation 
– one shaped in no small measure by the UN-led negotiations themselves.3

This chapter offers a theoretical understanding of Libya’s fragmentation as the 
product of conflicting pressures originating from strong local social ties and changing 
strategic conditions. Twice – in 2011 and again in 2014 – communities and their leaders 
closed ranks against a common enemy, only for local unity to dissolve into internal 
rivalry as civil war gave way to political bargaining. Each time strategic conditions 
changed, local actors in the conflict repositioned themselves, entering into new 
alliances and enmities, and thereby inflicting ever new rifts onto the local social fabric. 
Where communities remained cohesive, local actors were constrained in their external 
alliances and their action against internal rivals. Haftar’s establishment of a centralized 
power structure in eastern Libya benefited from the dearth of cohesive local forces and 
the weakness of leadership in peripheral areas of Cyrenaica. Empirically, this chapter 
focuses on the unravelling of the two opposing camps of 2014 in western Libya, and 
the consolidation of Haftar’s rule over the east.

Is fragmentation a game?

Whether as an explicit framework or by shaping underlying assumptions, rational 
choice theory has acquired hegemonic influence in the recent literature on civil wars. 
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The vast majority of contributions to this literature see actors in civil wars as defined 
by their relative power, and driven by varying combinations of threats, opportunities 
and uncertainty. Formal models based on such assumptions have the advantage of 
parsimony, but necessarily discount fundamental aspects of social reality, such as 
social structure, history and its collective memory, ideology, legitimacy, as well as the 
social construction of threats.4 In their crudest form, these models reduce the causes 
of civil war and its persistence to a cost-benefit analysis of rebellion or bargaining 
failures caused by imperfect information and commitment problems.5 Such models 
are ahistorical, asocial and apolitical; they collapse under any careful empirical 
analysis of particular cases.6 Even more sophisticated and more empirically grounded 
rational choice models are necessarily reductionist in their exclusive focus on rational 
calculations, and their dismissal of the social in shaping them.7

The bulk of the literature on fragmentation in civil wars draws on rational choice 
theory. The general assumption is that the leaders of armed groups are perfectly 
flexible in their pursuit of wealth and power, as well as their response to threats. 
Warlords or rebel leaders defect due to pressure or incentives by governments or other 
rebel groups.8 Even where this literature registers the role of social ties, it is unable to 
integrate them into its models.9

The most compelling game-theoretic model of alliance formation and fragmentation 
has been developed both as a theory of tribal war and as an approach to contemporary 
civil war.10 In a reformulation of the Hobbesian security dilemma, groups competing 
in a struggle without arbiter seek to maximize their military power by entering into 
alliances against adversaries. Factions within groups may disagree with decisions of 
war and peace due to the associated costs or benefits, prompting them to split and ally 
with former adversaries. Groups seek to strike alliances that allow them to win, but 
at the same time want to ensure that they enjoy maximal weight and benefits within 
the alliance.11 Pervasive distrust between groups means they prefer to defect from a 
winning coalition to join their former adversaries if they fear being marginalized or 
even annihilated by the strongest group in the coalition. ‘The result is a process of 
constant defection, alliance reconfiguration, and group fractionalization.’12

A variant of that model emphasizes that rebel groups are organizations that seek 
to ensure their members’ survival against a perceived threat; if the organization 
is losing, it can no longer credibly guarantee survival; if it is winning, the unifying 
threat dissipates, exacerbating collective action problems. As a result, ‘only battlefield 
stalemate … can preserve organizational cohesion’.13

The problem with such theories – leaving aside the more fundamental issues with 
conceptions of perfectly flexible, self-maximizing actors – is their assumption that, 
despite unceasing alliance formation and fragmentation, nothing else changes. This 
recalls segmentary lineage theory, as Evans-Pritchard applied it to Libyan politics 
in the mid-twentieth century, thereby grafting an equilibrium model onto a society 
that, in reality, was undergoing momentous changes.14 What we observe in Libya and 
other collapsed states is not simply that groups fragment into their more cohesive 
components. Civil wars tend to become increasingly complex as they drag on.15 This is 
not least because two assumptions of rational choice models do not hold: first – albeit 
to varying degrees – leaders of armed groups are not free to follow their individual 
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whims, but are bound by social obligations and loyalties. Second, the rifts provoked 
by fractionalization profoundly transform the societies in which armed groups are 
embedded. As the conflict rages on, layers upon layers of divides are superimposed 
onto each other. Cohesion and trust are not constants; conflict deeply affects such 
properties of social ties and transforms social groups – pre-war groups may cease to 
exist, new groups may come into being. In sum, game-theoretic models cannot grasp 
fragmentation as a process.

However, this does not mean that we should dispense with rational choice 
theory altogether when analysing fragmentation. While choice-theoretic models 
are excessively reductionist, they nonetheless capture critical aspects of behaviour 
among actors in civil wars. These actors may not be unconstrained in their pursuit 
of wealth and power, or may not dedicate themselves exclusively to these aims. They 
may overcome certain instances of uncertainty by drawing on ties of trust or their 
ideological convictions. But the criticality of security threats and the pervasiveness of 
uncertainty mean that these factors nevertheless fundamentally shape their actions – 
as the analysis of the revolution’s first weeks has shown.

Previous approaches that combined the insights of rational choice theory with a 
sociological understanding of agency have focused on the analysis of medium-to-
long-term historical processes.16 So have social network theorists, who argue that the 
complex web of social ties in which individuals are embedded often drives them to 
act at cross-purposes: in a context marked by relative institutional continuity, social 
structure is produced by the sedimentation of micro-level interactions over decades.17 
Civil wars, however, tend to involve processes of wide-ranging institutional destruction 
and creation through violence, and inflict abrupt changes on social structures. The 
rules of the game often change rapidly in civil wars and collapsed states, impelling 
individuals to strike up new relations, and cut off old ones. To understand the role of 
social ties for actors in conflict, as well as the pressures on individual action captured 
by rational choice theory, we need to understand how the two interact.

Let us assume that actors in civil wars respond to the constraints and incentives of 
a given strategic situation – the ‘rules of the game’ of rational choice theorists, or what 
I prefer to call the strategic conditions. Their action is also enabled and constrained 
by the social networks they are embedded in, including the conceptions of interests 
and identities these networks are infused with. Nevertheless, the immediacy and 
criticality of threats and opportunities, as well as the rapid changes in the capabilities 
of actors – in particular, their changing relative power – all encourage ruthless, 
determined action that runs counter to, and reconfigures the constraints emanating 
from, social ties. The violence wielded by these actors transforms social ties, creating 
new rifts and loyalties.

If we combine this insight with the idea that constantly changing strategic 
conditions force actors to frequently redefine alliances and enmities, two hypotheses 
follow: first, social ties and strategic conditions frequently exert contradictory 
pressures on actors. Second, strategic action inflicts ever new rifts on the social fabric, 
which are superimposed onto each other as one set of strategic conditions supersedes 
another. Taken together, these two propositions provide a theory for the process of 
fragmentation in Libya.
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Before moving on, a rough definition of strategic conditions is in order. By the 
strategic conditions in a civil war or collapsed state, I mean the configuration of three 
parameters: threat, opportunity and uncertainty. In responding to the pressures and 
incentives of these conditions, the defining property of actors is their relative power 
vis-à-vis other actors. Threats, opportunities and uncertainty are a function of the 
interplay of all actors on the scene: the government (if it exists), foreign governments, 
other external actors and other local parties to the conflict. They include such diverse 
aspects as the threat of force or other penalizing measures, the opportunity of access 
to resources from criminal activity, foreign sponsors or the central government, and 
the presence or absence of factors that reduce uncertainty, such as effective central 
authority, a foreign power acting as arbiter, or local institutions that provide a degree 
of order and trust.

Changes in strategic conditions (2011–19)

During the period under investigation, strategic conditions in Libya underwent 
rapid change. Five distinct phases can be distinguished, each placing radically 
different constraints on actors: three phases of civil war, in 2011, 2014–15 and 2019, 
separated by two periods of relative détente in which violent conflict escalated only 
intermittently, or was confined to specific local theatres. Such a succession of distinct 
strategic circumstances is nothing unusual in situations where central authority has 
collapsed, or is extremely weak, and where the interests and involvement of foreign 
governments undergo dramatic shifts; Lebanon, Somalia and Afghanistan can all serve 
as examples.18 I argue that the aggregate impact of the conflicting pressures emanating 
from these different conditions is crucial, but has not yet been systematically studied 
in the literature on civil wars.

Between February and October 2011, actors were forced to unequivocally take 
sides in the civil war between revolutionary forces and the regime. In revolutionary 
strongholds and liberated areas, this required closing local ranks against suspected 
regime collaborators and neighbouring communities that were considered as loyalist. 
In areas under regime control, it could mean discouraging, or informing on, clandestine 
activity by ‘the rats’, as official discourse called the revolutionaries; supporting the 
regime’s propaganda machine by taking part in meetings, rallies and media campaigns; 
or joining the war effort. The imperative of choosing sides conflicted with the great 
uncertainty over the prospects for victory. Several regime officials later claimed to have 
secretly cooperated with the revolutionaries, or sabotaged the counterinsurgency efforts. 
The opportunities for political advancement required radically different strategies from 
actors on both sides of the divide: in regime-controlled areas, survival and power 
depended primarily on the support one could mobilize from the centre in Tripoli. 
In revolutionary strongholds, it required mobilizing local support, and gaining local 
recognition. There was little to be obtained from the NTC, though networking to access 
assistance from foreign governments became more important as the war continued.

Between October 2011 and May 2014, these clear divides blurred. The collapse 
of central authority locked in a newly fragmented landscape: opportunities to access 
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state resources were no longer counterbalanced by a central leadership able to enforce 
compliance, leading to a free-for-all that forestalled the re-establishment of central 
authority. In revolutionary strongholds, the external threat that had induced local 
cohesion vanished with the fall of the regime, and local unity gave way to competition. 
Across the country, the combination of vast new opportunities to accumulate wealth 
and power with the generalization of diffuse security threats fuelled a proliferation 
of armed groups. New patronage networks formed that competed over access to 
state resources, within an unstable context marked by two successive governments 
and frequent changes in ministerial positions. Although the institutional rules of 
the game remained vaguely defined and were routinely violated, the consensus of 
dominant political forces on the founding myth of the 17th February revolution and 
the legitimacy of the GNC limited the uncertainty over the political outlook. Those 
who had sided with the regime in 2011 remained excluded from political participation, 
and political actors were careful not to associate themselves with them publicly.

From May 2014 to the spring of 2015, a clear-cut divide split the national political 
landscape anew. A major escalation of violence yet again left little room for ambivalent 
positions. Entire communities were equated as being associated with one side or 
another; massive displacement occurred as citizens perceived to be associated with 
the adversary fled cities and regions under the control of one camp, such as Tripoli, 
Benghazi and the Warshafana area. Open dissent with the political stance of the forces 
controlling an area was often dangerous. The line between friends and enemies now 
ran elsewhere; the former allies of 2011 found themselves in opposing camps, one 
of which reached out to former regime elements to improve its chances of winning 
the war, while the other allied with jihadists whom it billed as ‘revolutionaries’. Few 
communities managed to stay out of the conflict. On both sides, the prospects were 
highly uncertain; each camp represented a coalition of diverse players, all gambling 
that they would prevail over their allies once they had won a decisive advantage over 
the enemy camp. The patronage networks built up over the preceding years collapsed 
as state institutions split, and foreign support – political, financial, military – as well as 
the shadow economy supplanted state budgets as a key source of actors’ capabilities. 
Initially, the proponents on each side insisted that the institutions they supported 
represented the legitimate order. But as the conflict dragged on without a victory 
for either side, it became clear that the tug-of-war had obliterated the very basis for 
legitimate institutions.

During the spring of 2015, this state of polarization gave way to a more fragmented 
landscape. Local leaders in the west, suffering the consequences of a war that seemed 
impossible to win, negotiated a series of local ceasefires. The UN-led mediation 
effort lured political actors across the spectrum with the possibility of joining a 
unity government. Former allies began accusing each other of being traitors or war 
profiteers, depending on the choice they made in this situation. These divides also 
ran through formerly united communities. The degree of fragmentation was such 
that the UN had difficulties identifying the relevant interlocutors, and resorted to a 
growing array of dialogue tracks to incorporate different stakeholders. Whether the 
negotiations would lead to an agreement was as uncertain as the gains to be made from 
joining a unity government, should it be formed. The final stage of the negotiations and 
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the early months of the Libyan Political Agreement (LPA) therefore saw much fence-
sitting and side-switching. Many actors maintained an ambivalent position even after 
the Presidency Council (PC) established itself in Tripoli in March 2016. Given the PC’s 
military impotence, its politically diverse composition, and its poor access to Central 
Bank funding, limited benefits were to be had from outright support or opposition to 
the PC.

In few regions did the divide between opponents and supporters of the PC translate 
into existential threats to representatives of either side. Even in Tripoli, the struggle 
between the two camps remained confined to a few larger confrontations that were 
each limited to a specific location and subsided after three or four days of fighting. 
The exception was Cyrenaica, where strategic conditions had become increasingly 
uncoupled from the rest of the country. There, Haftar saw PC supporters as a challenge 
to his pre-eminence and persecuted them with increasing relentlessness, driving them 
to Tripoli, abroad or into silence.

Instead of a new macro-divide between supporters and opponents of the unity 
government, the political landscape became even more fragmented. The enmities of 
the two civil wars lost their power, but so did the rhetoric of reconciliation and national 
unity. Supporters of the unity government grew disillusioned with its ineffectiveness, 
and its reluctance to confront its challengers. Instead of acting as a counterweight 
to Haftar, the unity government increasingly allowed Haftar’s structures to finance 
themselves through a web of ties linking them to the Tripoli institutions. There no 
longer appeared to be any limits to opportunistic alliances – former Haftar supporters 
in the east now sided with Haftar’s enemies; senior regime figures met with former 
jihadist leaders to examine the possibilities of collective political action. But although 
everything now appeared possible, in reality nothing was: such alliances had no way 
of altering the balance of power. The Presidency Council and its government existed 
because Western governments and the UN considered them to be the sole legitimate 
authority. Haftar was too weak to seize power by force; for the other armed groups, 
toppling the government militarily held no prospect of assuming power, nor could 
political forces that were outside the LPA institutions renegotiate executive authority. 
There was no way out of the impasse.

In April 2019, Haftar’s surprise offensive on Tripoli suddenly caused the political 
landscape to split in two yet again. In western Libya, the offensive sparked widespread 
rejection and resistance. Tripoli officials who had been conciliatory towards Haftar, 
or even suspected of colluding with him, now banded together with the hardline 
revolutionaries who had long rejected the unity government, to form a united front 
against Haftar. The divide was now more clearly between east and west, with some 
exceptions: Zintan was split between fierce opponents and supporters of Haftar, while 
the Kaniyat militia had drawn the city of Tarhuna into the war on Haftar’s side. In 
opposing Haftar, Misrata rediscovered a unity of purpose its business elite and armed 
groups had long been missing.

The following case studies examine how the impulses emanating from changing 
strategic conditions conflicted with the constraints imposed by social ties, and to what 
extent these contradictions promoted political fragmentation.
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Trajectories of fragmentation

Misrata: Social cohesion, political fragmentation
The preceding two chapters have provided accounts of developments in Misrata during 
2011–14, of which only the broad outlines shall be recalled here. The revolutionary 
war spawned cohesive, socially embedded forces underwritten by a strong collective 
identity, and led by a newly powerful elite. The new Misratan identity was built on a 
clear definition of the enemy: the former regime and its supporters, including entire 
communities such as Tawargha and Bani Walid, as well as certain residents of Misrata 
deemed to have been collaborators.

As the revolutionary coalition disintegrated following Qadhafi’s demise, hard-liners 
came to dominate Misrata. They demanded the wholesale exclusion of former officials 
from politics and entered into conflict with other former revolutionaries, including 
Zintani armed groups in Tripoli. They also sidelined Misratan figures who opposed 
their uncompromising stance.

During this period, from late 2011 to mid-2014, the unity Misrata had displayed 
during the war crumbled not only over the disagreements between revolutionary hard-
liners and moderates, but also over rivalries over access to state offices and resources. 
One example was the emergence of two separate Misratan units of the Libya Shield 
Force: the Central Shield and the Third Force. Another was the distributive struggle 
over the allocation of compensation payments for damages incurred during the 2011 
war, which eventually forced the Local Council to suspend the payments in early 
2013.19 There was growing disillusionment in the city over Misratan figures in Tripoli, 
who were increasingly seen as defending parochial – rather than communal – interests. 
This went, for example, for the chairman of the Libyan Investment Authority (LIA) 
Mohsen Derregia, Deputy Defence Minister al-Tuhami Buzian, and GNC member 
Abderrahman al-Sweihli.20

Such rivalries were swept under the rug during the 2014 airport war. Most opponents 
of the war were reluctant or afraid to speak out. The operation was engineered by a few 
leading figures who drove the majority of Misratan battalions into joining the war.21 
But when I visited Misrata in October 2014, only long-standing, trusted acquaintances 
admitted to having opposed the war; many businessmen and politicians who would 
later emerge as the city’s moderates defended the operation.22

The justification for the war relied on the spectre of counter-revolutionary forces, 
much in line with the dominant political discourse in the city since 2011. Nevertheless, 
uniting the city behind the war required redefining the enemies of the revolution and 
hardening the divide. Although the declared primary targets of the July 2014 operation 
were Haftar and his allies in Tripoli, the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq Brigades, the belligerent 
discourse of the time often expanded this hostility to Zintan and the eastern tribes who 
were thought to be supporting Haftar – or simply ‘the Bedouins’. Supporters of that 
camp were deemed traitors, and dialogue with its representatives was ruled out while 
the war in Tripoli continued. The war demonstrated the power of a handful of Misratan 
leaders to unite the city behind them, and draw it into a fateful conflict in pursuit of 
their political goals.
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This strategy, however, came at a heavy cost for Misrata’s political leaders as strategic 
conditions changed. The attempts of the operation’s masterminds at turning their 
military victory in Tripoli into political advantage rapidly revealed the limits of their 
influence, and left Misrata more divided than ever before. As soon as the objective 
of dislodging the Zintanis from Tripoli was achieved and the UN began mediating, 
Misratan unity dissolved. In early October, the central political figure behind the 
operation, Fathi Bashagha, began positioning himself in favour of negotiations. 
He thereby parted ways with several of his close allies from before and during the 
operation, including fellow HoR boycotter Mohamed Ibrahim al-Dharrat and religious 
figure Ibrahim ben Ghashir. When I met Dharrat in October 2014, he warned that he 
did not feel represented by the figures with whom UN envoy Leon was speaking.23 
Later, such subtleties would give way to open hostility towards Bashagha.

Many of the city’s businessmen supported Bashagha’s stance early on. Their 
representatives claimed to me that they could easily rein in ‘hotheads’ such as Salah 
Badi, ‘extremists’ such as Dharrat, and ‘opportunists’ like Sweihli, and would have no 
difficulties in negotiating a political deal.24 Many commanders of armed groups joined 
this position, distancing themselves from the ‘Islamists’ with whom they had fought 
in Tripoli. They rejected the calls of hardliners for laying siege to Zintan itself. These 
commanders sought direct influence in negotiations, complaining that foreign envoys 
did not engage with them.25 Other commanders and politicians, including Sweihli, 
supported the self-appointed government of Omar al-Hassi, either as a bargaining 
tactic or out of a mistaken belief that they could turn territorial control over Tripoli 
into international recognition for Hassi.

The difficulty of deciding who was competent to represent Misrata was one among 
several dilemmas that emerged from the city’s united position during the war, as one 
set of strategic conditions succeeded another. Mobilization had principally relied on 
social pressure to prevail upon fighters to join the war in solidarity and defence of 
the city’s revolutionary values. While a small clique had engineered the operation, its 
military command structure was diffuse. Many people could claim to have made a 
significant contribution, and now felt entitled to having their say in shaping the new 
realities created by the war. The cult of martyrdom, well established in the city since 
2011 and revived to honour the fallen in the airport war, allowed hardliners to accuse 
the emerging conciliatory leadership of betraying the ‘blood of the martyrs’. Tellingly, 
Bashagha repeatedly invoked his commitment to Misratan collective interests and 
his respect for the martyrs’ sacrifices when he first publicly expounded his choice to 
negotiate.26

The differentiation of political positions following victory in Tripoli also provoked 
growing dillusionment, as fighters realized that they had been exploited for political 
ends. As one commander put it: ‘after the airport war, we lost our convictions. We no 
longer understood what we were fighting for.’27 This had two consequences: on the 
one hand, many commanders became increasingly wary of the justifications politicians 
were advancing when seeking to mobilize support from among armed groups. On the 
other, money – which had not featured in the mobilization for the airport war – took 
on increasing importance in motivating people to fight. By all accounts, major sums of 
money were paid out to persuade some Misratan battalions to move to the new front 
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at the Wutiya air base, in late November 2014, and towards the oil export terminals 
in December.28 The forces engaged on these fronts represented a minor proportion 
of Misratan fighters, demonstrating the limits of using cash for mobilization. The 
oil ports offensive provoked significant disagreements among leading political and 
military players in the city, with many contesting its utility.29 It also caused some cracks 
in battalions. Only some battalions – or parts of battalions – of the Mahjub Brigade 
participated, while others refused.30

The growing role of financial incentives came at a time when established patronage 
networks had fallen into disarray. Salary payments to fighters registered with the 
Central Shield, for example, had run out in August 2014, and after state institutions 
split in two, it became much more difficult to prolong such contracts or place fighters 
on new payrolls.31 The Hassi government in Tripoli, facing increasing reluctance on 
the part of the Central Bank to approve its disbursement requests, was working mainly 
with funds left over from the Zeidan government’s budget.32 Nevertheless, these funds 
still supplied hundreds of millions of dinars, to be spread among commanders and 
fighters. In January 2015, supported by Hassi, Misrata’s Third Force began peeling 
Chadian rebels away from Misrata’s adversaries, including the Zintanis in al-Wutiya, 
the Tubu in Ubari and Jadhran in the oil crescent. The Third Force eventually gathered 
around 1,200 of these foreign fighters.33 When some Misratan battalions threatened 
to withdraw from the Wutiya front, in February 2015, the Hassi government began 
paying fighters there LD 1,000 per week, and Abderrahman al-Sweihli made a 
visit to the front, trying to take credit for the move.34 Two months later, the Tripoli 
government  – now led by Khalifa al-Ghwell, a Misratan businessman and former 
local council member – cut off the salaries of the Halbus and Mahjub Brigades after 
they entered into a ceasefire with their former enemies in the Warshafana area. When 
battalion leaders and notables went to see Ghwell in November 2015, he offered not 
only to resume but also to increase salary payments if the two brigades reneged on the 
cease-fire agreements, according to two people who attended the meeting.35

Given the limits to available state funding, access to foreign backing became more 
important. According to numerous concordant accounts, the mobilization for the 
operation against the oil export terminals involved the disbursement of dozens of 
millions of dollars transferred from Qatar via several Misratan conduits.36 The division 
of these funds caused a major dispute. Some commanders tried to force Sweihli, 
one of the conduits, to hand over the money to the military council to oversee its 
distribution.37 To be sure, the foreign assistance available to the fractious alliance in 
western Libya paled in comparison to the blatant Egyptian and Emirati support to 
Haftar’s forces. Investigations by the UN Panel of Experts found ample proof for the 
latter, but little evidence to support allegations that Qatar and Turkey backed the Dawn 
alliance – although Qatar probably paid for Sudanese arms shipments to Dawn forces.38

At least as important as material and financial backing was foreign political support, 
or its simulation. To mobilize Misratan forces for the airport war, Bashagha claimed 
that he had ‘got the green light for the operation’ from the United States and the United 
Kingdom.39 Sweihli made similar claims in a meeting with battalion commanders, who 
accused him of lying, pointing to airstrikes by unidentified warplanes on Misratan 
positions in Tripoli.40 As unity gave way to rivalry between Misratan politicians, 
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courting foreign governments became even more critical. The Misratan businessman 
Abdelhamid Dabeiba hired a Canadian lobbyist to promote the standing of the Tripoli 
authorities in Washington and Moscow – incidentally the same Iranian-born, self-
declared former employee of Israeli intelligence who had already been contracted by 
Ibrahim al-Jadhran in 2013, and would provide services for Haftar in 2016.41

The most comical expressions of such efforts were the tireless attempts of the Tripoli 
government and the rump GNC to portray random foreign visitors as government 
officials portending international recognition for the Tripoli authorities. I experienced 
this first-hand when, shortly after I met with Omar al-Hassi at the request of one of 
his advisers in February 2015, rumours spread that an official German envoy had met 
Hassi and announced the opening of formal relations with his government. Around 
the same time, a number of political figures in Misrata began advocating an offensive 
against the Islamic State in Sirte, arguing that this would enable local forces to obtain 
Western support; some even reached out to foreign governments for that purpose. But 
they faced opposition from others promoting a reinforcement of the Warshafana and 
Wutiya fronts. Equally important, commanders were wary of these politicians’ motives 
in seeking to draw them into another war.42 Only one unit deployed on Sirte’s outskirts, 
and the offensive against IS would have to wait another year.43

As the negotiating process went through twists and turns, the ripple effects of such 
rivalries spread through the Misratan social fabric. In late January 2015, Bashagha, 
Suleiman al-Faqih and the Local Council threw their full support behind the UN-led 
negotiations in Geneva. In response, Salah Badi castigated them for presenting themselves 
as doves and portraying the ‘brave revolutionaries’ as warmongers, ‘pretending to have 
forgotten that it was the blood of the martyrs which brought you to Geneva’, and ‘seeking 
to exchange these blessed victories against backroom deals for your personal benefit’, 
at the cost of splitting ranks and undermining morale.44 When the Local Council in 
February formed a committee to open ceasefire negotiations in the oil crescent, it 
initially faced resistance from some of the operation’s most prominent commanders, 
due not least to the money involved.45 In late March, Misratan forces retreated from the 
oil crescent following a ceasefire, to the ire of proponents of continuing war.

When leaders in the Halbus and Mahjub Brigades entered into a ceasefire in the 
Warshafana area, in April 2015, hardliners such as Sweihli attacked them as traitors, 
and persuaded several commanders to oppose the move, causing tensions within both 
brigades.46 Sweihli and Badi then engineered the integration of dozens of fighters from 
both brigades into the ‘Presidential Security’ unit guarding the GNC, to cement the 
split in political allegiances.

Between April and early July 2015, Misratan commanders and notables held a series 
of meetings with Zintani representatives, drafting agreements on security arrangements 
for Tripoli that would have seen Zintani forces return to the capital. This provoked 
tensions with those Misratan groups who backed the Ghwell government along with 
Tripolitanian armed groups, several of them Islamist-leaning. In June, Bashagha and 
his allies mobilized Misratan fighters to move against the ‘Islamists’ in Tripoli and take 
control of the capital together with the Zintanis.47 This would have raised the risk of a 
confrontation between Misratan forces on opposite sides of the divide. The move was 
aborted at the last minute, when several key battalion commanders spoke out against 
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it.48 Meanwhile, the truces reached in meetings with Zintan were repeatedly violated by 
Misratan or Zawiyan forces opposed to the negotiations, and no draft agreement was 
ever finalized, let alone implemented – a fact which the Zintanis correctly attributed to 
internal divisions in Misrata.49

Commanders from the Halbus, Mahjub and other Misratan brigades also made 
repeated visits to Tunis during the summer and autumn of 2015 to meet with UNSMIL 
officials and Western diplomats, claiming that they could secure the entry of a unity 
government into Tripoli, potentially together with forces from Zintan. But back home, 
other leaders in the same units contested the authority of these emissaries to speak on 
their behalf.50 In the run-up to the signing ceremony in the Moroccan beach resort 
of Skhirat, in December 2015, Presidency Council member Ahmed Maitig caused 
further splits in the Mahjub Brigade and other Misratan forces by buying off battalion 
commanders to establish a force to protect the Council in Tripoli.51

Such divides eventually prompted Mahjub battalion commanders to seek the 
mediation of local notables, who forged an understanding that commanders were free 
to choose their political affiliation, but remained bound by ties of social solidarity in 
the neighbourhood.52 This was not much more than a recognition of the status quo: the 
primacy of social ties over fleeting political affiliations. In early January 2016, Serraj 
and several other members of the Tunis-based Presidency Council made their first visit 
to Libyan territory to offer their condolences to victims of a terrorist attack in Zliten, 
a town neighbouring Misrata. Upon their arrival at Misrata airport, the Presidency 
Council members were escorted to Zliten by a force including Mahjub and Halbus 
fighters. When they tried to return to Misrata, a battalion commander in the Mahjub 
Brigade named Abdellatif al-Krik and dozens of other opponents of the Presidency 
Council blocked the road at Misrata’s western entrance. After a dramatic standoff, Krik 
was briefly arrested, then excluded from the Brigade the next day.53

Misratan hardliners continued to mobilize against the Presidency Council after 
its move to Tripoli. The very night of the Council’s arrival in Tripoli, on 30 March 
2016, a major confrontation with Tripolitan armed groups was only narrowly avoided. 
Salah Badi was dissuaded at the last minute from launching an attack on the forces 
protecting the Council. Social ties linking Misratan proponents and opponents of 
the Presidency Council were key to averting escalation. Supporters of the Presidency 
Council mobilized close allies of Badi to intercede with him, arguing that the political 
divides were not worth pushing Tripoli – and potentially Misrata – into war. Those 
who prevailed upon Badi to desist included the head of Misrata’s Military Council 
Ibrahim ben Rajab, who had lost two sons in the airstrikes on Misratan positions in 
Tripoli in August 2014, and the religious figure Ibrahim ben Ghashir, who had long 
been a leading revolutionary hardliner.54

Though the camp supporting the Presidency Council had become the dominant one 
in Misrata, it had to tread cautiously vis-à-vis the Council’s opponents. The political 
divide ran between erstwhile brothers-in-arms, business partners, neighbours and close 
relatives. The dense network of social ties, loyalties and obligations that had ensured 
the city’s unity during the airport war now prevented a clampdown on the adversaries 
of the dominant group. The leading figures in both camps remained fairly constant, 
with the notable exception of Sweihli, who proved his opportunism by suddenly 
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throwing his support behind the agreement to have himself elected president of the 
newly formed State Council, a reinvented GNC.55 But some prominent proponents 
on both sides, and many influential figures who preferred to stay in the background, 
maintained relationships across this divide that made their position appear ambivalent. 
Meanwhile, many battalion commanders and second-tier political figures refrained 
from taking sides, having grown wary of being drawn into political struggles between 
parochial interests, and lost confidence in the leading proponents of both camps.

*

Dense social networks were also a principal reason for ambivalent Misratan attitudes 
towards armed groups in Benghazi that included extremist elements, and had support 
networks in Misrata. From mid-2014 onwards, Misrata had become the principal hub 
for the coordination of logistical support, weapons shipments, and movements of 
fighters to the Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura Council (BRSC), and the evacuation of 
its injured fighters. This partly reflected a tactical alliance between Libya Dawn leaders 
and the BRSC in their fight against a common enemy: Haftar. But there were also 
deeper ties at work. Some protagonists in Benghazi portrayed the conflict as pitting 
Cyrenaican tribes, most prominently the Awaqir, against families of Misratan origin 
who had migrated to Benghazi decades, if not centuries ago, and constituted much of 
the city’s educated and commercial elite.56 Many BRSC leaders and their supporters 
came from such families. As neighbourhood militias and Awaqir armed groups 
started seizing territory from the BRSC in October 2014, they began burning the 
homes of such families, and several of their leaders threatened that they would expel 
all ‘Misratans’ from Benghazi.57 Thousands of such families fled to western Libya; in 
early 2017, Misrata alone hosted around 20,000 displaced from Benghazi.58 The young 
men of these families supplied recruits for the BRSC. Many were motivated first and 
foremost by the desire for revenge and restitution of their homes, rather than by the 
jihadist ideology some BRSC leaders promoted.

Although it was widely known that the BRSC included members of Ansar al-Sharia 
and fought together with Islamic State elements against Haftar’s forces, many in 
Misrata long downplayed the role of the extremists, or even denied their presence. 
From March 2015 onwards, Misratans found themselves in a confrontation with the 
rapidly growing IS presence in neighbouring Sirte, but continued to host networks 
that supported Ansar al-Sharia and IS in Benghazi.59 In May 2015, a security service in 
Misrata arrested a BRSC operative who was in charge of evacuating the wounded from 
Benghazi, on charges of having facilitated the evacuation of injured IS fighters from 
Sirte.60 Hardliners including Ibrahim ben Ghashir unsuccessfully exerted pressure to 
secure his release.61 But no measures were taken to end the logistical support for the 
BRSC, much of which left from the port of Misrata’s iron and steel plant, in plain sight 
of Misrata’s political leaders. Such support negatively affected the entire community: 
in eastern Libya, it alimented a hateful discourse about the ‘death boats’ from Misrata, 
and contributed to the demonization of the city and its inhabitants as a whole.

The extensive social ties between BRSC supporters and Misratans meant that any 
attempt to close down the support networks risked triggering a backlash. The displaced 
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Benghazi families supporting the war in Misrata included powerful figures with 
extensive family relations and business ties in Misrata. Among them, for example, was 
the Karshini family, who owned Misrata’s most expensive hotel. As late as April 2016, 
shortly before the Misratan offensive against IS in Sirte began, a member of the Local 
Council told me:

We cannot stop the support for the thuwwar and Daesh in Benghazi. There are 
thousands of refugees from Benghazi here. Many of them are rich and influential. 
If we tried to cut off the logistics for Benghazi, we might run into very bad internal 
problems.62

These attitudes shifted after Misrata entered into full-scale war with IS in Sirte in May 
2016. As they seized documents and captured fighters, advancing Misratan forces 
found clear evidence of BRSC cooperation with IS in Sirte. After several BRSC fighters 
were arrested in Misrata on their way to evacuation, the group’s support networks in 
the city significantly scaled down their operations.63 Some former BRSC members and 
other enemies of Haftar’s forces formed a new group, the Benghazi Defence Brigades 
(BDB). The BDB partly accommodated Misratan concerns by distancing itself from 
IS and flying the independence flag, rather than the black jihadi banner. Several of 
the BDB’s leaders were based in Misrata, from where they plotted their offensive 
towards Benghazi, supported by Misratan hardliners such as Abdellatif al-Krik and 
Salem al-Zufri’s Marsa Battalion.64 Their presence in the city was controversial, given 
the BDB’s association with extremists and their offensives towards the oil crescent and 
Ajdabiya, which threatened to draw Misrata into a direct confrontation with Haftar. 
But for the same reasons that had applied to the BRSC’s support networks earlier, as 
well as the Qatari funds at the BDB’s disposal, no action was taken against the BDB and 
its allies in Misrata.65

Given all these divides, the city’s unity in the war against IS in Sirte was astounding. 
Politicians associated with the Presidency Council, most notably Bashagha, had been 
trying for months to mobilize forces for an offensive against IS. Encouraged by these 
figures, Colonel Salem Jha returned from his posting as defence attaché in the UAE 
that had cost him so much support in the city. In early 2016, he sought to assemble 
officers from across Libya to launch an operation against IS in Sirte with the backing of 
the Presidency Council, anticipating that this would create a nucleus of forces around 
which a new, united army would form, and expose Haftar’s ‘Libyan National Army’ as a 
partisan operation aimed at seizing power. But the official backing from the internally 
divided Presidency Council never materialized.66

A confluence of developments in April and May 2016 raised the stakes for Misratan 
politicians in the expected offensive against IS. Haftar’s propagandists announced an 
imminent battle to free Sirte from IS, threatening to strip Misratan politicians of their 
opportunity to gain foreign support through counterterrorism.67 In early May, Haftar 
began deploying forces towards the oil crescent, many of them officers and civilians 
from Sirte itself, who had joined Haftar’s forces on the promise that they would help 
liberate their city.68 At the same time, the BDB moved into the Jufra area south of Sirte, 
clashing with Haftar’s forces.69 These developments prompted Misratan politicians to 
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mobilize their own forces. Because any Misratan offensive towards Sirte would now be 
in direct competition with Haftar’s, it could no longer be the unifying fight against IS 
Jha had envisaged. Indeed, Jha refused to join the command structure the Presidency 
Council established on 6 May.70 Misratan mobilization raised the risk of a direct 
confrontation with Haftar’s forces – an alluring prospect for the BDB and its Misratan 
allies. In sum, the offensive was launched in a highly politicized context, and Misrata’s 
internal divisions could have been expected to bog it down.

In mid-May, Misratan fighters mobilized in the face of a creeping IS advance 
towards the city and several attacks on Misratan-held checkpoints. Rival political 
players in the city tried to take the reins of the operation and capitalize on it 
politically – but failed. A day after the Presidency Council had formed its operations 
room, the Ghwell government formed its own body of Misratan officers and battalion 
commanders for an operation against IS in Sirte.71 While the Presidency Council’s 
body initially had little to offer, Ghwell’s people supplied ammunition to the forces.72 
Thanks to its access to support from Western Special Forces and, from August 
onwards, US airstrikes, the body reporting to the Presidency Council gradually 
won out over Ghwell’s group. Its name for the Sirte operation, al-Bunyan al-Marsus 
(‘solid structure’), was universally adopted by Misratan forces in Sirte irrespective 
of their political tendencies. Bashagha played a key role in the operation – officially, 
he was the liaison between the operations room and the Presidency Council – and 
regularly visited the forces in Sirte.

However, the offensive gained its momentum from the widespread perception that 
it aimed at protecting Misrata against an acute threat from IS, and that the objective 
of defeating IS transcended all political divides. Battalions and commanders who had 
positioned themselves on opposite sides of these divides joined the operation, and 
often fought side by side.73 Moreover, even battalion commanders who had supported 
the Presidency Council complained bitterly about the lack of support they received. 
Misratan forces ate into the ammunition they had stored since 2011, and networks of 
businessmen bought ammunition on the black market. As in 2011, women formed 
associations to prepare food for the fighters.74 When Sweihli and the operation’s 
commander, Brigadier Bashir al-Qadhi, went to meet battalion commanders outside 
Sirte in late May, they were both physically assaulted in an altercation over the lack 
of logistical support and ammunition for the operation.75 In the evening discussions 
among fighters, talk about a move to Tripoli to ‘throw the Presidency Council back 
into the sea’ after the defeat of IS was common.76 While the operation allowed figures 
such as Bashagha to strengthen their ties with Western states, they failed to cement 
their local leadership over battalion commanders and the rank and file, who were 
increasingly disillusioned with politicians of all stripes.77

*

Misrata united in the fight against IS as a struggle for self-preservation; its unity no 
longer extended to political positions. While the Sirte war dragged on, all certainties 
about Misratan identity vanished. Fighters grew wary of war, and many insisted that 
the Sirte offensive would be the last one. It dawned on Misratans that the aggressive 
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posture of their leaders in the past had provoked widespread enmity towards Misrata. 
Haftar’s expansion, and hostility in communities that had been humiliated by Misratan 
armed groups, fuelled perceptions of a looming threat for the city. But hardliners failed 
to benefit from these perceptions. In May 2017, the Third Force was implicated in 
a mass killing of forces loyal to Haftar in southern Libya.78 In the ensuing Misratan 
deliberations over how to react, proponents of a stronger presence in the south lost 
out, compelling the Third Force to vacate not only Sabha, but also the Jufra area, which 
Haftar took over. The sphere of Misratan influence shrank rapidly.

Meanwhile, exiled moderates who had previously been attacked as ‘traitors’, such 
as Salem Jha and Fawzi Abdelali, were back in Misrata leading the outreach to former 
adversaries across the country. Various groups of Misratan politicians and notables 
competed over reconciliation initiatives with former regime officials and neighbouring 
communities such as Bani Walid or the Qadhadhfa. Dissident voices arguing that 
Misrata and Haftar shared the same enemy in IS were no longer afraid to be silenced, 
and began to resonate with a minority.79 Others continued to invoke the heroism of 
the revolutionary war, and rejected any talk of compromise with Haftar. There was no 
longer any basis for a united Misratan position.

Disillusionment with the unity government in Tripoli compounded Misrata’s 
loss of direction. Not only had the Presidency Council failed to provide meaningful 
support for the Sirte operation, but more broadly, Misratan backing for the 
establishment of the unity government had not translated into strong influence within 
that government. The reason was that the influence of Misratan armed groups in 
Tripoli had declined. A handful of militias from Tripoli gradually divided up much of 
the capital between themselves, dislodging their rivals in a series of clashes between 
mid-2016 and May 2017, and acquiring unprecedented influence in state institutions. 
Misratan armed groups opposed to the unity government repeatedly confronted 
the Tripolitan militias, but eventually withdrew because their destabilizing role in 
Tripoli enjoyed little support in Misrata. A few Misratan-led militias that supported 
the Presidency Council remained in Tripoli – including Brigade 301, whose leaders 
hailed from the Halbus Brigade, but whose recruits were mostly not from Misrata – 
but were confined to the southwestern outskirts, and the benefits they gained by 
virtue of controlling part of the capital were narrowly distributed within a fraction of 
Misrata’s political spectrum.

As the Tripoli militias brazenly pillaged state institutions and assets, Misratan 
politicians and battalion leaders repeatedly attempted to mobilize forces for a return to 
Tripoli, in late 2017 and early 2018. But several times, internal divisions – in addition 
to pleas from UNSMIL chief Ghassan Salamé – prevented such an operation.80 The 
power struggles in Tripoli even had ripple effects in Misrata: in March 2018, a Salafi-
leaning Misratan armed group aligned with the Tripoli-based, Salafi-dominated 
Special Deterrence Force (SDF) captured the commander of a powerful Misratan 
brigade, Hisham Musaimir, who had offered refuge to fighters from Tajura that had 
attacked the SDF’s base at Mitiga airport. The group seized part of Musaimir’s arsenal 
and held him in prison for several weeks, before releasing him again – an exceptional 
incident in tight-knit Misrata.81 The city, as a leading battalion commander told me 
that month, was no longer split in two or three, but in fifteen, or fifty.82
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When, in August 2018, Tarhuna’s Kaniyat eventually launched the offensive against 
Tripoli militias some Misratan figures had so long been mobilizing for, only a handful of 
marginal Misratan factions joined – among them Musaimir’s group, as well as fighters 
loyal to revolutionary hardliner Salah Badi. In Tripoli, those Misratan factions fought 
the Misratan-led Brigade 301, which rapidly collapsed – though Misratan interlocutors 
consistently played down the significance of a confrontation between Misratans. 
Brigade 301, they argued, was Misratan only in its leadership, and in contrast to real 
Misratan forces was not a cohesive unit – as its defeat showed.83

As the conflict continued, larger Misratan forces deployed to Tripoli’s outskirts with 
unclear intentions, but internal divisions within those forces forestalled their entry 
into the conflict.84 Power brokers such as Fathi Bashagha then succeeded in converting 
their opposition to the offensive into political influence. In January 2019, only a few 
months after Bashagha had become interior minister as part of the arrangements that 
ended the Tripoli war, the same Misratan commanders and politicians began yet again 
mobilizing for another operation, complaining that the Tripoli militias’ stranglehold 
over state institutions was unbroken.85 But as in the previous year, they failed to 
mobilize substantial support from Misratan armed groups. As a representative of those 
armed groups said: ‘some businessmen have assembled a force of a few dozen vehicles 
to go to Tripoli, to get access to budgets. But they can’t wage war. Misrata will no longer 
let itself be instrumentalized for political aims.’86

Misrata had closed ranks twice against an external enemy, only for Misratans to 
discover that politicians exploited such divides for their individual benefit, and against 
the collective interest. This eroded the credibility and standing of political leaders, 
who also found it difficult to maintain stable patronage networks amid the tumultuous 
changes Libya was experiencing. With each twist and turn, political players faced 
greater constraints in adapting their alliances and enmities to evolving strategic 
conditions. When hard-liners sought to expand the war to Zintan after its defeat in 
Tripoli, they faced resistance from battalion leaders who had fought against Qadhafi 
together with the Zintanis. When Bashagha tried to mobilize for an offensive against 
armed groups supporting the Ghwell government, in June 2015, he encountered 
reluctant commanders. When politicians attempted to capitalize on the 2016 war in 
Sirte, they found Misratan fighters wary of being instrumentalized.

The repeated shifts in the positions of political players had ramifications for social 
relationships. Misratan interlocutors sometimes told me that they had fallen out with a 
close companion of 2011, or that they had reconciled – but even after making up, the 
relationship would not regain its previous quality. Some prominent Misratans had been 
exiled, returning to Misrata only with caution and under protection; others had been 
attacked as traitors. The animosities thus created were not easily transcended. In June 
2015, Mohamed Ibrahim al-Dharrat publicly made a thinly veiled reference to Bashagha 
– his former close ally – and his effort to marshal a military operation in Tripoli:

He entered the war and pushed it to the limit, splitting Misrata in two. It didn’t 
work, so he changed his flag and bet on peace and dialogue, splitting Misrata in 
four. Now he turns to another war; God help us into how many parts Misrata will 
split.87
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Bashagha had been tight with al-Dharrat during 2013 and 2014, up until the victory in 
Tripoli. During the Tripoli war, he had allied closely with the battalion leaders Salem 
al-Zufri and Salah Badi, both of whom felt betrayed by Bashagha when he emerged 
as Misrata’s foremost proponent of a political deal. During the negotiations, he was 
inseparable from Suleiman al-Faqih and the mayor, Mohamed al-Shtiwi. During the 
war in Sirte, and as he reached out to political adversaries in the east, he began working 
closely with Salem Jha and Fawzi Abdelali, both of whom had fiercely opposed the 
Tripoli war Bashagha had masterminded, and who had been castigated as traitors by 
Bashagha’s allies. But as a key Misratan figure – and close associate of Bashagha at the 
time – told me in September 2016:

Believe me, Fathi will eventually lose out from his manoeuvering. He has invested 
everything in playing this city off against others. He has managed to keep on top 
throughout the various changes of direction. But when this story is over, he will 
be finished.88

Overall, however, the social fabric remained cohesive in spite of these splits; indeed, 
this cohesion was a principal constraint on actors in the conflicts. Once the city’s 
united position dissolved in autumn 2014, no political camp could monopolize the 
right to speak for Misrata, or subdue its political rivals. For months during 2015 and 
2016, opponents of the UN-led negotiations would hold rallies after Friday prayers, 
while supporters demonstrated on Mondays and Thursdays. The two camps did not 
clash with each other.

In 2018 and 2019, I repeatedly spent long evenings with a group of battalion 
leaders from eastern Misrata; they were prosperous businessmen from the same area, 
close friends who regularly met on weekend nights, or on social occasions such as 
circumcisions, weddings and condolence receptions. That core group often received 
Misratan figures of conflicting political alignments; sometimes, a guest would be 
taken aback when unexpectedly encountering a person whose politics he had rejected. 
Once, a staunch supporter of the unity government ran into the commander of the 
Benghazi Defence Brigades; then again, an army officer known for his attachment to 
principles was surprised to find the infamously rich businessman and former Qadhafi 
companion Ali Dabeiba. Sometimes, heated arguments would develop; sometimes, 
the guests would later share their unease privately with me. Clearly, however, social 
networks helped bridge the political rifts that afflicted Misrata.

At times, social ties across political divides prevented political players from resorting 
to force, as when social pressure dissuaded Badi from attacking the forces protecting 
the Presidency Council on the day of its arrival in Tripoli. At others, such ties ensured 
that rival political actors could not prevent each other from pursuing their objectives: 
certain battalion leaders joined the BDB’s eastward offensives despite the fact that they 
clearly undermined the fragile political settlement Misratan leaders supported. The 
cases where leading figures could threaten or use force against their local opponents 
were rare exceptions that confirmed the rule: Abdellatif al-Krik was released shortly 
after having been arrested for his brazen behaviour at Misrata’s western entrance. The 
killing of Misrata’s mayor, Mohamed al-Shtiwi, in December 2017, was an isolated 
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act of violence, and its background remained unclear.89 But the capture of Hisham 
Musaimir in March 2018 raised the question whether such incidents were becoming 
more common as political divisions tore at the city’s social fabric.

Despite all the rifts, there was no escape from consultation and collective decision-
making, even if it was ad hoc, and never wholly inclusive. The tumultuous political 
struggles of Misrata’s elite forestalled the establishment of agreed-upon mechanisms 
for decision-making. During the UN-led negotiations, the Local Council was 
pigeonholed by its support for the talks, while Sweihli assembled the opponents of that 
camp in a ‘Council of Wise Men and Notables of Misrata’.90 Contrary to a widespread 
perception, Misrata therefore never became a city-state.91 But when individual actors 
tried to override the collectivity, they failed – such as Prime Minister Serraj and 
his Misratan deputy Ahmed Maitig, who in early 2018 committed to a UN-backed 
agreement on the return of displaced Tawarghans to their abandoned town, despite 
resistance to the plan in Misrata. When Tawarghans arrived on 1 February, they were 
turned back by Misratan fighters, dealing an embarrassing blow to Maitig.92 Unrelated 
to the Presidency Council, a new Misratan negotiation effort then consulted more 
widely in the city, and successfully brokered a deal in June 2018 that led to the return 
of Tawarghans to their town. ‘Whoever tells you that he represents all of Misrata is 
lying,’ a leading battalion commander said. ‘Nobody can impose his will on Misrata. 
You need at least a dozen people to represent the various groups in Misrata, and even 
then, they will have to consult with those they represent.’93

Due to social cohesion, the disintegration of Misrata’s unity after 2014 led neither to 
one camp forcefully imposing its leadership on the city, nor to violent confrontations 
between rival political forces. It also imposed constraints on the ability of politicians 
to adapt their alliances to shifting conditions. The more the opportunism of leading 
figures became apparent, the more their standing declined. Misrata’s political leaders 
were unable to deliver the city’s socially embedded forces for the national alliances 
they entered. Amid rapidly changing strategic conditions, social cohesion produced 
political fragmentation.

*

In February 2019, as Haftar expanded in southern Libya, I returned to Misrata and 
encountered a marked change in threat perceptions. Though politically divided, my 
Misratan interlocutors shared an anxiety over Haftar’s next steps. Seemingly oblivious 
to the threat, some businessmen and commanders continued plotting a move to 
Tripoli, to enlarge their share of the spoils from predation. But when I asked a senior 
Misratan army officer, he told me: ‘Misrata’s forces can no longer be used for political 
ends. They will not mobilize unless someone attacks Misrata. Nothing else will make 
them move.’94

That acute threat to Misrata materialized with Haftar’s offensive on Tripoli, in April 
2019. Fighters who had not mobilized since the 2016 Sirte war joined their groups and 
moved to Tripoli or Sirte. Hardliners like Salah Badi fought together with Misratan 
brigades they had formerly considered ‘traitors’, and with Tripoli militias whom they 
had confronted less than a year earlier, under the nominal authority of the unity 
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government, against Haftar’s forces. This war, Misratan interlocutors of all stripes 
told me, had been forced upon them. They had not chosen it. And yet, underneath 
the veneer of unity, the rifts that had emerged over the preceding years were all too 
apparent. There was no doubt they would soon return to the fore, compounded by new 
divides wrought by Libya’s third civil war.

Western/Nafusa Mountains: Zintan, from corporatism to 
fragmentation
As the previous chapter showed, revolutionary strongholds in the mountains followed 
trajectories parallel to that of Misrata until the eruption of the 2014–15 civil war. 
They united during the revolution, providing the terrain for the formation of socially 
embedded forces. Subsequently, local rivalries emerged as their representatives entered 
the struggles over state institutions. In Zintan, the rise of militia leaders transformed 
the revolutionary social order more profoundly than in Misrata and the Amazigh 
towns. Nevertheless, Zintan long presented a remarkably unified face, at least to 
outsiders. Serious divisions only became apparent after the town had closed ranks for 
a second time, in 2014–15.

The post-revolutionary rivalries redefined community identities and enmities. 
Amazigh towns had been united with Zintan and Rujban in their fight against the 
regime. Following the regime’s collapse, leaders in Amazigh towns voiced demands for 
cultural and language rights – to which many Zintanis reacted with alarm – and rejected 
the participation of former regime elements in politics. The latter issue was decisive 
in structuring the political landscape in 2012–14, and pushed the representatives of 
Amazigh towns into an alliance with those of other revolutionary strongholds – most 
notably Misrata – as well as Islamist movements.

Zintanis found themselves in the opposite camp. In part, this was due to the rivalry 
of Misratan with Zintani-led armed groups over control of Tripoli. In part, it emerged 
from the close relationship between the Zintani Mlegta brothers, who led the Qa’qa’ 
Brigade, and Mahmoud Jibril, who was the most prominent target of the drive to 
exclude former regime officials from political life. While Zintanis continued to stress 
their decisive role in the revolutionary war and their aversion to those who had sided 
with the regime in 2011, they also discovered a new adversary in ‘the Islamists’.

This was a departure that directly affected personal relationships: during the 2011 
war, several Islamist figures fought in Zintan who would later gain prominence in the 
Coordination for Political Isolation and the Libyan Revolutionaries Operations Room 
– among them Mohamed al-Kilani from Zawiya and Omar al-Mukhtar al-Madhhuni 
from Sabratha. These figures had developed close relations with their Zintani brothers-
in-arms, which now deteriorated. The Zintani head of the Libya Shield’s Western 
Division fell out with his former comrade from Zawiya, who had been with him in 
the Shield leadership: ‘After Mohamed al-Kilani was elected to the GNC, I no longer 
recognized him. I increasingly disagreed with the guys from Zawiya, Sabratha, and 
Zuwara. Eventually, I resigned.’95

As in Misrata, competition over the spoils of power also began eroding internal 
cohesion in Zintan after 2011. Nevertheless, during 2012 and 2013, my Zintani 
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interlocutors – notables, academics, battalion commanders – generally defended the 
prominent Zintanis engaged in the struggles in Tripoli. When they stressed that the 
Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq were not Zintani groups but units recruited from all across Libya, 
this was not to distance themselves, but to highlight the supposed professionalism 
of these units. During this period, Zintani acquaintances made claims to political 
influence that far outsized the town’s demographic weight – claims that had been born 
out of Zintan’s role in the 2011 war. For a long time, many in Zintan saw the Mlegta 
brothers and the Sawaeq’s Emad Trabelsi as defending Zintani interests.96

As tensions escalated in the first half of 2014, notables and former revolutionary 
commanders surrounding Usama al-Juwaili began voicing their opposition to the role 
of the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq in Tripoli. Some of them retained ties to figures who were now 
on the other side of the divide. As one commander recalled:

Before the 2014 war, Omar al-Mukhtar [al-Madhhuni] asked me to come to 
Sabratha. There, he told me that his azlam [former regime officials] prisoners 
had informed him that Mlegta was conspiring with former regime loyalists. We 
convened a meeting with Juwaili and Zintan’s Social Committee, and exerted 
pressure on Mlegta’s people. But then they attacked the GNC, something we 
opposed completely. I went to see Mlegta and Trabelsi on the day of the attack, 
trying to calm things down, get them to retreat. They were the ones who were 
causing all the problems in Tripoli, acting as if they owned the city.97

Such internal Zintani dissent was only expressed behind closed doors. It remained a 
minority view in the town, and ultimately had little impact on the posture of the Qa’qa’, 
Sawaeq and associated Zintani-led groups in Tripoli prior to the airport war. These 
groups could be certain that majority opinion in Zintan viewed them as a guarantee of 
their community’s influence, and shared their definition of the enemy, ‘the Islamists’.

The airport war forced Zintanis to close ranks. It was seen in Zintan not as an 
attack on the Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq but on the town as a whole. The Qa’qa’ and Sawaeq 
disintegrated in the war, and their leaders lost much of their influence as Zintanis grew 
resentful of the figures who had drawn them into the conflict without being able to 
defend them. Following this debacle, Haftar’s local allies – among them the Mlegta 
brothers and Trabelsi, as well as several army officers – lacked the sway needed to 
bring the town’s forces under their control. The assistance Haftar was able or willing to 
offer was paltry compared to the resources available to the military council, which had 
stockpiled weapons in 2011. Equally important, the town’s self-image as a revolutionary 
bulwark continued to underpin local cohesion, and defined how the forces led by 
Juwaili’s Military Council viewed themselves. Juwaili and his commanders stubbornly 
refused to submit to Haftar’s authority, suspecting him of seeking to re-establish a 
dictatorship under the guise of fighting terrorism, and frowning upon his promotion 
of officers who had fought on Qadhafi’s side in 2011.

Nevertheless, Juwaili’s revolutionaries and Haftar’s local allies were bound 
together by strong local social ties and the necessity of mustering all available 
resources for the community’s defence. This uneasy cohabitation placed constraints 
on both camps in the town. Juwaili and his commanders had to tread carefully in 
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reaching out to former brothers-in-arms who were now their enemies, lest they 
expose themselves to accusations of treachery from within their own community. 
The first contacts with figures on the other side of the divide were therefore 
conducted in utmost secrecy.98

Haftar’s allies, on the other hand, were constrained in their alliances with former 
regime loyalists who had fought against Zintan in 2011, and who made no secret of 
their counter-revolutionary views. A key component among the forces supporting 
Haftar in western Libya was the ‘Army of Tribes’, an armed group drawn from tribal 
constituencies that were stigmatized as regime loyalists. The Military Council’s 
revolutionaries were deeply suspicious of such elements. In December 2014, Haftar’s 
commander for the western region Idris Madi – a Zintani officer who had himself 
remained loyal to Qadhafi in 2011 – found it necessary to publicly deny the existence 
of the ‘Army of Tribes’ and denounce as ‘fantasists’ those pretending that his forces 
were fighting to bring back the former regime.99 In October 2015, Madi openly 
admonished his ally Omar Tantush from Warshafana – a former loyalist officer 
who had been in Zintani custody since 2011, and was released to lead forces from 
Warshafana against Libya Dawn – after the latter delivered a fiery speech in front of 
former regime nostalgists.100 As a result of such tensions, forces from Warshafana 
that had allied with the Zintanis since the airport war increasingly emancipated 
themselves from Zintani control after winning their home region back in a May 2015 
offensive.

The debilitating impact of these divisions was such that in March 2015, tribal 
elders formed a Supreme Council of the Tribes of Zintan with the aim of mediating 
between the competing camps in the town, and promoting outreach to neighbouring 
communities to alleviate the pressure on Zintan. Elders from that body joined and 
supported the Military Council’s talks with its adversaries. They even attempted – 
unsuccessfully – to set up a joint operations room for the military council and Madi’s 
forces.101

Zintan’s internal divisions complicated both the military advance of its forces in the 
coastal plain in early 2015, and the parallel efforts to negotiate local ceasefires. For their 
adversaries, Zintan’s divisions and internal balance of power were difficult to read at 
the time, because communication across the political divide had largely stopped since 
mid-2014. According to a commander from Misrata’s Halbus Brigade who negotiated 
with the Zintanis:

As the talks continued, it became clear to us that there were two camps: one 
led by Usama al-Juwaili, which was the stronger one militarily, and another one 
represented by Khaled al-Amiani, who was associated with Idris Madi. While we 
came to understand this, we ourselves became divided in Misrata.102

In line with Haftar’s uncompromising stance, Madi, Trabelsi and their allies were 
opposed to the détente with the former components of Libya Dawn. They were too 
weak to wage war without the support of Zintan Military Council. But they could try 
to torpedo ceasefire negotiations by posing their own conditions, or mobilizing the 
sizeable group of forcibly displaced families in Zintan against the talks. Moreover, 
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Zintan’s adversaries risked exploiting these internal rivalries. As a negotiator for the 
military council recalled:

After we met with the Misratans to stop the fighting in Warshafana [in May 2015], 
they also contacted Idris Madi and asked him to stop shelling Gharyan. They told 
us that Idris had agreed to stop the bombardment, even though it was us [the 
Military Council] doing the shelling. Idris didn’t know about our meetings with 
the Misratans. When we asked him about his talks with them, he denied having 
committed to anything, and agreed to let us take the lead, saying he would support 
our decisions. So the Misratans started trying to play different groups in Zintan 
against each other. We’ve become used to that.103

Zintani negotiators, in turn, were irritated by the divisions among their adversaries, 
which posed obstacles in negotiations over agreements. Dawn leaders initially 
demanded that Zintanis negotiate with them as a bloc. But a May meeting in Sabratha 
between Zintani emissaries and leaders from all main Dawn factions proved fruitless 
– predictably so, given that several groups within Dawn were in favour of continuing 
war.104 The Zintanis were already in direct talks with leaders from the Misratan 
Halbus and Mahjub Brigades, though other armed groups from Misrata and Zawiya 
repeatedly violated the ceasefires negotiated with these two brigades. Commanders 
from Gharyan and Sabratha who had fought in Zintan in 2011 then agreed to open 
separate talks with the Zintanis, hastening the disintegration of the Dawn alliance.105 
Even so, growing local divisions and the opacity surrounding them encumbered the 
negotiations. According to another negotiator for Zintan Military Council:

Because they were divided, Gharyan had difficulties committing to the agreement, 
despite the fact that it was so favourable to them. The deal almost collapsed at the 
last minute. And that’s precisely what happened with Zawiya. Omar al-Mukhtar 
[al-Madhhuni, from Sabratha] had mediated an agreement between us and 
Zawiya. He had told us, these are the people you need to speak to in Zawiya. But 
shortly before we were to sign the deal, they stepped back from it. I asked Omar 
what had happened. He said that a third party from Zawiya had intervened. So we 
wondered, first you tell us that these are the key people in Zawiya, and then they 
can’t commit?106

As a patchwork of local ceasefire agreements contained the war in Tripolitania, 
the political divisions in Zintan that had been shelved over the need to defend the 
community came back to the fore. But the fact that competing local factions were 
bound together in a tight-knit community still made it difficult for Zintani political 
players to move. In early July 2015, Juwaili’s Military Council intended to exploit the 
fragmentation of Libya Dawn and tentative agreements with its Misratan interlocutors 
to return to Tripoli by force, against the resistance of a variety of other Misratan and 
Tripolitanian armed groups. However, the military council sought to prevent its local 
rivals – Haftar’s Zintani allies – from moving into Tripoli alongside its own forces. 
The issue provoked serious tensions in Zintan. On 7 July, the Supreme Council of the 
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Tribes of Zintan called a meeting of local elders as well as political and military figures 
which resulted in ruling out any forcible return to Tripoli. Prominent Zintani religious 
figures subsequently backed this decision with legal opinions against renewed war in 
the capital.107 Thereafter, the military council shifted towards (ultimately unsuccessful) 
negotiations with Tripolitanian armed groups, while its Zintani rivals continued to 
clamour for a return in arms to the capital, but lacked the necessary firepower.

Because of the social constraints on Zintani political actors, their political positions 
remained ambivalent even as local divisions became increasingly apparent. Against 
resistance from Haftar’s local allies, Zintani negotiators aligned with Juwaili backed 
the Skhirat agreement. But the terms they were able to negotiate in Skhirat were 
insufficiently attractive to sway the many sceptics of such engagement in Zintan. Under 
pressure from their critics, Zintani supporters of the unity government turned into its 
detractors, and the Zintani Presidency Council member Omar al-Aswad withdrew 
from the body within a month of the agreement being signed.108 The military council 
and other Zintani representatives insisted on security arrangements in Tripoli that 
could allow Zintani families to return to the capital – which, in the absence of neutral 
and professional units, would have required deploying Zintani forces to Tripoli. 
When the Presidency Council moved to Tripoli in late March 2016 without taking 
any steps to address such concerns, it alienated its supporters in Zintan.109 Nor did 
the Presidency Council have much to offer to its potential Zintani allies. In other 
words, the costs of unequivocally choosing sides between the unity government and 
Haftar, and defending this choice against their local rivals, exceeded the benefits for 
the military council.

Such constraints on the political ambitions of Zintani actors were evident in several 
other incidents. In May 2016, the military council obtained assurances from Madi that 
his men at Zintan’s airport would facilitate a visit of the Italian general and senior 
UNSMIL security adviser Paolo Serra to Zintan. But when Serra arrived, he was 
prevented from leaving the airport and forced to fly back by al-Ejmi al-Atiri, an officer 
then aligned with Haftar. Meanwhile, Madi was nowhere to be found.110

Later that month, Madi, Atiri and Trabelsi signalled their continued alignment 
with Haftar when they welcomed his chief of staff on a visit to Zintan.111 But in July, 
Atiri diverged with Haftar when he claimed that he had released Qadhafi’s son Saif 
al-Islam, who had been in his custody since 2011 and was the subject of an arrest 
warrant issued by the International Criminal Court.112 By that point, Atiri was openly 
portraying his prisoner as Libya’s future saviour. Atiri’s unabashed promotion of Saif 
al-Islam and the prospect that he could, indeed, release him put him on a collision 
course with Juwaili’s revolutionaries. Military council forces surrounded the base of 
Atiri’s battalion following the announcement, trying to force him to surrender Saif 
al-Islam, but tribal elders intervened to mediate, and the issue died down again. As a 
commander close to Juwaili said in September 2016:

Al-Ejmi is now Saif al-Islam’s prisoner, not the other way round. He’s crazy, he 
really believes Saif can bring Libyans together and lead the country. He’s out of 
control, he submits neither to the Military Council nor to Madi. But because of 
tribal relations, we can’t just throw him out.113
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In March 2017, Atiri once again declared that Saif was free, and would lead Libya 
in the future. This time, Juwaili’s men forced their way into Atiri’s house and seized 
Saif, then surrendered him to a committee of Zintani tribal elders – who, unable to 
shoulder that responsibility, returned him to Atiri a few weeks later. Juwaili met with 
Atiri for an awkward reconciliation attempt, though the two men continued to loathe 
each other.114 Both, however, were constrained in their options for dealing with Saif 
by the social ties in which they were enmeshed. Ajmi could not actually free Saif, nor 
allow him to become openly politically active. Juwaili and his military council could 
neither violently attack Atiri, nor imprison Saif or surrender him to the ICC. Haftar’s 
command faced no such constraints, and declared Atiri’s battalion dissolved in June 
2017, when he again sang Saif ’s praises.115

As the rifts of the 2014–15 war faded and the lines of conflict in western Libya 
blurred, Zintani actors became more flexible. In March 2017, the military council 
overcame its ambivalence towards the UN-backed unity government by agreeing that 
Zintanis would establish a unit as part of that government’s new Presidential Guard.116 
In June 2017, Prime Minister Serraj appointed Juwaili as commander of the western 
military region, posing a direct challenge to Madi, who performed the same function 
in Haftar’s command structure.117 In November, Juwaili moved Zintani forces into 
the Warshafana area and dislodged Haftar loyalists from several bases there, thereby 
significantly weakening Haftar’s position in western Libya. Trabelsi’s forces cooperated 
with Juwaili in that move, and Trabelsi effectively defected from Haftar in March 2018, 
when his second-in-command was appointed deputy interior minister in Tripoli.118 
Trabelsi’s force eventually became fully integrated into the unity government’s 
structures in July 2018. Throughout that time, Madi’s and Atiri’s associates increasingly 
openly (and absurdly) attacked Juwaili as an ikhwani – a covert Muslim Brother – 
and castigated the Military Council’s accommodation with the UN-backed Presidency 
Council as treason.119

Among Libyan interlocutors of varying local backgrounds, Zintanis had long been 
the ones who presented the most united picture of their community to me, and who 
most frequently spoke of Zintani virtues and corporate Zintani interests. They were also 
among the most reluctant to discuss internal disagreements with an outsider such as 
myself. But eventually, the façade of unity crumbled. A prominent notable minimized 
the severity of the divisions when he told me in March 2017: ‘it’s true, Zintan does not 
have one position. We are diverse, and that is a good thing. But we’re good at managing 
our disagreements.’120

Having closed ranks in 2011 and 2014, Zintan no longer had the capacity to adopt 
a unified political position after the imperative of unity receded during 2015. Zintan’s 
self-image as a revolutionary bulwark had been shattered by the tactical alliances of 
some Zintani actors with Haftar, as well as with former regime loyalists the Zintanis 
had fought against in 2011. There was nothing to replace this common identity. As 
of 2017, Zintanis no longer had a common enemy: the azlam, Haftar, and the former 
component elements of Libya Dawn all counted as allies among the various political 
interest groups within the town.

The most eloquent expression of these divisions was the loss of consensus over who 
should represent Zintan. Haftar’s local allies opposed the military council. Zintan’s 
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two members in the Tobruk-based House of Representatives had been elected prior 
to the 2014 war, and had delivered little since. The Supreme Council of the Tribes 
of Zintan, founded as local divisions widened in March 2015, competed with the 
parallel Social Committee, and repeatedly found it necessary to insist that the Supreme 
Council was ‘the only legitimate body competent to speak in the name of all sons of 
Zintan’.121 Such claims did not go unchallenged, particularly after the Supreme Council 
threw its support behind the UN-led negotiations in the fall of 2015. Thereafter, the 
Supreme Council’s local standing declined. In January 2017, elders formed the Council 
of Notables of Zintan (majlis a’yan al-Zintan), which similarly claimed to be the only 
legitimate representation of Zintani interests.122 But the positions of that Council 
favoured Haftar, and it rapidly lost support. By mid-2017, several of Zintan’s tribes 
had declared their withdrawal from the body.123 The competition between various 
would-be brokers over who could represent Zintan only deepened the divides.

And yet, their embeddedness in a tight-knit community continued to constrain 
rival Zintani forces in their actions. During the first half of 2018, Juwaili negotiated 
for months with Misratan commanders and Tarhuna’s Kani brothers over a joint 
operation against the big Tripoli militias. The fact that none of the three parties trusted 
one another other kept delaying the offensive.124 When the Kaniyat finally moved on 
Tripoli in August, Juwaili consulted closely with his commanders, but hesitated – not 
least because with Salah Badi, a nemesis of Zintanis had also joined the offensive. 
Siding with Misratan hard-liners in the operation would have exposed Juwaili and his 
associates to intense criticism in Zintan. Eventually, the Juwaili faction took advantage 
of the situation by helping Trabelsi’s forces redeploy to the western Tripoli districts 
from which they had been forcibly dislodged in 2014 – but in coordination with the 
Presidency Council and the Tripoli militias, rather than in alliance with the Kaniyat.125

The constraints under which Juwaili and his commanders operated became even 
more salient during the escalation into the third civil war. As Haftar expanded in 
southern Libya and began sending weaponry to allies in the west, Juwaili intensified 
his outreach to leaders of armed groups in western Libya, to block further inroads 
by Haftar. Particularly problematic for Juwaili in that respect was the fact that forces 
from Zintan and Rujban loyal to Haftar – most of them Salafi-leaning – controlled 
the Wutiya air base in the coastal plain, to which Haftar was delivering arms supplies 
throughout March 2019. Juwaili’s forces threatened to take over the air base by force 
unless the deliveries stopped, prompting Zintani tribal elders to step in and mediate. 
The elders reached an agreement that stipulated that al-Wutiya should remain under 
Zintani control, but should not be exploited by any party, and that neither of the 
two factions in Zintan should participate in any conflict.126 But only a week after the 
agreement was reached, another flight touched down at al-Wutiya to deliver supplies 
to Haftar’s forces. One of Juwaili’s commanders told me that the imperative of keeping 
the social peace in Zintan kept forestalling a more forceful approach to the Wutiya 
group, ‘but if they don’t stop violating the agreement, we’ll resort to other means’.127 It 
never happened.

As the war escalated, the rift dividing Zintan widened. The core of Juwaili’s forces 
mobilized under the banner of defending the revolution against an attempt to establish 
a military dictatorship. A number of smaller Zintani armed groups – some of them 
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Salafi-leaning – joined Haftar’s forces, whose rallying cry was the fight against ‘criminal 
militias’ and heretics. Many Zintani fighters refused to fight, seeing how the war divided 
their community. On several occasions, Juwaili’s men were targeted by combat aircraft 
that had taken off from al-Wutiya. And still, the Juwaili faction remained reticent to 
attack the base. Juwaili’s forces generally avoided deploying to front lines where they 
would face the Zintani fighters who had joined Haftar’s offensive.128 Still, they now 
fought together with their former enemies from Misrata, Zawiya, the Amazigh towns 
and Tripoli against a coalition of armed groups that included fellow Zintanis. The rift 
long simmering beneath the surface had finally emerged into the open, splitting Zintan 
in two.

*

Zintan’s fragmentation was the product of shifting alliances and rifts with outside 
actors that had successively added one fault line after another onto the social fabric. 
This contrasts with the trajectory of Zintan’s Amazigh neighbours, which had avoided 
such repeated shifts in political alignments. Their involvement in the rivalries that 
led up to the eruption of the civil war was largely limited to the role of the National 
Mobile Force (NMF), which included units from Amazigh towns in the mountains, 
Zuwara, as well as several other coastal cities. The bulk of Amazigh forces refrained 
from entering the struggles in Tripoli. The Amazigh boycotted the February 2014 
elections to the constituent assembly, as well as the June HoR elections; they had no 
stake in the tug-of-war over the legitimacy of the HoR’s Tobruk sessions. Their only 
elected HoR member, Salem Gnan from Nalut, later mediated between boycotting 
and Tobruk-based parliamentarians. Several Amazigh GNC members remained 
active in the rump GNC, but they no longer commanded significant support within 
their communities. Most Amazigh leaders had stopped seeing GNC president 
Abusahmain as a representative of their interests long before the tensions escalated 
into civil war.

The 2014 war initially threatened to draw in the Amazigh towns in the mountains, 
where sympathies clearly tended towards the Dawn camp. Although these towns 
nominally adopted a neutral position, several hundred of their men, most of them 
associated with the NMF, fought against the Zintanis in Tripoli, Kikla and the Wutiya 
air base. Until late 2014, there was a real possibility that the bulk of the forces from 
Amazigh towns could enter the fray, thereby following the lead of Zuwara, the coastal 
Amazigh city whose forces were deployed at al-Wutiya. Such a move would have 
provoked serious internal divisions; in each town, prominent figures were busily 
working to keep their communities out of the conflict.129 It would also have cut 
personal relationships of trust and comradeship established between revolutionary 
leaders in Zintan and Amazigh towns in 2011, and more broadly upended peaceful 
inter-communal coexistence between them. But the choice of neutrality won out, 
forestalling the formation of rival camps within Amazigh communities.

Personal connections between Zintan and Amazigh towns dating back to 2011 
suffered amid the war, but some key channels remained intact. For example, the Naluti 
commander of the Wazin border crossing with Tunisia explained to me in March 2015 
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that he had continued to allow the evacuation of wounded fighters from Zintan despite 
pressure from Dawn leaders to stop all cross-border movements of Zintanis: ‘I have 
friends among the thuwwar of Zintan and Rujban going back to 2011. If they want to 
pass through the crossing, I can’t refuse. They all deal with me personally.’130

In the end, it was not communal unity but the NMF itself that disintegrated over the 
political squabbles it had become entangled in. After the Dawn victory in Tripoli, NMF 
leaders nominated several ministers and deputy ministers for the Hassi government, 
who then channelled funds to NMF commanders from their towns. Abusahmain 
also backed an NMF commander from Zuwara. These commanders established their 
own units, which became independent of the NMF leadership under Said Gujil.131 
Meanwhile, Amazigh officers who had opposed Libya Dawn peeled off dozens of NMF 
fighters and other Dawn veterans and integrated them into army or police units.132 The 
disparate NMF factions were battered in the struggles between armed groups in Tripoli 
during 2016 and early 2017.133 Only the core of the NMF under Gujil remained, staying 
put in its base at Tripoli’s western gates.

Because the Amazigh towns avoided taking sides in the political tug-of-war and the 
military conflict, it was natural for them to support the UN-led negotiations over the 
formation of a unity government – despite the fact that they were weakly represented 
in the talks and the government. Their reaction to the agreement was positive. At the 
same time, Amazigh leaders remained staunchly opposed to Haftar due to his Arabist 
discourse, his reliance on the Zintanis, and his obvious ambitions to re-establish 
authoritarian rule. Amazigh towns therefore saw no realignments that were susceptible 
to causing internal divisions.

People in the Amazigh towns continued to look back on their role in the revolution 
as a source of communal pride. But as the 2014 war called into question old certainties 
over friends and enemies, these towns’ leaders and elders softened their stance towards 
former regime loyalists. At a September 2016 National Reconciliation Forum in Nalut, 
the hosts even agreed to take down the monarchy-era flag and cancel the performance 
of the monarchy-era national anthem to assuage representatives of communities that 
had experienced the revolution as a defeat.134 Contrary to what happened in Misrata 
and Zintan, however, such outreach to former loyalists did not aim at striking tactical 
alliances, but at overcoming divisions. As a result, such efforts did not provoke new 
rifts within Amazigh communities.

As Haftar’s forces became stronger and began exploring ways of expanding in 
western Libya, tentative contacts between his emissaries and Amazigh commanders 
underlined the Amazigh communities’ immunity from the temptations of political 
struggles. During 2018, Haftar’s representatives sought several meetings with 
commanders and officers from Jadu and Nalut, offering them money and vehicles if they 
joined his forces. The response was consistent: Haftar should first alter the name of his 
‘Libyan Arab Armed Forces’, and submit to civilian authority.135 Meanwhile, Amazigh 
communities and their forces watched with unease as Salafi-dominated armed groups 
loyal to Haftar established themselves in the Si’aan communities of Tiji and Badr, and 
kept growing in Zintan and Rujban. Struggles over the control and repartition of the 
fuel smuggling economy between the Zawiya refinery and the Tunisian border also 
fuelled tensions between armed groups from Zintan and the Amazigh towns.136 But the 
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approach that prevailed in Amazigh communities throughout the years that followed 
the 2014–15 civil war was to avoid armed confrontations with their neighbours.

If Zintan’s outsized role in post-revolutionary power struggles resulted in serious 
divisions within an exceptionally tight-knit community, then, the Amazigh towns 
preserved their internal cohesion by withdrawing from these struggles. As a result, when 
Haftar’s offensive on Tripoli provoked renewed civil war, the Amazigh communities 
were at little risk of being divided over how to respond. Community leaders came out 
in open condemnation of the offensive early on.137 Fighters joined the National Mobile 
Force in Tripoli or formed battalions on the basis of individual towns, such as Kabaw 
and Jadu, that fought in close coordination with Juwaili’s Zintani forces on the front 
line between Tripoli and Gharyan. A significant proportion of forces remained in the 
Amazigh towns and their surroundings to guard against threats from adjacent areas 
that were under the control of forces loyal to Haftar.138 The defence of their towns, their 
identity, and the fight against an obvious attempt to reinstall authoritarian rule united 
Amazigh communities.

Bani Walid: From cohesion through self-isolation  
to fragmentation
Bani Walid restored a degree of cohesion by preserving neutrality in the second civil 
war. It did so from a very different starting point than the Amazigh towns. Whereas 
the latter were tight-knit and militarily powerful communities proud of their role 
in the revolution, Bani Walid at the eve of the second civil war was a vanquished, 
demilitarized and deeply divided town.

The Social Council, as will be recalled, began as a weakly legitimized body whose 
members were mostly second-tier notables. It also suffered from divisions between 
hard-line Qadhafists who were linked to exiled former regime officials, and more 
conciliatory figures concerned primarily with addressing immediate local grievances, 
such as Bani Walid’s prisoners in revolutionary strongholds, and the town’s political 
and economic marginalization.

In October 2012, Bani Walid had made the bitter experience that, without the 
necessary firepower to defend the town, its defiance of revolutionary armed groups 
only led to renewed defeat and humiliation. Some in Bani Walid blamed the Social 
Council’s intransigent stance for this catastrophe, and the Social Council changed 
track in its aftermath. It began cautious reconciliation efforts with Zawiya – whose 
armed groups had participated in the October 2012 operation and had captured 
several prisoners – and henceforth refrained from provocative moves such as hosting 
meetings of counter-revolutionary tribal notables. This new approach, combined 
with the October 2012 operation’s unintended consequence of uniting Bani Walid 
in opposition to the revolutionary order, allowed the Social Council to gain broader 
acceptance in the town, and gradually cement its position. The Council easily warded 
off a challenge from a rival body of tribal notables who presented themselves as an 
enlightened alternative to obstinate nostalgists of a bygone era. The Local Council also 
tried to erode the Social Council’s monopoly on collective decision-making, and failed –  
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not least because the resources it was able to mobilize from Tripoli were limited, slow 
in being disbursed and subject to the turmoil in state institutions from mid-2014 
onwards.

But while the Social Council’s position in the town had become uncontested by 
2014, the Council continued to be torn by the rifts afflicting the community: the legacy 
of suffering and distrust left by the repression of the 1993 coup plot; the killings of 28 
May 2011; the violent confrontation between Bani Walid’s revolutionary minority and 
its adversaries; the struggle between hardliners longing for revenge and the return of 
the former regime; and pragmatists seeking to normalize Bani Walid’s relations with 
the new authorities in Tripoli. These rifts lingered underneath the surface of a fragile 
consensus reached after the October 2012 operation, according to which Bani Walid 
was not party to the struggles raging between former components of the revolutionary 
alliance in Tripoli, and had fundamental grievances with the revolutionary order that 
first needed to be addressed before Bani Walid could participate in routine politics. 
(Of course, this was not the view of the hard-line revolutionaries who had supported 
the renewed capture of Bani Walid in 2012, and were forced to leave the town once the 
Social Council regained control.) An illustration of this position came in April and May 
2014, when the Misratan would-be prime minister Ahmed Maitig sought to win over 
six or seven political figures from Bani Walid as his deputies in a proposed cabinet – 
some of them close to the Social Council, others closer to the revolutionaries – but 
all declined.139

With the escalation into civil war from May 2014 onward, this fragile consensus 
was sorely tested. Both camps began courting Bani Walid. At the same time, political 
players in the town were gauging whether the crisis offered an opportunity for Bani 
Walid and other losers of the 2011 revolution to re-emerge as a military force. In late 
May 2014, the Social Council sent representatives to a gathering of tribal politicians 
from constituencies considered as former regime loyalists in al-Aziziya, the main city 
in the Warshafana area. From the Social Council’s perspective, the gathering and its 
aim of forming a ‘Supreme Council of Libyan Cities and Tribes’ stood in continuity 
with the meetings it had itself organized in 2012. But the hosts of the meeting wanted it 
to come out in favour of Haftar’s operation in Benghazi, which had started just ten days 
earlier and was already dividing the country. Bani Walid’s representatives successfully 
thwarted the planned expression of support for Haftar. They were suspicious of Haftar, 
who had joined the revolution and participated in the 2011 capture of Bani Walid. 
They did, however, sign up to the Supreme Council, and vowed to engage with Haftar 
to ‘make absolutely sure we understand his intentions before we agree to support him’, 
as one of Bani Walid’s representatives at the meeting said.140

When war erupted in Tripoli in July, Zintani leaders, Haftar and their political 
allies all sought to gain Bani Walid’s backing against the Misratan-led Dawn alliance. 
The ambassador to the UAE Aref al-Nayed, himself a Warfalli with weak ties to 
Bani Walid, reached out to local dignitaries, seeking to persuade them to enter the 
conflict.141 Zintan released dozens of former regime loyalists from prisons in Zintan, 
on condition that they join their fight against Libya Dawn.142 Politicians associated 
with the Supreme Council helped form the ‘Warshafana battalion’ and the ‘Army of 
Tribes’ to accommodate these fighters.143 A few dozen men from Bani Walid joined the 
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‘Army of Tribes’ and fought in the Warshafana area. It remains unclear whether this 
occurred at the instigation of individual Social Council members in defiance of the 
Council’s official policy of neutrality, or whether the Social Council covertly backed 
the effort to hedge its bets. At the time, a member of Bani Walid’s Social Council who 
oversaw the mobilization into the ‘Army of Tribes’ explained the rationale as follows:

The airport war did not concern us. It was a power struggle between two camps 
of February [i.e. the 2011 revolution], both of them serving foreign interests. But 
the war in Warshafana concerns our brothers and allies. That’s why we mobilized, 
under the authority of the Supreme Council. Five martyrs in the Warshafana 
war came from Bani Walid. We are still weak, but the attack on Warshafana has 
strengthened us. It has shown the need for us to exist: everyone knows that they 
could be next after Warshafana.144

But the Social Council never officially expressed support for the ‘Army of Tribes’, let 
alone admit to the participation of men from Bani Walid at the behest of Council 
members. In fact, in January 2015, shortly before the Supreme Council of Cities and 
Tribes was due to hold a big meeting in Tobruk and would clearly position itself in 
support of Haftar, the Social Council withdrew from the body.145 Now, Social Council 
members – including the very same person who had previously detailed Bani Walid’s 
contribution to the war in Warshafana to me – denied that the ‘Army of Tribes’ had 
ever existed.146

By that point, the Social Council had settled its position towards the civil war: 
the parties to the conflict were two sides of the same coin, as both were led by the 
revolutionaries of 2011; Bani Walid represented a third force of tribes who rejected the 
revolutionary order altogether. Bani Walid had withdrawn from the Supreme Council 
because the latter had picked sides in the civil war, and because its leadership was 
under the thumb of Qadhafi’s Cairo-based cousin Ahmed Qadhafeddam, who had 
betrayed Qadhafi in the revolution’s first weeks, and was now allied with Haftar.147

This, in any case, was the explanation several Council members volunteered. It had 
broad support in Bani Walid. The town’s neutrality in the second civil war also served 
to rewrite the history of Bani Walid’s role in the 2011 war, which was now said to 
have been neutral. The Warfalla, the discourse went, had divined that the international 
conspiracy of 2011 would lead to internecine conflict between foreign-backed factions, 
and had therefore refrained from joining the revolution. In January 2015, I often heard 
in Bani Walid that ‘everyone in Libya is now saying: the Warfalla were right from the 
beginning. Everyone now respects Bani Walid for having a principled position from 
the start, and sticking to it.’148

This explanation, however, did not reflect the full story of why and how Bani Walid 
disentangled itself from the civil war. In addition to ethical principles and personal 
enmities, more eminently political factors also played a role. Bani Walid had learned 
the hard way in 2012 that picking fights without a defensive capacity was suicidal. To 
enter the civil war, Bani Walid would need to have the necessary weaponry to guarantee 
its protection against attacks from outside.149 But prospective allies were reluctant to 
supply Bani Walid with arms. Some alleged that Haftar had repeatedly promised to 
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send weapons, but failed to deliver, perhaps because he was unsure of his local allies’ 
loyalty.150 Aref al-Nayed had organized two weapons shipments from the UAE via an 
airstrip in southern Libya, but the Tubu commanders he relied on had kept most of the 
weapons themselves, instead of delivering them to Bani Walid.151 In this sense, Bani 
Walid’s neutrality was a sign of weakness.

Second, Bani Walid’s politicians watched closely as elements in Haftar’s alliance 
reacted with unease to reports of former regime loyalists joining Haftar.152 Many in 
Cyrenaica and Zintan still insisted on the February revolution as the foundation of 
political legitimacy. A month before my interlocutors in Bani Walid denied that the 
‘Army of Tribes’ existed, Haftar’s man in Zintan Idris Madi had already done the same 
– to distance himself from his counter-revolutionary allies.153 For Bani Walid, such 
reservations towards regime loyalists raised the risk that Haftar would dump them 
once they had served their purpose.

Both of these factors are consistent with the assumptions of game-theoretic 
approaches that emphasize considerations of relative power and commitment 
problems. However, a third factor was probably crucial. Taking sides would have 
provoked open rifts in Bani Walid, including through the Social Council, upending 
the fragile consensus that allowed the community to overcome its deep divides, as well 
as threatening the Social Council’s position in the town, and possibly also its existence. 
Were the members and supporters of the Social Council ready to run such a risk amid 
the profound uncertainty over who would prevail in the civil war, and how reliable 
their prospective allies in the war would be?

On the one hand, then, Bani Walid’s neutrality was a sign of military weakness 
and a reflection of underlying internal divisions that threatened to come to the fore 
if political actors in Bani Walid were to align themselves unequivocally with the rival 
camps. On the other hand, it was a sign of social cohesion that came along with Bani 
Walid’s self-isolation. The underlying divisions could have prompted politicians from 
Bani Walid to explicitly affiliate themselves with one side or another. While majority 
opinion was suspicious of Haftar or even hostile towards him, a handful of locals could 
plausibly have established a small armed group aligned with Haftar that would then 
have drawn Bani Walid gradually into Haftar’s orbit, provoking divisions within the 
town. The fact that the Social Council managed to forestall such moves was a sign of 
strength.

Of course, the Social Council was not able to prevent individual members, let alone 
other political actors in Bani Walid from engaging with the conflicting parties. To hedge 
their bets, some politicians from Bani Walid maintained discreet contacts with forces 
from outside the town. But the Social Council was able to ensure that such engagement 
remained low profile, generally behind closed doors, and that any involvement of 
the Social Council could be plausibly denied, or dismissed as ‘individuals who only 
represent themselves’. In sum, the Social Council’s principal achievement was to 
preserve its neutral position during the second civil war and its aftermath.

The price to pay for this achievement was political paralysis. Any meaningful 
political move risked fuelling tensions within the Council and the town, threatening the 
fragile consensus that underpinned neutrality. This explains why Bani Walid withdrew 
from the Supreme Council; why, in January 2015, it rejected an invitation to the 
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negotiations in Geneva, which would later move to Skhirat; and why, one year later, the 
Social Council staunchly denied that its former president Mohamed al-Barghuthi had 
met with the newly formed Presidency Council to discuss government formation.154 
After the Presidency Council moved to Tripoli, the Social Council initially avoided any 
public contact with the body. The Local Council was more flexible – it did not pretend 
to represent Bani Walid politically – and began meeting with Presidency Council 
members early on.155

A rare exception to the Social Council’s reluctance to engage publicly with external 
political actors were several meetings, in May 2016, that brought together the Council’s 
president and former president with Aref al-Nayed. Nayed had supplied substantial 
funds to help Bani Walid deal with the influx of displaced families from neighbouring 
Sirte.156 He subsequently enrolled Barghuthi in the activities of his organization, 
claiming to Western diplomats that he enjoyed excellent relations with Bani Walid 
and was coordinating the Social Council’s reconciliation efforts with similar initiatives 
elsewhere.157

In actual fact, Barghuthi was fiercely attacked by his adversaries within the Social 
Council and the town at large for associating himself with Nayed, who had been an 
early and important backer of the 2011 revolution, and barely concealed his ambitions 
to hold top offices.158 And while Nayed’s supporters in the Council claimed that he 
had apologized to them for his revolutionary stance in 2011, Nayed never did so 
publicly.159 Many in Bani Walid continued to harbour deep resentment against Nayed, 
and subsequent contacts remained discreet or confined to Barghuthi who, as several of 
my interlocutors clamoured, ‘represented only himself ’ in his dealings with Nayed.160

Constrained by its internal divisions, Bani Walid was unable to exploit its neutral 
position to act as a mediator between the conflicting parties, despite the Social Council’s 
best intentions. From early 2015 onwards, the Social Council pursued various initiatives 
to form yet another Council representing the ‘real’ elders of all cities and tribes, or to 
hold a big meeting of such figures in an effort at national reconciliation.161 Nothing 
ever came of these projects. Bringing them to fruition would have required courageous 
moves, such as reaching out to Misrata and other former revolutionary strongholds, 
without whom there could be no meaningful effort to bring the conflicting parties 
together. These cities were only too eager to reciprocate: from early 2016 onwards, 
the Misratans gradually released the majority of prisoners from Bani Walid and other 
former regime strongholds, attempting to demonstrate their goodwill.162 Bani Walid’s 
Local Council quietly engaged with the Misratans on the prisoner releases. The Social 
Council, however, consistently rebuffed Misratan advances, or confined them to 
deniable exchanges between individuals.163 Genuine engagement with Misrata would 
have provoked an outcry among those who had lost relatives or suffered property 
damage due to the actions of Misratan armed groups.

Bani Walid’s self-inflicted isolation came under pressure as the divides of the 
second civil war gave way to a fragmented landscape in western Libya, and former 
revolutionaries no longer hesitated to reach out to former regime loyalists. The 
Presidency Council had no qualms about placing former regime officials in senior 
positions, which softened the rejectionist stance prevailing in Bani Walid. Misratan 
politicians supported the delivery of new police vehicles to Bani Walid. The Zintani 
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education minister appointed a hardline member of Bani Walid’s Social Council, 
Abdelhamid al-Shanduli, as dean of the town’s university. In November 2017, the 
boycotting Presidency Council member and close Haftar ally Ali al-Qatrani led a 
delegation of eastern representatives to visit Bani Walid – but as Shanduli insisted, 
it was a purely social visit of condolence after two Social Council members had been 
assassinated near Mizda a month earlier.164 A number of military officers in Bani 
Walid began joining Haftar’s Libyan Arab Armed Forces. This relationship was largely 
administrative – the salaries were higher – and did not translate into the establishment 
of actual units on the ground, rather than on paper.165 Nevertheless, the affiliation of 
local officers with Haftar’s forces began undermining Bani Walid’s isolationist stance. 
So did the continuing involvement of former Social Council presidents Mohamed 
al-Barghuthi and Saleh Mayouf with Aref al-Nayed.

The municipal elections in September 2018 – which had been delayed since 
2014, partly due to resistance from the Social Council – dealt another severe blow to 
isolationism. Once he had taken office, the new mayor immediately met with Prime 
Minister Serraj, and made a point of establishing a good working relationship with the 
Tripoli authorities, to mobilize budgets for Bani Walid. In April 2018, I had spent an 
evening with a group of men at a sheep farm in the desert outside Bani Walid; none of 
them had been to Tripoli – a two-hour car ride – since 2011. But clearly, these diehard 
Qadhafi nostalgists, who placed their hopes for salvation in the return of his son Saif 
al-Islam to the centre of politics, were a vanishing type.

At the same time, the Social Council proved powerless to prevent a renewed 
proliferation of armed groups in Bani Walid. One of the prisoners released from 
Misrata in March 2017, Adel Sultan, had led an armed group in Bani Walid before and 
during the town’s defence in 2012. Upon his release, he reconstituted it and gave it an 
official-sounding name. Within the security battalion – which was under the Social 
Council’s authority and had until then been the only armed entity in Bani Walid – a 
separate subunit emerged that carried the name of a leader in the battalion, Mohamed 
Salama, who had been assassinated in 2016. At Bani Walid’s northern entrance, a local 
military police unit that administratively reported to the government in Tripoli began 
manning a checkpoint. During late 2017 and early 2018, repeated attempts by the 
Social Council to bring these various groups under a common structure failed. In the 
town’s dense social fabric, no body could centralize authority over groups that were 
deeply embedded in family and neighbourhood networks.166

The fundamental driver behind the proliferation of these groups was the increasing 
competition over new sources of income. Among these sources were funds and vehicles 
provided by the rival governments in Tripoli and al-Bayda. But more important than 
those was the rise of Bani Walid as a hub in the business of smuggling and extortion of 
migrants, from late 2015 onward. Several gangs specializing in the business emerged, 
the largest one being led by Musa Diab, a onetime member of the 28 May Battalion.167 
As the business grew, it provoked increasing competition among rival gangs, which 
at times turned violent.168 The security battalion became complicit with migrant 
smugglers; its reputation plummeted, and it repeatedly clashed with Adel Sultan’s 
group. Financial incentives were also key in driving Sultan and several members of his 
group to join the Kaniyat in their attack on Tripoli in August 2018, along with some 
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Misratan armed groups who were considered archenemies by most people in Bani 
Walid.169 The pursuit of economic gain, then, joined the association with rival political 
camps in eroding Bani Walid’s self-isolation and cohesion.

For several years after 2011, Bani Walid withstood the temptation to shift its 
alignments with the changing strategic conditions. This was not only a function of 
its weakness and internal division. It was also due to the fact that rival local networks 
valued social cohesion and the existence of a unified representative body for the town 
more highly than uncertain gains from fleeting political alignments. Because of the 
Social Council’s immobility, the pattern of fault lines adding onto fault lines that had 
eroded local unity in Misrata and Zintan did not emerge in Bani Walid.

But eventually, the centrifugal forces of Libya’s conflicts eroded the unifying impact 
of isolationism. In September 2016, one of my interlocutors, a man in his thirties who 
worked with the Social Council, acknowledged that men from Bani Walid were joining 
Haftar’s forces in the east, but stressed that majority opinion in the town rejected Haftar 
for his past record, and was determined to maintain neutrality.170 What would happen, 
I asked, if Haftar took over neighbouring Sirte? In that case, he admitted, anything was 
possible in Bani Walid.

Three years later, the scenario materialized, in the form of Tarhuna’s Kaniyat joining 
Haftar’s forces in their offensive against Tripoli. Immediately before the offensive, Haftar 
had sent a substantial shipment of weapons to Tarhuna via Bani Walid’s airport, where 
a military unit was stationed that had joined Haftar’s forces. Tarhuna, and not Bani 
Walid, bore the brunt of the pressure from Tripoli and Misratan armed groups when 
news of the shipment spread. Once the war erupted, however, Haftar’s many opponents 
in Bani Walid – including those newly aligned with the Tripoli government, but also 
former regime purists – imposed limits on his local allies. Their use of the airport 
was limited to occasional medical evacuation flights. A few dozen men announced 
their support for Haftar and joined the operation, but Haftar’s opponents forestalled 
attempts to issue statements in the name of Bani Walid.171 The Social Council, however, 
was too divided to even announce its neutrality in the conflict. Social cohesion clearly 
continued to constrain Haftar’s local allies in their actions. But the myth of Bani Walid’s 
unity, and its moral superiority as a third force separate from Libya’s warring factions, 
had been shattered.

Tobruk: The rise of Haftar

How, given the pervasive local rifts and tenacious localism evident in the preceding 
case studies, can we explain that Khalifa Haftar gradually established uncontested 
control over the quasi-entirety of eastern Libya between mid-2014 and late 2016? 
Haftar’s supporters in Cyrenaica commonly venture that he gained the support of ‘the 
tribes’ in the east – a line that much foreign commentary has adopted.172 Tribal leaders 
in Cyrenaica, the narrative goes, tired of the post-revolutionary chaos, and mobilized 
to stop the assassinations haunting Benghazi in 2013 and early 2014, which were 
decimating their tribesmen. In Haftar, they saw a saviour who could rebuild the army, 
and drive out armed groups and extremists. Haftar was all the more attractive because 
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he belonged to a tribe from central Libya, the Firjan, and therefore did not threaten to 
disturb the tribal balance in Cyrenaica as he would have, had he been a member of an 
eastern tribe. Such accounts of Haftar’s rise are often rounded off with assertions that 
‘the tribes’ in the east could easily dispose of Haftar, should they so wish.

The present analysis runs exactly counter to this narrative. Haftar was initially able 
to mobilize support from a variety of disgruntled eastern factions, none of which could 
be seen as representing the position of a tribe. Several of these groups refused to submit 
to Haftar’s authority; they intended to use him to advance their own interests, then turn 
on him when the opportunity offered itself. That Haftar gradually centralized control 
over the loose alliance he led, and established his primacy across the east, was not due 
to the support of supposedly powerful tribes – quite to the contrary. Revolutionary and 
post-revolutionary mobilization had largely bypassed the peripheral areas of eastern 
Libya. In this eastern periphery, for which Tobruk can stand as an archetype, local 
leadership was weak, and communities had developed neither the internal cohesion nor 
the clearly defined external enemies that violent conflict had created in many areas of 
western and southern Libya. This setting offered fertile terrain for Haftar’s structures of 
patronage and repression. These structures did make use of tribal notables, but in a way 
that relegated them to the position of mere clients. Most of all, Haftar owed his rise to his 
access to steady foreign support of a magnitude unavailable to any other actor in Libya.

What explanatory value does a case study of developments in Tobruk have in 
charting Haftar’s ascension? Admittedly, Tobruk was exceptionally isolated, both 
geographically and politically, from the struggles unleashed by the revolution, until 
the House of Representatives (HoR) moved to the city in August 2014. But other towns 
in the east, such as al-Qubba or al-Marj, had equally seen little political and military 
mobilization during the revolution, had also been largely spared the violent local 
conflicts that developed in other parts of the country, and were similarly marginalized 
in the post-revolutionary power struggles.

These types of places were not the scene of the conflict that made Haftar a figure 
of national importance: that conflict raged in Benghazi, where deep political divides 
had developed since 2011, and powerful armed groups had formed. But without this 
eastern periphery, Haftar’s rise would have been unthinkable. Control over Tobruk’s 
port and airport was essential for Haftar to receive weapons shipments from abroad, 
and launch his fighter jets to bomb enemy positions in Benghazi. The HoR’s move to 
Tobruk allowed Haftar to exert direct influence over the legislature. The environs of 
al-Marj provided a sufficiently secure location to host both Haftar’s headquarters and 
an air base used by his Emirati supporters.173 Such provincial Cyrenaican towns also 
furnished an important supply of recruits for units that were under Haftar’s immediate 
control – as opposed to the armed groups from Benghazi and its environs, which were 
loyal first and foremost to their leaders, whose relationship with Haftar was often 
fraught with tensions. Finally, mobilizing support from across the east allowed Haftar 
to tap into rising regionalist sentiment in Cyrenaica and portray himself as benefiting 
from the backing of ‘the tribes in the east’, whereas a campaign focused on Benghazi 
alone would have turned him into just another local warlord.

Tobruk, as discussed in the previous two chapters, did not suffer serious divides 
during the revolution, nor witness the formation of new tight-knit groups or strong 
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identities through violent conflict. As in other peripheral regions of southern and 
eastern Libya, Tobruk’s politicians were more flexible and opportunistic in their 
political alignment than was the case in settings where new collective identities 
placed tight constraints – such as in Misrata, the Nafusa Mountains or Bani Walid. 
The three independent GNC members from Tobruk adopted no unequivocal positions 
in the post-revolutionary struggles, and, instead, floated between competing blocs 
in the legislature – until February 2014, when two resigned under pressure from 
local proponents of the campaign to dissolve the GNC. Tribal politicians such as 
al-Tayyeb al-Sharif moved from being pillars of Qadhafi’s rule to proponents of 
eastern autonomy.174 Others, such as Faraj Yadam Buatiwa, dabbled in revolutionary 
rhetoric and denounced the federalists as former members of Qadhafi’s Popular Social 
Leadership (PSL) seeking to make a comeback. (Ironically, Buatiwa had himself 
been a PSL member, and clamoured for the suppression of protests at the Tobruk 
PSL’s final meeting on 18 February 2011).175 Al-Siddiq al-Mabruk al-Ghithi, a former 
member of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group from neighbouring Darna with political 
connections and a clientele in Tobruk, moved from the jihadist spectrum to the 
autonomy movement.176

Contrary to the southern periphery, however, the east did not witness violent 
conflicts along tribal lines between 2011 and 2014. No armed groups emerged that 
claimed to protect their communities from hostile neighbours. The eastern periphery 
was not affected by the processes that split the landscape in western and southern Libya 
into rival local forces.

To be sure, tribal identity did matter in Tobruk, and local politicians used it as a 
resource. But these tribal politicians did not amount to a tribal leadership. They were 
notoriously divided by political rivalries and, in some cases, long-standing personal 
enmities. For example, six or seven figures competed over influence within the Obeidat 
section dominant in Tobruk, the Ait Mariam. Several of them loathed each other. 
Faraj Yasin and Mansur al-Salihin, though first cousins, had long been on bad terms 
with each other. Faraj Yasin bitterly opposed al-Tayyeb al-Sharif, with whom he had a 
long-standing dispute over land ownership. A fourth Marimi notable, Ahmed Harun, 
also hated al-Sharif, and during an encounter in April 2015, he exploded in anger when 
he found out that I had met with al-Sharif. Yet three others – Faraj Hashem Bulkhatabiya, 
Faraj Yadam Buatiwa and Faraj Buhassan al-Marimi – engaged in changing alliances 
with the four aforementioned figures, as well as with outside actors.177

Such personal rivalries conditioned political positions and ensured that there could 
never be a position of ‘the tribe’ – the Ait Mariam, let alone the Obeidat as a whole – 
on any given issue. The fact that al-Tayyeb al-Sharif and Mansur Salihin lobbied for 
eastern autonomy, for example, practically guaranteed that Faraj Yasin would oppose 
federalism – which he did. In promoting regional autonomy, Al-Sharif and Salihin 
claimed to speak for their tribes, while their opponents organized meetings of notables 
purporting to show that these same tribes opposed regional autonomy.178 In the 2012 
GNC elections, Obeidat tribal politicians failed to agree on a common candidate, and 
as a result, the Obeidat – numerically the largest tribe in Tobruk – failed to elect a single 
representative in the city. In the May 2014 Local Council elections, nine candidates 
from the Ait Mariam once again split the Obeidat vote. In the June HoR elections, the 
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Qutaan – one of the other two large tribes in Tobruk, the third one being the Mniffa – 
were too divided to elect one of their own.179 Nor were the jealousies between Tobruk’s 
tribal politicians a new phenomenon: already under Qadhafi, the same actors had been 
at loggerheads over access to state resources and the levers of the administration, and 
had contested each other’s right to represent their tribe.180

Privately, several of my interlocutors in Tobruk were dismissive of these notables. 
They ridiculed their petty disputes among each other, listed their corrupt dealings 
during the Qadhafi era, and most of all scorned their opportunism and venality. 
‘They’re hypocrites,’ a young professional told me in April 2015. ‘They pledged 
allegiance to Qadhafi. Then they pledged allegiance to [Mustafa] Abdeljalil. Now they 
pledge allegiance to Haftar.’181 It was an open secret in Tobruk that Haftar had given 
cars to al-Tayyeb al-Sharif to gain or cement his support. The declarations of tribal 
support for Haftar in Tobruk, then, had to be seen against the background of this weak 
and internally divided leadership.

Following his February 2014 television coup, Haftar toured the east to mobilize 
support among disgruntled constituencies. He found considerable endorsement. 
Resentment ran high over the post-revolutionary chaos and the east’s marginalization 
in the struggles in Tripoli. Such resentment played into the hands of an eastern 
autonomy movement that resorted to increasingly brazen actions. Officers of the old 
army and security services felt outpowered by revolutionary armed groups in Benghazi 
and Darna, and were furious at government inaction in the face of the accelerating 
assassination sprees targeting them in both cities. In the environs of Benghazi, 
remnants of the army coalesced with civilians from the same communities to form 
militias that clashed with Islamist-leaning and jihadi groups. In late 2013, GNC 
president Abusahmain and the government added insult to injury by retiring hundreds 
of army officers – among them Haftar, as well as several of his future associates.182

The component elements of Haftar’s alliance in its initial form, in the spring and 
summer of 2014, reflected this variety of alienated eastern groups. Officers at eastern 
air bases were among the first to answer Haftar’s call, not only because Haftar made a 
particular effort at courting them, but also because members of the air force had been 
disproportionately represented among the victims of assassinations. In early March, 
shortly after Haftar had reached out to them, officers at the air base in Tobruk publicly 
denounced the killings targeting military officers, asked the government to take 
action, and demanded that the authorities respond to their statement.183 Officers at the 
al-Bayda, Benghazi and Sirte air bases, where Haftar had also drummed up support, 
followed suit shortly afterwards.

The chief of staff did respond – by dismissing the head of the air force, and referring 
him to the military prosecutor, along with four other officers who were involved 
with Haftar.184 Among the four was Hamed al-Hassi, commander of the self-styled 
Cyrenaica Defence Force, a group that had repeatedly appeared as the armed wing 
of autonomy activists. The previous year, Hassi had himself escaped an assassination 
attempt in which one of his close associates was killed.185 Hassi was at Haftar’s side 
throughout his tour of the east. Another close associate was Saqr al-Jarushi, who had 
been commander of Tobruk’s air base up until the revolution and was appointed chief 
of staff of the air force in early 2012, but was dismissed and retired by a ruling of the 
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Integrity Commission a year later.186 Al-Jarushi became Haftar’s air force chief, and 
reactivated his old connections to Tobruk air base in that capacity. Haftar’s declared 
intention of restoring the Libyan army therefore particularly resonated with officers 
who had very personal reasons to rebel against Tripoli.

Even before the start of military operations in mid-May, Haftar coupled his message 
to army officers with the repertoire of eastern tribal politics. At his meetings in the 
east, he invoked the historical record of the tribes whose support he professed to be 
seeking.187 Tribal politicians at these meetings arrogated the right to speak in the name 
of their entire tribes, and Haftar claimed to have obtained declarations of loyalty from 
the region’s largest tribes.188

In reality, when he launched his operation against other armed groups in Benghazi, 
Haftar’s support in the east resided in two specific constituencies, in addition to that 
of disgruntled military officers: first, proponents of regional autonomy, who saw in 
Haftar’s rebellion against the army leadership an opportunity to weaken the central 
government further and advance their agenda; second, leaders of armed groups from 
the environs of Benghazi, most of them dominated by members of the Awaqir tribe, 
whose stated motivations ranged from avenging killings they attributed to armed 
groups from Benghazi, to expelling the ‘Misratan’ families they saw as leading these 
armed groups, and seizing their properties.189

Both of these constituencies, and many eastern army officers, came to share a 
common discourse that extolled the valour and nobility of the tribes of Barqa, or 
Cyrenaica. Their discourse and interests diverged from Haftar’s, whose professed 
goal was to restore a central authority backed up by a strong army. Many saw Haftar 
not as a leader they would support, but as a temporary ally whom they could use to 
advance their goals, then discard when opportune. But in the operation’s first months, 
their backing was critical for allowing Haftar to mobilize support across the east. A 
particularly important backer was Hassan Tatanaki, a Benghazi businessman whose 
TV station Libya Awalan was widely watched in the east, who strongly promoted both 
Haftar and the autonomy movement.

In Tobruk, the launch of Haftar’s operation met with expressions of support early 
on. Almost immediately, soldiers and civilians came out in small demonstrations of 
support for Haftar, and the commander of Tobruk military region openly endorsed 
his operation.190 Three days after the fighting erupted in Benghazi, officers at Tobruk’s 
air base as well as its border guards unit announced that they had joined Haftar.191 
The next day, al-Tayyeb al-Sharif and several other notables declared their backing for 
Haftar’s operation in the name of the Obeidat.192 Over the following week, Al-Sharif, 
Buatiwa and other Haftar allies then mobilized demonstrations and meetings in 
support of Operation Dignity.193

This groundswell of support, remarkable though it was, concealed a more ambiguous 
mix of attitudes towards Haftar. The commanders of Tobruk’s Omar al-Mukhtar 
Brigade and the border guards unit refused to back Haftar, but they felt sufficient 
pressure from his supporters not to openly oppose him.194 Gen. Suleiman Mahmoud, 
the former commander of Tobruk military region and a Haftar opponent since the latter 
attempted to designate himself chief of staff in 2011, issued an ambivalent statement 
in which he voiced his support for the ‘people’s choice’ and for building a strong army 
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under civilian control, but failed to mention Haftar and Operation Dignity.195 Several 
of the Tobruk Obeidat’s leading notables, including Faraj Yasin and Mansur Salihin, 
refrained from joining al-Tayyeb al-Sharif ’s declaration of Obeidat support for Haftar, 
whether out of aversion towards al-Sharif or opposition to Haftar.

Still, Haftar enjoyed sufficient support in Tobruk to prevent any open resistance 
from forming. The use of Tobruk air base for bombing sorties on Benghazi provoked 
no local protests. Haftar’s declared goals of fighting extremists and restoring the army 
resonated in Tobruk, and his open defiance of the Tripoli authorities was shrugged off 
– after all, the government had done little to reach out to faraway Tobruk, and counted 
few supporters there.

In other peripheral areas of eastern Libya, the reaction was similar to that in Tobruk. 
In Benghazi, Darna and Ajdabiya, however, armed groups whose self-image ranged 
from revolutionaries to jihadis fiercely opposed Haftar, who had declared war on them. 
Outside these cities, only al-Bayda counted a sizeable group of former revolutionaries, 
at their core the Ali Hassan Jaber Battalion, who openly rejected Haftar’s renegade army 
command. In Tobruk, as in most of the east, opposition to Haftar would henceforth 
manifest itself in meetings behind closed doors, and in attempts at fomenting mutiny 
within his loose alliance.

Haftar’s operation, then, did not prompt Tobruk to close ranks against a common 
enemy. Rather, a small number of influential allies managed to draw Tobruk into 
Haftar’s orbit. A wider range of political actors feigned approval for the operation, 
ready to part ways with Haftar later on, or stay with him, as would suit their political 
interests. A small group of staunch opponents remained in Tobruk, but decided to 
lie low for the moment. As a result, behind the façade of unshakeable tribal loyalty, 
Haftar’s authority in Tobruk remained fragile until at least early 2016. Ambivalence 
was the name of the game.

With the arrival of the House of Representatives (HoR) to Tobruk in August 2014, 
the city that had always been at Libya’s margins entered the spotlight. The HoR’s 
appointment of his close associate Abderrazeq al-Nadhuri as chief of staff left little 
doubt over the legislature’s support for Haftar’s operation – even though Haftar’s 
command structure still remained outside official state institutions. But the HoR’s 
presence in Tobruk and the choice of its president – Agila Saleh from al-Qubba, a 
member of the Obeidat’s Ghaith section with extensive social relations in Tobruk – 
also opened up new opportunities for playing politics by maintaining an ambivalent 
position towards Haftar. Proponents of eastern autonomy who intended to dump 
Haftar at the earliest opportunity could now profess to recognize the legitimacy of 
the HoR and its ‘army’, without even a nod to Haftar. In November 2014, for example, 
three of Tobruk’s tribal politicians appeared with Ibrahim al-Jadhran to affirm 
their loyalty to the HoR and its Bayda-based government, while at the same time 
threatening eastern secession, thereby positioning themselves in clear conflict with 
Haftar.196

The costs Tobruk incurred by supporting the Haftar-led alliance were all relative. 
In November 2014, a terrorist attack killed three people in Tobruk, and in December, 
a car bomb exploded in front of the hotel that housed the HoR, but caused only 
minor injuries.197 Thereafter, the attacks stopped. Haftar and his allies refrained from 
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provoking an open confrontation with the armed groups in neighbouring Darna, 
though they began controlling movements to and from the city, and occasionally 
carried out airstrikes on targets there. (Haftar eventually launched an offensive to 
capture Darna in May 2018.). The conflict in Benghazi was far away. In fact, Tobruk 
benefited from the diversion of trade from Benghazi and Darna after Haftar’s air force 
repeatedly bombed vessels that approached these ports.198

At a meeting of tribal politicians I attended in Tobruk in April 2015, one of the 
participants deplored the lukewarm commitment of eastern tribes to Haftar’s war in 
Benghazi. There were around 700,000 men of fighting age in Barqa, he said, but only 
800 to 1,000 of them were fighting in Benghazi. This was hyperbole, but it touched a 
sore spot. To be sure, hundreds of men from Tobruk joined Operation Dignity; they 
did so as volunteers, initially without receiving salaries, and volunteer organizations 
mobilized food for these fighters. They fought with Brigade 309, a unit Haftar set up in 
Tobruk during the autumn of 2014 that was staffed with young men from Tobruk and 
al-Qubba, most of them civilians. By April 2015, thirty-seven of its members had been 
killed in fighting in Benghazi, but only four of them were military personnel.199 Not 
a single military officer from Tobruk went to fight in Benghazi.200 In Tobruk, young 
men from modest backgrounds bore the costs of Haftar’s war, among them Egyptian 
citizens from the Awlad Ali tribe. This stood in stark contrast to the socially embedded 
armed groups in Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains.

Brigade 309 did not build on pre-existing local networks. The armed groups that 
joined Operation Dignity in al-Bayda, al-Marj and the environs of Benghazi all had a 
core membership and established leaders. They often pursued goals that only partly 
corresponded to Haftar’s. In Tobruk, however, there was no existing group Haftar 
could mobilize, and no local leader to build a militia from among his clientele. Instead, 
Haftar charged a member of the Firjan tribe from Tobruk with setting up Brigade 309. 
After that commander was killed in battle in February 2015, Haftar appointed another 
fellow tribesman, from Sirte, in his place.201

*

On my first visit to Tobruk, in April 2014 – only one month before Haftar launched 
his operation – the local politicians and activists I met knew no common enemy. The 
discourse was not confrontational, and I heard no slogans about fighting terrorism 
or rebuilding the army. A year later, these slogans had become articles of faith, and 
most tribal politicians I talked to had adopted a vicious rhetoric that stigmatized 
eastern Libyans with roots in Misrata and other parts of western Libya as the cause of 
Cyrenaica’s problems.202 But this did not mean that Tobruk had closed ranks. In fact, 
this discourse appeared designed to distract from the actual politics these figures were 
busying themselves with: the struggle over leadership in Tobruk and eastern Libya, 
including within the Bayda-based government of Abdallah al-Thinni that in 2015 
retained its status as the internationally recognized authority. Haftar, during the first 
year of Operation Dignity, was one among several players competing for influence 
in eastern Libya. Only from early 2016 onward did he begin centralizing control by 
forcefully sidelining challengers from within his coalition.
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In early 2015, several commanders in Benghazi, backed by Thinni and his defence 
minister Massoud Arhuma, began openly contesting Haftar’s authority, alleging that 
he was withholding ammunition from them to assert control. On videos circulating 
on social media, leading figures in the Benghazi operation attacked Haftar as ‘sitting 
in al-Marj preparing to seize power, while we die on the battlefield’.203 Haftar tried 
to dismiss the most prominent of these commanders, Faraj al-Barassi, but proved 
powerless to do so.204 Meanwhile, Haftar successfully lobbied the HoR to appoint him 
general commander of the Armed Forces, a position superior to that of chief of staff, 
though nominally subordinate to HoR president Agila Saleh. With this move, Haftar 
finally gained an official position, and established his formal supremacy over both the 
Thinni government and his unruly commanders.

Still, many of Tobruk’s political players were uncertain on which horse to bet. In 
April 2015, one of Tobruk’s leading actors downplayed eastern support for Haftar, 
assuring me of his certain downfall at the hands of Benghazi commanders, as well 
as Ibrahim al-Jadhran, who was by then in open conflict with Haftar.205 Other than 
Jadhran, Barassi also continued to reach out to military figures in Tobruk and 
al-Bayda to plot Haftar’s overthrow.206 Another Tobruk tribal politician, Faraj Hashem 
Bulkhatabiya, associated himself with the Benghazi businessman Hassan Tatanaki in a 
scheme to bring down the Thinni government.207

It was such local rivalry, as well as the absence of cohesive local forces, that allowed 
Haftar to gradually establish control over Tobruk, and other peripheral eastern 
cities like it. While local factions were occupied with their intrigues, Haftar steadily 
reinforced his position. His most important resource was external backing from Egypt 
and the UAE in the form of weapons, equipment, and, almost certainly, cash. No other 
Libyan actor benefited from support even remotely comparable in magnitude and 
constancy to that available to Haftar.208

To strengthen his hand vis-à-vis the unreliable commanders and militias in his 
alliance, Haftar recruited fighters from Darfur and Chad.209 More importantly, he 
empowered two other forces in the east. First, he enrolled ultraconservative Salafis – 
dogmatic followers of the Saudi scholar Rabi’ al-Madkhali – in his military operation, 
and supported their takeover of mosques and police stations.210 These groups not 
only shared Haftar’s hostility to the Muslim Brotherhood, but also promoted absolute 
obedience to authority – which meant Haftar – and offered a counterweight to the 
clan-based Barqa supremacists.

Second, Haftar encouraged former members of Qadhafi’s security services and 
loyalist army officers to return from exile and work for him. Unlike established local 
commanders, these returnees had not built their own stocks of weapons and vehicles 
over the past years, and many of them came from cities or regions they could only hope 
to return to by military conquest. For both reasons, they were much more dependent 
on Haftar than the groups he had initially mobilized for his campaign. Senior regime 
figures also returned to eastern Libya and, even if they played no formal role in Haftar’s 
structure, showed their gratitude by publicly endorsing Haftar. The most prominent 
such figure in Tobruk was al-Tayyeb al-Safi, a long-standing regime official from the 
Mniffa tribe who had been Qadhafi’s right-hand man in the attempts to suppress the 
rebellion in eastern Libya in February 2011.211
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With these resources at his disposal, Haftar entered protracted struggles with 
his eastern opponents. In Darna, a coalition of local armed groups called the Darna 
Mujahidin Shura Council (DMSC), which included jihadist, Islamist and non-Islamist 
elements, began waging war on the local affiliate of the Islamic State in June 2015. 
Haftar exploited the conflict by deploying armed groups recruited from areas bordering 
Darna, thereby moving closer to the city and obstructing the DMSC’s struggle against 
IS. In September 2015, army officers and former revolutionaries from al-Bayda’s Ali 
Hassan Jaber Brigade issued a statement in opposition to Haftar, and moved with their 
erstwhile brothers-in-arms from Tobruk to join the DMSC in fighting IS in Darna.212 
This was not only a direct challenge to Haftar’s authority in a key eastern city, but also 
a threat to undermine the narrative that Haftar was indispensable for leading the fight 
against terrorists in the east.

Haftar responded by attacking the Ali Hassan Jaber Brigade in al-Bayda, forcing 
it to surrender its base.213 As fighters from Darna, al-Bayda and Tobruk advanced 
against IS, Haftar’s men gradually tightened the noose around Darna, harassing or 
arresting anti-IS combatants on their way to or from the front line, and cutting off 
supplies to their forces.214 By the time the Darna-based alliance vanquished IS in April 
2016, Haftar’s hold over Tobruk and al-Bayda had become such that these former 
revolutionaries could no longer return as a group to their home cities. Many left for 
western Libya – including Muftah Omar Hamza, the officer from Tobruk who had led 
the joint forces in Darna since November 2015.

In the meantime, political rivalries among eastern actors had crystallized into a 
contest between those aligned with Haftar, and those supporting a future UN-backed 
unity government. Since October 2015, Thinni’s education minister Fathi al-Majbari 
was a prime eastern candidate for Presidency Council membership. Majbari and his 
principal backer, Ibrahim al-Jadhran, worked to win over figures from across eastern 
Libya. But Haftar’s allies in the HoR prevented all attempts to hold a vote on the draft. 
In late November, the Tobruk tribal politician Faraj Yadam Buatiwa, a staunch Haftar 
supporter, ran into an HoR session shouting threats against parliamentarians who 
intended to vote on the draft, and HoR president Agila Saleh – in obvious collusion 
with Buatiwa – adjourned the session.215 Saleh also prevented all future attempts to 
formally vote on the agreement after it was signed.

Haftar’s associates and supporters of the Skhirat agreement in the east made 
competing claims to tribal support. In Tobruk, tribal politicians were predictably 
split. While al-Tayyeb al-Sharif and Faraj Yasin backed Haftar, several figures who had 
previously allied with Jadhran now supported the unity government, and voiced their 
support for the agreement in the name of the Obeidat.216 Tobruk’s Local Council and 
its associated Council of Elders, in which supporters of the agreement prevailed, called 
on the HoR to vote on the deal.217 But Agila Saleh assembled loyal tribal figures from 
across the east who announced that they would support the agreement only if Haftar 
remained head of the army.218

Across the country, it was increasingly common for rival groups of tribal notables 
from one and the same tribe to come out and pretend to speak for their communities. 
The political process had collapsed and elected bodies had entered a deep crisis of 
legitimacy; hence, self-declared tribal leaders had ample opportunity to pose as the 
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true representatives of the people, and promote tribal leadership as a more authentic 
and successful model than representation through democratic elections. Ironically, 
Agila Saleh himself appeared as often as a tribal notable, and orchestrated political 
displays of tribal elders, as he chaired HoR sessions.

Foreign governments and the UN also encouraged the practice by hosting tribal 
representatives whose support base was often questionable. The most blatant such 
move was a meeting of Libyan tribal figures organized by the Egyptian government 
in May 2015 to voice support for Haftar, in line with Egypt’s position.219 One of 
the Benghazi-based militia leaders seeking to emancipate themselves from Haftar 
promptly derided the attendees as ‘1,000-Dinar-sheikhs, Tatanaki’s sheikhs.’220 But 
as the struggle between Haftar and his opponents in eastern Libya intensified, staged 
expressions of tribal support were taken to their extreme and ultimately turned into a 
parody of themselves, thereby revealing their hollowness.

A televised audience Haftar gave to eastern tribal elders in late January 2016 at 
his headquarters in al-Marj showed the way. It took place shortly after the Presidency 
Council proposed a government line-up whose nominee for defence minister was 
Colonel al-Mahdi al-Barghathi, a Benghazi commander from the Awaqir tribe who 
had long been at loggerheads with Haftar. It was clear that Presidency Council member 
Fathi al-Majbari as well as Barghathi and Jadhran intended to pull the Haftar-led 
alliance apart by integrating various eastern networks into the unity government. 
Haftar’s appearance before tribal leaders sought to convey that Cyrenaica was united 
in its rejection of the Skhirat agreement and its government. Its choreography of 
successive exaltations of Haftar leading up to a long speech by the leader was more 
than reminiscent of Qadhafi’s meetings with tribal figures.221

The contest shifted into high gear with Barghathi’s move to Tripoli in May 2016, to 
take up his post. It was now clear that Barghathi directly challenged Haftar’s authority. 
On his way to Tripoli, Barghathi appeared with Jadhran, Suleiman Mahmoud and 
several leaders of Awaqir armed groups from Benghazi, thereby revealing the outlines 
of an eastern alliance opposed to Haftar. With Jadhran, this alliance appeared to 
command control over eastern oilfields and export terminals; with the Awaqir figures, 
substantial firepower in Benghazi; and taken together, influential supporters in several 
of Cyrenaica’s largest tribes.

Once Barghathi returned to Benghazi a week later, a tug-of-war over eastern 
allegiances began – and much of it was staged in the form of a contest over tribal 
loyalties. Awaqir militia leaders supporting Barghathi publicly accused Haftar of being 
behind several of the assassinations and bombings that had fuelled the anger Haftar 
then exploited for his operation. One such militia leader, Faraj Qa’im, had captured a 
Haftar operative who supposedly confessed to his involvement in such plots.222 Social 
media was abuzz with videos of Qa’im expounding Haftar’s alleged conspiracies before 
Awaqir tribal elders.223 For a while, many Awaqir figures were reluctant to take sides in 
a conflict whose outcome was unclear, and pretended to mediate between Haftar and 
Barghathi.224 But Haftar forced the tribe’s notables to take sides by organizing several 
carefully choreographed pledges of loyalty.225

A similar struggle played out in parallel among the Magharba between Jadhran and 
the tribe’s most prominent notable, Saleh Latiwish, who had assured Qadhafi of his 
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loyalty as late as 14 February 2011 before throwing his support behind the revolution, 
then joined the movement for regional autonomy in 2012 but opposed Jadhran when 
he tried to take the reins of that movement. Latiwish emerged as a key Haftar ally in 
late 2015, when he facilitated the movement of forces loyal to Haftar into Ajdabiya.226 
Throughout the first half of 2016, Latiwish mobilized against Jadhran at tribal meetings 
that, he claimed, ‘testified to Magharba tribal unity and showed that anyone who tries 
to divide the Magharba has no place here’.227

Jadhran, for his part, declared he was willing to abide by the word of Magharba 
elders: ‘the real sheikhs, not these prepaid sheikhs who one day declare their loyalty 
to Mu’ammar [al-Qadhafi], the next day to the Muslim Brothers, and then to the 
vanquished prisoner-of-war [Haftar]’.228 He also mobilized Magharba elders to stage 
shows of support for him rivalling those of Latiwish.229 But in September, Haftar’s forces 
took over Jadhran’s oil export terminals with hardly a bullet fired. Some commentators 
explained this surprising development as reflecting ‘tribal support’ for Haftar: ‘tribal 
leaders managed to convince many of Jadhran’s men to lay down their weapons.’230 
More plausibly, given the divided loyalties of Magharba tribal politicians, major sums 
of money changed hands, with tribal elders as key conduits, to smooth the advance of 
Haftar’s forces.231

In Tobruk, the stakes for supporters and opponents of Haftar were lower, since the city 
had no representatives in the unity government. Nevertheless, in August 2016, Haftar’s 
local adversaries, led by Colonel Muftah Omar Hamza, persuaded a dozen prominent 
Obeidat notables from Tobruk and a-Qubba to meet with Misratan representatives in 
Tunis and issue a statement in favour of reconciliation.232 In al-Qubba, the Obeidat 
heartland, a group of people immediately denounced ‘dubious meetings of traitors 
with terrorists’, while in Tobruk, Faraj Yasin and Faraj Yadam Buatiwa appeared with 
figures from other regions to reject the Skhirat agreement and voice their support for 
‘the army’ in the name of Libya’s tribes.233

Haftar’s takeover of the oil crescent foiled the ploys to erode his position in the east 
by drawing eastern figures into the unity government. With Jadhran gone, Barghathi’s 
position in Benghazi became untenable. The tug-of-war over political allegiances in 
eastern tribes receded, but Haftar’s instrumentalization of tribal elders took on ever 
more extravagant forms. Haftar appointed a ‘social affairs coordinator’ to liaise with 
tribal figures, Belaid al-Shikhi, who had formerly specialized in odes to Qadhafi, and 
whose rhetorical style was closer to that of an agitator in a totalitarian regime than to 
a tribal dignitary.234 Declarations of loyalty and support by tribal politicians were no 
longer spontaneous local actions; rather, they were now slickly produced by Haftar’s 
media office – among them a statement of Obeidat sheikhs read by Faraj Yasin.235 From 
early 2017 onwards, stage-managed gatherings of tribal figures with Haftar degenerated 
into increasingly absurd sequences of adulation.236

Eastern tribal politicians, then, sank from being figureheads of rival political interests 
to acting as mere pawns in propaganda performances staged by Haftar. The changes that 
underlay this transformation were real, and deeply affected the ability of political actors in 
the east to organize and express their interests independently of Haftar’s power structure. 
To enforce compliance, Haftar had since late 2015 overseen a string of abductions among 
long-standing adversaries and former allies in the east. The first prominent such case was 
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that of former deputy defence minister and erstwhile LIFG member al-Siddiq al-Mabruk, 
scion of a notable family from the Obeidat’s Ghaith section, who was abducted in the 
town of Susa in December 2015. Over the next three months, over a dozen individuals 
were abducted in Tobruk, al-Bayda as well as al-Marj, and held incommunicado.237 
Among them were activists in the autonomy movement, vocal supporters of the unity 
government, as well as people who had shown support for the forces from Tobruk and 
al-Bayda who were fighting IS in Darna. A few of them, such as a son of the Tobruk 
notable Faraj Hashem Bulkhatabiya, were released after influential local figures pleaded 
with Haftar. In Bulkhatabiya’s case, local notables successfully pressured local Haftar 
allies to close down the secret prison in which Bulkhatabiya had been held.238 But in 
most cases, such pressure remained fruitless. Several Obeidat notables from Tobruk 
and the Darna area mobilized to obtain al-Siddiq al-Mabruk’s liberation – among them 
many of the same figures who were also voicing support for the Skhirat agreement. They 
temporarily closed down the Tobruk-Darna road in protest, and intervened with HoR 
president Agila Saleh as well as Haftar himself – all to no avail.239

At first, the disappearances met with vocal protest by relatives, once they had 
established the location of the abductees and the fact that Haftar’s operatives 
were responsible. But such dissent quickly died down as fear won out. One of my 
interlocutors from Tobruk, who was only marginally involved in politics but known 
to oppose Haftar, told me in May 2016 that he had reason to fear being abducted or 
arrested.240 Many prominent figures from the east, among them army officers opposed 
to Haftar and leaders in the autonomy movement, left their hometowns during 2016 
to seek refuge in Tripoli or abroad. In Tobruk, they included Suleiman Mahmoud 
and Muftah Omar Hamza.241 Some tribal politicians who had previously supported 
Barghathi tried to redeem themselves by declaring their loyalty to Haftar – among 
them the Awaqir sheikh Brik al-Lawati. He was assassinated in a car bomb attack, likely 
as retribution for his previous disloyalty.242 The autonomy movement that had been 
such a critical source of support for Haftar in the first year of his campaign now was no 
longer able to organize and mobilize openly.

Meanwhile, Haftar continued to consolidate control in the east. During the second 
half of 2016, he appointed military governors to replace elected local councils in eight 
municipalities, including in Benghazi, where he installed former senior regime official 
Abderrahman al-Abbar.243 Throughout 2017, Haftar’s forces spread terror across the 
east with a series of mass executions in Benghazi. Video recordings of the killings 
circulated on social media.244

Haftar’s opponents tried to seize on the growing eastern disillusionment with such 
acts by once again challenging Haftar’s authority. They attempted to mobilize support 
on a tribal basis, but ultimately failed. In August 2017, Suleiman Mahmoud returned 
to Tobruk, where a large group of relatives welcomed him at the airport to protect him. 
Shortly afterwards, Barghathi’s ally Faraj Qa’im – whom Serraj had just named deputy 
interior minister – used the same tactic to return to Benghazi.245 In October, Colonel 
Muftah Omar Hamza did the same when returning to Tobruk for the first time in over 
a year. The following month, a crowd protected Tobruk’s mayor upon his return from 
Tripoli; his dealings with the Presidency Council had earned him an arrest warrant 
from the Bayda-based government.246
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But Qa’im narrowly escaped an assassination attempt in November; he reacted 
by openly calling for Haftar’s dismissal, and was then captured by Haftar’s forces.247 
Repeated demonstrations and roadblocks by his relatives to demand his release in the 
name of the Awaqir were in vain. Hamza, who had protected himself in Tobruk by 
keeping his relatives close, returned to Tripoli after a few weeks. Suleiman Mahmoud 
stayed, but stopped publishing his virulent criticism of Haftar and Agila Saleh. The 
mayor made it clear that his dealings with Tripoli were not an expression of political 
loyalty and solely aimed at mobilizing resources for the city.248 Although their extended 
families afforded these figures some protection, the political acts of these individuals 
also created problems for family members – which eventually led them to desist.249 
In contrast to the constraints on political agency in Misrata, the Nafusa Mountains 
and Bani Walid, here the limitations did not emanate from the social networks of the 
community, but from Haftar’s power structure.

Abuctions and assassinations in all impunity, along with the successful repression 
of the region’s autonomy movement, put the lie to the narrative that Haftar’s rule 
over eastern Libya was rooted in solid tribal support. The actions of Haftar’s security 
apparatus violated tribal conceptions of honour, and exposed the impotence of 
established notables. Politically motivated kidnappings did occur in Tripoli, and they 
happened in western Libya between members of distinct communities that were in 
conflict with each other. But they were highly exceptional between members of the 
same community in cohesive local communities such as Misrata, Zintan or Bani 
Walid. Haftar’s power structure had succeeded in disembedding itself from local social 
networks in the east. Its ability to do so stemmed from foreign backing, as well as from 
a local social setting in peripheral areas of eastern Libya that was characterized by 
weak, fractious leadership and the absence of socially embedded forces that could have 
withstood Haftar’s creeping takeover.

Conclusion

The local forces that emerged in revolutionary strongholds during the 2011 war were 
both cohesive and deeply socially embedded. Their social embeddedness endowed 
them with much of their power, but it also posed important constraints on their 
political leaders as they sought to adapt to changing strategic conditions. While 
pursuing the capture of state resources and bargaining for government posts in 2012–
13 and again in 2015–16, these leaders eroded the communal unity that was the source 
of their power. By redefining their communities’ enemies in 2014 only to reach out to 
these same enemies several months later, they inflicted crisscrossing political rifts on 
the social fabric. Even so, social relations in such closely knit communities prevented 
these leaders from confronting their local rivals with utter ruthlessness, and from 
freely following their whims in the tumultuous struggles they were entangled in. In 
Bani Walid, which – unlike revolutionary strongholds – had suffered deep divides in 
2011 and 2012 and lacked powerful leaders, the constraints of social embeddedness 
caused local actors to withdraw from these struggles for years, even as rival actors 
in Libya’s conflicts solicited them as allies. In all of these settings, social cohesion 
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and embeddedness prevented the penetration of supralocal political and military 
organizations.

These case studies reveal a counterintuitive finding: political fragmentation appears 
most durably in socially cohesive communities. Even where such communities had 
potent leaders who combined political and military influence, such as in Misrata or 
Zintan, these leaders’ room for manoeuvre was noticeably constrained by the network 
of social ties that linked them to rivals in the same communities. In these cases, local 
political fragmentation was the chief impediment to the formation of more integrated 
national political forces or alliances.

Haftar built his power structure in a region where cohesive local forces were few and 
far between. To the extent that peripheral areas of eastern Libya had been affected by 
the divides of the 2011 revolution and by the controversy surrounding the autonomy 
movement, these rifts did not run deep. While Haftar’s position was still fragile, he 
refrained from shifting his position in any way that would have called into question the 
definition of the enemy on which he had built his alliance, and he remained steadfast in 
his rejection of talks with political adversaries. Only after he consolidated power in the 
east, in mid-2017, did he begin to show flexibility – he could now afford to.

A key driver of fragmentation was the rapid succession of radically different 
strategic conditions. An important aspect of such instability was the turbulence in 
political players’ access to resources: foreign support or the Qadhafi regime in 2011, 
both of which disappeared with the end of the war; state assets in 2012–14, to which 
access constantly changed amid a succession of short-lived governments, and then 
became more difficult after government institutions split in two; renewed backing 
from regional governments in 2014–16, and limited possibilities for capturing state 
resources through the three parallel, competing governments. Here, a newly unstable, 
multipolar regional order could be seen at work, fuelling fragmentation in Libya. This 
instability did much to encourage political actors to push the limits within the web of 
obligations and loyalties they were enmeshed in. The one actor who did not have to 
deal with such turbulence was Haftar, whose steady support from Egypt and the UAE 
furnished the material basis for his unyielding political stance.

Patterns of territorial control emerging in western Libya from early 2017 onward 
also support the present argument on the reasons for Haftar’s rise in eastern Libya. In 
Tripoli, four large militias divided up the capital between themselves. In Tarhuna, a 
family-led militia established exclusive control over the town and the road to Tripoli. 
These processes occurred in cities that had not undergone the intense, community-
based mobilization of revolutionary strongholds in 2011, and lacked socially embedded 
forces. In Misrata, the Nafusa Mountains and Bani Walid, the social cohesion forged 
through conflict prevented such consolidation.
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Conclusion

This book has delved into the depths of politics in four Libyan localities, as they lived 
through the Libyan revolution and the struggles it unleashed. Taking an interest in 
the exploits of local political actors should not be misunderstood as a voyeuristic 
curiosity about family disputes. In the eight years following the eruption of protests 
in February 2011, local politics was central to developments at the national level. The 
revolutionary coalition fractured – and central authority disintegrated – due to the 
cohesion of local forces shaped by the revolutionary war. As local leaders built new 
alliances, this cohesion imposed constraints on them that clashed with their need to 
adapt to changing strategic conditions. The tensions between the constraints of local 
social ties and strategic political action not only thwarted all attempts at restoring 
central authority, but also caused ever-greater fragmentation locally.

At a more abstract level, the findings of this book can be summarized in five aspects 
of relevance to theoretical debates. First, approaches to the eruption of civil war should 
pay greater attention to micro-level escalatory processes through which the actors in 
such wars emerge. Second, comparative analyses of conflict dynamics would benefit 
from taking into consideration the sequential impact of changing strategic conditions, 
and their interplay with social changes wrought by conflict. Third, fragmentation can be 
conceptualized as a state of competition between enduring ties of social solidarity and 
more volatile relations of political alliance and patronage that are the result of strategic 
action. This concept can be usefully applied to – and refined in – other fragmented 
conflict landscapes. Fourth, accounting fully for the social embeddedness of actors in 
violent conflict may require abandoning organization-centric analytical frameworks, 
but more research is needed to theorize the origins of deep social embeddedness. 
Finally, variations in social embeddedness and community cohesion help explain why 
the warlord route to centralization, through a conventional mix of patronage and force, 
advances in some social settings, while facing stubborn obstacles in others.

How civil wars erupt: Onset versus escalation

In February and March 2011, the prevalent account of protagonists and external 
observers alike was that tribes and cities decided to enter into rebellion or stay loyal 
to Qadhafi. The underlying assumption was that such communities were socially 
cohesive enough to act collectively. By contrast, this book has shown that communities 
only became collective actors in the course of the conflict. Escalatory processes in the 
first weeks of the uprising – before the conflict lapsed into full-scale civil war – drew 
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the divides that structured newly forming solidarities at the local level. More than  
pre-existing characteristics of communities, the conflict dynamics themselves 
determined whether these communities emerged from the war as more cohesive 
or divided. In other words, the actors in the conflict did not exist prior to it – they 
constituted themselves during the escalation, and were shaped by the civil war itself.

In contexts where social forces have greater latitude in organizing themselves 
than in Qadhafi’s Libya, the formation of actors during escalatory processes may 
be less spectacular, and play out over longer periods. Nevertheless, the point has 
general applicability: calculating the correlation between structural properties and 
the outbreak of civil war, or identifying constellations that are particularly prone to 
bargaining failures, will not satisfactorily explain why civil wars break out. The problem 
with the vast literature on ‘civil war onset’ is summed up in the notion of ‘onset’ itself. 
That literature has largely ignored the processes of escalation that produce the actors, 
constellations and interests that make all-out war possible. Discovering and theorizing 
the mechanisms that underlie these processes, and the conditions under which they 
are aborted or reversed, should be central to the study of the eruption of civil war. How 
civil wars erupt is key to explaining why they erupt.

Processes in violent conflict: Social 
transformation and strategic conditions

Studies of contemporary violent conflict have often noted that civil wars generate 
interests in their own perpetuation, such as in the form of war economies.1 However, 
efforts to theorize the endogenous relationship between social change and violent 
conflict have begun only recently.2 This book has emphasized in particular the 
activation or formation of social boundaries and solidarities amid violent conflict as an 
important driver behind the transformation of socially embedded forces, and behind 
the constraints facing their leaders. Accounting for such transformations requires 
adopting a process-oriented perspective.

Taking processes seriously alters our understanding of the role of strategic conditions. 
Much of the literature on civil wars rightly accords central importance to what I call 
strategic conditions: the configuration of threat, opportunity and uncertainty. There is 
abundant comparative analysis of how the behaviour of actors in conflict differs under 
varying configurations of these conditions. Rarely, however, do comparative analyses 
of civil wars take into account the impact of sequences of divergent strategic conditions 
– in other words, of history. This is largely left to in-depth studies of individual country 
cases.3 But as I have argued, it matters how distinct strategic conditions succeed each 
other and consecutively shape political forces.

Real-life violent conflict is a highly variable phenomenon. In any given war-affected 
country, patterns of violence and territorial control differ from one place to another. 
They also vary significantly over time.4 Periods of relative calm alternate with phases 
of major escalation. Each phase leaves its trace on social ties, and over time – in the 
Libyan case, five distinct phases of conflict within the nine years under investigation 
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here – these traces transform and produce social structure, much like the formation of 
sedimentary rock strata.

The contribution of this book is to combine the two levels of analysis – social 
transformation and strategic conditions – in a single, process-oriented theory. The 
model proposed here, of conflicting constraints emanating from social ties and rapidly 
changing strategic conditions, is certainly not the only way of thinking about how 
these two levels interact over time. Hopefully, however, it can trigger further attempts 
to theorize how the interplay of strategic conditions and social change influences 
behaviour in violent conflict.

Fragmentation and cohesion

A seemingly paradoxical finding of this book is that political fragmentation is most 
debilitating where rival local factions are bound together in cohesive communities. 
Where such cohesion is lacking, these factions are free to ally with outside actors – 
thereby strengthening the role of supralocal forces – and try to establish their  
pre-eminence by force. At some point, such areas are likely to see a concentration 
of military resources by a local monopolist, or a takeover by an external force. But where 
strong social ties preclude the ruthless suppression of local adversaries, and compel 
local leaders to tread carefully in their association with outside actors, competing 
factions will continue to coexist, narrowing each other’s room for manoeuvre.

Fragmentation, then, is about the competition between two different types of social 
ties, each associated with a distinct framework for political action. The first are the 
ties of solidarity created by the collective struggle of a community against an external 
adversary – ties that are interlaced with quotidian relations of kinship, neighbourhood 
and long-standing friendship. Such relations are difficult to sever, and even more 
difficult to rebuild once they have been destroyed. The second are more strategically 
chosen relations of political alliance, patronage and employment – ties that go beyond 
everyday relationships, and establish local politicians as brokers between a particular 
locality and wider networks.

Fragmentation occurs in a situation where neither of these two political rationales 
can prevail over the other, nor settle into a stable relationship with each other. (A stable 
relationship being, for example, the sedimentation of a long-standing political alliance 
into deeply rooted ideological support within a community). This requires, first of all, 
that local ties of solidarity are strong enough to offer some resistance to the penetration 
of patronage-based relations and strategic alliances. Such cohesion, I have argued, is 
not an innate feature of communities, but an outcome of collective struggle against 
outside forces.

But communal cohesion as such is not enough to produce the kind of fragmentation 
Libya has exhibited since 2011. This book has shown that three conditions encourage 
the persistence of a situation in which the logics of strategic action and social 
embeddedness compete with each other, without one of them prevailing. One is the 
absence or weakness of central government, which otherwise functions as the pole 
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around which alliances and patronage networks stabilize – hence the argument that the 
collapse of central authority in 2011 locked in fragmentation. A second is the existence 
of multiple competing poles, such as meddling foreign governments, that prevent 
patronage networks from stabilizing around a single centre. A third condition is the 
rapid alternation of strategic conditions, which disrupts the continuity of processes 
that favour one rationale over the other – the consolidation of patronage networks 
structured around a central government, or the reinforcement of local solidarities 
and communal cohesion. Where phases of collective struggle alternate with local 
competition over outside alliances and access to patronage, both types of relationships 
clash with each other. Local leaders shift back and forth between a role as coordinators 
harnessing local power against outside actors, and a role as brokers between local 
interest groups and outside actors.5 Local elites have difficulties consolidating their 
position in such a context, and will face challenges from below when attempting to 
represent local constituencies.

The interplay between shifting political alliances and more resilient communal 
solidarities will be familiar to students of other highly fragmented conflicts. In northern 
Yemen, fickle state patronage and Huthi exploitation of local leadership disputes created 
a complex patchwork of local self-defence groups, mercenary armies and competing 
local big men, all within a society where tribal solidarities continue to hold sway.6 In 
South Sudan, the Nuer White Army has oscillated between community defence and 
instrumentalization by the leaders of political faction, thereby contributing to the 
fragmentation of Nuer communities.7 The present study has highlighted the processual 
character of fragmentation, and theorized it in a way that will make it applicable to 
such contexts.

What explains deep social embeddedness, 
and what are its implications?

I have argued that some military forces in contemporary violent conflicts are socially 
embedded to an extent that invalidates attempts to analyse them as armed groups, 
or to focus exclusively on the supposed interests of their leaders. The analysis has 
demonstrated the relevance of social embeddedness for understanding not only the 
nature of fragmentation in Libya, but also political agency amid violent conflict more 
generally. Deep social embeddedness suggests a degree of social control over fighters, 
and direct repercussions on local society from the actions of socially embedded 
forces. This does not necessarily mean that these fighters will be more amenable to 
compromise, or less likely to commit atrocities: attitudes towards the enemy may be 
widely shared by the community in which fighters are embedded. It does, however, 
have wide-ranging implications for how actors in a conflict conceive of their interests, 
and therefore the posture they adopt in bargaining processes, and the sway they exert 
over their constituencies while negotiating in their name.

The recent interest in social embeddedness in the literature has to date remained 
wedded to armed groups as the unit of analysis. Accounting fully for social 
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embeddedness – and, where appropriate, shedding organization-centric frameworks 
for a broader analysis of social transformation – is likely to provide new perspectives 
to ongoing debates in the study of violent conflict. Among those where its contribution 
seems particularly relevant are the research on what determines varying patterns of 
violence; the study of divergent forms of governance and order amid violent conflict; 
the question why some armed groups consolidate into centralized organizations as 
they grow, while others fragment; as well as a set of more plainly policy-oriented issues 
concerning strategies for accommodating and demobilizing fighters and their leaders.8

Much remains to be explored. Numerous studies have shown that as groups are 
drawn into violent conflict, they almost inevitably develop new hierarchies and an 
organization specializing in warfare that is distinct from the social groups out of which 
it arose.9 Why is it, then, that such organizations have remained so elusive, almost 
indistinguishable from their social surroundings, in many Libyan cities – as well 
as in other conflict contexts, as a glance at cases from South Sudan to Afghanistan 
suggests? Why have their leaders oscillated between collective decision-making and 
competition, but hardly ever established centralized, hierarchical structures? The 
argument made here about community cohesion as being less an antecedent condition 
of, than an outcome of, conflict dynamics could provide a new approach to this 
question. More fundamentally, a processual understanding of how collective struggle 
produces communal cohesion could offer a fresh perspective on the old sociological 
puzzle of why conflict causes fragmentation in some cases, and cohesion in others.

From fragmentation to consolidation

As extreme as the nature of fragmentation in Libya may be, as conventional are 
the pathways to centralization emerging from the case study on Haftar’s rise. 
Unsurprisingly, the most important condition for establishing centralized authority 
over local forces is steady command over resources to build military capacity and buy 
off local politicians. Access to external support offers the best bet in a situation where 
access to state resources and the capture of local assets – such as oil infrastructure or 
smuggling routes – are inherently unstable, because they are subject to the vagaries of 
power struggles. Of course, this only works as long as one source of external support 
trumps all others. Where multiple external actors compete as patrons of local factions, 
the outcome is, at best, the consolidation of regional fiefdoms. 

However, the case studies on fragmentation have also shown that this tried-and-
tested strategy of centralizing power through a combination of patronage and force 
works better in some local contexts than in others. The eastern Libyan periphery, 
with its dearth of cohesive local political and military forces, offered a particularly 
favourable environment for the consolidation of Haftar’s power structure. By contrast, 
Zintan, with its powerful, socially embedded forces, proved difficult terrain, despite 
the fact that Haftar allies could operate there from mid-2014 onwards. This finding is 
in line with evidence from other countries. In Afghanistan, for example, warlords – 
charismatic military leaders who are largely unconstrained by social loyalties – could 
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only prosper in social environments where tribes had lost much of their political 
autonomy, and hence ‘could not find roots in Pashtun territory’.10

Moreover, once a warlord begins exerting uneven territorial control, he will inevitably 
begin promoting the interests of loyal local elites over those of their adversaries. This, 
in turn, makes it more difficult for him to gain the support of political actors in areas 
not under his control. The costs of pursuing the warlord route to centralization – in 
the level of brute force needed, and the lives destroyed – then rise even more sharply 
once it enters the fiefdoms of cohesive local groups. There, a much more complex game 
begins in which patronage and force must be coupled with a shift towards ambiguity, 
a move from warring party to arbitrator.11 Few political operators have the networks 
and track record necessary to credibly make such a transition and play that game. The 
social rifts and loyalties formed in violent conflict, I have argued, adapt more slowly to 
changing political conditions than pragmatic politicians would like them to.

Finally, the analysis tentatively suggests the sobering conclusion that today’s 
processes of fragmentation may pave the way for consolidation tomorrow. Although 
the period under investigation has been too short to fully bear out this finding, the case 
studies on Misrata and the Nafusa Mountains indicate that the repeated alternation 
of fusion and fission, of closing ranks and pursuing more narrow interests, will make 
future returns to communal unity increasingly difficult. What we have witnessed was 
certainly not a sequence in a never-ending Khaldunian cycle. It may have been the 
beginning of the annihilation of the local solidarities that came so prominently to the 
fore in 2011.

The Libyan predicament

This book has shown that Libya’s extreme fragmentation is not immutable, but has 
taken on very different forms amid a rapid succession of strategic conditions. Moreover, 
the local actors populating this fragmented landscape may be unwittingly contributing 
to their own demise, by exhausting local solidarities in the defence against changing 
external and internal enemies.

As Libya’s predicament deepened, it became increasingly common for foreign 
pundits to prescribe stronger political and administrative decentralization as a response 
to what they saw as the intrinsic nature of Libya’s political landscape. Some sought the 
remedy in the federal model of the 1950s, others even called for partition. Some began 
arguing that, maybe, the ‘Western’ model of the state did not suit Libyan society, and 
that the struggles underway could lead to the formation of more authentic local orders 
that would do away with central authority, borders and other imported artificials. 
Western diplomats often doubted the existence of Libyan national consciousness, as 
opposed to parochial loyalties.

Such verdicts, however, miss a crucial point. The collapse of central authority locked 
in fragmentation, and caused it to deepen. In other words, to overcome fragmentation, 
central authority has to be re-established. Equally important, Libya’s entire economy 
remains inextricably tied to functioning central authority – unless the country were to 
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undergo an extremely painful transition to a non-hydrocarbon economy, or an even 
more painful war of secession. Greater administrative devolution is certainly desirable, 
but without the re-establishment of central authority, local authorities will not be 
viable in the Libya we know.

Of course, re-establishing central authority first was the other increasingly popular 
prescription among Libyans and foreign observers alike – coupled with the diagnosis 
that only a strong man could hold such a fragmented country together. International 
momentum has increasingly gathered behind this strong man, and many have seen 
his continued expansion and eventual capture of power as inevitable. The analysis put 
forward in this book, and its caveats on the sway of opportunism in Libya’s fragmented 
landscape, does not support this prognosis. Rather, it suggests that fragmentation 
might be overcome if patronage networks reaching from the centre down to the local 
level can consolidate around a central authority. Such networks would gradually 
erode cohesion in communities, and eat away at their socially embedded forces. This 
would require strategic conditions to remain sufficiently stable to avoid the repeated 
disruption of such processes of consolidation.

Finally, whereas Libya’s fragmentation was not inevitable, the progressive 
internationalization of its conflicts was. The transnational repercussions of chaos in 
Libya have led an increasing array of foreign governments to get involved and begin 
striking direct arrangements with local actors. The range of sponsors potentially 
available to Libya’s local forces now goes far beyond the regional governments that 
supported the warring parties of 2014. The priorities and strategies of these states vis-
à-vis Libya change constantly, introducing an additional element of instability into the 
strategic context. Until foreign powers can agree that central authority in Libya should 
be rebuilt rather than conquered or circumvented, Libya’s fragmentation will be there 
to stay.
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146 Qutaan notable from Msaid Tobruk April 2015
147 Faraj Yasin al-Mabri: Obeidat notable, member 

of local council
Tobruk April 2015

148 Two army officers from Tobruk Tobruk April 2015
149 Young political analyst from Tobruk Tobruk April 2015
150 Businessman from Tobruk Tobruk April 2015
151 Al-Tayyeb al-Sharif: Obeidat notable Tobruk April 2015
152 Young Tobruk businessman Tobruk April 2015
153 Obeidat notable Tobruk April 2015
154 Obeidat notable, federalist politician Tobruk April 2015
155 Qutaan notable, former GNC member from 

Tobruk
Tobruk April 2015

156 Member of constituent assembly for Tobruk Tobruk April 2015
157 Misratan politician, member of Libyan Elders 

Council for Reconciliation
Misrata April 2016

158 Misratan academic/politician Misrata April 2016
159 Abubakr al-Hresh: Misratan religious figure, 

member of local council
Misrata April 2016

160 Member of Misrata local council Misrata April 2016
161 Misratan battalion leader in Tripoli (Halbus 

Battalion); participant in ceasefire 
negotiations in 2015

Tripoli April 2016

162 Misratan civil society activist Misrata April 2016
163 Misratan political activist Misrata April 2016
164 Misratan battalion leader (Mahjub Battalion) Misrata April 2016
165 Misratan notable Misrata April 2016
166 Senior Misratan army officer Misrata April 2016
167 Bani Walid academic, former member in 

Revolutionary Committees
Tripoli April 2016

168 Judge from Bani Walid Tripoli April 2016
169 Former leader in Libyan Islamic Fighting 

Group; Tripoli security figure
Tripoli April 2016

170 Political activist from Tripoli/Yefren Tripoli April 2016
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171 Former revolutionary commander, community 
negotiator from Kikla

Tripoli April 2016

172 Amazigh activist from Yefren Yefren April 2016
173 Notable from Yefren Yefren April 2016
174 Notable, community negotiator from Zintan Zintan April 2016
175 Notable, community negotiator from Zintan Zintan April 2016
176 Zintani political negotiator Zintan April 2016
177 Zintan HoR member Zintan April 2016
178 Abdallah Trabelsi: commander of the Special 

Operations Force, brother of Sawaeq 
commander Emad Trabelsi

Zintan April 2016

179 Young Zintani political activist Zintan April 2016
180 Member of/negotiator for Zintan military 

council
Zintan April 2016

181 Zintani battalion leader, negotiator for Zintan 
military council

Zintan April 2016

182 Fadhil al-Amin: Independent member of 
UN-led Libyan Political Dialogue

Tunis September 2016

183 Former battalion leaders from Benghazi Tripoli September 2016
184 Zintani battalion leader, negotiator for Zintan 

military council
Tripoli September 2016

185 Former leader in Libyan Islamic Fighting 
Group; Tripoli security figure

Tripoli September 2016

186 Senior official in Muslim Brotherhood Tripoli September 2016
187 Senior official in Muslim Brotherhood and 

Justice and Construction Party; adviser to 
member of Presidency Council 

Tripoli September 2016

188 Official in Tripoli security institution, former 
revolutionary fighter from Nalut

Tripoli September 2016

189 Adviser in Ministry of Defence from Benghazi Tripoli September 2016
190 Former official in Tripoli security institutions, 

former revolutionary fighter from Jadu
Tripoli September 2016

191 Senior official in Ministry of Defence from 
Benghazi

Tripoli September 2016

192 President of Warshafana Shura Council Tripoli September 2016
193 Civil society activist, member of notable family 

from Warshafana
Tripoli September 2016

194 Human rights activist from Sirte Tripoli September 2016
195 Misratan academic and civil society activist Misrata September 2016
196 Misratan fighter in Sirte war effort Misrata September 2016
197 Misratan fighter in Sirte war effort Misrata September 2016
198 Misratan political activist Misrata September 2016
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199 Misratan academic, politician Misrata September 2016
200 Former senior regime official from Misrata Tripoli September 2016
201 Salem Jha: leading army officer in revolutionary 

war effort
Misrata September 2016

202 Maadan notable from Misrata Misrata September 2016
203 Jamal al-Triki: commander of Third Force Misrata September 2016
204 Misratan academic, civil society activist Misrata September 2016
205 Misratan Islamist politician Misrata September 2016
206 Fawzi Abdelali: leading Misratan revolutionary 

figure, member of first local council, former 
interior minister, Libyan ambassador to 
Bahrain

Misrata September 2016

207 Army officer from eastern Libya Misrata September 2016
208 Senior Misratan army officer, official in Sirte 

war effort
Misrata September 2016

209 Misratan battalion leader (Mahjub Battalion) Misrata September 2016
210 Young political activist working with Bani 

Walid Social Council
Bani Walid September 2016

211 Saleh Mayouf: Head of Bani Walid Social Council Bani Walid September 2016
212 Brother and associate of a 1993 coup plotter Bani Walid September 2016
213 Member of Bani Walid Local Council Bani Walid September 2016
214 Bani Walid civil society activist Bani Walid September 2016
215 Former fighter in Bani Walid’s defence in 2012 Bani Walid September 2016
216 Bani Walid religious figure Bani Walid September 2016
217 Qadhadhfa notable from Sirte Bani Walid September 2016
218 Bani Walid academic Bani Walid September 2016
219 Member in Bani Walid security brigade, former 

fighter in Bani Walid’s defence in 2012
Bani Walid September 2016

220 Youssef al-Mangoush: former Chief of Staff, 
army officer from Benghazi

Berlin December 2016

221 Senior official in Muslim Brotherhood and 
Justice and Construction Party; adviser to 
member of Presidency Council 

Tripoli March 2017

222 Former official in Tripoli security institutions, 
former revolutionary fighter from Jadu

Tripoli March 2017

223 Political activist from Tripoli/Yefren Tripoli March 2017
224 Former leader in Libyan Islamic Fighting 

Group, Tripoli security figure
Tripoli March 2017

225 Army officer from al-Bayda Tripoli March 2017
226 Former leaders of Benghazi revolutionary 

battalions
Tripoli March 2017
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227 Senior official in Tripoli security institution, 
former leader in revolutionary battalion

Tripoli March 2017

228 Senior Misratan politician Tripoli March 2017
229 Army officer from Jadu Tripoli March 2017
230 Zintani battalion leader, negotiator for Zintan 

military council
Tripoli March 2017

231 Zintani politician Zintan March 2017
232 Zintani notable and community negotiator Zintan March 2017
233 Zintani army officer, member of military council Zintan March 2017
234 Young Zintani political activist Zintan March 2017
235 Member of/negotiator for Zintan military council Zintan March 2017
236 Zintani notable Zintan March 2017
237 Misratan battalion leader (Halbus Battalion) in 

Tripoli
Tripoli March 2017

238 Misratan academic and civil society activist Misrata March 2017
239 Senior Misratan army officer, official in Sirte 

war effort
Tripoli March 2017

240 Official in Tripoli security institution, former 
battalion leader from Jadu

Tripoli March 2017

241 Members of Jadu local council, former 
revolutionary leaders

Jadu March 2017

242 Senior army officer from Nalut Tripoli March 2017
243 Senior Misratan security figure, battalion leader, 

former intelligence official
Misrata March 2017

244 Army officer from Tobruk Tripoli March 2017
245 Agil Hussein Agil: former minister under Qadhafi By telephone April 2017
246 Mustafa Saqizli: former leader in Benghazi 

revolutionary battalions, head of Warriors’ 
Affairs Commission 

Tripoli April 2013

247 Member of Bani Walid local council Tripoli June 2012
248 Pro-revolutionary civil society activist from 

Bani Walid
Tripoli November 2012

249 Judge from Bani Walid Bani Walid November 2012
250 Members of Misrata’s Military Council Misrata November 2011
251 Head of Misrata local council Misrata November 2011
252 Misratan student and civil society activist Misrata November 2011
253 Misratan academic, politician Misrata April 2013
254 Misratan student and civil society activist Misrata April 2013
255 Misratan political activist Misrata April 2013
256 Manager in state-owned infrastructure company Tripoli April 2013
257 Group of Misratan political figures Misrata April 2013
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258 Zintani academic and members of Zintan’s 
Shura Council 

Zintan November 2012

259 Naluti commander of Dahiba-Wazin border 
crossing

Djerba March 2015

260 Former leader in Benghazi revolutionary 
battalion

Istanbul November 2017

261 Leader in Benghazi Defence Brigades Istanbul November 2017
262 Former leader in Libyan Islamic Fighting Group Istanbul November 2017
263 Ali Dabeiba: businessman from Misrata Istanbul November 2017
264 Former official in interior ministry in Tripoli Istanbul November 2017
265 Former leader in Libyan Islamic Fighting Group Istanbul November 2017
266 Commander in Misratan revolutionary battalion Istanbul November 2017
267 Awad al-Barassi: former deputy prime minister Istanbul November 2017
268 Mustafa Saqizli: former leader in Benghazi 

revolutionary battalions
Istanbul November 2017

269 Senior official in Justice and Construction Party Tripoli March 2018
270 Tubu politician from Murzuq Tripoli March 2018
271 Tubu battalion leader Tripoli March 2018
272 Misratan politician Misrata March 2018
273 Commander in Misratan forces in Sirte Misrata March 2018
274 Misratan businessman Misrata March 2018
275 Misratan military officer Misrata March 2018
276 Misratan battalion leader Misrata March 2018
277 Leaders in Third Force and other Misratan 

battalions
Misrata March 2018

278 Leaders in al-Marsa and other Misratan battalions Misrata March 2018
279 Battalion leaders from Sabratha Misrata March 2018
280 Member of Misrata local council Misrata March 2018
281 Young professional from Zawiya Tripoli March 2018
282 Misratan battalion commander Tripoli March 2018
283 Zintani battalion commander Tripoli March 2018
284 Former leader in Benghazi revolutionary 

battalions
Tripoli March 2018

285 Former member of exiled opposition from Sabha Tripoli March 2018
286 Senior military officers Tripoli March 2018
287 Military officer from Bani Walid, member of 

1993 coup plotters
Tripoli March 2018

288 Civil society activists, mediators Tripoli March 2018
289 Military officer from Tobruk Tripoli March 2018
290 Misratan academic Tripoli April 2018
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291 Former member of exiled opposition from Sabha Tripoli April 2018
292 Senior military officer Tripoli April 2018
293 Prominent businessman from Tripoli Tripoli April 2018
294 Misratan battalion commander Tripoli April 2018
295 Awlad Suleiman notable from Sabha Tripoli April 2018
296 Member of Bani Walid Social Council Bani Walid April 2018
297 Activist working for Bani Walid Social Council Bani Walid April 2018
298 Activist working for Bani Walid Social Council Bani Walid April 2018
299 Journalist from Bani Walid Bani Walid April 2018
300 Military officer from Bani Walid, member of 

1993 coup plotters
Bani Walid April 2018

301 Volunteer in Bani Walid security brigade Bani Walid April 2018
302 Misratan businessman Misrata April 2018
303 Fathi Bashagha: Misratan politician Misrata April 2018
304 Group of Misratan battalion leaders Misrata April 2018
305 Misratan battalion commander Misrata April 2018
306 Al-Siddiq Al-Kabir: governor of Central Bank Tripoli April 2018
307 Zintani battalion leader Tripoli April 2018
308 Military officer from Jadu Tripoli April 2018
309 Military officer from Zintan Tunis April 2018
310 Former member of Presidency Council Tunis April 2018
311 European diplomat Tunis July 2018
312 Mahmoud Jibril: founder of National Forces 

Alliance
Tunis August 2018

313 Leader of Tubu armed group Tunis August 2018
314 Former leader in Libyan Islamic Fighting Group Berlin October 2018
315 Senior international official working on Libya Berlin October 2018
316 Tubu politician, former Nigerien rebel leader Niamey October 2018
317 Awlad Suleiman businessman, former member 

of exiled opposition
Agadez October 2018

318 Zwayya businessman, Nigerien parliamentarian Niamey October 2018
319 Misratan businessman Misrata November 2018
320 Commander of Benghazi Defence Brigades Misrata November 2018
321 Leaders in Benghazi Defence Brigades Al-Sdada November 2018
322 Senior army officer Misrata November 2018
323 Group of Misratan battalion leaders Misrata November 2018
324 Ahmed Maitig: deputy president of Presidency 

Council
Misrata November 2018

325 Misratan academic Misrata November 2018
326 Commander in Sirte security force Misrata November 2018
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327 Member of displaced Benghazi family Misrata November 2018
328 Civil society activist Tripoli November 2018
329 Former member of exiled opposition from 

Sabha
Tripoli November 2018

330 Tubu activist Tripoli November 2018
331 Zintani battalion leader Tripoli November 2018
332 Senior Muslim Brotherhood official Tripoli November 2018
333 Politician from notable Awlad Suleiman family Tripoli November 2018
334 Senior official in economic institution Tripoli November 2018
335 Security official, former commander in Tripoli 

Revolutionaries Battalion
Tripoli November 2018

336 Commander in National Mobile Force Tripoli November 2018
337 Members of Zawiya municipal council Zawiya November 2018
338 Zawiya parliamentarian, former leader of  

armed group
Zawiya November 2018

339 Leaders in Zawiya armed groups Zawiya November 2018
340 Leader in armed groups from Sabratha Zawiya November 2018
341 Young professional from Zawiya Zawiya November 2018
342 Sabratha politician Tripoli November 2018
343 Political adviser to leader in Tripoli armed group Tripoli November 2018
344 Politician, battalion leader from Nalut, former 

commander in Tripoli Revolutionaries 
Battalion

Tripoli November 2018

345 Zintani academic Zintan November 2018
346 Nalut elders Nalut November 2018
347 Commander in Nalut armed groups Nalut November 2018
348 Nalut military officer Nalut November 2018
349 Member of Nalut municipal council Nalut November 2018
350 European diplomat Tunis November 2018
351 Ambassador of European state Tunis November 2018
352 Diplomat of Middle Eastern state Tunis November 2018
353 Misratan military officer Tunis January 2019
354 Misratan academic Misrata February 2019
355 Misratan businessman Misrata February 2019
356 Group of Misratan battalion leaders Misrata February 2019
357 Military officers from Zintan and Rujban Misrata February 2019
358 Misratan military officer Misrata February 2019
359 Liaison between military command and armed 

groups in Misrata
Misrata February 2019

360 Local mediator between Tripoli armed groups Tripoli February 2019
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361 Tuareg activist Tripoli February 2019
362 Tubu politician Tripoli February 2019
363 Former member of exiled opposition from 

Sabha
Tripoli February 2019

364 Zintani battalion leader Tripoli February 2019
365 Civil society activist Tripoli February 2019
366 Senior official at economic institution Tripoli February 2019
367 Young professional from Tarhuna Tripoli February 2019
368 Political adviser to leader in Tripoli armed group Tripoli February 2019
369 Senior technocrat under former regime Tripoli February 2019
370 Former leader of Benghazi armed group Tripoli February 2019
371 Tubu notable Tripoli February 2019
372 Ahmed Maitig: deputy president of Presidency 

Council
Tripoli February 2019

373 Security official, former commander in Tripoli 
Revolutionaries Battalion

Tripoli February 2019

374 Young professional from Ubari Tripoli February 2019
375 Tripoli businessman, former commander of 

armed group
Tripoli February 2019

376 Judge from Bani Walid Tripoli February 2019
377 Misratan battalion commander Misrata February 2019
378 Military officer from Jadu Tunis February 2019
379 Aide to General Prosecutor Tunis February 2019
380 Ambassador of European state Tunis February 2019
381 European diplomat Tunis February 2019
382 European diplomat Tunis February 2019
383 Politician from Ubari Tunis February 2019
384 Senior economic official in Bayda-based 

government
By telephone February 2019

385 US diplomats Tunis March 2019
386 European diplomats Tunis March 2019
387 Diplomat of Middle Eastern state Tunis March 2019
388 Official from Benghazi Tunis March 2019
389 French diplomats Paris March 2019
390 Former leading GNC member and former 

senior security official in Zeidan government
Berlin March 2019

391 Senior US military official Berlin March 2019
392 German diplomats Berlin April 2019
393 Zintani commander By telephone April 2019
394 Misratan politician By telephone April 2019
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395 Commander from Tajura Berlin April 2019
396 Misratan academic By telephone April 2019
397 Misratan academic, civil society activist By telephone May 2019
398 Civil society activist from Tripoli By telephone May 2019
399 Zintani commander By telephone May 2019
400 Misratan commander By telephone May 2019
401 Local mediator between Tripoli armed groups By telephone May 2019
402 Senior French diplomat Berlin May 2019
403 Senior Libyan politician, former intermediary 

between Serraj and Haftar
Berlin May 2019
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